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Translator’s Preface
Indeed, all praise is due to AllĆh, we praise Him, we seek His aid, and we ask for His forgiveness.
We seek refuge in AllĆh from the evil of our actions and from the evil consequences of our
actions. Whomever AllĆh guides, there is none to misguide and whoever AllĆh misguides there is
none to guide. I bear witness that there is no god worthy of worship except AllĆh and I bear
witness that Muhammad is the servant and messenger of AllĆh.

ƂǹƊ ȂĄǸǴÊǈ
ą ǷČ ǶĄƬǻƊƗȁă ōȏƛÊ ċǺƫĄȂĄǸƫă ȏƊ ȁă ǾÊ ƫÊƢƊǬƫĄ Ǫċ Ʒă Ǿă ǴƐǳơ ơƒȂƌǬƫċơ ơƒȂĄǼǷă ƕ Ǻă ȇÊǀōǳơ ƢăȀČȇƗƊ Ƣăȇƃ
“O you who have believed, fear AllĆh as He should be feared and do not die except as
Muslims (in submission to Him).”
{ąli-ImrĆn (3): 102}

ōƮƥăȁă ƢăȀƳă ąȁǃă ƢăȀąǼǷÊ Ǫă ǴƊƻă ȁă ƧÇ ƾă ƷÊ ơăȁ ǆ
Ç Ǩƒ ċǻ ǺďǷ ǶƌǰǬƊ ǴƊƻă ȅÊǀōǳơ ĄǶƌǰċƥǁă ơƒȂƌǬƫċơ ĄǅƢċǼǳơ ƢăȀČȇƗƊ Ƣăȇƃ
ǹƊ ƢƊǯ Ǿă ǴƐǳơ ōǹƛÊ ǵă ƢăƷǁą ȋÈ ơăȁ ǾÊ ƥÊ ǹƊ ȂƌǳƔƢăǈƫă ȅÊǀōǳơ Ǿă ǴƐǳơ ơƒȂƌǬƫċơăȁ ƔƢăǈǻÊȁă ơĆŚưÊǯƊ ȏƆ ƢăƳǁÊ ƢăǸĄȀąǼǷÊ
ƂƢĆƦȈÊǫăǁ Ƕą ǰƌ ȈąǴƊǟă
“O mankind, fear your Lord, who created you from one soul and created from it its mate
and dispersed from both of them many men and women. And fear AllĆh through whom
you ask things from each other, and (respect) the wombs. Indeed AllĆh is ever, over you,
an Observer.”
{an-NisĆ (4): 1}

ơĆƾȇÊƾǇă ƢƆǳȂą Ɗǫ ơȂƌǳȂƌǫȁă Ǿă Ǵō ǳơ ơȂƌǬƫċơ ơȂĄǼǷă ƕ Ǻă ȇÊǀǳōơ ƢăȀȇČƊƗ Ƣăȇƃ
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ơĆǃȂą ǧƊ ǃă ƢƊǧ ƾą ǬƊ ǧƊ ĄǾǳƊȂĄǇăǁȁă Ǿă Ǵō ǳơ Ǟą ǘÊ ȇĄ ǺăǷȁă Ƕą ƌǰƥăȂĄǻƿƌ Ƕą ǰƌ ǳƊ ǂą ǨÊ Ǥą ȇăȁă Ƕą ƌǰǳƊƢăǸǟą ƗƊ Ƕą ǰƌ ǳƊ ƶ
ą ǴÊ ǐ
ą ȇĄ
ƂƢĆǸȈÊǜǟă
“O you who have believed, fear AllĆh and speak words of appropriate justice. He will
amend for you your deeds and forgive your sins. And whoever obeys AllĆh and His
Messenger has certainly attained a great attainment.”
{al-AhzĆb (33): 70-71}
To proceed:
This is a partial translation of the recent outstanding work al-’AshĆ’irah: Fĩ MeezĆn Ahl is-Sunnah
by the respected Shaykh Faisal bin QazĆr al-JĆsim (hafidhahullĆh). The original book is some 824
pages and this translation is a meagre effort to transmit just some of it for the benefit of the
English reader. I had the opportunity to ask Shaykh Faisal during his most recent trip to the UK
in May 2008 CE on what chapters he suggests I translate for a summarised translation project, so
with that in mind I undertook what the Shaykh and myself concurred would be of most use in
light of the most common ’Ash’arĩ creedal discrepancies. Some other brothers and myself hope
finish a more complete translation of this vital work which will be available for publication, may
AllĆh help us in this. Many of the recent works by Shaykh Faisal have been introduced by a
variety of well-known and respected scholars. For his book Tajreed ut-Tawheed (Kuwait: alMabarah al-Khayriyyah li Uloom il-Qur’Ćn wa’s-Sunnah, 1428 AH/2007 CE) was introduced and
commended by ImĆm ’AbdullĆh bin ’Abdul’Azeez al-’Aqeel, who is regarded by many as being
the ImĆm of the HanĆbilah at present. While Shaykh Faisal’s book Usool Shaykh Bin BĆz fi’r-Radd
’ala’l-MukhĆlif [The Principles of Shaykh Bin BĆz in Refuting the Opposer] (Beirut: DĆr ulBashĆ’ir al-IslĆmiyyah, 1429 AH/2008 CE) was introduced by al-’AllĆmah, Dr SĆlih al-FawzĆn
and Shaykh ’Abdul’Azeez as-SadhĆn.
This book on the ’Ash’arĩ creed was also introduced by ten scholars however I have not
translated their introductions in order to keep this translation brief. In any case the following
scholars introduced the book:

Shaykh and Professor, Dr Muhammad bin ’AbdurRazzĆq at-TabatabĆ’ĩ (Kuwait) – from
the Sharee’ah College in Kuwait

Shaykh Muhammad bin Hamd al-Hamood an-Najdĩ (Kuwait) – head of the Academic
Panel, Jam’iyyah IhyĆ TurĆth al-IslĆmĩ.
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Shaykh and Professor, Dr Muhammad bin ’AbdurRahmĆn al-MaghrĆwĩ (Morocco) –
Professor of Higher Islamic Studies at al-Qarawiyyeen University in Morocco and head of
the Jam’iyyat ud-Da’wah ila il-Qur’Ćn wa’s-Sunnah.

Shaykh and Professor, Dr Sa’ood bin ’Abdul’Azeez al-Khalaf (Saudi Arabia) – head of
the ’Aqeedah Department, College of Da’wah and Usool ud-Deen, Islamic University of Madeenah
and head of the Jam’iyyat ul-’Aqeedah in the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia.

Shaykh Mashhoor Hasan ąl SalmĆn from Jordan

Shaykh and Professor, Dr Muhammad Ahmad Lawh (Senegal) – from the African College
of Islamic Studies in Senegal.

Shaykh, Dr Ahmad ShĆkir al-Junaydĩ (Egypt) – Professor of Islamic ’Aqeedah and
deputy director general of AnsĆr us-Sunnah al-Muhammadiyyah.

Shaykh and Professor, Dr Abş ’Abdul’Azeez an-NşrustĆnĩ (Pakistan) – director of the
JĆmi’at al-Athariyyah [Atharĩ University] in Peshawar, Pakistan.

Shaykh ’AbdulHĆdĩ Wahbĩ (Lebanon) – head of Jam’iyyat us-SirĆj ul-Muneer in Beirut.

Shaykh, Dr Sa’duddeen bin Muhammad al-Kubbĩ (Lebanon) – director of the BukhĆrĩ
Islamic Institute and head of the Centre of Islamic Research in Lebanon.
In the mid 1990s evidence-laden works by the Salafĩs stifled the spread of the ’AshariteMu’tazilite dialectic in the West. Efforts at that time by the likes of the brother Aboo Rumaysah,
Salafi Publications (Abş IyyĆd Amjad Rafeeq in particular) and their works Mountains of Knowledge
and Foundations of the Sunnah, and by others demonstrated to English-speaking audiences the
abundant evidences invalidating the ’Ash’arĩ creed. More recently, the Salafĩ brothers of Sunni
Press have also conducted outstanding research in presenting detailed evidences and studies
discounting ’Ash’arĩ polemic and dialectic.1 It is hoped that some of the work by Sunni Press can
be published and printed for a wider reading audience.
It will be evident within this translation that the ’AshĆ’irah are particularly unconvincing in
terms of ’aqeedah and thus their arguments have been found wanting. This is due to a number of
reasons which can be summed up with the following:
The neutrality deficit within much contemporary ’Ash’arĩ writing, to the extent that their
writing assumes a polemical standing as opposed to a critical academic survey of

1

Refer to: http://z3.invisionfree.com/sunnipress/index.php?showforum=11

Recently, Abź Zubayr Saleem “al-’AzzŅmŝ” also conducted some useful refutations of the ’Asha’rŝs, yet his
’aqeedah in regards to ŝmŅn, kufr, takfeer could be improved as could his etiquette with the Salafis and their
scholars.
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ascertaining the correct ’aqeedah. So Shaykh Faisal al-JĆsim demonstrates in this work for
example that in many cases the two ’Ash’arĩ authors who he critiques throughout the
book1 totally neglect any referral to certain extant creedal works and continue as if
nothing has even been written. This kind of approach seems to maintain partisan
loyalties and is far from academic impartiality.
The adamant ’Ash’arĩ assertion, which serves as more of an argumentum ad nauseam, that
Salafĩs are anthropomorphists. It is plain from the works which Salafĩs utilise in ’aqeedah
that nothing of the sought is found therein and there are abundant rejections of tamtheel,
tajseem and tasbheeh, as there are refutations of ta’teel, ta’weel and tafweedh.
The ’Ash’arĩ agreement with the Mu’tazilah in many of their interpretations of the texts
and their agreement with them regarding AllĆh’s Speech not being comprised of letters
and sounds.
The ’Ash’arĩ agreement with the Jahmiyyah in regards to AllĆh’s Attributes, this
agreement with them is exemplified in the writings of ZĆhid al-Kawtharĩ, who even
defended Jahm bin SafwĆn! His excessive statements and even takfeer of scholars will be
studied in a future paper.
The contemporary ’Ash’arĩ claim of a “Salafĩ conspiracy to tamper with classical texts” in
order to further Salafiyyah. This preposterous assertion is probably the epitome of such
contemporary ’Ash’arĩ intellectual bankruptcy and polemic. So after it is demonstrated
that the ’Asha’rĩs have a contrary approach to ’aqeedah in light of the Qur’Ćn, Sunnah,
IjmĆ of the Salaf and creeds of the ImĆms of the early generations – the final evasion
becomes: “Actually, we don’t trust your sources, they have been tampered with!” Nşh
Keller, who has written a variety of rather obscurantist and polemical articles, even
attempted to demonstrate this in a rather haphazard attempt to prove this contention.2

1

The reader of this translation will thus notice that Shaykh Faisal al-JŅsim throughout the book refers to quotes

by “the two authors” and he intends by this the two ’Ash’arŝ authors who authored the book claiming that the
’Ash’arŝs are Ahl us-Sunnah. This book was entitled Ahl us-Sunnati al-’AshŅ’iratu: ShahŅdatu’Ulama il-Ummati
wa Adilatuhum, yet Shaykh Faisal does not mention the names of the two authors and suffices with referring to
them as just “the two authors”. I have not yet found the names of the two ’Ash’arŝ authors yet in any case this
is unimportant as their arguments are the usual ’Ash’arŝ arguments and logical fallacies that are replete within
’Ash’arŝ polemical writings.
2

As can be seen in an article written in the mid 1990s entitled Reforming Classical Texts by Mas’źd KhŅn from

Aylesbury, which was a question put to his teacher, Nźh Keller. Such a question would be of little benefit to KhŅn
who cannot access the classical texts in the original Arabic language in any case, so it would be perhaps better to
actually study Arabic first before accusing Salafŝs of the very serious crime of tampering with and purposefully
covering up what is found within books which may oppose them.
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Yet it is apparent that to claim that there has been an intentional “Salafĩ conspiracy to
tamper with texts” would mean that somehow the Salafĩs (from the 19th century or 1980s
– according to their non-concurring dates of when Salafiyyah became popularised) would
had to have had access to a vast range of manuscripts, collections and folios to tamper
with, and this is obviously implausible.
One latest example of this inadequate comprehension of ’aqeedah is the fact that only recently
have some Western ’Ash’arĩ teachers admitted that there is such a thing as the “Salafĩ” or
“Atharĩ” ’aqeedah, even though this has been emphasised in the West for the last fifteen years.
Indeed, it seems that this recognition of the Salafĩ ’aqeedah has more to do with the current
ecumenical zeitgeist among some Muslims as a front for “unity”, in light of recent events
affecting Muslim communities in the West, more than it has to do with a serious critical
evidence-based investigation of the correct ’aqeedah as documented from the Salaf. The dearth of
evidences is just one issue which causes many to disregard the ’Asharite creed and its speculativerhetorical approach.
Of late however, for a variety of reasons, there has been an increase in ’Ash’arĩ polemic and
its dialectic is resurfacing. Leading the way in this regard have been the following ’Ash’arĩ
apologists who have authored and translated a variety of polemical tracts:
G.F HaddĆd – the “Mureed” of HishĆm al-KabbĆnĩ (the deputy of Nazim
Qubrusĩ head of a peculiar brand of the Naqshbandĩ Sşfĩ cult).1 KabbĆnĩ can be
witnessed

here

performing

a

“dance”2

See:

http://video.google.co.uk/videoplay?docid=618545744089582463&q=Kabbani+
sufi+dhikr

and

Just one example which indicates that this is incorrect is that fact that writings and manuscripts of books of
those who wrote against ImŅm Muhammad ibn ’AbdulWahhŅb are still extant to this day within Saudi libraries.
The works of Ahmad bin ’Ali ash-ShŅfi’ŝ al-QabbŅnŝ for example are to be found in the library of ImŅm
Muhammad ibn Saud University in Riyadh. This demonstrates that the opposing arguments have been preserved
in order to rebut them and shows that the followers of ImŅm Muhammad ibn ’AbdulWahhŅb did not totally
destroy, desecrate and ransack the works, writings and books of their opposers. QabbŅnŝ had two writings against
Muhammad ibn ’AbdulWahhŅb, the first was a copy in his handwriting of a book entitled KitŅb Rad ad-DalŅlah
wa Qama’ al-JahŅlah by another scholar called Ahmad Barakat ash-ShŅfi’ŝ al-Azharŝ at-TandatŅwŝ. While the
second is entitled KitŅb Naqd QawŅ’id ad-DalŅl wa Rafd ’AqŅ’id ud-DullŅl which is a response to a letter sent by
ImŅm Muhammad ibn ’AbdulWahhŅb to the ’Ulama in Basra.
1

Interestingly, other strands of Naqshbandiyyah make takfeer of Nazim Qubrusŝ! Not even tabdŝ’ or tadleel but

takfeer! As occurred from Sameer al-KŅdŝ ar-RifŅ’ŝ, another Naqshabandŝ leader who is vying with Nazim for
control of the cult.
2

Is it any wonder why there is an emphasis on following the manhaj of the Salaf?!
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http://uk.youtube.com/watch?v=r_YYpDRknjU&feature=related

and:

http://uk.youtube.com/watch?v=ncQi1FGYL9U&feature=related
’AbdullĆh bin Hamĩd ’Ali – a proponent of a polemical variety of MĆlikĩ fiqh
parochialism. Originally hailing from Philadelphia, he has recently assumed a
teaching position with the Zaytuna Institute in Santa Clara, California.
TJ Winter (Abdul-Hakĩm MurĆd) – a Cambridge University Professor of Divinity
Theology.
Abş Layth ash-ShĆfi’ĩ1
Abş Ja’far al-Misrĩ al-Hanbalĩ2
The Marifah.net website3 - their work attempts to present the ’Ash’arĩ creed in a
more academic manner yet the arguments presented are still inconclusive in aiding
the ’Ash’arĩ creedal position. I will refer to the website’s key papers which support
the ’Ash’arĩ position within the footnotes of this work.
And others.
Much of their writing however has demonstrated a distinct lack of academic impartiality not to
mention falling short in terms of intellectual consistency. The lack of academic neutrality which
has led to such intellectual bankruptcy and ahistoricity on the part of some contemporary
’Ash’arĩs is not adequate, especially considering the fact that they are deemed by some quarters as
being “intellectual” and “scholarly”. Manifestly however, when it comes to writing about the
Salafĩs and issues related to creed, impartiality and objectivity, which are the hallmarks of
professional academic writing, totally go out of the window. This rather haphazard and
unsophisticated approach is a form of cognitive bias, resulting from bigoted and biased
partisanship.4 It is also a form of intellectual denial on the part of the contemporary ’Ash’arĩs and
MĆturĩdĩs.

1

http://seekingilm.com/

2

http://www.htspub.com/

3

www.marifah.net

4

One example of this can be seen in a question posed to Nźh Keller in the mid 1990s by Mas’ud Khan of

Aylesbury; the question was entitled ‘Was ImŅm Ahmad an anthropomorphist as claimed by the Salafis?’
Yet it is evident that this is an excellent example of a Straw man argument. Khan exaggerates and distorts (and
that’s putting it mildly!) the Salafi position and puts words into the Salafis’ mouths claiming that they’ve
forwarded an argument which they haven’t actually made. Furthermore, within the answer Keller claims that
KitŅb us-Sunnah is falsely ascribed to ’AbdullŅh bin Ahmad bin Hanbal yet provides no evidence whatsoever, this
is not adequate for serious scholarship and research.
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Let’s take a recent remark made by TJ Winter (Abdul-Hakĩm MurĆd) in the introduction to
the Cambridge Companion to Classical Islamic Theology (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press,
2008), p.101:
Certainly, it is intriguing that the Hanbalĩ alternative in most places represented no more
than a small fringe, just as the Hanbalĩ definition of Sharĩ’a remained the smallest of the
rites of law. The iconic hard-line champion of this school, Ibn Taymiyya…is not
conspicuous in the catalogues of Islamic manuscript libraries;2 his current renown is a
recent phenomenon. Ibn Taymiyya was, indeed, imprisoned for heresy, a relatively
unusual occurrence, and it would be hard to imagine Muslim society, or its rulers or
scholars, punishing more philosophical thinkers like GhazĆlĩ, or Razĩ, or TaftĆzĆnĩ, in the
same way. ‘Hard’ Hanbalism offered a simple literalism to troubled urban masses, and
occasionally won their violent, riotous support, but the consensus of Muslims passed it by.

An exquisite illustration of such contemporary ’Ash’arĩ academic obscurantism littered with
selective perception and then topped off with a dash of polemical exuberance to boot! Let’s
deconstruct this intellectual irregularity and ahistorical reading of events:
First of all, what Winter has done here is to regurgitate what Dr Yahya Michot calls the “Ibn
Taymiyyah myth” which seeks to portray Ibn Taymiyyah as some sort of “big baddie” who is
responsible for all things negative within the Muslim world today. There is no doubt that such an
assessment is simplistic and, as Dr Yahya Michot has stated, is also too general to claim that Ibn
Taymiyyah is not “conspicuous in the catalogues of Islamic manuscript libraries” as there has not
been a detailed corpus of Ibn Taymiyyah’s works compiled based on the manuscripts around the
world, let alone a thorough survey of where Ibn Taymiyyah has been highlighted within the
manuscripts.3

1

It can be referred to here: http://assets.cambridge.org/97805217/85495/excerpt/9780521785495_excerpt.pdf

2This

ahistorical

claim

has

been

assessed

thoroughly

here:

http://salafimanhaj.com/pdf/SalafiManhaj_PledgeContradiction pp.4-15
3

I had the opportunity to ask Dr Yahya Michot this question on Friday 18th July 2008 at a lecture on Ibn

Taymiyyah held at London’s City Circle. Dr Yahya is currently regarded as the main Western specialist in the
works of Shaykh ul-IslŅm Ibn Taymiyyah and has written a wealth of material on him largely in French. He does
have four works in English one which has been published and the other three are due for publication later in
2008. His book Muslims under non-Muslim Rule: Ibn Taymiyya on fleeing from sin, kinds of emigration and
the status of Mardin (Oxford and London: Interface Publications, 2006) is a translation and study of Ibn
Taymiyyah’s fatwa on Mardin and Dr Yahya corroborates exactly as Shaykh, Dr KhŅlid al-Anbarŝ did in his book
The Impact of Man-Made Laws and in the audio lectures Politics in Light of IslŅm (which can be downloaded
from salafimanhaj.com). Dr Yahya has also conducted research detailing how many of the modern-day takfeerŝs
have totally mis-read and misused Ibn Taymiyyah’s fatŅwŅ in that they have taken Ibn Taymiyyah’s fatŅwŅ
regarding the Mongols and applied them to the rulers of the Muslim lands, again corroborating what the Salafŝ
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Secondly, historically it was the other way round! MurĆd (Winter) in his writings neatly skips
over any referral whatsoever of how the ’Ash’arĩ speculative theological system came to the fore.
In fact, the ’Ash’arĩs were rebuked for their views before they attained dominance and were
regarded as a heretical fringe fraternity. MacDonald also notes, in following Ibn Taymiyyah, adhDhahabĩ and Ibn ul-Mabrad, that the ’Ash’arĩs were rebuked “from the pulpits of mosques”1
and that many ’Ash’arĩs fled BaghdĆd and Persia as a result. For the ’Ash’arĩ creed only gained
dominance after the Abbasid minister NidhĆm al-Mulk came into power and established
institutions (NidhĆmiyyah) wherein the Asharite speculative-rhetorical creed could be instructed,
al-GhazĆlĩ at one point was the head of the institution.2 Hye states:
Nizam al-Mulk founded the Nizamite Academy in Baghdad in 459 AH/1066 CE for the
defence of Asharite doctrines. It is under his patronage that Abu al-Ma’ali ’Abd al-Malik
al-Juwaini got the chance of preaching the Ash’arite doctrine freely.3

So in the year when William the Conqueror and his Norman armies took control of England
suppressing the Anglo-Saxon English, NidhĆm ul-Mulk and the ’Ash’arĩs were taking control of
Islamic educational institutions in the Muslim state and suppressing the Hanbalĩs. Surely Winter
should be aware of this? Such a denial and lack of referral to this historical event by the
contemporary ’Ash’arĩs is but one example of their intellectual denial. The Abbasid support of
Ibn al-Qushayrĩ, an ’Asharite rhetorician, led to disturbances within BaghdĆd with the majority
of the Hanbalĩ orientated public rejecting the newly fangled ’Ash’arĩ creedal system. This event
has been referred to in Islamic history as the Fitnah Qushayriyyah and at this point the Hanbalĩs
were suppressed by the state which had succumbed to ’Ash’arite creedal dialectic. Ibn Katheer
mentions this event in al-BidĆyah wa’n-NihĆyah and states that Ibn al-Qushayrĩ, along with some
others, wrote to NidhĆm ul-Mulk accusing the HanĆbilah of tajseem (anthropomorphism) and
other things. This caused a commotion which led to a mob of ’Asharites physically attacking one
of the Hanbalĩ Shaykhs, Shareef Abş Ja’far bin Abĩ MşsĆ, at his masjid wherein one was killed
and others injured. Not to mention the fact that al-Juwaynĩ and NidhĆm ul-Mulk were close
friends and reciprocates in religio-political outlook4, so does this sound familiar? Indeed, Ibn
scholars have highlighted for years. Dr Yahya currently teaches classical Arabic and Islamic theology at Oxford
University and is due to hold a position at the Hartford Seminary in America.
1

D.B. MacDonald, Development of Muslim Theology, Jurisprudence and Constitutional Theory (London:

George Routledge and Sons, 1903), p.212. There will be more mentioned about this in detail within the last
chapter of this translation.
2

M.H. Zuberi, Aristotle and Al-Ghazali (Delhi, India: Noor Publishing House, 1992), pp.29-30

3

M.A. Hye (2004), “Asharism” in M.M. Sharif (ed.), A History of Muslim Philosophy (Wiesbaden, Germany:

Otto Harrassowitz, 1963-6), vol.1, p.242
4

M.R. Hassan (2004), “Nizam al-Mulk Tusi” in MM Sharif (ed.), op.cit., pp.747-774
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’AsĆkir in his Tabyeen Kadhib al-Muftarĩ, who was writing at the height of the ’Ash’arĩ inquisition
(in the sixth Islamic century) never at all in his writings claimed that the ’Ash’arĩs were the
majority as the contemporary ’Ash’arĩs try to use as a proof. Rather, he merely argued that the
arguments were correct yet accepted that they were a minority. Note that Ibn ’AsĆkir was writing
in refutation of al-AhwĆzĩ who argued that the ’Ash’arĩs were a newly fangled fringe group which
had heretical beliefs. The famous Muslim historian al-Maqrĩzĩ stated in his monumental work
Khutat:
The madhdhab of Abu’l-Hasan al-’Ash’arĩ spread in ’IrĆq from around 380 AH and from there
spread to ShĆm. When the victorious king SalĆhuddeen Yşsuf bin Ayyşb took control over Egypt,
his main judge Sadruddeen ’AbdulMalik bin ’ĨsĆ bin DarbĆs al-MĆrĆnĩ and himself were adherents
to this school of thought. The madhdhab was also spread by the just ruler Nşruddeen Mahmood
bin Zinkĩ in Damascus. SalĆhuddeen memorised a text authored by Qutbuddeen Abu’l-Ma’Ćlĩ
Mas’ood bin Muhammad bin Mas’ood an-Naysabşrĩ and this (’Ash’arĩ) text was then studied and
memorised by SalĆhuddeen’s offspring. This gave prominence and status to the madhdhab
(attributed) to al-’Ash’arĩ and was taken on board by the people during their rule.1 This was
continued by all of the successive rulers from Banĩ Ayyşb (the Ayyubids) and then during the rule
of the Turkish kings (Mamluks).
Abş ’AbdullĆh Muhammad bin Tumart, one of the rulers of al-Maghrib (Morocco), agreed
with this (’Ash’arĩ) trend when he travelled to al-’IrĆq. He took the ’Ash’arĩ madhdhab on board via
Abş HĆmid al-GhazĆlĩ and when Ibn Tumart returned to al-Maghrib he caused a clash2 and began
to teach the people of the land the ’Ash’arĩ madhdhab and instituted it for the people. When he
died ’AbdulMumin bin ’Alĩ al-Mĩsĩ succeeded him and was referred to as the ‘leader of the
believers’, him and his sons seized control of Morocco and were named the “Muwahhiddşn” (‘the
montheists’). This is how the Muwahhidşn state came to fruition in Morocco and they shed the
blood of all who opposed the ’aqeedah laid down by Ibn Tumart, who they viewed as being the
infallible Mahdĩ.3 Look how many were killed during that the numbers of which can only be
enumerated by AllĆh, Mighty and Majestic, this is well known within the history books.
This was the reason for the spread of the madhdhab (attributed to) al-’Ash’arĩ and how
it spread within the Islamic lands. This is to the extent that all other madhĆhib (of Sunnĩ
1

Furthermore, the ’Ash’arŝ in Egypt during that time were active against the Fatimiyyah RawŅfid who were ruling

over Egypt, as a result the institution of a formal creed was a move to quell the development of the RawŅfid within
Egypt and ShŅm. The Fatimid-Shi’a built al-Azhar University and when SalŅhuddeen defeated the Fatimids their
teachings were replaced with what the ’Ash’arŝs there had codified.
2

Ibn Tumart, after debating with the scholars of Fez, was deemed to be a radical and was thus imprisoned for his

beliefs and views at the bequest of the MurŅbit (Almoravid) ruler at the time ’Ali bin Yźsuf.
3

Ibn Tumart actually declared himself to be a descendent of the Prophet (sallallŅhu ’alayhi wassallam) and the

Mahdŝ while he was promoting the ’Asharite creed in Morocco and North Africa and rebelling against the
Murabitoon Muslim leaders!
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’aqeedah) have been forgotten and people are ignorant of if to the extent that today there
exists no other madhdhab (of Sunnĩ ’aqeedah) contrary to it! Except for the madhdhab of
the Hanbalĩs who follow ImĆm Abş ’AbdullĆh Ahmad bin Muhammad bin Hanbal (radi
AllĆhu ’anhu), for they were upon the way of the Salaf and did not view that any form of
figurative interpretation be made about AllĆh’s Attributes. So after seven hundred years after
the Hijrah the actions of the Hanbalĩs became famed in Damascus due to Taqĩuddeen Abu’l’AbbĆs Ahmad bin ’AbdulHakam bin ’AbdusSalĆm bin Taymiyyah al-HarrĆnĩ. He supported the
madhdhab of the Salaf and exerted great efforts in refuting the madhdhab of the ’AshĆ’irah and he
strongly criticised them aswell as the RĆfidah and Sşfiyyah.1

Thirdly, the “rites of law” (i.e. madhĆhib) and their spread, was due to power and politics as is
evident from even a brief historical survey. The idea that the madhĆhib were spread around the
Islamic world by a mere “unbroken chain of transmission” that was “handed down
traditionally” is a romantic ahistorical reading of events. For example, al-Maqrĩzĩ in Khutat Misr
notes:
The people of Ifreeqiyyah (Africa) mostly used to follow the Sunnah and the ąthĆr. Then
the Hanafĩ madhhab took over and then after that, the MĆlikĩ madhhab; the latter ones
following earlier ones in the playing of the companions of desires and self-interest.

All the people of the nations which the companions conquered used to be described with the
name ‘Ahl ul-Hadeeth’, as Abş Mansoor ’AbdulQĆdir ibn TĆhir at-Tamĩmĩ al-BaghdĆdĩ said in his
book Usool ud-Deen (vol.1, p.317):
It is clear that the people of the lands of ar-Rşm, al-Jazeerah, ash-ShĆm, AdharbayjĆn
(Azerbaijan), BĆb ul-AbwĆb (Darband/Derbent)2 and others which were conquered were
1

Al-Maqrŝzŝ, al-Khutat: al-MawŅ’idh wa’l-I’tibŅr bi Dhikr il-Khutat wa’l-AthŅr (Cairo: Maktabah ath-

Thaqafiyyah ad-Deeniyyah, n.d.), vol.4, p.192
2

Or ‘Derbend’, written and pronounced as ‘Derbent’ in Russian, it is a town in Daghestan on the Western shore of

the Caspian Sea that was known to the Arabs. See Houtsma, Van Donzel (eds.) E.J. Brill’s First Encyclopaedia of
Islam: 1913-1936 (Leiden, Netherlands: EJ Brill: 1993), p.940.
Derbent is the southern most city in Russia which is thought to be the oldest city in the whole of Russia. Derbend
was known as the ‘Caspian Gates’ in the West and BŅb ul-AbwŅb (‘The Gate of Gates’) in the Arabic-speaking
Islamic world, but its name has always been linked to ‘gates’ of a fortress. The name “The Gate of Gates”
originates in the fact that Derbend consisted of thirty north-facing towers which stretched for 40 kilometres
between the Caspian Sea and the Caucasus Mountains. The immense wall had a height of up to twenty meters and
a thickness of about 10 feet (3 m) when it was in use. It was built by Yazdegird the Second of the Sassanid-Persian
Empire (in circa 440 CE) and was attacked by the Armenians and Albanians in their rebellion in 450 CE. Kisra
the First strengthened it during his reign (531-579) in order to keep out the Gokturks. Some historians have
confused the fortress walls with the Gates of Alexander which he built as a barrier in the Caucasus to prevent the
non-Greeks of the north attacking the south. Some historians still maintain that the fortress built by Kisra may
have had earlier foundations built by the Achaemenid Persian Empire (550–330 BCE), these were later
conquered by the Greeks so the fortress may have been reinforced by agents of Alexander’s empire.
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all upon the madhhab of the Ahl ul-Hadeeth. Also the inhabitants of the lands of
Ifreeqiyyah, Andalus and all the countries behind the Western Sea, were from the Ahl ulHadeeth. Also the people of the lands of al-Yaman upon the Zanj coastline (Zanzibar)
were all from the Ahl ul-Hadeeth.1

Al-Maqrĩzĩ also notes in al-Khutat (vol.3, p.333):
Most of Ifreeqiyyah (Africa) was upon the Sunnah and ąthĆr, until ’AbdullĆh ibn Farrookh
Abş Muhammad al-FĆrisi came with the Hanafĩ madhhab, then Asad ibn al-FurĆt ibn
SenĆn became the judge of Ifreeqiyyah, upon the Hanafĩ madhhab. When Sahnoon ibn
Sa’eed at-Tanşkhĩ took judgeship of Ifreeqiyyah, the MĆlikĩ madhhab spread amongst
them. Then al-Mu’izz ibn BĆdees made all of the people of Ifreeqiyyah adhere to the
MĆlikĩ madhhab and leave everything else. So the people of Ifreeqiyyah (Africa) and the
people of al-Andalus were turned to the MĆlikĩ madhhab right up until today, due to the
desire of the rulers and their desire for the world. So the judgements and rulings in all
those towns and villages were not given except by one who had ascribed themselves to the
fiqh of the MĆlikĩ madhhab…

This is also mentioned by the historians Ibn ul-Atheer in al-KĆmil fi’t-TĆreekh and Ibn KhallikĆn
in MawĆsim ul-ądĆb. Ibn Hajar mentions in Raf’ ul-Isr, as does as-SakhĆwĩ in ath-Thighar al-BassĆm
that:
Ibn ’UthmĆn ad-Dimishqĩ al-QĆdĩ was the first one to bring the ShĆfi’ĩ madhhab into ashShĆm and he took over the judgeship of Dimishq, ruling by it. He was followed by those
who succeeded him and he used to give a reward of 100 deenĆrs to the ones who
memorised Mukhtasar ul-Muzanĩ.

In TabaqĆt as-Subkĩ, al-I’lĆn wa’t-Tawbeekh and ShadharĆt adh-Dhahab (vol.3, p.51) it is mentioned:
The ShĆfi’ĩ madhhab was spread beyond the river (to Transoxania) by QaffĆl ash-ShĆshĩ.
He died in the year 365 AH (1005 AH).

In the TĆreekh of Ibn KhallikĆn, in the second volume, under the biography of an-NĆsir
SalĆhuddeen Yşsuf ibn Ayyşb, it says:
When the state of Ayyşbiyyah was set up in the 5th century AH (from circa 1010 CE) in
Misr, the madhhabs were revived by building schools for its jurists and other means. The
ShĆfi’ĩ madhhab was given big favours to make it known and the judges were chosen from
it because it was the madhhab of the country. Banu Ayyşb were all ShĆfi’iyyah, except ’ĨsĆ
ibn al-’ądil.
Darband (Derbent) is not to be confused with the four other towns today that have the name ‘Darband’. One
town/district in Tajikistan; a village next to TehrŅn in IrŅn; a town in Western Baluchistan and the other a village
in the Mansehra District in North-Western Pakistan.
1

See Shaykh Ahmad ibn Muhammad ad-Dehlawee al-Madanee, A History of the People of Hadeeth

(Birmingham: Salafi Publications, RamadŅn 1425AH/December 2005), p.38
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Al-Maqrĩzĩ thus states in al-Khutat (vol.3, p.344):
When the naval empire of the Turks succeeded it, its authorities were also ShĆfi’ĩ. It
continued acting by judging according to the ShĆfi’iyyah law until the Sultanate of MĆlik
adh-DhĆhir Baybaras brought in judges from all four: they were Hanafĩ, ShĆfi’ĩ, MĆlikĩ and
Hanbalĩ. This continued until the year 665 AH (1267 CE), until there remained no
madhhab in all of the Muslim lands except the four madhhabs and the creed of al-Ash'arĩ
which was all taught to its people in the schools, the KhawĆnik (Sşfĩ hospice), prayer
rooms and retreats (for the Sşfĩs) in all the Islamic states. Enmity was shown to the ones
who were partisan to anything else and they were criticised. None would be appointed as
judges, nor would anyone’s witness be accepted, nor would their proposals be accepted,
nor would they be accepted as ImĆms or teachers – if they did not blindly follow any one of
the four madhhabs! The jurists of these countries gave the ruling, throughout this period,
that it is an obligation to adhere to these madhhabs and that anything else was forbidden.
This is the state of affairs up to today.1

Fourthly, the ’Ash’arĩs foundation of KalĆm was attacked and condemned by ShĆfi’ĩ scholars
such as adh-Dhahabĩ, Ibn Katheer, Ibn Hajar and as-Suyştĩ all condemning the very kalĆm which
MurĆd (Winter) refers to as enlightened “philosophical thought”. How on earth MurĆd manages
to construe that al-GhazĆlĩ, ar-RĆzĩ and TaftĆzĆnĩ in some way represent the beliefs of the Salaf
is beyond us, hence the fragility of contemporary ’Ash’arite logic.
As for Shaykh ul-IslĆm Ibn Taymiyyah (rahimahullĆh) being “imprisoned for heresy” then
exactly the same accusation was levelled against ImĆm Ahmad ibn Hanbal (rahimahullĆh) who was
also accused of heresy by the prevailing heretical Mu’tazilah rulers and their intelligentsia. ImĆm
MĆlik (rahimahullĆh) was also imprisoned, beaten and had his beard shaven off by the rulers for
holding onto his positions. So the mere fact that Shaykh ul-IslĆm Ibn Taymiyyah was imprisoned
and accused of heresy is understandable considering the fact that the ’Ash’arĩ creed by the time
of Ibn Taymiyyah was becoming more established. It must also be emphasised that even though
the ’Ash’arĩ inclined intelligentsia had incited the arrest and imprisonment of Shaykh ul-IslĆm
Ibn Taymiyyah the Damascene populace loved him.
As for Hanbalism in some way nurturing “troubled urban masses” and winning their
“violent, riotous support” then this can equally be applied to the spread of the MĆlikĩ-’Ash’arĩ2
school within north-west Africa with the self-proclaimed “Mahdĩ” Ibn Tumart (d. 1128 CE) and
’AbdulMşmin (d. 1163 CE), who both rebelled and overthrew the al-MurĆbitşn. Also with the
1

See Shaykh Ahmad ibn Muhammad ad-Dehlawee al-Madanee, op.cit., p.80-86.

2

I say “MŅlikŝ-’Ash’arŝ” because Ibn Tumart was an ardent ’Ash’arŝ who endeavoured to institute its creed within

Africa and al-Andalus. Many MŅlikŝ fuqahŅ were not ’Ash’arŝ, refer to an interesting piece by Shaykh Mashhoor
Hasan on this topic here: http://salafimanhaj.com/pdf/SalafiManhaj_RefuteAsharees.pdf
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hardcore Hanafism exemplified in the Muridism of ImĆm ShĆmil of Daghestan (d. 1871 CE) or
with the AfghĆn TĆlibĆn Tasawwuf teachers. Not to mention the stringent ShĆfi’ism found
within ShĆm and al-Azhar, which extols the virtue of the Khalaf over the virtue of the Salaf. So
Hanbalism in Islamic history has not had a monopoly on “simple literalism” and “violent,
riotous support” from “troubled urban masses”, as TJ Winter (Abdal-Hakĩm MurĆd) may have
us believe. Such ahistoricity therefore is but an example of Orientalism within Western ’Asharite
garb and Winter has unfortunately become renowned for his essentialism1 when writing about
Salafĩs generally and Saudi Arabia in particular. This method allows polemics to take priority over
discussion and argumentation and thus Winter has been rather reluctant to present his
contentions when faced with the prospect of directly engaging the Salafĩs in a reasoned and
neutral fashion.2
It is also obvious that despite their attempts they are evidently unable to draw upon referral
to the Salaf for their creed, instead referring to those who were only influenced by aspects of the
’Ash’arĩ dialectic or obscure scholars about whom little is known, like QĆdĩ Ibn Jahbal. This is to
emphasise that while Shaykh ul-IslĆm Ibn Taymiyyah is critiqued those contemporaries of him
were evidently not to the same meticulous academic level attained by Shaykh ul-IslĆm Ibn
Taymiyyah (rahimahullĆh).
The contemporary ’Ash’arĩs also like to refer to Ibn al-Jawzĩ as if he was in complete
harmony and agreement with them. Further investigation however reveals that Ibn ul-Jawzĩ
strongly criticised Abu’l-Hasan al-’Ash’arĩ for delving into kalĆm (speculative-rhetorical
discussion). Not only did Ibn ul-Jawzĩ in his book Sayd ul-KhĆtir criticise al-’Ash’arĩ but also Ibn
ul-Jawzĩ again condemned al-’Ash’arĩ in his book al-Muntadham saying:
He was born in 260 AH. He delved into kalĆm, and was upon the madhdhab of the
Mu’tazilah for a long time. He then decided to oppose them and proclaimed a doctrine
which muddled up people’s beliefs and caused endless strife. The people never differed
that this audible Qur’an is Allah’s Speech, and that Gabriel descended with it upon the
Prophet – Allah’s peace and blessings be upon him. The reliable imams declared that the
Quran is eternal, while the Mu’tazilah claimed that it is created. Al-Ash’ari then agreed
with the Mu’tazila that the Quran is created and said: ‘This is not Allah’s Speech. Rather,
1

Generalised statements which are asserted that make no reference to possible variations.

2

He has also played a role in asserting a sort of “vetted British Islam” and just one example of the move towards

such “vetted Islam” can be witnessed in MurŅd’s (Winter’s) ‘Muslim Songs of the British Isles’!? This is an odd
attempt to formulate and develop a type of expression which is not seen as subversive for the native population of
the UK. The site can be seen here: http://www.britishmuslimsong.co.uk/harmonia.htm along with Abdal Hakŝm
MurŅd’s own vocal song contribution to this rather peculiar ballad of ‘Islamic expression’. To also see his “Muslim
choir” see: http://www.britainusa.com/WebGalleries/MPE/pages/A_Muslim_Choir.htm
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Allah’s Speech is an Attribute subsisting in Allah’s Essence. It did not descend on the
Prophet, nor is it audible.’ Ever since he proclaimed this belief, he lived in fear for his life
for opposing the orthodox community (Ahl us-Sunnah), until he sought refuge in the
house of Abu al-Hasan al-Tamimi fearing his assassination. Then some of the rulers began
to fanatically follow his madhab, and his following increased, until the Shafi’is abandoned
the beliefs of al-Shafi’i and instead followed al-Ash’ari’s doctrine.1

Ibn Katheer also highlights Ibn ul-Jawzĩ’s strong censure of the ’Ash’arĩs in al-BidĆyah wa’nNihĆyah (Beirut: Maktabah al-Ma’Ćrif), vol.11, p.206. Al-’Ash’arĩ however did finally retract and
his later writings on creed: MaqalĆt ul-IslĆmiyyeen, RisĆlah ila Ahl ith-Thaghr and al-IbĆnah ’an il-Usool
id-DiyĆnah are testimony to his rejection of speculative-rhetorical discussion and his conformity
with the creed of the Salaf.2 The contemporary ’Ash’arĩs however have been hesitant to refer to
these sources due to the clear agreement with Salafiyyah contained within these works by Abu’lHasan al-’Ash’arĩ. In some instances it has been asserted by some Orientalists and ’Ash’arĩs that
these works were merely authored to please the HanĆbilah or to deceive them, yet this is unlikely
as he was an honest scholar who did not present two-faces in regards to an essential subject such
as Islamic theology.
The ’Ash’arĩs therefore have been found wanting in terms of recognising the correct ’aqeedah
as inherited from the Salaf, so for instance some contemporary ’Ash’arĩs have either admitted to
the existence of the Salafĩ/Atharĩ ’aqeedah (from whence in the mid 1990s they criticised it!?), or
some of them are utilising obscure works to discredit the Salafĩ ’aqeedah. As for some of the more
sinister facets of the ’Ash’arĩ dialectic then this includes the belief that the Qur’Ćn is created yet
that this only be taught within private instruction or within a teaching environment. This in itself
is the most clear example of the ’Ash’arĩ agreement with Mu’tazilĩ beliefs and methods in
approaching the Islamic texts.
For this series into contemporary ’Ash’arĩ polemic we plan to embark on a look at the claim
that the majority of the ShĆfi’ĩ scholars were ’Ash’arĩ and it will be evident that while some of the
later ShĆfi’ĩ fuqahĆ were ’Ash’arĩ the early ShĆfi’ĩ scholars on the otherhand and those ShĆfi’ĩ
scholars who witnessed the development of the ’Ash’arĩ-Mu’tazilĩ dialectic – were totally
opposed to the Asharite creed and did not hold the same beliefs and ideas about AllĆh’s
Attributes, the Qur’Ćn and many other important aspects of belief. Also for the series we also
plan to present a paper regarding ImĆm al-Muzanĩ (rahimahullĆh) and what he mentioned in his
Sharh us-Sunnah which runs contrary, or at least very differently, to what has been constructed by
1

Ibn al-Jawzi, al-Muntadham (Beirut: Dar al-Fikr, 1995 CE), vol. 8, p.219

Refer to: http://hanbalis.com/index.php/Ibn_al-Jawzi#Ash.E2.80.99ari_theologians
2

Shaykh Faisal al-JŅsim quotes much from these works as will be seen within this translation.
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latter

ShĆfi’ĩ-’Ash’arĩs

and

contemporary

“ShĆfi’ĩ”

polemicists.

Any

suggestions,

recommendations or advice can be forwarded to the salafimanhaj.com team. In terms of the
citations and references in this translation then I have provided the full details of the works used
by Shaykh Faisal for the benefit of any wishing to conduct further research based on anything
mentioned in this translation.
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AFFIRMING THE ATTRIBUTES OF ALLńH DOES NOT
NECESSITATE TASHBEEH WITH HIS CREATION:
WHATEVER IS THE RIGHT OF THE CREATOR DOES NOT
NECESSARILY APPLY TO THE CREATION
Introduction
What caused the two authors to distort AllĆh’s Attributes in the name of ta’weel, and avert them
from what is apparent of them, is the claim that what is apparent of the Attributes is not what is
intended. As a result, they understood that affirming AllĆh’s Attributes necessitates the attributes
of the weak, poor, unable and incapable creation, so they say for example: “If we were to affirm
such and such it would necessitate such and such” – this is ignorance from them both of the
Divine Legislation, the intellect and the Arabic language. AllĆh says,

ƂĄŚǐ
Ê Ʀăǳƒơ ǞĄ ȈÊǸǈ
ċ ǳơ Ȃă Ąǿȁă ƔÆ Ȅą ǋă ǾÊ ǴÊưƒǸÊ ǯƊ ǆ
ă ȈąǳƊƃ
“There is nothing like unto Him, and He is the Hearing, the Seeing.”
{ash-ShşrĆ (42): 11}
So AllĆh affirms for Himself hearing and seeing, what the creation are also described as having,
yet AllĆh negated from Himself having anything from the creation which is like unto Him. AllĆh
says,

Ƃ ƢƆȈĈǸÊ Ǉă ĄǾǳƊ ĄǶǴƊǠą ƫă ǲƒ ǿă ƃ
“Do you know of any similarity to Him?”
{Maryam (19): 65}
And AllĆh says,

ƂćƾƷă ƗƊ ơƆȂƌǨƌǯ ĄǾōǳ Ǻą ƌǰȇă Ƕą ǳƊȁă ƃ
“Nor is there to Him any equivalent.”
{al-IkhlĆs (112): 4}
AllĆh says,

ƂƊǱƢƊưǷą ȏŋ ơ ǾÊ ōǴǳÊ ơƒȂĄƥǂÊ ǔ
ą ƫă Ȑ
Ɗ ǧƊƃ
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“So do not assert similarities to AllĆh.”
{an-Nahl (16): 74}
AllĆh says,

ƂƊǹȂĄǸǴƊǠą ƫă Ƕą ĄƬǻƊƗȁă ơƆƽơăƾǻƊƗ ǾÊ ōǴǳ ơƒȂƌǴǠă ƴ
ą ƫă Ȑ
Ɗ ǧƊƃ
“So do not attribute to AllĆh equals while you know [that there is nothing similar to
Him].”
{Baqarah (2): 22}
It is well-known that the Essence (DhĆt) of AllĆh does not resemble that of the creation and that
affirmation of AllĆh’s Essence does not necessitate that of the creation. So whoever extracts
tashbeeh from affirmation of AllĆh’s Essence is the same who would make tashbeeh from affirming
all of His Attributes. So when it is known conclusively that there is a distinction between the
Creator and the creation in terms of essence and existence, it is also known that there is a
distinction between His creation in terms of attributes. So speech concerning the Attributes is a
branch of speech concerning the essence and there is nothing like AllĆh whether in His Essence,
His Attributes and His Actions. So if AllĆh has a real Essence it does not resemble that of other
essences, so the Essence is a description of a real Attribute and is not to be compared with the
attributes of other essences. So what necessitates AllĆh’s Attributes does not necessitate
creation’s attributes, because there are matters that apply to the creation such as deficiency,
poverty, humility and weakness, this does not apply to the Creator of the heavens and the earth,
the Beginner and Creator of everything whose Existence, Essence and Attributes are not
encompassed by minds and are not comprehended by delusions and thoughts.
I will transmit here some ImĆms’ statements in regards to affirmation of AllĆh’s Attributes and
that what necessitates the creation does not apply to Him, and that those who necessitate
affirming AllĆh’s Attributes necessitate the description of the creation are the various types of
Mu’attilah (deniers of AllĆh’s Attributes).

Narrations from the Salaf Concerning What Necessitates AllŅh’s
Attributes does not necessitate the creation’s attributes
’Abdul’Azeez bin ’AbdullĆh bin Abĩ Salamah al-MĆjishşn (d. 164 AH/781 CE):
He said:
As for the one who rejects what the Rabb (Lord) described about Himself then he has been
deluded by the devils who are on the earth. As a result, he (the rejector) began to use as evidence
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for his claim to reject what the Lord described and named for Himself that: “It is a must that if He
has such and such then He would have to be such and such”. So he disregarded what was clear
with that which was unknown, and rejected what the Lord named for Himself as descriptions for
the Lord for what He did not name for Himself.

ImĆm Abş Yşsuf al-QĆdĩ Ya’qşb bin IbrĆheem al-Kşfĩ (d. 182 AH/798 CE):
He said:
For that reason it is not permissible to make an analogy in tawheed, AllĆh is not known except by
His Names and He is not to be described except by His Attributes...He commanded us to single
Him out and tawheed is not by analogy. This is because analogy is in regards to things which have a
resemblance or likeness yet AllĆh has neither resemblance nor likeness unto Him, Blessed is He the
Best of the Creators.
How can tawheed be understood by analogy when He is the Creator of creation contrary to the
creation, there is nothing like unto Him, Blessed and High is He?

’AbdurRahmĆn bin al-QĆsim al-’Utqĩ Abş ’AbdullĆh al-Misrĩ al-MĆlikĩ (d. 191 AH/807
CE):
Ibn ’AbdulBarr said:
It reached me from Ibn il-QĆsim that he did not view there being a problem in relaying the
hadeeth: “Indeed, AllĆh laughs...” because laughing from AllĆh, like descending and
amazement are also from Him yet are not like what is found from His servants.

He also said:
It is not suitable for anyone to describe AllĆh except with what He described Himself with in the
Qur’Ćn. His Hands and Face do not resemble anything yet it is still said that: “He has Two Hands
just as He described Himself in the Qur’Ćn; He has a Face just as He described Himself in the
Qur’Ćn”, one is to stop at what He described Himself with in the Book for there is no likeness or
similarity unto Him, Blessed is He. Rather, He is AllĆh and there is no god worthy of worship
except He and He is how He described Himself and His Hands are Outstretched just as He
described,

ƂÊǾººººÊǼȈÊǸȈăƥÊ ƪ
ć ººººċȇȂÊ ƒǘǷă ĄƩȂă ººººăǸǈ
ċ ǳơăȁ ƨÊ Ǹă ººººăȈǬÊ ǳƒơ ǵă Ȃą ººăȇ
ǾĄ ƬĄºººººăǔąƦǫƊ ƢƆºººǠȈÊǸăƳ Ǒ
Ą ǁą ȏŋ ơăȁ

ƃ

“...while the earth entirely will be [within] His grip on the Day of Resurrection, and the
heavens will be folded in His right hand.”
{az-Zumar (39): 67}
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As He described Himself.

Al-HĆfidh Nu’aym bin HammĆd bin Mu’awiyah al-KhazĆ’ĩ (d. 228 AH/843 CE):
He said:
Whoever resembles AllĆh with anything from His creation has disbelieved and whoever rejects
what AllĆh described Himself with has disbelieved. Whatever AllĆh and His Messenger describe
AllĆh with is not tashbeeh.1

’Abdul’Azeez bin YahyĆ bin ’Abdul’Azeez al-KanĆnĩ (d. 230 AH/845 CE):
He said in his discussion with a Jahmĩ:
The Jahmĩ says: “Inform us just how he made istiwĆ over the Throne? Is it like how the Arabs say
that such and such made istiwĆ over the bed so that the bed encompasses the person when he’s on
it? So you have to say that the Throne encompasses AllĆh if He is over it because we cannot
imagine anything over something except in this way.”
In order to explain this is should be said to him: “As for your saying “how does he make istiwĆ?”
Then “how?” cannot be applied to AllĆh, for He has informed us that He made istiwĆ over the
Throne and He did not inform us of how he made istiwĆ’. So it is obligatory for the believers to
believe in their Lord and His istiwĆ’ over the Throne and it is forbidden for them to describe how
he made istiwĆ’. This is because He did not inform them how He did that and the eyes in this
worldly life did not see it to describe what they saw. He also forbade the believers from saying
about Him that which they do not know, so they are to believe in His istiwĆ’ and then refer
knowledge of how he made istiwĆ’ unto AllĆh.2

ImĆm al-HĆfidh Ibn RĆhawayh IshĆq bin IbrĆheem al-Handhalĩ (d. 238 AH/852 CE):
He said:
It is not permissible to enter into the affair of AllĆh as it is permissible to enter into the action of
the creation based on what AllĆh says,

Ƃ ǹƊ ȂƌǴº
È ǈ
ą Ąȇ Ƕą Ąǿȁă ƌǲǠă Ǩƒ ȇă ƢċǸǟă ƌǱƘƊǈ
ą Ąȇ ȏƊ ƃ
“He is not questioned about what He does, but they will be questioned.”

1

Reported by al-LŅlikŅ’ŝ, Usool I’tiqŅd Ahl us-Sunnah wa’l-Jama’ah (Riyadh, KSA: DŅr Tayyibah, 1411 AH, 2nd

Edn.), vol.3, p.523 and Abź IsmŅ’eel al-Harawŝ in Dhamm ul-KalŅm wa Ahluhu (Madeenah, KSA: Maktabat alAthariyyah, 1419 AH, ed. ’AbdullŅh bin Muhammad al-AnsŅrŝ), vol.4, p.263.
2

Transmitted from him by Shaykh ul-IslŅm Ibn Taymiyyah in: BayŅn Talbees al-Jahmiyyah (KSA Government

Print: 1391 AH, 1st Edn., ed. Muhammad bin ’AbdurRahmŅn bin QŅsim), vol.2, p.343 and Naqd ut-Ta’sees,
(Madeenah, KSA: Maktabat ul-’Uloom wa’l-Hikam, 1424 AH, ed. MźsŅ ad-Duwaysh), p.16.
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{al-AnbiyĆ (21): 23}
And it is not permissible for anyone to imagine AllĆh and His Attributes and Actions as it is
permissible to reflect and view the affair of creation. AllĆh can be described as descending in this
last third of every night to the heaven of the dunya but it is not to be asked “how is His
descending” because the Creator does what He wills as He wills.1

ImĆm Ahl us-Sunnah Ahmad bin Hanbal (d. 241 AH/855 CE):
He stated in his book Radd ’ala’l-Jahmiyyah wa’z-ZanĆdiqah:
And he (i.e. Jahm) interpreted the Qur’Ćn in a way other than which it is to be interpreted
and he denied ahĆdeeth of the Messenger of AllĆh (sallAllĆhu ’alayhi wassallam). He also
claimed that whoever describes AllĆh with something which AllĆh Himself described
Himself with in His Book, or with what the Messenger of AllĆh narrated from Him, is a
disbeliever and from the Mushabbihah (those who resemble AllĆh to the creation)...2

He also said:
So we say to them: AllĆh is the One who arranged the affairs and He is the One who spoke
to MşsĆ, they say: “He did not speak to him and does not speak, because speech is only
done with limbs and limbs are to be negated from AllĆh.” So if an ignorant person was to
hear their (Jahmĩ) statements he would think that they are the most fervent in glorifying
AllĆh and the ignorant person will not realise that their words lead to misguidance and kufr
and will not sense that they do not say what they do except as a false claim about AllĆh.3

ImĆm Ahmad also said in ‘BĆb mĆ Ankarat al-Jahmiyyah min an yakşn AllĆh kallama MşsĆ’ [Chapter:
The Jahmiyyah Rejected that AllĆh Spoke to MşsĆ]:
We say: why do you reject that? They say “AllĆh did not speak and does not speak, rather He
formed something which was an expression from AllĆh and He created a voice which was heard”
and they also claimed that speech is only with a mouth, tongue and lips. We say: is it permissible
for that which was formed, or other than AllĆh, to say:

ƂăǮƥČǁă Ƣƒ ǻăƗƊ ȄďǻƛÊ - ȄăǇȂĄŻƃ
“O MşsĆ, indeed I am your Lord”
{TĆ HĆ (20): 11-12}?

Then ImĆm Ahmad said,

1

Relayed by Abź IsmŅ’eel al-Harawŝ in Dhamm ul-KalŅm wa Ahluhu, vol.4, p.325.

2

Ar-Radd ’ala’l-Jahmiyyah wa’z-ZanŅdiqah, p.104

3

Ibid., p.104
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As for their saying: “Speech is not done except with a mouth, tongue and lips” then did not AllĆh
say to the heavens and the earth

ƂăśǠÊ ƟÊƖƊǗ ƢăǼȈąƫăƗƊ ƖăƬǳƊƢƊǫ ƢƆǿąǂǯƊ ȁą ƗƊ ƢƆǟąȂǗƊ ƢăȈƬÊƟƒơƃ
“Come [into being], willingly or by compulsion.” They said, “We have come willingly.””
{Fussilat (41): 11}?

Do you think that they said that with a mouth, tongue, lips and limbs?

ImĆm Ahmad also said:

ƂăǺƸ
ą Ʀďǈ
ă ȇĄ ǱƊ ƢăƦƴ
Ê ǳƒơ ƽă ȁĄȁơăƽ Ǟă Ƿă ƢăǻąǂƼ
ċ Ǉă ȁă ƃ
“And We subjected the mountains to exalt [Us], along with David...”
{al-AnbiyĆ (21): 79}
Do you think that they exalted AllĆh with a mouth, tongue and lips? And as for limps then they
will testify against the disbeliever,

ƂÇƔȄą ǋă ǲō ǯƌ Ǫă ǘƊ ǻƊƗ ȃÊǀǳōơ ǾĄ Ǵōǳơ ƢăǼǬƊ ǘƊ ǻƊƗ ơƒȂƌǳƢƊǫ ƢăǼąȈƊǴăǟ Ƕą ƫČƾÊȀǋă Ƕă ǳÊ Ƕą ǿÊ ƽÊ ȂƌǴĄƴǳÊ ơƒȂƌǳƢƊǫȁă ƃ
“And they will say to their skins, “Why have you testified against us?” They will say, “We
were made to speak by AllĆh, who has made everything speak...”
{Fussilat (41): 21}
Do you think that they will speak with a mouth, tongue and lips?
However, AllĆh made them speak how He wills and He speaks how He wills without saying that
this is done with a mouth, tongue and lips.1

ImĆm Ahmad also said in RisĆlat us-Sunnah which was transmitted by ’Abdşs bin MĆlik al-’AttĆr:
There is no analogy in the Sunnah and no similitude to be put forth, it is neither
understood by intellects nor desires, rather it is to be followed and desires are to be
abandoned.

This from him, may AllĆh have mercy on him, invalidates making an analogy between the
Creator and creation in regards to what AllĆh described Himself with, and that it is obligatory to
submit to that without analogy of His Attributes to that of the creation.
Abş Zur’ah ar-RĆzĩ ’UbaydullĆh bin ’AbdulKareem al-Qurashĩ al-Makhzşmĩ (d. 264
AH/878 CE):
He said:
1

Ibid., pp.130-131
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The Mu’attilah who negate are those who deny the AllĆh’s Attributes that He described Himself
with in His Book and based on the tongue of His Prophet (sallAllĆhu ’alayhi wassallam). They also
deny the authentic narrations which have arrived from the Messenger of AllĆh (sallAllĆhu ’alayhi
wassallam) in regards to AllĆh’s Attributes. They falsely interpret AllĆh’s Attributes according to
their void opinions which conform to the misguidance that they believe in. They ascribe the
narrators of the narrations (which affirm AllĆh’s Attributes) as having made tashbeeh. So whoever
ascribes those who describe their Lord, Blessed and Exalted, with what AllĆh Himself describes
Himself with in His Book and based on what His Prophet (sallAllĆhu ’alayhi wassallam) said, without
tamtheel and tashbeeh, to tashbeeh is a negating Mu’attil. This is what the people of knowledge stated
about them, such as ’AbdullĆh bin al-MubĆrak and Wakĩ’ bin al-JarĆh.1

We mentioned beforehand that of the signs of the Jahmiyyah Mu’attilah is that they call those
who affirm AllĆh’s Attributes as being Mushabbihah; we have transmitted the statement of
ImĆm Ahmad, IshĆq, Abş HĆtim and others.
ImĆm Abş Muhammad ’AbdullĆh bin Muslim bin Qutaybah ad-Dĩnawarĩ (d. 276
AH/889 CE):
He said in his refutation of the false interpretations of the Jamhiyyah and Mu’tazilah:
And they say about laughter: “It is like when the Arabs say ‘the earth laughed with plants’”
when the earth blossoms with flowers and vegetation; and “the clouds laughed when the
lightning flashed” – there is nothing in these meanings except that ‘laughter’ here means
‘to bring about’ (or ‘to cause to happen’).”
(We say): If the laughter which they fled from is tashbeeh with people, then within these meanings
is also tashbeeh.2
ImĆm al-’AllĆmah al-HĆfidh an-NĆqid ’UthmĆn bin Sa’eed ad-DĆrimĩ (d. 280 AH/893
CE):3

1

Mentioned by Abu’l-QŅsim at-Taymŝ in al-Hujjah fŝ BayŅn il-Mahajjah (Riyadh, KSA: DŅr ur-RŅyah, 1411 AH,

1st
2

Edn., ed. Muhammad bin Rabŝ’ al-Madkhalŝ), vol.1, p.178.

Ibn Qutaybah, al-IkhtilŅf fi’l-Lafdh wa’r-Radd’ala’l-Jahmiyyati wa’l-Mushabbihah (Beirut: DŅr ul-Kutub al-

’Ilmiyyah, 1405 AH, 1st Edn.) p.39.
3

Translator’s note: Ibn ’AsŅkir (who was influenced by ’Ash’arŝ-Mu’tazilŝ dialectic himself) mentions in his

TŅreekh ud-Dimishq in regards to the biography of ImŅm ad-DŅrimŝ:
’UthmŅn bin Sa’eed bin ad-DŅrimŝ al-Sijzŝ, who lives in Herat. He heard in Damascus from
Ibrahim bin al-’AlŅ bin AbdallŅh bin Zayd, HishŅm bin ’AmmŅr, SulaymŅn bin AbdurRahmŅn, HishŅm bin KhŅlid, HammŅd bin MŅlik al-Harastanŝ, Sa’eed bin Abŝ Maryam,
Nu’aym bin HammŅd, ’Abdul-GhaffŅr bin Da’ud al-Harranŝ, YahyŅ al-Himmanŝ, Abź Bakr
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bin Abŝ Shaybah, Mźsa bin Isma’eel al-Tabudhkŝ, Ali bin al-Madinŝ, Abź Rabi’ al-Zahranŝ,
IshŅq bin Rahawayh and others.
Ibn ’AsŅkir mention by isnad that Abź AbdallŅh Muhammad bin IshŅq al-Qurashŝ said: “ImŅm Abź Sa’eed
’UthmŅn
Then

Ibn

bin

Sa’eed

’AsŅkir

mentions

bin

KhŅlid

through

another

ad-DŅrimŝ
isnad

Ibn

as-Sijzŝ
Abŝ

HŅtim’s

reported
opinion

about

to

us...”

ad-DŅrimŝ:

’UthmŅn b. Sa’id al-DŅrimŝ as-SijistŅnŝ, who lived in Herat, transmitted from Abź SŅlih (the
secretary of al-Layth), Sa’eed bin Abŝ Maryam, AbdallŅh bin Raja, Muslim bin IbrŅheem,
Abu'l-Waleed and Abŝ Salamah, and he sat with Ahmad bin Hanbal, YahyŅ ibn Ma’een and
’Alŝ ibn al-Madinŝ.
Ibn ’AsŅkir quotes also from the partly found TŅreekh JurjŅn authored by Abu’l-QŅsim as-Sahmŝ (d.427 AH):
’UthmŅn bin Sa’eed as-Sijzŝ was in JurjŅn in the year 273 AH and al-Hasan bin ’Ali bin Nasr atTźsŝ and a group reported from him.
Ibn ’AsŅkir quotes also one of the Shuyookh and ’Ulama of Herat, namely Abu’l-Fadl Ya’qoob bin IshŅq bin
Mahmood al-Qarrab, who said:
We’ve never seen the like of ’UthmŅn bin Sa’eed and ’UthmŅn never saw the like of himself!
He took adab from Ibn al-A’rabŝ; fiqh from Abź Ya’qoob al-Buwaytŝ; hadeeth from YahyŅ
bin Ma’een, ’Ali bin al-Madinŝ, and he stood at the forefront in these sciences, AllŅh’s Mercy
upon him!
So this is the opinion of some of the Ahl ul-’Ilm on ImŅm ad-DŅrimŝ, author of the Radd ’ala’l-Jahmiyyah and
Naqd al-Marŝsŝ.
Let us quote again Ibn ’AsŅkir, the same author of the Tabyeen Kadhib ul-Muftarŝ, quoting through al-Bayhaqŝ
(who was also affected by ’Ash’arŝ dialectic):
(I heard Abu HŅmid al-A’sha say): “I have not seen Muhaddithin like Muhammad bin YahyŅ
[ad-Dhuhlŝ], ’UthmŅn bin Sa’eed and Ya’qoob bin SufyŅn.”
Ibn ’AsŅkir also relays through none other than Abź Nasr al-Qushayrŝ (who propagated ’Ash’arŝ-Mu’tazilŝ
dialectic) and al-Bayhaqŝ themselves (!):
Abź Nasr bin al-Qushayrŝ reported to us: Abź Bakr al-Bayhaqŝ reported to us: Abź
’AbdallŅh al-HŅfidh reported to us saying: I heard AbdallŅh bin Abŝ Dhal say: I said to Abź
Fadl bin IshŅq bin Mahmood: “Have you ever seen someone better than ’UthmŅn bin Sa’eed
ad-DŅrimŝ?” Then after a while he said: “Yes, IbrŅheem al-Harbŝ.
From all of the above therefore it is evident that the criticism of ImŅm ad-DŅrimŝ by modern-day ’Ash’arŝs
(with al-Kawtharŝ leading the way!) has to be rejected as it is clearly not based on anything from the
contemporaries of ad-DŅrimŝ. Rather the criticism of ImŅm ad-DŅrimŝ is based on the excessively polemical
and partisan rants of al-Kawtharŝ the takfeerŝ who even went to the extent of defending the heretical Jahmŝ
creed. Unfortunately those in the West who have merely followed al-Kawtharŝ uncritically in his modern
critique of this ImŅm have included: GF HaddŅd, AbdullŅh bin Hamŝd ’Ali, HishŅm al-KabbŅnŝ, Nźh Keller,
Zayd ShŅkir and their partisan students. One example of this is in the book Islamic Belief and Doctrine
According to Ahl al-Sunna, Vol.1: A Repudiation of “Salafi” Innovations (Mountain View, CA: ASFA, 1996),
p.212 – the book has Hisham KabbŅni’s name on the cover yet was more than likely penned by
GF HaddŅd whose name appears inside as ‘editor’! Herein is a list of “rejected books of unsound
doctrine” and the list includes: as-Sunnah by ’AbdullŅh bin Ahmad bin Hanbal; as-Sunnah by al-LŅlikŅ’ŝ; asSunnah by al-KhallŅl; the books of al-BarbahŅrŝ; ar-Radd ’ala’l-Mareesŝ (which is ImŅm ad-DŅrimŝ’s
refutation of the chief Jahmite Bishr al-Mareesŝ); KitŅb ut-Tawheed by Ibn Khuzaymah; Dhamm ul-KalŅm by
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He said:
As for your saying “the how (kayfiyyah) of these Attributes and making tashbeeh of them with what
exists in creation is an error.” Yet we do not say: “It’s an error” as you say, rather according to us it
is kufr! In regards to the how (kayfiyyah) of the Attributes and making tashbeeh of them with what
exists in creation then we are much stricter than you! Except that we do not make tashbeeh of the
Attributes, takyeef (ask “how?”) about the Attributes, disbelieve in the Attributes, deny the
Attributes and we do not deem the Attributes to be bĆtil with misguide false interpretations.

Then ImĆm ad-DĆrimĩ said:
It is not permissible to make ijtihĆd with opinions in regards to many of the obligatory actions and
rulings that we see with our eyes and hear with our ears, then how can it be allowed in regards to
the Attributes of AllĆh which eyes neither see nor can comprehended by thoughts.1

ImĆm ad-DĆrimĩ also said:
If we are Mushabbihah according to you, even though we single out AllĆh as the one true God
worthy of worship with Attributes which we have taken from His Book and we have described
AllĆh with what He has described Himself with in His Book – then in your claim AllĆh Himself
would be the first of the those who are Mushabbihah! And then His Messenger who informed us
of His Attributes would also be from the Mushabbihah! Therefore, do not oppress your own selves
and do not feign knowledge when you are ignorant of it, for the title (that you have ascribed to us)
about tashbeeh is distant (from us).2

He also said:
As for your harsh condemnation of those believers who affirm AllĆh’s Attributes as being “those
who are deluded and believe that the Attributes are composed of limbs and body parts” then your
claim about them is falsehood. In fact, you are the people who are the most well-known for
intending that!3 The people who affirm the Attributes affirm that which you deny and they do not
al-Harawŝ; al-’Uluww of adh-Dhahabŝ and many other works! Yet there are neither footnotes giving details of
the sources of who has deemed these classical books as being “unsound” nor any elaboration on exactly what
makes the content “unsound”. All that is present is one page which is not really adequate in assessing if these
books are “unsound” in terms of ’aqeedah. Therefore, it is evident that all GF HaddŅd did in this case was to
merely regurgitate what had been mentioned within the extremist polemics of al-Kawtharŝ.
1

ImŅm ’UthmŅn bin Sa’eed ad-DŅrimŝ, ar-Radd ’ala’l-Mareesŝ (Riyadh, KSA: Maktabat ur-Rushd, 1418 AH, 1st

Edn., ed. Rasheed al-Alma’ŝ), vol.1, pp.219-220
2

Ibid., vol.1, pp.302-303

3

Translator’s note: This is a superb observation by ImŅm ad-DŅrimŝ (rahimahullŅh), for it is common to hear

the contemporaries who have been influenced by Jahmŝ rhetoric saying “yes, but a Hand means a limb”, so
hereby they themselves have already compared AllŅh to His creation! AbdullŅh bin Hamŝd Ali, a petty partisan
polemist, even authored an article which he boldly entitled Allah’s Hand: Is It Real or Not? And then had the
audacity to state within the article that Muslims should not get confused into matters related to AllŅh’s Attributes,
yet gave his article with this ridiculous title!!? Another example of ’Ash’arŝ delving into AllŅh’s Attributes can be
seen here with this text negating AllŅh’s fawqiyyah. It is an answer to a question posed concerning “the one who
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presume about the Attributes except whatever AllĆh and His Messenger meant, and they do not
claim that He has limbs or bodily parts as you claim about them. Yet you have no shame in
condemning them with lies in order to promote your misguidance among the ignorant people.1

He also said:
As for your claim that “going from place to place is an attribute of creation” then we do not ask
“how?” about AllĆh’s Coming more than what He Himself mentioned in His Book and then what
was described by His Messenger (sallAllĆhu ’alayhi wassallam).2

He also said:
Then you (O Jahmĩ) did not suffice with this false interpretation until you claimed that a
people from Ahl us-Sunnah interpreted AllĆh’s Laughter according to what their minds
from their own selves thought. This is a lie against them, for we have not heard of any of
them comparing the Actions of AllĆh with the actions of the creation. However, we say that
He Laughs as He wills in accordance to what befits Him, while your tafseer is to be
discarded...3

ImĆm Abş Ja’far Muhammad bin Jareer at-Tabarĩ (d. 310 AH/922 CE)4:
believes that AllŅh is settled in created things or that He has a direction” by an ’Ash’ari Shaykh, Abź Muhammad
Mahmood KhattŅb as-Subkŝ al-Azharŝ, translated by Abź ńdam an-Narźjŝ. On page 7 it states:
“Was He sitting, according to them, on the non-existing ’Arsh before it existed???!! Was He
(according to them) in the sky before it existed??!!”
Refer to the document here: http://www.marifah.net/articles/fatwaazhar-mahmudkhattab.pdf
The likes of such speech are not to be found among the Salaf neither did the Salaf pose such ridiculous questions
which confuse the common people. In fact to even ask such question even in the rhetorical sense is clear heresy,
ImŅm al-BarbahŅrŝ stated in Sharh us-Sunnah:
No one says about the attributes of the Lord, the Most High, “Why?” except one who doubts
about AllŅh, the Blessed and Most High. The Qur’Ņn is the Speech of AllŅh, His Revelation
and Light. It is not created, since the Qur’Ņn is from AllŅh and that which is from AllŅh is
not created. This was what MŅlik ibn Anas, Ahmad ibn Hanbal and the Scholars before and
after them said and debating about it is disbelief.
Most of the doubts contained within it will be refuted by Shaykh Faisal al-JŅsim within this book.
1

ar-Radd ’ala’l-Mareesŝ, vol.1, pp.374-375

2

Ibid., vol.2, p.280

3

Ibid., vol.2, p.780

4

Translator’s note: He is ImŅm Muhammad bin Jareer bin Yazeed bin Katheer bin GhŅlib Abź Ja’far at-Tabarŝ

from Amul in TabaristŅn, born in 224 AH (858 CE). He heard from Muhammad bin ’AbdulMŅlik bin Abŝ ashShźwŅrib, IshŅq bin Abŝ IsrŅ’eel, Ahmad bin Munŝ’, Abź Karb Muhammad bin al-’AlŅ’ and many others. Those
who narrated from him were Ahmad bin KŅmil al-QŅdŝ, Muhammad bin ’AbdullŅh ash-ShŅfi’ŝ and Mukhallid bin
Ja’far. Al-Khateeb al-BaghdŅdŝ stated in TŅreekh BaghdŅd:
At-Tabarŝ lived in BaghdŅd and stayed there until his death, he was one of the ImŅms of the
’Ulama his sayings are taken as rulings and his view is referred to because of his knowledge
and virtue. He combined various sciences in a way that no one else from his time equalled,
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He said:
We affirm all of these meanings which we have mentioned that have arrived in the narrations, the
Book and the Revelation from which the reality of affirmation (of the Attributes) is understood.
We negate tashbeeh (resembling AllĆh to creation) and we say: AllĆh, Mighty and Majestic, Hears
voices, neither due to having an earlobe nor via limbs as Bani ądam has limbs. Likewise, AllĆh

for he had memorised AllŅh’s Book, had knowledge of the different recitations, had insight
into its meanings, was a faqeeh in the regulations of the Qur’Ņn, he was a scholar of the
Sunnah and that of it which is authentic and weak, abrogated and unabrogated, he had
knowledge of the statements of the SahŅbah, TŅbi’een and those after them from the latter
people (KhŅlifeen) in regards to the ahkŅm and issues of the halŅl and the harŅm, he also
had knowledge of the time of those people and their narrations.
In another instance al-Khateeb relays from Abź Bakr bin BŅlawayh that he said:
Ibn Khuzaymah said to me: “I’ve heard that you wrote down the tafseer of Ibn Jareer?” I
replied, “Yes, by dictation.” Ibn Khuzaymah then asked: “All of it?” I replied, “Yes.” Ibn
Khuzaymah said: “In which year was this?” I replied, “183-190 (AH).” Then he borrowed
what I had dictated from Ibn Jareer and gave it back to me after two years and said to me “I
have gone through it from beginning to end and I do not know of anyone on the face of the
earth more knowledgeable than Muhammad bin Jareer! The Hanbalŝs oppressed him.”
Refer to al-Khateeb al-BaghdŅdŝ, TŅreekh BaghdŅd, vol.2, p.163.
As-Subkŝ said in TabaqŅt ush-ShŅfi’iyyah al-KubrŅ:
Al-FarghŅnŝ said: Muhammad bin Jareer did not fear the blame of those who always blame
even with all the harms that he went through from the jŅhil (ignorant), the hŅsid (envious)
and the mulhid (deviant). As for the people of knowledge and deen then they are not like
those who deny his knowledge and zuhd in the dunya and his rejection of the dunya.
See as-Subkŝ, TabaqŅt ush-ShŅfi’iyyah, vol.3, p.120
His works are:
1.
2.

JŅmi’ ul-BayŅn ’an Ta’weel ńyi’l-Qur’Ņn (printed).
Tahdheeb ul-ńthŅr wa Tafseel Ma’Ņnŝ ath-ThŅbit ’an RasoolullŅh min al-AkhbŅr (printed in parts from
the original, as for the rest of the original work then that is no longer extant).

3.

IkhtilŅf ’Ulama il-AmsŅr fŝ AhkŅm SharŅ’i’l-IslŅm (printed with the title IkhtilŅf ul-FuqahŅ).

4.

Lateef ul-Qawl fŝ AhkŅm SharŅ’i’l-IslŅm.

5.

Al-Khafeef fŝ AhkŅm SharŅ’i’l-IslŅm (a summarised version of the previous book).

6.

At-Tabseer fŝ Ma’Ņlim id-Deen: extant in manuscript form, but has been recently published with the edit
of Shaykh ’Alŝ bin ’Abdul’Azeez bin ’Alŝ ash-Shibl (hafidhahullŅh), published by Maktabah ar-Rushd in
Riyadh, 1425 AH/2004 CE. This work was also introduced and additional commented upon by ImŅm
’Abdul’Azeez bin BŅz (rahimahullŅh). As-Subkŝ mentioned this book in TabaqŅt ush-ShŅfi’iyyah, vol.3,
p.121, but with the title at-Tabseer fŝ Usool id-Deen.

7.

TŅreekh ul-Umam wa’l-Mulźk (printed).

8.

And other works.

He died on a Saturday evening and was buried on the Sunday afternoon in ShawwŅl 310 AH (January 923 CE).
Refer to Abź Ja’far Muhammad bin Jareer at-Tabarŝ, Sareeh us-Sunnah (Kuwait: Maktabah Ahlu’l-Athar,
Muharram 1426 AH/February 2005 CE), Badr bin Yźsuf al-Ma’tooq (ed.), 2nd Edn. pp.8-10.
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Sees people with sight which does not resemble the sight of Banĩ ądam who have limbs. AllĆh has
Two Hands and Fingers and they are not limbs, however His Two Hands are Outstretched with
blessings upon His creation, His Two Hands do not withhold from good. His Face is not like the
limbs that Banĩ ądam have which are comprised of flesh and blood. And we say: AllĆh Laughs to
whom He wills from His creation and we do not say “this is done by putting the teeth together”.
And every night He descends to the heavens of the dunya.1

ImĆm of the ImĆms Muhammad bin IshĆq bin Khuzaymah (d. 311 AH/923 CE):
He said in lengthy and precious speech:
Abş ’AbdullĆh ’UbaydullĆh bin Muhammad al-’Ukbarĩ al-Hanbalĩ Ibn Battah (d. 384
AH/994 CE)2:
1
2

At-Tabseer, pp.141-145
Translator’s note: He is the ImŅm, the hadeeth master (HŅfidh), the Hanbalŝ legal jurist, the devout

worshipper and ascetic. He was born in the year 304 AH (917 CE) in UkbarŅ, a land close to BaghdŅd, and died in
the year 387 AH (997 CE). His father was a faqeeh and it was under his auspices that he began his studies and he
often reports from him in his books. He was sent to BaghdŅd to study hadeeth while still young, then he travelled
to various lands such as ShŅm, Basra, Makkah and Thagur studying under a host of the leading scholars of his
time and excelled in ’aqeedah, hadeeth and fiqh. He heard from the likes of Abu’l-QŅsim al-Baghawŝ, Abu Dharr
al-BŅghandŝ, Abu Bakr bin ZiyŅd an-Naysabźrŝ, IsmŅ’eel al-WarrŅq, al-QŅdŝ al-MahŅmalŝ, Muhammad bin
Mukhallid, Abu TŅlib Ahmad bin Nasr al-HŅfidh, Muhammad bin Ahmad bin ThŅbit al-’Ukbarŝ, Alŝ bin Abŝ alAqab, Ahmad bin ’Ubayd as-SaffŅr, Ibn SŅ’id and others. A group of the scholars narrated from him such as Abu
al-Fath bin Abŝ al-FawŅris, Abu Nu’aym al-AsbahŅnŝ, ’UbaydullŅh al-Azharŝ, ’Abdul’Azeez al-Azjŝ, and Abu IshŅq
al-Barmakŝ, Abu Muhammad al-Jawharŝ, Muhammad bin Ahmad bin ŜsŅ as-Sa’sŝ and others.
He has been praised by more than one ImŅm and was famous for enjoining the good and forbidding the evil.
See Ibn Katheer, al-BidŅyah wa’n-NihŅyah, vol.11, pp.368-369); Ibn Hajr, LisŅn ul-MeezŅn, vol.4, p.133+) and
adh-Dhahabŝ, as-Siyar, vol.16, pp.529-533. Al-Khateeb al-BaghdŅdŝ said: Abź HŅmid ad-Dawlŝ narrated to me
that when Ibn Battah returned from his travels he confined himself to his house for forty years [only rarely going
out]. He was not seen in the market place and neither was he seen breaking fast except on the day of ’Eid. He used
to enjoin the good and not a single bad narration [concerning people] would reach him except that he put it in a
better light.” See Ibid and al-Khateeb al-BaghdŅdŝ, TŅreekh BaghdŅd, vol.10, p.372. Abdul-WŅhid bin Alŝ al’Ukbarŝ said, “I have not seen any of the scholars from the As-hŅbul-Hadeeth or other than them
having a better disposition and mannerism than Ibn Battah.” See al-Khateeb al-BaghdŅdŝ, TŅreekh
BaghdŅd, vol.10, p.372. Ahmad bin Muhammad al-Ateeqŝ said, “Ibn Battah was a righteous Shaykh, one
whose supplications were answered.” See Ibn al-Jawzŝ, al-Muntadhim, vol.7, p.194. Abu al-Fath alQawwŅs said: I mentioned the knowledge and asceticism of Ibn Battah to Abu Sa’eed al-IsmŅ’eelŝ and so he went
to him. When he returned he commented, “His [knowledge and asceticism] is beyond description.” See
Ibn Hajr, LisŅn ul-MeezŅn,vol.4, p.134. Abu Mas’ood Ahmad bin Muhammad al-Bajlŝ, the HŅfidh said, “I have
loved the Hanbalŝs since the day I saw Abu AbdullŅh bin Battah.” See Ibn Abŝ Ya’lŅ, TabaqŅt ulHanŅbilah, vol.2, p.145. Ibn al-’ImŅd said: “the great ImŅm, the HŅfidh, Ibn Battah, the Hanbalŝ Faqeeh
and righteous servant.” See Ibn al-’ImŅd, ShadharŅt udh-Dhahab, vol.3, p.122. However, in the field of
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He said in his refutation of those who falsely interpret the descent of AllĆh:
The Mu’attil says “If we say He descends then we are saying that He comes down and AllĆh does
not come down, and if He was to descend then He would go down because everything that
descends is that which goes down.”
We say: Are you not those who claim that you negate tashbeeh (comparing AllĆh to
creation) from the Lord of the Worlds? Yet here, with this speech, you have made the vilest
form of tashbeeh. The much worse difference is that you have rejected the narrations and
denied the hadeeth of the Messenger of AllĆh (sallAllĆhu ’alayhi wassallam) and what he
said. If you say that He does not descend except by “coming down” then you have
hadeeth he has been criticised for his lack of precision although in and of himself he is regarded to be truthful
(sadźq). It is important to note that the scholars of hadeeth have cleared him of the possibility of fabricating. See
9 Adh-Dhahabŝ, al-Mughnŝ fi’d-Du’afŅ’, vol.2, p.417), al-’Uluww, vol.2, p.417, as-Siyar, vol.16, pp.529533;
9 As-Suyźtŝ, al-LŅ’ŝ, vol.1, p.85 and other works.
A defence of him against a number of criticisms levelled against him can be found in:
9 Ibn al-Jawzŝ, al-Muntadham, vol.7, p.194 and
9 Al-Mu’allimŝ in at-Tankeel, pp.561-571.
At this point it is necessary to mention that the People of Innovation have capitalised on a statement concerning
this great ImŅm made by al-HŅfidh Ibn Hajar al-AsqalŅnŝ, may AllŅh have mercy upon him. Using this statement
they have attempted to declare this ImŅm a fabricator and liar, may AllŅh forgive them and us.
Ibn Hajar in his notice of Ibn Battah begins by declaring him an ImŅm and then proceeds to criticise him for his
lack of precision in narration. He quotes the words of al-Ateeqŝ about him that:
Despite his lack of precision (in narrating) he was an ImŅm in the Sunnah and an ImŅm in
fiqh, possessor of miraculous events and one whose supplications were answered, may
AllŅh be pleased with him.
He then proceeds to mention a munkar narration concerning the Attributes of AllŅh and after identifying Ibn
Battah as being the source of this narration (although his being the culprit is differed over by the scholars of
hadeeth), Ibn Hajar comments, “and I do not know what I should say about Ibn Battah after this.”
It should be noted here that if Ibn Hajar thought Ibn Battah to be a liar or fabricator it would been necessary for
him to mention this clearly, for the likes of this HŅfidh could not possibly remain silent on such an issue.
Furthermore as-Suyźtŝ, may AllŅh have mercy upon him, further clarifies Ibn Hajar’s position on him. He says,
after quoting the above mentioned words of Ibn Hajar,
I saw in the handwriting of Ibn Hajar in his notes to Mukhtasar al-Mawdź’Ņt of Ibn DarbŅs
(concerning this hadeeth), “…this bŅtil addition that occurs at the end of it is not present
here and so it is clear that it occurs due to the poor memory of Ibn Battah.
So in this narration Ibn Hajar explicitly clears Ibn Battah of intentional fabrication and hence his stance on
him

falls

in

line

with

the

majority

of

Hadeeth

masters

and

AllŅh

knows

best.

See Ibn Hajar, LisŅn ul-MeezŅn, vol.4, p.134 and as-Suyutŝ, al-LŅ’ŝ al-Masnź’ah, vol.1, p.75.
His books concerning ’aqeedah that have been published are al-IbŅnah al-KubrŅ in seven volumes edited and
studied by Yusuf bin AbdullŅh al-WŅbil and ash-Sharh wal-IbŅnah edited and studied by Dr. RidŅ Nu’sŅn.
May AllŅh have mercy upon him.
Biography adapted from: http://www.troid.org/seerah/those-who-followed-them-./abu-abdullaah-ubaidullaahbin-muhammad-bin-battah-al-ukbaree-al-hanbalee.html
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compared AllĆh to His creation. And you have claimed that He is unable to descend
without coming down in the description of the creation which if in a place is in need of
that place. Rather, we believe our Prophet (sallAllĆhu ’alayhi wassallam) when he said:
“Our Lord descends” and we do not say: “He goes down” rather He descends how He
wills and we do not describe this as His coming down (as creation does) and we do not
ascribe a limit to Him and we do not say “His descent is His going down.”1

He also said:
And they (the Mu’attilah) say: “We do not say that AllĆh has Two Hands because hands
are not but they have fingers, a palm, a wrist, forearms etc.” So according to their claim
they fled from tashbeeh yet they fell into it and went towards it. All that they claim is that
“these are attributes of the creation from which AllĆh is Exalted” because the Hand of
AllĆh has no how-ness and AllĆh deemed them as liars as did the Messenger.2

ImĆm al-HĆfidh Abş ’AbdullĆh Muhammad bin IshĆq bin Mandah (d. 395 AH/1005
CE):
He said:
AllĆh says,

ƂƊƨǸă Ʒą ǂċ ǳơ ǾÊ ǈ
Ê Ǩƒ ǻă ȄƊǴǟă Ƥ
ă ƬăǯƊ ƃ
“He has decreed upon Himself mercy.”
{al-An’Ćm (6): 12}
The Prophet (sallAllĆhu ’alayhi wassallam) said: “AllĆh says: “I have made harĆm dhulm upon Myself.”” The
Prophet (sallAllĆhu ’alayhi wassallam) explain what AllĆh said: “Verily AllĆh has decreed upon himself that
“Indeed My Mercy precedes My Anger.””
So he explained the intent of AllĆh in regards to what AllĆh informed about Himself, AllĆh
explained that He was Eternal while the creation is finite. His Essence is not to be described except
with what He described and with what the prophet (sallAllĆhu ’alayhi wassallam) described Him
with.3

1

Ibn Battah, al-IbŅnah ’an Sharee’at il-Firqat in-NŅjiyah wa MajŅnibat il-Firaq al-Madhmźmah (Riyadh, KSA:

DŅr ur-RŅyah, 1418 AH, 1st Edn., ed. Al-Waleed Sayf un-Nasr), vol.3, pp.239-240.
2

Ibid., vol.3, p.314

3

Ibn Mandah, at-Tawheed (Madeenah, KSA: Maktabat ul-’Uloom wa’l-Hikam, 1423 AH, 1st Edn., ed. Dr ’Alŝ bin

NŅsir al-Faqŝhŝ), vol.3, pp.7-9.
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ImĆm Abş ’AbdullĆh Muhammad bin ’AbdullĆh bin Abĩ Zamanayn al-Andalşsĩ (d. 399
AH/1009 CE):
He mentioned the Attributes of AllĆh such as Face, Two Hands, Light, Speech and the likes and
then said:
These Attributes of our Lord which He described Himself with in His Book, and what His prophet
described Him with, then within none of them are there to be any limitations, likening (to creation)
or estimation. Glory is to He Who there is nothing like and He is All-Hearing, All-Seeing.1

ImĆm al-Muqrĩ, al-Muhaddith Abş ’Umar Ahmad bin Muhammad at-Talamankĩ (d. 429
AH/1038 CE):
Ahl us-Sunnah say about AllĆh’s saying,

Ƃ ȃăȂƬăǇą ơ ǉ
Ê ǂą Ǡă ǳƒơ ȄƊǴǟă ǺĄ ºăǸƷą ǂċ ǳơƃ
“The Most Merciful [who is] above the Throne established.”
{TĆ HĆ (20): 5}
AllĆh’s establishment over His Throne is real (’ala’l-haqeeqah) and not metaphorical/allegorical (la
’ala’l-majĆz). A people from the Mu’tazilah and the Jahmiyyah that it is not permissible to
name AllĆh with these names in a real sense (‘ala’l-haqeeqah) because the creation also
has these names.2 So they negated from AllĆh the realities of His names and affirmed them for
His creation. If they are asked what caused them to deviate in this way? They will say: “agreement
in name obligates tashbeeh.”
We say: this is diverting from the language which we were addressed with, as what makes sense in
the language is that similarity in language is not attained in naming. Making tashbeeh of things is only
in regards to things which are the same or in forms such as white with white, black with black, tall
with tall, small with small. So if the Names (of AllĆh) obligate similarity (with the creation) then
everything would be compared with each other due to the comprehensiveness of the name of a
thing with something else and due to the generality of naming things.
So we ask them: “Do you say that AllĆh exists? If they say “yes”, then say to them: “Your claim
necessitates therefore that you have compared (AllĆh) to things which also ‘exist’!” If they say “He

1

Ibn Abŝ Zamanayn, Usool us-Sunnah (Madeenah, KSA: Maktabat al-GhurabŅ’ al-Athariyyah, 1415 AH, 1st Edn.,

ed. ’AbdullŅh al-BukhŅrŝ), p.74.
2

Translator’s note: This is where the ’AshŅ’irah inherited it from, none other than their predecessors in creed

the Jahmiyyah and the Mu’tazilah. An example of this is in the ’Ash’arŝ ta’weel of istiwŅ’ as being “istawla”, for
the first to make this false interpretation was QŅdŝ ’Abdul-JabbŅr (d. 415 AH/1020 CE), the founder of the
heretical Mu’tazilŝ belief system. More on this will be explained later.
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Exists yet His Existence does not obligate a comparison between Him and other extant things”,
then we say: “This, He (AllĆh) is Living, Knowing, Willful, Able, Hearing, Seeing and He Speaks,
which means that this does not necessitate comparing Him with those who have also been
described as having these attributes.”1

Shaykh al-ImĆm al-HĆfidh Abş Nasr ’UbaydullĆh bin Sa’eed as-Sijzĩ (d. 444 AH/1052
CE):
He said in the book al-IbĆnah:
The principle which has to be known is that: agreement in naming does not obligate agreement of
the things being named, so if we say: “AllĆh Exists, is Kind, One, Living, Knowing, Hearing,
Seeing and Speaks” then that is not tashbeeh and none of the Salaf or ImĆms oppose us. Rather
AllĆh, Exists and is still One, Living, Eternal, Knowing, Hearing, Seeing and Speaking, so it is not
permissible for Him to be described with the opposite of these Attributes...so whatever that is
applied to the creation is not tashbeeh with the Creator because the agreement is only in the names
of these attributes.2

Al-ImĆm al-’AllĆmah HĆfidh ul-Maghrib Abş ’Umar Yşsuf bin ’AbdullĆh bin ’AbdulBarr
al-Andalşsĩ al-Qurtubĩ al-MĆlikĩ (d. 463 AH/1071 CE):
He said after narrating the hadeeth of the slave-girl who the Prophet (sallAllĆhu ’alayhi wassallam)
asked: “Where is AllĆh?” She replied: “Above the heavens.” The Prophet (sallAllĆhu ’alayhi
wassallam) said, “Free her, for she is a believer”:
As for those who use as a proof: “If He is in a place that would be tashbeeh with the creation
because whatever is encompassed by places is encompassed by the creation” – this is
something which is not binding and has no meaning to it. For there is nothing from the creation
which is like AllĆh and there should be no analogy between AllĆh and His creation. He is neither
comprehended by analogy and nor is He to be made analogous with people. There is no god
worthy of worship except He, He was before everything and then He created places, the heavens,
the earth and whatever is between them. He remains after everything and He created everything
and has no partner.

1

This was transmitted from the ImŅm by: Shaykh ul-IslŅm Ibn Taymiyyah in: Dara’ at-Ta’Ņrud al-’Aql wa’n-

Naql (1st Edn., 1399 AH, ed. Muhammad RashŅd SŅlim), vol.5, p.251; BayŅn Talbees il-Jahmiyyah, vol.2, p.38;
Naqd ut-Ta’sees, p.115 and Majmź’ al-FatŅwŅ (Compiled by ’AbdurRahmŅn bin Muhammad bin QŅsim an-Najdŝ
and supervised by the General Office of Affairs of the Two Noble Sanctuaries), vol.5, p.519. Also transmitted by:
Ibn ul-Qayyim, as-SawŅ’iq ul-Mursalah (Riyadh, DŅr ul-’ńsimah, 1418 AH, 3rd Edn., ed. Dr ’Ali adDakheelullŅh), vol.4, p.1284; adh-Dhahabŝ, al-’Uluww, p.246.
2

This was transmitted from the ImŅm by: Shaykh ul-IslŅm Ibn Taymiyyah in Dara’ at-Ta’Ņrud, vol.5, pp.90-92.
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It is authenticated by common sense and verified with succinctness based on evidence that He
is in eternity neither in a place nor non-existent, so how can He be made analogous with His
creation? And how can tamtheel and tashbeeh be made between Him and creation? Exalted is AllĆh
Who is Elevated and Mighty from what the oppressors say. Nothing from His description is
known about except what He described about Himself or based on what His Prophet and
Messenger (sallAllĆhu ’alayhi wassallam) described Him with, or what the upright Ummah has agreed
on about Him.1

ImĆm al-HĆfidh Abu’l-QĆsim IsmĆ’eel bin Muhammad at-Taymĩ at-Talhĩ al-AsbahĆnĩ
(d. 535 AH/1141 CE):
He said:
Chapter: Refuting the Jahmiyyah who Reject the Attributes of AllĆh and Call Ahl us-Sunnah
Mushabbihah –
The saying of Ahl us-Sunnah that AllĆh has a Face, Two Hands and all else that AllĆh informed of
about Himself does not necessitate tashbeeh with His creation. Their narration of the hadeeth of the
Prophet (sallAllĆhu ’alayhi wassallam): “AllĆh created ądam upon His image” – does not necessitate
tashbeeh to be applied to them. Rather, all of what AllĆh informed about Himself and what His
Messenger (sallAllĆhu ’alayhi wassallam) informed of is the truth. The saying of AllĆh is the truth and
the saying of His messenger is the truth, AllĆh is more knowing about what He has said and His
Messenger knows more about what He said. It is only upon us to have ĩmĆn and submit, sufficient
is AllĆh for us and He is the Best disposer of affairs.2

Then he said in transmitting from some of Ahl us-Sunnah:
It is only necessary for the servants to submit because neither an Angel nor a Prophet knows the
Attributes except by the Names that the Lord taught them. Neither intellects nor analogies can
comprehend AllĆh’s Attributes, so the path is to affirm the understanding of His Attributes by
following and submitting. As for the slander by the people of desires against Ahl us-Sunnah and
accusing Ahl us-Sunnah of making tashbeeh if names agree then it is to be said about this: the matter
is not as how they think! Because two things are not said to resemble each other only on
account of the names in the language being similar, rather two things are said to resemble
each other if they are intrinsically similar or resemble each other in understood meanings.
So if the matter was as how they think then everything would resemble each other just
because of a similarity in the names of things.3

1

Ibn ’AbdulBarr, at-Tamheed (Morocco: WizŅrat ’Umoom ul-AwqŅf, 1387 AH, eds. MustafŅ bin Ahmad al-’Alawŝ

and Muhammad ’AbdulKabeer al-Bakrŝ), vol.7, p.135.
2

Al-Hujjah fŝ BayŅn il-Mahajjah, vol.1, pp.285-287

3

Ibid., vol.2, p.452
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ImĆm Muwaffaquddeen Abş Muhammad ’AbdullĆh bin Ahmad bin QudĆmah alMaqdisĩ (d. 620 AH/1223 CE):
He said in refuting those who deny the letter (harf) from AllĆh’s Speech due to it allegedly
necessitating limbs and body parts:
This would only be necessitated in regards to whoever speaks with limbs and body parts
and AllĆh, Mighty and Majestic, is not to be described as having such things and this is
making tashbeeh of AllĆh with His servants, wherein He is only perceived based on how
His creation are and this is bĆtil in and of itself.1

ImĆm al-HĆfidh Shamsuddeen Muhammad bin Ahmad bin ’UthmĆn adh-Dhahabĩ (d.
748 AH/1347 CE):
He transmitted:
’AbdullĆh ibn al-ImĆm Ahmad said in as-Sunnah: ’AbbĆs al-’Anbarĩ reported to us: ShĆdh bin YahyĆ
reported to us: I heard Yazeed bin HĆroon and it was said to him: “Who are the Jahmiyyah?” He
replied, “Whoever claims that AllĆh is Established over the Throne in a manner that opposes what
has been affirmed by the hearts of the generality is a Jahmĩ!”

Then adh-Dhahabĩ said commenting on the above:
By “affirmed”: absorbed and the intent of “the generality” is the majority of the Ummah and the
people of knowledge who have affirmed in their hearts what the verses indicate along with the
certainty that He is Established over the Throne and there is nothing like unto Him. This is what is
an established fact in their sound natures and minds and if there was a meaning behind that then
would have explained it and not neglected it. If any of them interpreted istiwĆ’ then these
transmissions would be available from them and if these were transmitted they would be wellknown. So even if there are some foolish ignoramuses who understand that by istiwĆ’ it necessitates
a deficiency and an analogy between the creation and the Creator - then this is rarely the case.
Whoever would say this is to be reprimanded and taught and I do not think that anyone from the
generality (of the ’Ulama) accepts this in himself (i.e. tashbeeh between the Creator and creation) and
AllĆh knows best.2

Adh-Dhahabĩ also said:
For descending, speech, hearing seeing, knowledge and istiwĆ’ are clear and lucid expressions for
the one who hears them. So if the One Who has nothing like Him (i.e. AllĆh) is described with
these then how these Attributes are unknown to humans.3
1

Ibn QudŅmah, al-MunŅdharah fi’l-Qur’Ņn (Kuwait: Maktabat Ibn Taymiyyah, 1410 AH, 1st Edn., ed.

Muhammad al-Hamood an-Najdŝ), p.48
2

Adh-Dhahabŝ, al-’Uluww (Riyadh, KSA: Maktabat AdwŅ’ us-Salaf, 1416 AH, 1st Edn., ed. Ashraf

’AbdulMaqsood), p.157
3

Ibid., p.214
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Al-HĆfidh ’AbdurRahmĆn bin Ahmad bin Rajab al-Hanbalĩ (d. 795 AH/1393 CE):
He stated after permitting using some of AllĆh’s Names such as as-Samĩ and al-Baseer:
As for those from the creation who are named with the Names of AllĆh such as as-Samĩ, al-Baseer,
al-Qadeer, al-’Aleem and ar-Raheem then their ascription (to AllĆh) sever any partnership and
likewise description.
So when we say: “Zayd hears and sees” this does not apply except as a description of the creation
and when we see “AllĆh hears and sees” then this applies as His description which befits Him and
so any resemblance in any aspect is ended, for this reason AllĆh says,

Ƃ ƢƆȈĈǸÊ Ǉă ĄǾǳƊ ĄǶǴƊǠą ƫă ǲƒ ǿă ƃ
“Do you know of any similarity to Him?”
{Maryam (19): 65}1

ImĆm Abş ’AbdullĆh Muhammad bin al-MurtadĆ al-YamĆnĩ, aka Ibn ul-Wazeer (d. 840
AH/1437 CE):
He said:
It is established that “ar-RahmĆn” is specific to AllĆh alone and it is prohibited to absolutely apply
it to other than Him. So if ar-Rahma (Mercy) is metaphorical in regards to AllĆh, yet to other than
him understood in a real sense, then rather the contrary would take precedence and be more
obligatory. So there is nothing to prevent a Muslim from affirming these Attributes of praise of
AllĆh just as our Lord has taught us, along with negating from AllĆh attributes of deficiency which
are connected to the mercy of creation. In the same way, we affirm that He has the Names of the
Ever-Living, the Knowing, the Well-Informed and the Willful along with negating the deficiencies
of the creation in their lives.
Likewise, every attribute that AllĆh is described with, yet is also used to describe a servant, is
used for AllĆh in the utmost manner without any deficiency. Yet when it is used for the servant it

1

Transmitted from the book Manhaj ul-HŅfidh Ibn Rajab al-Hanbalŝ fi’l-’Aqeedah (Riyadh, KSA: DŅr us-Samŝ’ŝ),

p.356.
Translator’s note: the above book was originally a Master thesis submitted to the Islamic University of
Madeenah, KSA. It was written by Dr ’Alŝ bin ’Abdul’Azeez ash-Shibl and also printed by DŅr ul-’ńsimah in
Madeenah in 2001 CE.
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contains deficiencies. This is the way tashbeeh has been explained by Ahl us-Sunnah and they did
not explain tashbeeh by negating AllĆh’s Attributes and making ta’teel (denial) of the Attributes.1

ImĆm Yşsuf bin ’AbdulHĆdĩ, aka Ibn ul-Mabrad (d. 909 AH/1503 CE)2:
1

Ibn ul-Wazeer al-YamŅnŝ, ŜthŅr ul-Haq ’ala’l-Khalq (Beirut: DŅr ul-Kutub al-’Ilmiyyah, 1403 AH, 1st Edn., edited

by a group of scholars under the supervision of the publishers), pp.127-128
2

Translator’s note: Sometimes spelt “Ibn ul-Mibrad” or “Ibn ul-Mabrid”, yet this most accurate is “Ibn ul-

Mabrad”. He is Yźsuf bin al-Hasan ibn ’AbdulHŅdŝ ad-Dimishqŝ as-SŅlihŝ al-Hanbalŝ, aka. “Ibn ul-Mabrad”, born
in Damascus and a descendent of ’Umar ibn al-KhattŅb (radi AllŅhu ’anhu). He authored a work refuting Ibn
’AsŅkir (who authored Tabyeen Kadhib al-Muftari) who had been heavily influenced by Ash’arŝ polemic and
kalŅm, entitled Jam’ ul-Juyźsh wa’d-DasŅkir ’ala Ibn ’AsŅkir [The Assembly of Soldiers against Ibn ’AsŅkir].
This is evidently unbeknown to some of the contemporary ’Ash’arŝs who have rashly included him as being from
the Sufiyyah! Jam’ ul-Juyźsh was edited as a Masters thesis by a student from Thailand at the Islamic University
of Madeenah (Muhammad Fawzŝ Hasan Sa’d), the thesis was supervised by Dr ’Ali bin NŅsir al-Faqeehŝ in 1418
AH. It obtained the equivalent of a 2:1 Higher and is 742 pgs. It can be downloaded here:
http://www.kabah.info/uploaders/Books/Jam3Dsaker.rar
Ibn ul-Mabrad also authored:
9

al-Jawhar al-Munaddad fi’t-TabaqŅt Muta’akhkhiri As-hŅb Ahmad, (Riyadh: Maktabat al-’UbaykŅn,
2000 CE), ’AbdurRahman ibn SulaymŅn al-’Uthaymeen (ed.);

9

Mahd as-SawŅb fi FadŅ'il Amir al-Mu’mineen ’Umar ibn al-KhattŅb, (Riyadh: Adwa’ us-Salaf, 2000
CE), 3 vols., ’Abdul-’Azeez ibn Muhammad ibn ’Abdul-Muhsin al-Furayh (ed.);

9

KitŅb as-Shajarah an-Nabawiyah fi Nasab Khayr al-Bariyah, (Damascus: DŅr Ibn Katheer and DŅr
al-Kalim at-Tayyib, 1994 CE), Muhiydeen Deeb Mastź (ed.);

9

Nujźm al-Masa’ takshifu Ma’Ņnŝ ar-RasŅ’il-SŅlihŅt min an-NisŅ (Beirut: 1990 CE), Muhammad
Khalid al-Kharsah (ed.).

9

KitŅb Bahr ad-Dam fi-man takallama fi-hi al-Imam Ahmad bi-Madhin aw Dhamm (Riyadh: Dar alRayah lil-Nashr wa’t-Tawzi’, 1989 CE), Abź Usamah WasiullŅh ibn Muhammad ibn ’AbbŅs (ed.)

9

RasŅ’il Dimashqiyah (Damascus and Bayrut: DŅr Ibn Katheer, 1988), Salah Muhammad al-Khiyami
(ed.)

9

KitŅb Mughnŝ DawŅ al-AfhŅm

an al-Kutub al-Katheerah fi’l-AhkŅm (Saudi Arabia, 1900, n.p.),

’AbdullŅh ibn ’Umar ibn Duhaysh (ed.) and printed by Maktabah Tabariyyah in 1995.

9 Dhayl ’Abdil-Hadi

alŅ TabaqŅt Ibn Rajab (Riyadh: DŅr al-’ńsimah, 1988 CE), Abi

AbdullŅh

Mahmood ibn Muhammad al-HaddŅd (Ed.).

9 Nuzhat ul-MasŅmir fŝ AkhbŅr Majnoon Banŝ ’Ameer (Beirut: ’Alam ul-Kutub, 1994)
9

IthŅf an-NubalŅ’ bi-AkhbŅr wa-Ash Ņir al-KuramŅ’ wa’l-BukhalŅ’ (Beirut: DŅr al-Kutub al’Ilmiyyah, 1990), Yusri ’AbdulGhaniڳ

9

Abdulla ڳh (ed.)

KitŅb Wuqź’ ul-BalŅ bil-Bukhl wa’l-BukhalŅ – extant in manuscript form and studied by Fedwa
Malti-Douglas in the Bulletin of Oriental Studies, no. 31 (1979), pp.17-50. Also see Fedwa Malti-Douglas,
Structures of Avarice: The BukhalŅ’ in Medieval Arabic Literature (Leiden: Brill, 1985), p.2.

9

KitŅb Maqbool ul-Manqool min ’Ilm il-Jadal wa’l-Usool ’ala’l-QŅ’idat il-ImŅm Ahmad bin Hanbal
(Beirut: DŅr al-Basha'ir al-IslŅmiyah, 2007 CE), AbdullŅh bin SŅlim al-BattŅtŝ

9

Sayr al-Hathth ilŅ ’Ilm at-TalŅq ath-ThalŅth (Beirut: DŅr al-Basha'ir al-IslŅmiyah, 1997 CE)

9

Al-IghtirŅb fŝ AhkŅm il-KilŅb – printed in 2006
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He said:
As for affirming what AllĆh has described Himself with, or what His Messenger (described AllĆh
with), without ta’weel, then this is not tashbeeh. The ImĆms of IslĆm such as MĆlik, Ahmad, ashShĆfi’ĩ and others have indicated this.

Then he transmitted some words from Ibn ’AsĆkir wherein he made ta’weel of AllĆh’s Attributes
and said:
This speech leads to ta’teel in that he flees from what AllĆh has already affirmed for Himself via
ta’weel based on the claim that “such and such necessitates such and such” and this is something
which leaves no room for sense. As whatever AllĆh has affirmed for Himself, we affirm and this is
not tashbeeh. We do not make any false figurative interpretation which thereby negate what is
affirmed based on alleged tasbheeh, for this is stubbornness and contrary (to the truth).1

9

At-Tamheed fi’l-KalŅm ’ala’t-Tawheed (DŅr ul-Bulansiyyah, 1997), 1st Edn.

9 A compilation of his works was entitled Muj’am Mu’allafŅt Yźsuf bin Hasan bin ’AbdulHŅdŝ alHanbalŝ (Riyadh: DŅr Ishbeeliyah, 1999 CE), NŅsir bin Sa’ud bin ’AbdullŅh as-Salamah (ed.).
1

Jam’ ul-Juyźsh wa’d-DasŅkir ’ala Ibn ’AsŅkir, pp.299-301
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ESTABLISHING THE PRINCIPLE OF
‘WHAT APPLIES TO ALLńH’S ATTRIBUTES DOES NOT
NECESSARILY APPLY TO THE CREATION’
FROM THE WORDS OF ABU’L-HASAN AL-’ASH’ARŜ AND HIS
COMPANIONS
Abu’l-Hasan al-’Ash’arĩ (rahimahullĆh) stated:
If we affirm these attributes for AllĆh, which the intellects, language, Qur’Ćn and
consensus indicate, it does not obligate that they are created. For that reason, it is not
permissible for His Attributes what is permitted for the creation’s attributes.1

He also said:
Issue: it is to be said to them: “why do you reject what AllĆh says,
“...with My hands?”
{SĆd (38): 75}
Two Hands and not ‘two bounties’?”
If they say: “Because a hand if it is not a bounty it can be nothing but a limb.”
Say to them: “Why have you judged that a hand if not a bounty can be nothing but a limb, and that
we return to what we see or to what we find among us in creation?”
They say “The hand if it is not a bounty in what we see around us then it can nothing else but a
limb.”
Say to them: “If you have used what you see (as a proof) to judge by for AllĆh, then we also do not
find things which are ‘living’ among the creation except that they have bodies, flesh and blood so
do you judge AllĆh has having this? Exalted is He from such things. If not then you have to
abandon what you say and you have nullified your own weak basis! If you affirm that unto AllĆh is
a ‘life’ not like the lives of others from the creation, then why do you reject Two Hands (of AllĆh)
1

Abu’l-Hasan al-’Ash’arŝ, RisŅlah ila Ahl ith-Thaghar (Madeenah, KSA: Maktabat ul-’Uloom wa’l-Hikam, 1422

AH, 2nd Edn., ed. ’AbdullŅh al-Junaydŝ), p.218.
Translator’s note: The contemporary ’Ash’arŝs are very weak in ’aqeedah, evidenced by some of them only now
realising that there is such a thing as a “Salafŝ” and Atharŝ ’aqeedah!? And even this they admitted mainly due to
the socio-political and ecumenical zeitgeist vis-a-vis the Muslims in the West as a front for “unity”. Also, they are
wanting in terms of their source referencing and explaining ’aqeedah. A case in point can be seen with this
document

here

by

Shaykh

Abź

Adam

an-Narźjŝ:

http://marifah.net/articles/TheIndivisibleElement-

AbuAdam.pdf
Which, for a paper supposedly on ’aqeedah, is wanting in terms of evidences from the Salaf. Furthermore, it also
claims that to say “we don’t know how” is insufficient!? Even though this was the way of the Salaf which he could
not be bothered to refer to within the petite paper!
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which AllĆh Himself informed of as being Two Hands and neither as being two bounties nor two
limbs like my hands.”
Also it is to be said to them: “You do not find (among you) a wise controller except that it is a
person and then you affirm that the world has a Wise Controller (AllĆh) who is not like people, so
here then you have again contradicted what is seen (among you) and you have nullified your own
weak basis!” So do not prohibit affirming Two Hands, neither ‘two bounties’ nor ‘two limbs’, due
to that being contrary to what can be seen.1

Al-QĆdĩ Abş Bakr Muhammad bin at-Tayyib al-BĆqilĆnĩ stated in his book Tamheed ul-AwĆ’il:
So if someone says: “what is the proof that AllĆh has a Face and Hand?”
It is to be said to him:
AllĆh says,

ƂÊǵơăǂǯƒ ȍÊ ơăȁ ǲÊ ºƒǴƴ
ă ǳƒơ ȁƌƿ Ǯ
ă ƥďǁă ĄǾƳą ȁă ȄƊǬƦąȇăȁă ƃ
“And there will remain the Face of your Lord, Owner of Majesty and Honor.”
{ar-RahmĆn (55): 27}

And AllĆh says,

Ƃċȃƾă ȈăƥÊ ĄƪǬƒ ǴƊƻă ƢăǸǳÊ ƾă Ąƴǈ
ą ƫă ǹƊƗ Ǯ
ă Ǡă ǼăǷă ƢăǷ ǆ
Ą ȈÊǴąƥÊƜȇ ǱƊ ƢƊǫƃ
“O Iblees, what prevented you from prostrating to that which I created with My hands?”
{SĆd (38): 75}
So AllĆh affirms for Himself a Face and a Hand.
If the person says: “Why do you reject that His Face and Hand are limbs if you do not think
of a face and hand except that it is a limb?”
Then we say to him: “This is not a must, just as if we do not think of something living,
knowing and able except that it has a body, both us and you affirm that AllĆh, the Exalted,
has these attributes. In the same way, it is not a must that everything which is established
with its essence is an atom as we do not find anything established by itself from what we
see around us except that it is in this way.”
This is also the answer to them if they say: “His Knowledge, Life, Speech, Hearing, Seeing and all
of the Attributes of His Essence have to be subject to change and occurrence (’aradhan) and
weakened by existence.”2
1
2

Al-’Ash’arŝ, al-IbŅnah, p.110
Al-BŅqilŅnŝ, Tamheed ul-AwŅ’il wa Talkhees ud-Dalaa’il (Beirut: Mu’asisat ul-Kutub ath-Thaqaafiyyah, 1407

AH, ed. ’Imaaduddeen Haydar), pp.295-298 this was transmitted by Shaykh ul-IslŅm Ibn Taymiyyah in Majmź’
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AN EXPLANATION OF THE ’ASH’ARŜ OPPOSITION TO THE
SALAF IN REGARDS TO THIS MATTER AND A REFUTATION
OF THEIR DOUBTS
We will end what has proceeded with establishing the following matters:
Firstly: From the usool of the beliefs of the Salaf are that AllĆh’s Attributes which are mentioned
in the Book and Sunnah do not necessitate affirming tashbeeh between AllĆh and His creation
even if the creation are described with such attributes. This is whether the Attributes are
Khabariyyah (i.e. reported within the Book and Sunnah) such as the Face, Hand and Eye; or the
Attributes are related to His Actions (Fi’liyyah) such as Nuzool, Coming, Laughter; or the
Attributes are related to AllĆh’s Essence (DhĆtiyyah) such as Hearing, Seeing and Knowledge. For
AllĆh says,

ƂĄŚǐ
Ê ăƦǳƒơ ǞĄ ȈÊǸǈ
ċ ǳơ Ȃă Ąǿȁă ƔÆ Ȅą ǋă ǾÊ ǴÊưƒǸÊ ǯƊ ǆ
ă ȈąǳƊƃ
“There is nothing like unto Him, and He is the Hearing, the Seeing.”
{ash-ShşrĆ (42): 11}
So there is nothing like unto Him neither in His Essence, His Attributes and His Actions. So an
adjective follows what it is describing, so AllĆh’s Essence does not resemble other essences and
likewise the Attributes of His Essence do not resemble other attributes.
Secondly: Those who necessitate for AllĆh’s Attributes that which is necessitated for the
creation’s attributes, and use this as a means to avert AllĆh’s Attributes from the apparent
meaning and reality – are the Mu’attilah from the Jahmiyyah and Mu’tazilah. Included in them
are all who traverse their path in this matter even if regards to some of AllĆh’s Attributes.
Thirdly: The two authors opposition to the madhdhab of the Salaf in this regard and their
traversing the way of the Mu’attilah whom the Salaf severely rebuked. The two authors state
(p.192) about those who affirm AllĆh’s Attributes upon their apparent meanings without
necessitating that which is necessitated for the creation’s attributes:
The fact that they do not affirm what is necessitated is something which is not surprising.
Because affirming what is necessitated, which is the apparent meaning here (with them),
and then negating what is actually necessitated, which is Jismiyyah (bodily characteristics)
al-FatŅwŅ, vol.5, p.98, and in BayŅn Talbees ul-Jahmiyyah, vol.2, p.64. It was also transmitted by adh-Dhahabŝ
in al-’Uluww, p.237.
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and the likes, does not make sense because Jismiyyah is binding and what has to be
maintained.

This speech is apparently false and corrupt, in terms of the Shar’, the intellect and the language,
for many reasons:
Firstly: The statements from the Salaf have been established prior in regards to the falsehood of
this (which has been mentioned by the two authors). Because whatever is necessitated from
AllĆh’s Attribute is not necessitated from the creation’s attribute, so the ascription (to AllĆh)
severs tashbeeh and association (between AllĆh and His creation). This is sufficient in showing the
futility of the authors’ claim.
Secondly: What the two authors claim disregards language, for an adjective follows what is
being described so if we say “Zayd’s face” and “Amru’s face” the two are not the same according
to language. Resemblance and closeness is only known by meaning and what can be witnessed,
for an attribute follows what is being described and does not mean that there is association in
that attribute. Association only takes place in the basis of the attribute and this is something
which is evident to the ears and not the eyes. For that reason it is not understood that there is
any similarity or resemblance from the one who says “Zayd’s face and the water’s face”, because
the very ascription severs any association between the two. So if this is between Zayd’s face and
the water’s face then the difference between the Creator’s Face and the creation’s face is even far
greater!
Al-’AllĆmah al-Alşsĩ stated:
It is said: the intent of MĆlik and others was, when they said, “Al-IstiwĆ is known
(ma’loom), and the how (al-kayf) is unknown (majhool)” is that it means: istiwĆ is known
in terms of the meaning and when ascribed to AllĆh, and exaltation of AllĆh is by saying it
is majhool (unknown). This is because attributes are ascribed to all essences according to
what befits that essence and the True Essence (of AllĆh) has nothing like unto it. So when
the attributes are ascribed to AllĆh this is not like when they are ascribed to others,
because the Essence of AllĆh cannot be comprehended by the mind...1

Thirdly: The Attributes which the two authors claim necessitate Jismiyyah (bodily
characteristics) and a limit, such as Nuzool, Coming, the Face, Hand and others – are words used
to describe things which do not have human bodies. So it is said “the face of the matter” and
“the water’s face” and water does not have a face within the language and we will discuss the
terms “jism” and “Jismiyyah” shortly. It is also said within the (Arabic) language “the buyer
descended the price”, “winter is coming” and “the hand of the night” and the likes, and these
1Al-ńlźsŝ,

GharŅ’ib ul-IghtirŅb wa Nuzhat il-AlbŅb fi’dh-DhihŅb il-IqŅmah wa’l-IyŅb (BaghdŅd, al-’IrŅq:

Matba’ah ash-ShŅbandar, 1327 AH), p.387
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things do not have bodies whether in the language or within the terminology of the people of
kalĆm (speculative-rhetorical discussion)1 and the ’AshĆ’irah. Yet it is still correct to describe
these things with nuzool, coming, a face, a hand and the likes and all of this renders futile the
1Translator’s

Note: KalŅm (speculative rhetorical discussion) began during the Abbasid Empire and Hunayn

ibn IshŅq (d. 873 CE) was the one who recruited scholars to kalŅm in order to justify that the Speech of AllŅh was
created. They also opposed the Ahl ul-Hadeeth and delved into certain matters of ’aqeedah with no precedence
whatsoever and via merely discussing the issues philosophically. The Ahl ul-KalŅm also placed a huge emphasis
on the rational intellect and revolved much of their argumentation around the notion of ‘the intellect’ and
rationality, they also emphasised that Muslims should “rationally prove” their ’aqeedah. They also use the excuse
that due to the advances of Aristotelian logic, Greek logic and other so-called ‘intellectual’ theories (such as
materialism and evolution theory) it is a must to utilise such philosophical and rational speculative rhetorical
discussion in order to refute these developments, but this is nonsense as rational arguments can still be used to a
certain extent without having to totally absorb arguments of rational theology and rhetoric.
Contemporary ’Ash’arŝs such as Nźh Keller have praised the use of kalŅm, refer to his article entitled Kalam
and Islam which was based on a lecture he gave at the ‘Ahl ul-Bayt Institute for Islamic Thought’ in ’AmmŅn,
Jordan. Furthermore, the ‘marifah.net’ website, in its partisan polemic, even went to the extent of translating an
article by Taqiuddeen as-Subkŝ (trans.‘S. Abdul-Aziz’) which justifies the use of kalŅm! The article, in a rather
discreet and indirect fashion, is basically justifying leaving the way of the Salaf and using the way of the
Mutakallim. It also demonstrates how ’Ilm ul-KalŅm is praised by the ’Ash’arŝs due to a false notion that it
somehow represents “intellectual scholasticism”!? When the reality is that it is but a mere continuation of the
manhaj of the Mu’tazilah. Hamza Yusuf Hanson for example, who is not strong in ’aqeedah in any case, has at
times referred to kalŅm as being “something that the ’Ulama did not like” to stating at other times that
“kalŅm was the hallmark of our intellectual tradition”!? So which one was it? This is itself is a
manifestation of the famous ’Ash’arŝ principle of “the way of the Salaf is better, yet the way of the Khalaf
is wiser and more knowledgeable.” Hamza Yusuf Hanson in the mid 1990s demonstrated a confused
understanding of ’aqeedah in the mid 1990s and only recently has begun to admit and refer to there being
something known as a “Salafŝ or Atharŝ ’aqeedah”. After 12 minutes into the interview Hamza Yusuf states (it can
be seen here after 2 mins 50 seconds: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6SE4_f7FyIU&mode=related&search=
):
One of the beauties of our tradition is that if you go from Indonesia to Morocco in the premodern classical formulation you going to find that there was basically three creedal
formulation that were being taught: the MŅturŝdŝ from Abź Mansoor al-MŅturŝdŝ he’s a late
3rd-earler 4th century scholar; Abu’l-Hasan al-’Ash’arŝ and then you have what can be
considered an Atharŝ tradition, I mean what people today would probably call the Salafŝ
tradition. These three, although they differed, they’re actually very close, there are
differences, but they’re so close that these differences are actually negligible.
The statement that they are close and that their differences are negligible is incorrect, the Salafŝ/Atharŝ ’aqeedah
is the only correct view from the Salaf. This statement therefore has to be understood in light of an ikhwŅnŝ type
notion which has emerged due to the ecumenical zeitgeist vis-a-vis the situation of Muslims in the West as a front
for “unity” as opposed to a serious understanding of ’aqeedah itself.
Shaykh ul-IslŅm Ibn Taymiyyah is credited as providing the most systematic critique of Greek ‘logical’ thought
yet used their own ideas against them as opposed to fully inculcating their ideas. See: Wael B. Hallaq, Ibn
Taymiyya Against the Greek Logicians (Oxford: Clarenden Press, 1993).
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claim that whatever is described with these attributes must necessitate Jismiyyah (bodily forms
and characteristics).
Fourthly: The claim that Jismiyyah is necessitated, and AllĆh is Exalted over this, is something
which needs a study of the meaning of “jism” (body) and if this term is to be authentically
affirmed or negated from AllĆh. So we say: the term “jism” (body) has a much more general
meaning within the terminologies of the Mutafalsifah (philosophers) and people of kalĆm than it
does within the Arabic language, for the linguists say that a “jism” is a “jasad” and a “badan”.1
Ibn ul-Mandhoor stated in al-LisĆn:
Al-Jism (the body): refers to the whole body or the limbs of people, camels, animals and
other things from the various types of amazing creations. Abş Zayd said: Jism is a “jasad”
likewise it is said “the body of a person” (jusmĆn) or “the flesh of a person” (juthmĆn).
“Jasuma ash-shay” (the thing became large) means: it became large, it is jaseem and
jussĆm.2

So the linguists do not use the term “al-Jism” (body) except in regards to that which is thick and
large. So they did not name the wind has being “a body” yet they named people’s bodies as being
“forms”, as AllĆh said,

ƂǶą ȀĄ ǸĄ ºăǈƳą ƗƊ Ǯ
ă ĄƦƴ
Ê Ǡą Ąƫ Ƕą ĄȀƬăȇąƗƊǁă ơƊƿƛÊȁă ƃ
“And when you see them, their bodies please you...”
{al-MunĆfiqşn (63): 4}
And AllĆh says,

ƂǶÊ ǈ
ąƴ
Ê ǳƒơăȁ ǶÊ Ǵƒ ǠÊ ǳƒơ ȆÊǧ ƨƆ ǘƊ ǈ
ą ƥă Ąǽƽă ơăǃȁă ƃ
“...and has increased him abundantly in knowledge and stature.”
{Baqarah (2): 247}
As for the Mutafalsifah (philosophers) and the people of kalĆm (speculative and rhetorical
theological discussion) then they are differed over the name “jism” (body). For some of them say
that a “jism” is “existence”, some of them say that “jism” means “that which is established by
itself”, some of them say that “jism” is “a composite of singular atoms”, some of them say that
1

Translator’s note: in fact all of these words mean “body” yet the English language does not allow for such

variations as only the word “body” can be used for all of these terms.
2

Ibn Mandhoor, LisŅn ul-’Arab (Beirut: DŅr SŅdir, 1414 AH, 3rd Edn.), under ‘jism’
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“jism” is “a composite of materials and images”, some of them say that “jism” is “that which is
alluded to by the senses”, some of them say “jism” is “neither a composite, nor this and that,
rather it is what is indicated to”.1 Al-’Ash’arĩ within his MaqalĆt mentions these different views
from the people of kalĆm in regards to the name “jism” and mentions 12 different meanings of
it.2 So what the speculative-rhetorical theologians and Mutafalsifah deem is not the same as what
the Arabic linguists hold whether in their poetry or in their books. So the wind, which is
indicated to and ascends and descends, and is established by itself – is still not referred to as
being a “jism” by the Arabic linguists. For this reason they differentiate between the two and say
“body and wind” and this means that the “jism” (body) within the language is more specific than
what is being referred to. The air and clouds are over the earth, ascending, descending and
coming yet they have not been referred to as being “bodies” by the linguists. Based upon this,
their claim that describing AllĆh with Descent, Coming and other Attributes which are Fi’liyyah
or Khabariyyah – necessitates bodily characteristics (Jismiyyah) is false, because there are things
which are described with the same words some of which have bodies and some of which do not.
The ’AshĆ’irah affirm that AllĆh has a Real Essence with Attributes established by
themselves yet according to them this does not necessitate a “jism” (body). As for affirming the
Hand, Face, Foot, Nuzool, Laughter and other Attributes of AllĆh’s Essence then this
necessitates tajseem (anthropomorphism) according to them!? This is a contradiction! Ibn Abĩ
Ya’lĆ stated, when discussing the creed of his father:
What indicates that the Hanbalĩ submission to the reports regarding AllĆh’s Attributes without
ta’weel, and not basing them on what can be seen, and that this does not necessitate tashbeeh – is the
ijma’ of the different groups who agree with the Sunnah and oppose it, is that AllĆh the Creator
exists. This neither necessitated for us, nor for them, that a “jism” (body), “jawhar” (substance) or
“’aradh” (occurrence) is affirmed. This is even if a “dhĆt” (an essence) which can be witnessed has
these characteristics. Thus, whatever is necessitated by what can be observed according to the
Hanbalĩs does not apply to the reports about the Attributes. What clarifies the accuracy of this is
that: The Creator, Mighty and Majestic, is described as being Living, Knowing, Able and one who
Wills (things to happen), and the creation are also described with these attributes – yet the
agreement in the naming does not lead to an agreement in their realities and meanings.

1

Refer to: Shaykh ul-IslŅm Ibn Taymiyyah, Majmź’ ul-FatŅwŅ, vol.3, pp.32-33

Translator’s note: this is also explained by ImŅm Muhammad bin SŅlih al-’Uthaymeen in his tafseer of AyŅt
ul-Kursŝ, Dr SŅlih as-SŅlih (rahimahullŅh) translated it well, see pp.105-107 of it here: http://understandislam.net/Books/TafseerAyatal-KurseewithotherBenefits-Revised.pdf
2

Al-’Ash’arŝ, MaqalŅt ul-Islamiyyeen (Beirut: al-Maktabat al’Asriyyah, 1419 AH, ed. Muhammad Muhuydeen

’AbdulHameed), vol.2, p.4.
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This is the (correct) saying in regards to the Attributes and accepting them without ta’weel
does not necessitate affirming limitations and meanings based on what is observable.1

We have mentioned prior Abu’l-Hasan al-’Ash’arĩ’s own refutation of these claims. As for Ahl
us-Sunnah and the Salaf then they do not speak about either negating a jism from AllĆh or
affirming it. They also do not use other terms which have not been relayed within the Book and
Sunnah such as Jihah (direction), Tahayyuz (spatial confinement) and the likes. They just describe
AllĆh with what He described Himself with in His Book and with what His messenger (sallallĆhu
’alayhi wassallam) described Him with, they do not surpass the Qur’Ćn and Sunnah. ImĆm Ahmad
said:
And those who describe him do not reach the full extent of His Attribute and we do not
surpass the Qur’Ćn and hadeeth, we say as He said and we describe Him with what He
described Himself with and we do not go beyond that.2

Abş Yşsuf transmitted from Abş Haneefah that he said:
It is not befitting for one to speak about AllĆh’s Essence, rather He is to be described as
He described Himself and no opinions are to be said regarding Him at all, blessed be
AllĆh, the Lord of the Worlds.3

Al-BarbahĆrĩ said:
There is to be no speech in regards to the Lord, except with what He described Himself
with in the Qur’Ćn and what the Messenger of AllĆh (sallallĆhu ’alayhi wassallam)
explained to his companions.4

He also explained that these newly developed terms are the basis for the emergence of
innovation, he said:
You should know, may AllĆh have mercy on you, that the people stopped at newly developed
matters and did not surpass them at all. They also did not give rise to speech which had not arrived
within the narrations from the Messenger of AllĆh (sallallĆhu ’alayhi wassallam) or from his
companions.5

Al-HĆfidh ’AbdulGhanĩ al-Maqdisĩ (rahimahullĆh) said in his recognition of this principle:
1

Ibn Abŝ Ya’lŅ, TabaqŅt ul-HanŅbilah, (Beirut: DŅr ul-Ma’rifah), vol.2, p.211.

Translator’s note: the above work was also printed in 1952 CE by Matba’ah as-Sunnah al-Muhammadiyyah,
edited by Muhammad Haamid al-Fiqŝ. There was also a print by DŅr ul-Kutub al-’Ilmiyyah in Beirut in 1997 CE.
2

’AbdulIlŅh al-Ahmadŝ, al-MasŅ’il war-RasŅ’il al-Marwiyyatu ’an al-ImŅm Ahmad bin Hanbal fil-‘Aqeedah

(Riyadh, KSA: DŅr Tayyibah, 1412 AH, 1st Edn.), vol.1, p.277; Ibn ul-Qayyim, IjtimŅ’ ul-Juyźsh il-IslŅmiyyah
(Riyadh, KSA: Maktabat ur-Rushd, 1426 AH, 4th Edn., ed. Dr ’AbdullŅh ’AwŅd al-Mu’taq), p. 83; Ibn Taymiyyah,
al-FatŅwŅ, vol.5, p.26
3

Abu’l-’AlŅ’ SŅ’id bin Muhammad, KitŅb ul-’I’tiqŅd: ’Aqeedah Marwiyat ’an al-ImŅm Abŝ Haneefah (Beirut: DŅr

ul-Kutub al-’Ilmiyyah, 1426 AH, 1st Edn., ed. Dr Sayyid BŅghjawŅn), pp.123-124
4

Al-BarbahŅrŝ, Sharh us-Sunnah (Riyadh, KSA: DŅr us-Salaf, 1418 AH, 2nd Edn., ed. KhŅlid ar-RadŅdŝ), p.69

5

Ibid., p.105
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From the necessary aspects of the Sunan are: keeping quiet about what has been relayed without a
text from the Messenger of AllĆh (sallallĆhu ’alayhi wassallam) and what the Muslims have not
absolutely agreed upon. Also leaving off the conflicting matter by neither negating it nor affirming
it, just as a matter is only affirmed with a Shari’ text likewise a matter is only negated with a clear
evidence.1

Indeed, the Salaf made tabdĩ’ of the people of kalĆm (speculative theological rhetoric) due to these
terms and censured them to the utmost due to the distortion of truth contained within it. As
ImĆm Ahmad said: “They speak with ambiguous speech and deceive ignorant people by
confusing them.”2 Nşh bin al-JĆmi’ said:
I said to Abş Haneefah “what do you say about the rhetoric that people introduced
regarding occurrences and bodies?” He replied: “Sayings of philosophers! Stick to the
narrations and the way of the Salaf and beware of newly invented matters for it is an
innovation.”3

Muhammad bin HĆmid as-Sijzĩ said:
I said to Abu’l-’AbbĆs bin Surayj: “What is tawheed?” He replied: “Tawheed according to
Ahl ul-’Ilm and the Jama’ah of the Muslims is: I bear witness that there is no god worthy of
worship except AllĆh and that Muhammad is the Messenger of AllĆh. Tawheed of the
people of bĆtil is to enter into (matters related to) occurrences and bodies, the Prophet
(sallallĆhu ’alayhi wassallam) was sent to reject that.”4

None of the Salaf censured any of the Salaf as being a “Mujassim” and no censure of the
“Mujassimah” is to be found rather they censured the Jahmiyyah-Mu’attilah who negated the
realities of AllĆh’s Attributes and they also censured the Mushabbihah who say “AllĆh’s
Attributes are like the creation’s attributes.”

1

FawŅz Zumarlŝ (ed.), ’AqŅ’id A’immat us-Salaf (Beirut: DŅr ul-KitŅb al-’Arabŝ, 1415 AH, 1st Edn.), p.132

2

Ar-Radd ’ala’z-ZanŅdiqah wa’l-Jahmiyyah, p.85

3

Narrated by Abź IsmŅ’eel al-Harawŝ in Dhamm il-KalŅm wa Ahlihi, vol.4, p.213

4

Ibid., vol.4, p.386
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EXPLANATION OF THE REALITY OF THE ’AQEEDAH ASCRIBED
TO IMńM AHMAD BY ABU’L-FADL AT-TAMŜMŜ
The two authors transmitted (p.194) from ImĆm Ahmad that he allegedly said:
Unto AllĆh are Two Hands which are His Attributes in His Essence, they are neither two
limbs nor two composites, with no body nor any type of bodies.

There are some important matters in regards to this:
Firstly:
This is not from the speech of ImĆm Ahmad rather it was mentioned by Abu’l-Fadl
’AbdulWĆhid bin Abi’l-Hasan at-Tamĩmĩ in his Musannaf regarding the creed of ImĆm Ahmad
according to what he understood to be from his creed in his (Abu’l-Fadl’s) own words. So Abu’lFadl says: “Abş ’AbdullĆh used to...” or “Abş ’AbdullĆh was....” and then he mentions the creed
of ImĆm Ahmad according to how he (Abu’l-Fadl) understands and views it to be, not according
to what ImĆm Ahmad mentioned and is documented. This work therefore is of the standard of
those who author fiqh books according to the view of some ImĆms and then mention the
madhdhab according to how the author understands and views it to be. This is even though
another author from the madhdhab of the ImĆm is more knowledgeable regarding the ImĆm’s
terms and has more understanding of the ImĆm’s intents. So it is well known that one of them
will say “AllĆh has ruled this...” or “the Sharee’ah has ruled this....” according to what he believes
it to be according to the scholar of Sharee’ah, according to what he has reached him and his
understanding; this is even though there maybe someone else more knowledgeable than him of
the views of that particular scholar of Sharee’ah and his actions, and understands his intents
more.
The Tamĩmĩs: Abu’l-Hasan at-Tamĩmĩ, his son and grandson and others were inclined
towards the ’AshĆ’irah and there was a fair degree of goodwill and companionship between
Abu’l-Hasan at-Tamĩmĩ and al-QĆdĩ Abş Bakr Ibn al-BĆqilĆnĩ which is well-known. For this
reason, al-HĆfidh Abş Bakr al-Bayhaqĩ in his book on the ManĆqib of ImĆm Ahmad, when he
came to mentioning the creed of the ImĆm based what he mentioned herein on the words of
Abu’l-Fadl ’AbdulWĆhid bin Abi’l-Hasan at-Tamĩmĩ in regards to the creed of ImĆm Ahmad.
This was mentioned by Shaykh ul-IslĆm Ibn Taymiyyah.
Most of what Abu’l-Fadl at-Tamĩmĩ mentions is contrary to what is affirmed in the creed of
ImĆm Ahmad like with the issue regarding negating terms like “jism”, “limbs”, “composition”
and the likes of these terms (which are not mentioned by ImĆm Ahmad). The way of ImĆm
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Ahmad, and those ImĆms like him, is that they would not pronounce these terms with either a
negation or an affirmation. Rather, they said that to either affirm or negate these terms is an
innovation and they adhered firmly to the description of AllĆh mentioned in the Book and
Sunnah. ImĆm Ahmad said:
And those who describe him do not reach the full extent of His Attribute and we do not
surpass the Qur’Ćn and hadeeth, we say as He said and we describe Him with what He
described Himself with and we do not go beyond that.1

It is well known that the ’aqeedah of ImĆm Ahmad is only extracted from those works that he
himself mentioned, not from “what is understood from his words”. These sources (which
contain the ’aqeedah of ImĆm Ahmad as he himself mentions) are various, such as:
First source: What ImĆm Ahmad wrote and outlined himself in the book ar-Radd ’ala’l-Jahmiyyah
wa’z-ZanĆdiqah; his letters to his companions such as his letter to Musaddad;2 his letter to ’Abdşs
bin MĆlik al-’AttĆr; his letter to al-Hasan bin IsmĆ’eel ar-Rab’ĩ; his letter to Muhammad bin
Yşnus as-Sarkhasĩ and other letters which have been transmitted with verified chains of
transmission.3
Second source: his words and terms which have been transmitted from him and have been
authenticated, as is found with al-KhallĆl in as-Sunnah and in al-Amr bi’l-Ma’roof wa’n-Nahy ’an ilMunkar, and within other books; also what his son transmitted from him in the book as-Sunnah
and in regards to matters that he transmitted from his father; what is transmitted in the
narrations of MasĆ’il ul-ImĆm Ahmad, such as the narration of Abş DĆwşd; the narration of Ibn
HĆnĩ’; the narration of SĆlih ibn ul-ImĆm Ahmad; likewise within MasĆ’il ul-ImĆm Ahmad wa IshĆq
bin RĆhawayh, according to the narration of Kawsaj; also in the book al-Wara’ by al-Marwadhĩ;
what was transmitted from ImĆm Ahmad in books of the Sunnah such as Khalq Af’Ćl ul-’IbĆd by
al-BukhĆrĩ; Sharh Usool I’tiqĆd Ahl us-Sunnah by al-LĆlikĆ’ĩ; the books of Ibn Mandah; the books
of Ibn Battah; ash-Sharee’ah by al-ąjşrĩ; IbtĆl ut-Ta’weelĆt by al-QĆdĩ Abş Ya’lĆ and his other
books.
Secondly:
Within these books that have just been mentioned there is not to be found either an affirmation
or negation of these terms (i.e. jism, limbs and composites). Rather, what is affirmed from ImĆm
1

Al-ImŅm Ahmad, al-MasŅ’il war-RasŅ’il fil-‘Aqeedah, vol.1, p.277; IjtimŅ’ ul-Juyźsh il-IslŅmiyyah, p. 83; al-

FatŅwŅ, vol.5, p.26
2

Translator’s note: It has been translated here by the respected brother Abź Khaleel: http://www.dkh-

islam.com/Content/Article.aspx?ATID=22&PG=1
3

Translator’s note: This is a superb observation which the contemporary ’Ash’arŝs should seriously take into

consideration. For they boldly claim that the Salafŝs do not adhere to the ’aqeedah of ImŅm Ahmad yet they
themselves do not transmit from the verified works of ImŅm Ahmad let alone know what such works are.
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Ahmad is that there is a rejection of the Jahmiyyah and a negation of the term “Jism” and
withholding from agreeing with recognising the term with either negation or affirmation. This is
what occurred with his debate with Abş ’ĨsĆ Barghşth and others who negate AllĆh’s Attributes
in regards to the issue of the Qur’Ćn during his famous inquisition. Abş ’ĨsĆ tried to get him to
necessitate him to say that by saying the Qur’Ćn is Uncreated this necessitates that AllĆh has a
body. ImĆm Ahmad responded by saying that he did not know what was the intent of saying this
(i.e. “a body”), so he did not affirm its use and said “rather AllĆh is Eternal, He was not born,
nor does He give birth and there is nothing like unto Him.” Hanbal bin IshĆq stated in the book
Dhikr Mihnat il-ImĆm Ahmad bin Hanbal:
Abş ’AbdullĆh said: they made necessary something which my heart was not at ease with and
which my tongue could not utter. They rejected the narrations and I did not think that they were
upon this until I heard their statements. Barghşth began to say to me: “a Jism is like this and
that...” and “Speech is serious disbelief in AllĆh”. I began saying: “I don’t know about this, all I
know is that AllĆh is Eternal and He has no resemblance or similarity. He is as how He described
Himself” then he (Barghşth) went quiet.1

Thirdly:
Within this creed which is ascribed to ImĆm Ahmad, and which the two authors rely upon to
explain the creed of ImĆm Ahmad, are many issues which are contrary to the creed of the
’AshĆ’irah which is the creed that the two authors claim is the creed of Ahl us-Sunnah!! I will
mention some examples:
Sample 1: Abu’l-Fadl at-Tamĩmĩ says that the creed of ImĆm Ahmad is to believe that AllĆh has
a Face:
Unto Him is a Face which is not allegorical, the Face of AllĆh is Eternal and does not
deteriorate, His Attributes do not deteriorate. Whoever claims that His face is His Self has
deviated and whoever changes its meaning has disbelieved.

Yet according to the ’AshĆ’irah AllĆh does not have a Face in the real sense, some of them say
that His Face is His Essence and some of them make tafweedh of the meaning. ’AbdulQahhĆr alBaghdĆdĩ stated in Usool ud-Deen in describing the Face of AllĆh:
What is authentic with us (i.e. ’AshĆ’irah) is that His Face is: His Essence (DhĆtahu) and
“His Eye” is: His Vision of things.2

1

TabaqŅt ul-HanŅbilah, vol.2, p.294

2

’AbdulQahhŅr al-BaghdŅdŝ, Usool ud-Deen (Beirut: DŅr ul-Kutub al-’Ilmiyyah – copied from the first print by a

governmental printing house in Istanbul in 1364 AH), p.110
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Abu’l-Ma’Ćlĩ al-Juwaynĩ stated in al-IrshĆd in the chapter on ‘The Two Hands, Two Eyes and
Face’:
What is correct with us (i.e. ’AshĆ’irah) is that: the Two Hands are regarded as being
Power; the Two Eyes are regarded as being vision and the Face is regarded as being
existence.1

Indeed, the two authors actually mention in their book that affirmation of AllĆh’s Face
necessitates tajseem (anthropomorphism), they state (p.193):
The difference between the terms which indicate bodies and the terms which indicate
meanings are great and vast. The first thing which occurs to the one who hears the terms
are limbs and body so the speech is in the context of metaphor and allegory, like with the
terms “Hand”, “Finger” and “Face”.

So do you see here that the two authors agree with what they themselves claim is the creed of
ImĆm Ahmad?!!
Sample 2: at-Tamĩmĩ states in regards to the creed of ImĆm Ahmad:
Unto AllĆh are Two Hands which are an Attribute in His Essence, it is corrupt to say that
“Hand” is “Power”, “Blessing (Ni’mah)” or “Grace” because the plural of “Hand (yad)”
is “Aydi”, while the plural of the other is “AyĆd”.2

Yet according to the two authors AllĆh’s Hand necessitates tajseem (anthropomorphism) and is
not His Attribute in His Essence. So either tafweedh has to made along with rejecting that it is His
Attribute in reality, or ta’weel of it as being “Ni’mah” (Blessing) or “Qudrah” (Power). The two
authors also state (p.153) that:
An example of this, tafweedh, is in regards to when AllĆh says,
“Rather, both His Hands are Outstretched...”
{al-MĆ’idah (5): 64}
This is generally understood as being generosity, as for the term “Two Hands” ascribed to AllĆh
in the verse then the furthest meaning of it is that it be absolutely taken upon its apparent
meaning. The term can possibly carry a number of allegorical meanings and due to these possible
meanings most of the Salaf withheld from specifying and this is what is meant by their lack of
knowledge of the intended meanings.
So do you see here that the two authors agree with what they themselves claim is the creed of
ImĆm Ahmad?!!
Sample 3: at-Tamĩmĩ stated in regards to the creed of ImĆm Ahmad:
1

Abu’l-Ma’Ņlŝ al-Juwaynŝ, al-IrshŅd (Cairo: Maktabat al-KhŅnajŝ, 1422 AH, 3rd Edn., eds. Muhammad Yźsuf),

p.155
2

TabaqŅt ul-HanŅbilah, vol.2, p.294
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He used to say that the Qur’Ćn in how it is, is Uncreated and AllĆh speaks with a Voice
and Letters.1

Yet according to the two authors themselves AllĆh does not speak according to His Will and that
His Speech is not with letters and a voice,2 so whoever says that AllĆh speaks with letters and a
voice has resembled AllĆh to His creation and innovated. The two authors state (p.76):
Whoever studies the NidhĆmiyyah3 knows that it agrees with the creed of the people of
Sunnah, the ’AshĆ’irah. An example of this is ImĆm al-Juwaynĩ exaltation of AllĆh from a
direction, place, spatial confinement, letters, voice and other apparently ambiguous
aspects.4 Likewise, ImĆm al-GhazĆlĩ (rahimahullĆh) within his book IljĆm ul-’A’wĆm –
which in reality is the foundational way of most of the ’AshĆ’irah in regards to exalting
AllĆh from created features such as Jihah, MakĆn, Huroof, AswĆt and the apparent
ambiguous aspects.

Soon will follow further explanation of these Attributes.
So do you see here that the two authors agree with what they themselves claim is the creed of
ImĆm Ahmad?!!
Sample 4: at-Tamĩmĩ states in regards to the creed of ImĆm Ahmad:
He (ImĆm Ahmad) used to render as false “al-HikĆyah” (narrative), meaning the saying that the
Qur’Ćn is a “narrative” from AllĆh’s Speech and not AllĆh’s Speech – whoever used to say this
(that the Qur’Ćn is a “narrative”) ImĆm Ahmad would consider such a person as being misguided.
Also according to ImĆm Ahmad’s madhdhab whoever says “the Qur’Ćn is an expression (’ibĆrah)
from the Speech of AllĆh” is ignorant and has erred. For it has not been transmitted from any of
the ImĆms of the Muslims from the first companions of the Messenger of AllĆh (sallallĆhu ’alayhi
1

Ibid., vol.2, p.296

2

Translator’s note: Ibn Hajar al-Haytamŝ, who was an ’Ash’arŝ, also fell into this error by claiming that MźsŅ

(’alayhis-salŅm) heard the Speech of AllŅh without hearing a voice or letter?! He also highlights the belief in
kalŅm nafsŝ. This from al-Haytamŝ was translated by ‘marifah.net’ and was again wanting in terms of references
from the Salaf regarding this very important matter: http://www.marifah.net/articles/speech-haytami.pdf
3

Translator’s note: al-’Aqeedah an-NidhŅmiyyah authored by ImŅm al-Juwaynŝ and published by ZŅhid al-

Kawtharŝ.
4

Translator’s note: Actually, within this book ImŅm al-Juwaynŝ supports the way of the Salaf and that to

accept the verses related to AllŅh’s Attributes have to be accepted upon the apparent meaning without ta’weel, for
he states within al-’Aqeedah an-NidhŅmiyyah:
“The Imams of the Salaf believed in abstaining from interpretation (ta’weel) and passing the
literal meanings of the texts as they have come (ijra’ al-dhawŅhir ‘ala mawaridiha), while
relegating (tafwŝdh) the meanings to the Lord Most High...”
His father Abź Muhammad al-Juwaynŝ, was also a ShŅfi’ŝ faqeeh and renounced the ’Ash’arŝ creed as testified
with his RisŅlat IthbŅt IstiwŅ’ wa’l-Fawqiyyah. For details of what is mentioned therein refer to Foundations of
the Sunnah (Birmingham: Salafi Publications, 1417 AH/1997 CE), pp.118-124.
See an Online version, pp.101-106: http://www.al-sunnah.com/pdf/found.pdf
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wassallam) and the tĆbi’een, peace upon them, that they used the word “HikĆyah” (narrative) and
“’IbĆrah” (expression). So the use of these terms indicates innovation and newly invented
matters.”1

It is well known that those who say that the Qur’Ćn is “a narrative” or “an expression” from
AllĆh’s Speech are ’AbdullĆh bin KullĆb and Abu’l-Hasan al-’Ash’arĩ. Abu’l-Hasan al-’Ash’arĩ
states within his MaqĆlĆt:
AbdullĆh bin KullĆb stated: AllĆh, glory unto Him, does not cease being a Speaker and Speech is
neither with letter nor voice. It is not separable, divisible, dividable or changeable, it has one
meaning with AllĆh.2 ’AbdullĆh bin KullĆb claimed that what we hear of those reciting is an
expression of the Speech of AllĆh, and that MşsĆ (’alayhis-salĆm) heard a speaker of His Speech and
that the meaning of His saying,
“...then grant him protection so that he may hear the words of AllĆh.”
{at-Tawbah (9): 6}
Means: “...so that he may understand the words of AllĆh.”3

Yet ImĆm Ahmad used to deem those who said (the Qur’Ćn was) “a narrative” or “an
expression” as misguided and as being innovators, as the two authors themselves transmit! The
two authors state (pp. 47-58):
After ImĆm al-’Ash’arĩ left I’tizĆl he was upon the way of ’AbdullĆh bin Sa’eed bin
KullĆb...the way of Ibn KullĆb and the way of the Salaf in reality were the same because
Ibn KullĆb was an ImĆm from the ImĆms of Ahl us-Sunnah wa’l-Jama’ah who traversed
the way of the Salaf us-SĆlih...ImĆm Ibn KullĆb...did not innovate or oppose the manhaj of
the Salaf and the Sunnah.

So do you see here that the two authors agree with what they themselves claim is the creed of
ImĆm Ahmad?!!
Sample 5: at-Tamĩmĩ stated in regards to the creed of ImĆm Ahmad:
He used to say that the meaning of istiwĆ’ is: to rise and ascend, He is over and above
everything.4

1

TabaqŅt ul-HanŅbilah, vol.2, p.296

2

Translator’s note: This led them to claim that the Torah, Injeel and Qur’Ņn are all in fact ‘expressions’ of the

same kalŅm, but the actual kalŅm of AllŅh is without any language, and is of the same meaning. Therefore,
according to them, the essence of the Torah, the Injeel and the Qur’Ņn is the same. Since they claimed that AllŅh’s
kalŅm is an internal kalŅm, they then followed up this principle by stating that the actual text of the Qur'Ņn is
created, but the kalŅm of AllŅh is not. The Arabic Qur’Ņn, according to the ’Ash’arŝs, is not the actual kalŅm of
AllŅh, but rather an ‘expression’ of the kalŅm of AllŅh. Refer to Yasir Qadhi, An Introduction to the Sciences of
the Qur’Ņn (Birmingham: al-Hidaayah, 1420 AH/199 CE), pp.40-53.
3

MaqalŅt ul-IslŅmiyyeen, vol.2, pp.257-258

4

TabaqŅt ul-HanŅbilah, vol.2, p.296
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Yet according to the ’AshĆ’irah: “istiwĆ’ is affirmed but we do not know its meaning rather we
defer its meaning or we interpret it to mean isteelĆ’ (conquering)1 as it is impossible to believe in
1

Translator’s note: It was noted prior that the false interpretation of “isteela” (i.e. “He conquered the

Throne”) was initially asserted by QŅdŝ ’Abdul-JabbŅr the founder of Mu’tazilŝ thought and then taken on board
by the ’Ash’arŝs. Yet this interpretation is invalid from a number of aspects:
The Arabic language does not allow that the meaning of “IstawŅ” is “isteelŅ”, and this meaning is not quoted from
any of the trusted ImŅms of Arabic linguistics, rather it has been authentically transmitted from them that they
totally rejected this meaning. Take for example, Abź ’AbdullŅh Muhammad bin ZiyŅd Ibn al-A’rŅbŝ (d. 231
AH/845 CE), who was the son of a Sindi slave and the foster-child of the famous Kufan philologist, al-Mufaddal
bin Muhammad ad-Dabbŝ. His prodigious memory was a storehouse of Arabic philology, folklore and poetry. He
was an ImŅm in Arabic linguistics and philology who questioned al-Asma’ŝ and Abź ’Ubaydah Ma’mar bin alMuthanna. Some fragments of his works are present in the collection of manuscripts collected by the Royal
Netherlands

Academy

of

Arts

and

Sciences

in

Amsterdam,

refer

to

its

inventory

here:

http://www.islamicmanuscripts.info/inventories/amsterdam/inventory-academy-collection.pdf
He is not to be confused with Abź Sa’eed Ahmad ibn Muhammad ibn ZiyŅd ibn Bishr ibn al-A’rŅbŝ (d. 341
AH/952 CE) from Basra and then Makkah, who was the student of Abź DŅwźd as-SijistŅnŝ and author of KitŅb
ul-Mu’jam, Ibn Abŝ Zayd narrated from.
Ibn al-A’rŅbŝ said (as reported in Khateeb al-BaghdŅdŝ, TŅreekh BaghdŅd, vol.5, p.283 and al-LŅlikŅ’ŝ, Sharh
Usul I’tiqŅd, vol.3, p.399 with a saheeh sanad): “Ibn Abŝ DŅwood wished that I seek out some of the phrases of
the Arabs and their meanings. (So he said): ““the Most Merciful IstawŅ upon the Throne” {TŅ HŅ (20):
5} “IstawŅ” meaning “IstawlŅ”?” I said to him, “by AllŅh this does not mean this and I have never
seen this.” Al-Khaleel ibn Ahmad was asked: “Have you seen in the language “IstawŅ” taken to mean
“IstawlŅ”?” To which he replied, “This is neither known to the Arab nor possible in the language.”
This is why Ibn al-Jawzŝ says in ZŅd al-Maseer, vol.3, p.213: “This meaning is rejected according to the
linguists.” Ibn Abdul Barr said in at-Tamheed, vol.7, p.131: “Their saying in explanation of IstiwŅ that it
means IsteelŅ is not correct in the language.”
This false meaning was mentioned by the later grammarians who inherited this understanding from the
Mu’tazilah and the Jahmiyyah. They did not rely upon narrations for this view; rather they relied on the alleged
saying of the poet, “istawŅ Bishrun ‘ala’l-’IrŅq”. This was utilised by GF HaddŅd in Islamic Belief and
Doctrine According to Ahl al-Sunna, Vol.1: A Repudiation of “Salafi” Innovations (Mountain View, CA: ASFA,
1996), p.106 – the book has Hisham KabbŅni’s name on the cover yet was more than likely penned
by GF HaddŅd whose name appears inside as ‘editor’! The following have to be taken into account:
9 This line of poetry is not classed as being an authentic Arabic poem because it has not been transmitted
via a credible route. It is neither referred to nor found in any collections of Arabic poetry, and cannot be
traced.
9 There is no known origin in history for this line, and neither is there any indication in this line that
would show that the poet meant istawŅ with the meaning of istawlŅ such that it could be depended
upon.
9 (It is possible that) this poem is distorted and its correct phraseology is, “Bishrun qad istawlŅ ’ala’l’IrŅq”.
9 Even if this poem is authentic and it is not distorted then it still is not a proof for them, rather it is
against them because Bishr was the brother of the Khaleefah al-Umawŝ (the Umayyad Caliph)
’AbdulMalik bin MarwŅn, and he (Bishr) was the Ameer of ’IrŅq and he made IstawŅ upon it as was the
habit of the leaders that they sit above the throne of the kingdom, and this conforms to the meaning of
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AllĆh’s ’Uluww (Transcendence) and Fawqiyyah (being above) His creation as this necessitates
tahayyuz (spatial confinement), jihah (direction) and makĆn (a place). So AllĆh’s fawqiyyah is in that
He is Above in Power and Authority not fawqiyyah in being high above and raised.” According to
the ’AshĆ’irah aswell “AllĆh is neither within the world, nor outside of it, neither above it nor
beneath it, neither distinct nor indistinct.”
Al-Bayjşrĩ said within his Sharh of Jawharat ut-Tawheed:
When it is transmitted within the Qur’Ćn and Sunnah that which seems to affirm a jihah (direction),
jismiyyah (bodily characteristics), surah (image) or jawĆrih (limbs) – the people of truth and others,
apart from the Mujassimah and Mushabbihah, have concurred that such (verses) are to be
figuratively interpreted (ta’weel).

Then he mentioned:

Ƃ ȃăȂƬăǇą ơ ǉ
Ê ǂą Ǡă ǳƒơ ȄƊǴǟă ǺĄ ºăǸƷą ǂċ ǳơƃ
“The Most Merciful [who is] above the Throne established.”
{TĆ HĆ (20): 5}
The Salaf say (about this verse): “we do not know what istiwĆ’ is” and the Khalaf say: “the intent of
this verse is isteelĆ’ (conquering) and dominion.”1

The two authors state (p.139):
It is not understood from the statement of the people of truth that “AllĆh is not be
described as being within the world, or outside of it” that they describe Him with
nothingness. Rather, their intent is that to apply these terms is not permissible as He is
exalted from this, meaning He is exalted from ’Uluww (Transcendence) over His Creation
in the sense that He is over and above. As for what has arrived within the Book and the
Sunnah with regards to these terms which apparently affirm a direction and a place for
AllĆh – then these verses according to the agreement of the Salaf and the Khalaf have to be
categorically averted from their apparent and real meanings.

this word as mentioned in His, the Exalted, saying, “...that you may mount upon their backs (li
tastawź alŅ dhuhoorihŝ)” {Zukhruf (43):14}
9

Ibn al-A’rŅbŝ said: “He is on His Throne as He has told us. He said, O Abu ’AbdullŅh, does it not mean
istawlŅ (possess, take control)? Ibn al-A’rŅbŝ said: How can you know that? The Arabs do not say istawlŅ
unless there are two people competing for a throne, then whichever of them prevails, they describe as
istawlŅ.” Refer to LisŅn al-’Arab, vol.2, p.249.

Refer to Online paper by Aboo Rumaysah entitled A Comparison of the Ta’weels of the Mu’tazilah to the Ta’weels
of the Later Ash’arees.
1

Al-Bayjźrŝ, Sharh Jawharat it-Tawheed (Cairo: DŅr us-SalŅm, 1427 AH, 3rd Edn., ed. ’Alŝ Jum’ah), p.157.
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So do you see here that the two authors agree with what they themselves claim is the creed of
ImĆm Ahmad?!!
These are just some examples which demonstrate the opposition of the ’Ash’arĩs to what atTamĩmĩ mentioned as being the creed of ImĆm Ahmad. As for the ’Ash’arĩ’s differences with
what is affirmed as being the creed of ImĆm Ahmad then they are many indeed.
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THE IJMń’ THAT ALLńH IS ABOVE HIS CREATION
AND OVER HIS THRONE WITH HIS ESSENCE

Introduction
From the most apparent of AllĆh’s Attributes in the Book, Sunnah and statements of the Salaf
which have many evidences for it and which AllĆh has ingrained into the natural disposition, and
is recognised by correct intellect, is that AllĆh is above and over His creation encompassing it all
with His Essence. Nothing of the affairs of creation is hidden from Him and He is alluded to by
indicating to the heavens and hands are raised up when making du’Ć to Him.
Various Evidences from the Book and Sunnah Affirming AllŅh’s ’Uluww
Over His Creation with His Essence1
There are many evidences in the Book of AllĆh and Sunnah of His Messenger (sallallĆhu ’alayhi
wassallam) which affirm AllĆh’s ’Uluww and these vary into over twenty evidences, I will mention
some of them:
1 - Clear reference to fawqiyyah (AllĆh being above His creation) recognised by the use of the
particle ‘min’ (from), specifically related to the transcendence of the Essence,

ƂąǶȀÊ ǫÊąȂǧƊ ǺďǷ Ƕą ȀĄ ƥċǁă ǹƊ ȂƌǨºăƼȇăƃ
“They fear their Lord above them...”
{an-Nahl (16): 50}
2 – Clear reference to being above without the particle ‘min’ (from):

ƂÊǽƽÊ ƢăƦǟÊ ǩ
ă Ȃą ǧƊ ĄǂǿÊ ƢƊǬǳƒơ Ȃă Ąǿȁă ƃ
“And He is the subjugator over His servants.”
{al-An’Ćm (6): 18}

1

Translator’s note: An excellent paper on this subject was also rendered into English by the respected brother,

Dr

SŅlih

as-SŅlih

(rahimahullŅh),

it

can

be

referred

to

Online

here:

http://abdurrahman.org/tawheed/asmawasifat/TheTranscendenceOfAllaah.pdf
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3 – Clear reference to ascension to Him:

ƂÊǾȈąǳƊƛÊ Ƶ
Ą ȁČǂǳơăȁ ƌƨǰƊ ƠÊºƊǴǸă ǳƒơ ĄƱĄǂǠą ƫăƃ
“The angels and the Spirit will ascend to Him...”
{al-Ma’Ćrij (70): 4}
4 – Clear reference to ascension to Him:

ƂĄƤȈďǘō ǳơ ĄǶǴÊǰƊ ǳƒơ ĄƾǠă ǐ
ą ȇă ǾÊ ȈąǳƊƛÊƃ
“To Him ascends good speech...”
{FĆtir (35): 10}1
5 – Clear reference to raising some of creation up to Him:

ƂÊǾȈąǳƊƛÊ ǾĄ Ǵōǳơ ĄǾǠă ǧƊǁċ ǲăƥƃ
“Rather, AllĆh raised him to Himself.”
{an-NisĆ (4): 158}2
6 – Clear reference to absolute transcendence in all meanings of transcendence including ability
and nobility:
1

Translator’s note: Ibn Katheer mentioned in his tafseer: means, words of remembrance, recitation of Qur’Ņn,

and supplications. This was the view of more than one of the Salaf. Ibn Jareer recorded that Al-MukhŅriq bin
Sulaym said that “’AbdullŅh bin Mas’ood, may AllŅh be pleased with him, said to them, “If we tell you a hadeeth,
we will bring you proof of it from the Book of AllŅh. When the Muslim servants says, ‘Glory and praise be to AllŅh,
there is no god worthy of worship except AllŅh, AllŅh is Most Great and blessed be AllŅh,’ an angel takes these
words and puts them under his wing, then he ascends with them to the heaven. He does not take them past any
group of angels but they seek forgiveness for the one who said them, until he brings them before AllŅh, may He be
glorified.”

Refer

to

Online

version

of

tafseer:

http://www.qtafsir.com/index.php?option=com_content&task=view&id=1912&Itemid=91
2

Translator’s note: related to this are the many ahŅdeeth which states that ŜsŅ (’alayhis-salŅm) will “descend”

and be “sent down” from whence AllŅh raised him to. So this also indicates the fawqiyyah of AllŅh.
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Ƃ ǶĄ ȈÊǜǠă ǳƒơ ȄČ ǴÊǠă ǳƒơ Ȃă Ąǿȁă ƃ
“And He is the Most High, the Most Great.”
{Baqarah (2): 255}

ƂĄŚƦÊǰƊ ǳƒơ ȄČ ǴÊǠă ǳƒơ Ȃă Ąǿȁă ƃ
“And He is the Most High, the Grand.”
{Saba (34): 23}

ƂćǶȈÊǰƷă ĎȄǴÊǟă ĄǾċǻƛÊƃ
“Indeed, He is Most High and Wise.”
{ash-ShşrĆ (42): 51}
7 – Clear reference to revealing down the Book from Him:

ƂÊǶȈÊǰƸ
ă ǳƒơ ǄÊ ȇÊǄǠă ǳƒơ ǾÊ ōǴǳơ Ǻă ǷÊ Ƥ
Ê ºăƬǰÊ ǳƒơ ǲƌ ȇÊŗƫăƃ
“The revelation of the Qur’Ćn is from AllĆh, the Exalted in Might, the Wise.”
{az-Zumar (39): 1}
AllĆh does not restrict anything as being revealed down from Himself except the Qur’Ćn and
nuzool (sending down) can only be from being transcendent.
8 – Clear reference to specifying some of creation as being near to him and that some are closer
than others:
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ƂăǮƥďǁă ƾă ǼÊǟ Ǻă ȇÊǀǳōơ ōǹƛÊƃ
“Indeed, those who are near your Lord...”
{al-A’rĆf (7): 206}
9 – Clear reference to Him being in (i.e. over) the heavens:

Ƃ ƔÊ ƖăǸċǈǳơ ȄÊǧ ǺďǷ Ƕą ƬĄǼÊǷƗƊƃ
“Do you feel secure that He who [holds authority] in the heaven...”
{al-Mulk (67): 16}
According to Ahl us-Sunnah this can be one of two meanings: either in the sense of being ’alĆ
(over and above) or the intent can be the higher heaven, they do not differ in that.1
10 – Clear reference to istiwĆ’ recognised with the particle “’alĆ” (above) specifically related to the
’Arsh (Throne) which is the highest of creations. This is only understood by those to whom this
is addressing as being transcendence and elevation nothing can possibly be understood at all, like
when AllĆh says:

ƂÊǉǂą Ǡă ǳƒơ ȄƊǴǟă ȃăȂƬăǇą ơ ċǶƯƌƃ
“...and then established Himself above the Throne.”
{al-A’rĆf (7): 54}2
1

Translator’s note: To say “in (i.e. above) the heavens” (fi’s-SamŅ’) is a statement that is made by people based

on their fitrah, the one saying it in no way intends that AllŅh is enclosed within the heavens, which the ’Ash’arŝs
insinuate is the only possible meaning. Rather, “in the heavens” (fi’s-SamŅ’) denotes being over and above the
heavens. There are instances in the Qur’Ņn wherein AllŅh utilises the preposition “fŝ” to denote “on” as occurs in
the following,

ƂÊǲƼ
ą ċǼǳơ ǝ
Ê ȁƌǀƳĄ ȄÊǧ Ƕą ƌǰǼċƦăǴŏǏ
ă Éȋȁă ƃ
“...and I will crucify you on the trunks of palm trees...”
{TaHa (20): 71}
2

Translator’s note: the tafseer of Ibn Katheer states:
As for AllŅh’s statement,

ƂÊǉǂą Ǡă ǳƒơ ȄƊǴǟă ȃăȂƬăǇą ơ ċǶƯƌƃ
“...and then established Himself above the Throne.”
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11 – Clear reference to people’s hands to be raised up to AllĆh, like when the Prophet (sallallĆhu
’alayhi wassallam) said: “AllĆh is ashamed to turn down his servant empty when he has raised his hands to Him
(in du’Ć).”1
12 – Clear reference to His Nuzool every night to the heavens of the dunya, nuzool is well known
to all nations as being from transcendence.

...the people had several conflicting opinions over its meaning. However, we follow the way
that our righteous predecessors took in this regard, such as MŅlik, al-AwzŅ’ŝ, ath-Thawrŝ,
al-Layth bin Sa’d, ash-Shafi’ŝ, Ahmad, IshŅq bin RŅhawayh and the rest of the scholars of
Islam, in past and present times. Surely, we accept the apparent meaning of, al-IstiwŅ’,
without discussing its true essence, equating it (with the attributes of the creation), or
altering or denying it (in any way or form). We also believe that the meaning that comes to
those who equate AllŅh with the creation is to be rejected, for nothing is similar to AllŅh,

ƂĄŚǐ
Ê Ʀăǳƒơ ǞĄ ȈÊǸǈ
ċ ǳơ Ȃă Ąǿȁă ƔÆ Ȅą ǋă ǾÊ ǴÊưƒǸÊ ǯƊ ǆ
ă ȈąǳƊƃ
“There is nothing like unto Him, and He is the Hearing, the Seeing.”
{ash-ShźrŅ (42): 11}

Indeed, we assert and affirm what the Imams said, such as Nu’aym bin HammŅd AlKhuzŅ’ŝ, the teacher of ImŅm al-BukhŅrŝ, who said, “Whoever likens AllŅh with His
creation, will have committed Kufr. Whoever denies what AllŅh has described Himself
with, will have committed Kufr. Certainly, there is no resemblance (of AllŅh with the
creation) in what AllŅh and His Messenger have described Him with. Whoever attests to
AllŅh’s attributes that the plain Ayat and authentic Hadeeths have mentioned, in the
manner that suits AllŅh’s majesty, all the while rejecting all shortcomings from Him, will
have taken the path of guidance.”
Refer

to

Online

version

of

tafseer:

http://www.qtafsir.com/index.php?option=com_content&task=view&id=1242&Itemid=62
1

Narrated in the hadeeth of SalmŅn (radi AllŅhu ’anhu) reported by Ahmad (Egypt: Mu’asisat Qurtuba), vol.5,

p.437; Abź DŅwźd (Beirut: DŅr ul-Kutub al-’Ilmiyyah, 1416 AH, 1st Edn., ed. Muhammad al-KhŅlidŝ), vol.2, p.78;
at-Tirmidhŝ (Beirut: DŅr IhyŅ ut-TurŅth, 1415 AH, ed. Ahmad ShŅkir), vol.5, p.556 - who deemed the hadeeth as
hasan; Ibn MŅjah (Beirut: DŅr IhyŅ ut-TurŅth, 1395 AH, ed. Muhammad Fu’ad ’AbdulBŅqŝ), vol.2, p.1271; HanŅd
bin as-Sirŝ in az-Zuhd (Kuwait: DŅr ul-KhulafŅ’ li-KitŅb il-IslŅmŝ, 1406 AH, 1st Edn., ed. ’AbdurRahmŅn alFaraywŅ’ŝ), vol.2, p.629; al-HŅkim in al-Mustadrak (Beirut: DŅr ul-Kutub al-’Ilmiyyah, 1411 AH, 1st Edn., ed.
MustafŅ ’AbdulQŅdir ’AtŅ), vol.1, p.675, and he authenticated the hadeeth; at-TabarŅnŝ, al-Kabeer, vol.6, p.256;
at-TabarŅnŝ, ad-Du’Ņ’ (Beirut: DŅr ul-Kutub al-’Ilmiyyah, 1413 AH, 1st Edn., ed. MustafŅ ’AbdulQŅdir ’AtŅ), p.84;
al-BazzŅr, vol.6, p.478; ShihŅb, Musnad (Beirut: Mu’asisat ur-RisŅlah, 1407 AH, 2nd Edn., ed. Hamdŝ as-Salafŝ),
vol.2, p.165; Abź Shaykh, al-Karam wa’l-Jawd (Beirut: DŅr Ibn Hazm, 1412 AH, 2nd Edn., ed. Dr ’ńmir Hasan),
p.44; al-Bayhaqŝ, al-KubrŅ (Beirut: DŅr ul-Kutub al-’Ilmiyyah, 1414 AH, 1st Edn., ed. Muhammad ’AbdulQŅdir
’AtŅ), vol.2, p.211; AbdulGhanŝ al-Maqdisŝ, at-Targheeb fi’d-Du’Ņ’ (Beirut: DŅr Ibn Hazm, 1416 AH, 1st Edn., ed.
FawwŅz Zumarlŝ), p.50 and authenticated by al-AlbŅnŝ as is found in Saheeh at-Targheeb wa’t-Tarheeb (Riyadh,
KSA: Maktabat al-Ma’Ņrif, 1412 AH, 1st Edn.), no.1635 in the chapter from JŅbir and Anas (radi AllŅhu ’anhumŅ).
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13 – Clear reference to the Prophet (sallallĆhu ’alayhi wassallam) indicating above and pointing with
his finger as an indication of transcendence, this is what all the Mu’attilah withhold from doing.
Yet the Prophet would point up and testify to all that AllĆh was the one who has sent him and to
testify that AllĆh was above His heavens over His ’Arsh.
14 – Clear reference to the word “where?” like when the Prophet (sallallĆhu ’alayhi wassallam)
asked the slave-girl: “Where is AllĆh?” She replied: “Above the heavens (fi’s-SamĆ’).”1 The
Prophet (sallallĆhu ’alayhi wassallam) said: “Free her for indeed she is a believer.”2
There are other types of clear evidences which indicate AllĆh’s Transcendence over His creation
with His Essence, His Dominance, His Authority and His Ability - all of which are not to be
falsely interpreted in any way at all. The Attribute of AllĆh’s Transcendence is the most apparent
to the extent that some of the ’Ulama stated: “There are more than three hundred verses in the
Qur’Ćn that indicate AllĆh’s Transcendence with Himself over His creation” and some of the
scholars said that rather indeed there are a thousand proofs!
I also discovered some works which affirm this Attribute unto AllĆh and I found that there
are treatises and chapters which emphasis it, such as by: adh-Dhahabĩ al-’Uluww li’Ali’l-GhafĆr;
Ibn QudĆmah, IthbĆt SifĆt ul-’Uluww; Ibn ul-Qayyim, IjtimĆ’ Juyoosh il-IslĆmiyeen; ’AbdulHĆdĩ
Wahbĩ, al-KalimĆt ul-HassĆn fĩ ’Uluww ir-RahmĆn, and many other works.

TEXTS OF THE SALAF WHICH NARRATE A CERTAIN
CONSENSUS AFFIRMING ALLńH’S ’ULUWW WITH HIS ESSENCE
OVER HIS CREATION
Due to the texts of the Salaf from the SahĆbah, TĆbi’een and those after them being very
abundant, some of which have been mentioned prior in regards to this, I wanted to transmit
some texts which relay the assured consensus affirming AllĆh’s ’Uluww in a real sense. Meaning
that AllĆh is above His creation with His Essence and with His ’Uluww, nothing from the affairs
of Banĩ ądam are hidden from Him and this is the natural disposition (fitra) that AllĆh made
natural to the creation.
1

Translator’s note: The Arabic words of the hadeeth are “Fi’s-SamŅ’” which does not literally translated as “In

the heavens” in the sense of being contained within it but rather means “above the heavens”. Interestingly, the
’Ash’arŝs reject this authentic hadeeth on this basis so they have taken the hadeeth literally and compared AllŅh to
created things in doing so, as there is no way whatsoever that the hadeeth can indicate containment within the
heavens which AllŅh Himself created.
2

Reported by Muslim (Beirut: DŅr Ibn Hazm and Maktabat ul-Ma’Ņrif, 1416 AH, 1st Edn.), 537.
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ImĆm of Ahl ush-ShĆm, ’AbdurRahmĆn bin ’Amr Abş ’Amru al-AwzĆ’ĩ (d. 157 AH/774
CE):
He said:
The TĆbi’een and ourselves used to always say: AllĆh is above His ’Arsh and we believe in what
has been relayed in the Sunnah about His Attributes.1
Sa’eed bin ’ąmir ad-Dab’ĩ Abş Muhammad al-Basrĩ (d. 208 AH/823 CE):
The Jahmiyyah were mentioned to him and he said: “They have sayings worse than that of the
Jews and Christians! For the Jews, Christians and people of other religions agree with the
Muslims that AllĆh is above His ’Arsh, while the Jahmiyyah say “He is not above anything”.”2
ImĆm al-HĆfidh Ibn RĆhawayh IshĆq bin IbrĆheem al-Handhalĩ (d. 238 AH/852 CE):
Adh-Dhahabĩ said:
Abş Bakr al-KhallĆl said: al-Marwadhĩ informed us: Muhammad bin as-SabĆh an-Naysabşrĩ
narrated to us: Abş DĆwşd al-KhaffĆf SulaymĆn bin DĆwşd narrated to us saying: IshĆq bin
RĆhawayh said: AllĆh says,

Ƃ ȃăȂƬăǇą ơ ǉ
Ê ǂą Ǡă ǳƒơ ȄƊǴǟă ǺĄ ºăǸƷą ǂċ ǳơƃ
“The Most Merciful [who is] above the Throne established.”
{TĆ HĆ (20): 5}
The people of knowledge have reached agreement (ijmĆ’) that AllĆh is established above His ’Arsh
and knows everything in the lowest of the seven earths.

Adh-Dhahabĩ said:
Listen to this ImĆm and how he transmits that there is an ijmĆ’ on this issue as Qutaybah did
during his time.3

Qutaybah bin Sa’eed bin Jameel bin Tareef ath-Thaqafĩ (d. 240 AH/854 CE)4:
1

Reported by al-Bayhaqŝ in al-AsmŅ’ wa’s-SifŅt (Beirut: DŅr ul-Kutub al-’Ilmiyyah), p.515.

2

Shaykh ul-IslŅm Ibn Taymiyyah transmitted it in Majmź’ al-FatŅwŅ, vol.5, p.52; also in Dar’ at-Ta’Ņrud, vol.2,

p.261; ascribed to Ibn Abŝ HŅtim in ar-Radd ’ala’l-Jahmiyyah and also relayed by adh-Dhahabŝ in al-’Uluww,
p.158.
3

Relayed by adh-Dhahabŝ in al-’Uluww, p.179 and ascribed to al-KhallŅl.

4

Translator’s note: He was one of the narrators and Shaykhs depended upon by ImŅms BukhŅrŝ and Muslim.

For example Muslim relates in his Saheeh: Qutaybah Bin Sa’eed narrated to us (that): Layth narrated to us from
Sa’d Bin Abŝ Sa’eed from his father from Abź Hurayrah that the Messenger of Allah (sallallŅhu ’alayhi wasallam)
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Adh-Dhahabĩ said:
Abş Ahmad al-HĆkim and Abş Bakr an-NaqĆsh al-Mufassir said, in his wording: Abu’l-’AbbĆs
as-SarrĆj narrated to us saying: I heard Qutaybah bin Sa’eed say: The saying of the ImĆms of
IslĆm, the Sunnah and Jama’ah is that: we know our Lord is in above the seven heavens over His
’Arsh as He said,

Ƃ ȃăȂƬăǇą ơ ǉ
Ê ǂą Ǡă ǳƒơ ȄƊǴǟă ǺĄ ºăǸƷą ǂċ ǳơƃ
“The Most Merciful [who is] above the Throne established.”
{TĆ HĆ (20): 5}

Adh-Dhahabĩ said:
And likewise MşsĆ bin HĆroon transmitted from Qutaybah that he said: “we know our Lord is
above the seven heavens over His ’Arsh.” So Qutaybah, with his leadership and truthfulness,
transmitted there is an ijmĆ’ on this issue and he had met MĆlik, al-Layth, HammĆd bin Zayd and
others from the seniors, he had also lived a long life and the HuffĆdh used to congregate at his
door. He said to a man once: “Stay with us this winter until I send to you five people with one
hundred thousand hadeeth.”1

Abş Zur’ah ar-RĆzĩ, ’UbaydullĆh bin ’AbdulKareem al-Qurashĩ al-Makhzşmĩ (d. 264
AH) and al-HĆfidh Abş HĆtim ar-RĆzĩ Muhammad bin Idrees bin al-Mundhir alHandhalĩ (d. 277 AH/890 CE):
Abş Muhammad ’AbdurRahmĆn bin Abĩ HĆtim said:
I asked my father and Abş Zur’ah about the madhhab of Ahl us-Sunnah in Usool ud-Deen and
who of the ’Ulama from all places that they had encountered and what they believed. They both

said: “There was not from amongst the Prophets a Prophet except that he was given from the signs by the likes
of which the people believed in him. And indeed, that which I was but given is revelation which Allah revealed to
me, so I hope that I will have the most followers from them (the Prophets) on the Day of Resurrection.”
Qutaybah also said: “The best of the people in our time is ‘AbdullŅh ibn al-MubŅrak, and then this
young man (meaning Ahmad bin Hanbal) - and if you see a man who loves Ahmad, then know
that he is a person of the Sunnah. If he had reached the time of ath-Thawrŝ, al-AwzŅ’ŝ and alLayth, he would have been the one having precedence amongst them.” So it was said to Qutaybah,
“You would mention Ahmad along with the TŅbi’een?” So he said, “With the greater TŅbi’een.” He also said
“If it were not for ath-Thawrŝ, piety would die out, and if it were not for Ahmad they would
innovate in the Religion. Ahmad is the ImŅm of the world.”
Refer to: adh-Dhahabŝ, Siyar A’lŅm un-Nubala’ (Beirut: Mu’asisat ur-RisŅlah, 1413 AH, 9th Edn., eds. Shu’ayb alArna’oot and Muhammad al-’Arqsoos), vol.12, pp.394-396; Ibn Hajar, HŅdŝ al-SŅrŝ, p.479.
1

Al-’Uluww, p.174
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said to me: ‘We knew ’Ulama from all places, HijĆz, ’IrĆq, ShĆm, Yemen – and from their
madhdhab were...’ then they mentioned some matters up until they both said: ‘That AllĆh is Over
His ’Arsh distinct from His creation as He described Himself in His Book and upon the tongue of
His messenger (sallallĆhu ’alayhi wassallam), without asking ‘how this is?’. His knowledge
encompasses everything,

ƂĄŚǐ
Ê Ʀăǳƒơ ǞĄ ȈÊǸǈ
ċ ǳơ Ȃă Ąǿȁă ƔÆ Ȅą ǋă ǾÊ ǴÊưƒǸÊ ǯƊ ǆ
ă ȈąǳƊƃ
“There is nothing like unto Him, and He is the Hearing, the Seeing.”
{ash-ShşrĆ (42): 11}’1

’AbdullĆh bin Muslim bin Qutaybah Abş Muhammad ad-Dĩnawarĩ (d. 276 AH/889 CE):
He said:
All nations, be they Arab or non-Arab, say that: ‘AllĆh is above the heavens........’ In the hadeeth: a
man went to the Messenger of AllĆh (sallallĆhu ’alayhi wassallam) with a non-Arab slave girl in order
for her to be freed. The Messenger of AllĆh (sallallĆhu ’alayhi wassallam) asked her: “Where is AllĆh?”
She replied “Above the heavens.” The Messenger of AllĆh (sallallĆhu ’alayhi wassallam) said: “Who am
I?” She replied: “You are the Messenger of AllĆh.” The Messenger of AllĆh (sallallĆhu ’alayhi
wassallam) said: “She is a believer.” Then he instructed that she be freed – this is the hadeeth or like
it.2

ImĆm al-’AllĆmah al-HĆfidh an-NĆqid ’UthmĆn bin Sa’eed ad-DĆrimĩ (d. 280 AH/893
CE):
He said:
“The word of the Muslims is agreed that AllĆh is above His ’Arsh and above His heavens.”3 He
also said: “The word of the Muslims, and disbelievers, is agreed that only AllĆh is above the
heavens, except for the misguided deviant al-Marĩsĩ and his companions.”4

ImĆm of the ImĆms Muhammad bin IshĆq bin Khuzaymah (d. 311 AH/923 CE):
He said:
Chapter: Mention of the explanation that AllĆh is above the heavens as He informed us in
His Clear Revelation and on the tongue of His Prophet (sallallĆhu ’alayhi wassallam), and
as is understood in the fitrah of Muslims: whether they be their ’Ulama, their ignorant,
1

Reported by al-LŅlikŅ’ŝ, vol.1, pp.176-177

2

Ibn Qutaybah, Ta’weel Mukhtalif il-Hadeeth (Beirut: DŅr ul-Kutub al-’Ilmiyyah, 1405 AH, 1st Edn.), pp.252-253

3

Ar-Radd ’ala’l-Mareesŝ, vol.1, p.340

4

Ibid., vol.1, p.228
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their free, their slaves, their males, their females, their mature and their children. All who
call upon AllĆh raised their heads towards the heavens and spread out their hands unto
AllĆh.1

ImĆm Abş Bakr Muhammad bin al-Husayn al-ąjurrĩ ash-ShĆfi’ĩ (d. 360 AH/971 CE)2:
1

Ibn Khuzaymah, at-Tawheed (Beirut: DŅr ul-Kutub al-’Ilmiyyah, 1412 AH, ed. Muhammad Khaleel HarrŅs),

p.110
2

Translator’s note: He is ImŅm Abź Bakr Muhammad bin Husayn bin ’AbdullŅh al-ńjurrŝ al-BaghdŅdŝ, born

in 280 AH (893 CE) while some accounts put his date of birth to be 264 AH (878 CE). The name “ńjurrŝ”, which
has a fat-ha on the first alif which is elongated, a dhammah on the jeem and a kasra on the rŅ which has a
shaddah on it, is a relational adjective derived from the village of ńjurr in BaghdŅd however even by the time
YŅqoot al-Hamawŝ was writing his history the village had been ruined. From an early age he studied and
memorised hadeeth, learning from one of the great ImŅms of hadeeth of his time YŅfi’ Abź Muslim al-Kajjŝ,
gaining high chains of transmissions via him. He later travelled to take from other major hadeeth scholars such
as al-HŅfidh Abź Bakr Ja’far bin Muhammad al-FiryŅbŝ and also Abź Muhammad YahyŅ bin SŅ’id HŅmŝ. Within
the books of al-ńjurrŝ it is evident that his teachers and Shaykhs were many indeed as historians have noted, also
of his teachers and Shaykhs were:
 Abź Muslim al-Kajjŝ (or “al-Kashshŝ”) IbrŅheem bin ’AbdullŅh (d. 292 AH/905 CE);
 Ahmad bin ’Umar bin MźsŅ bin Zanjźwayh Abu’l-’AbbŅs al-QattŅn (d. 304 AH/916 CE);
 Abź Shu’ayb al-HadŅnŝ;
 Khalf bin ’Amru al-’Ukbarŝ;
 Abź Khaleefah Fadl bin HabbŅb;
 al-Mufaddal bin HabbŅb al-Jundŝ Abź Sa’eed al-HŅfidh (d. 308 AH/920 CE);
 HŅroon bin Yoosuf bin ZiyŅd;
 QŅsim bin Zakariyyah al-Mutarriz al-BaghdŅdŝ (d. 305 AH/917 CE);
 Abź Bakr bin Abŝ DŅwood ’AbdullŅh bin SulaymŅn bin al-’Ash’ath as-SijistŅnŝ (d. 316 AH/928 CE);
 Ahmad bin YahyŅ al-HalwŅnŝ;
 Ja’far bin Muhammad bin al-Hasan Abź Bakr al-FiryŅbŝ, and then “at-Turkŝ” (d. 301 AH/913 CE);
 ’AbdullŅh bin ’AbbŅs at-Tayalisŝ;
 HŅmid bin Shu’ayb al-Balkhŝ;
 Ahmad bin Sahl al-AshnŅnŝ al-Muqri’.
As for his student then they included (as mentioned within the historical works):
 Abź Nu’aym Ahmad bin ’AbdullŅh al-HŅfidh al-AsbahŅnŝ (d. 404 AH/1014 CE), the author of al-Hilyah
 Muhammad bin al-Husayn bin al-Mufaddal al-QattŅn
 Abu’l-Hasan al-HammŅmŝ
 ’AbdurRahmŅn bin ’Umar bin an-NuhŅs
 ’Ali bin Ahmad al-Muqri’
 Mahmood bin ’Umar al-’Ukbarŝ
 Abu’l-Husayn ’Ali bin Muhammad bin ’AbdullŅh bin BishrŅn
 Abu’l-QŅsim ’AbdulMalik bin Muhammad bin ’AbdullŅh bin BishrŅn al-BaghdŅdŝ (d. 403 AH/1013 CE)
Adh-Dhahabŝ in Tadhkirat ul-HuffŅdh, p.936 mentions that when al-ńjurrŝ was in Makkah many HujjŅj and
MaghŅribah (North-West Africans or “Moroccans”) narrated from him. As for the academic and scholarly level of
al-ńjurrŝ then this has been attested to by historians who have deemed him as a righteous and pious ImŅm of fiqh
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He said:
What the Ahl ul-’Ilm go toward is that: AllĆh, glory unto Him, is over His ’Arsh above His heavens
and His Knowledge encompasses everything...
and hadeeth. Adh-Dhahabŝ said: “The ImŅm, Muhaddith and Shaykh of the Haram ash-Shareef, he
was sudooq and an Atharŝ. He also had good works and classification (tasŅneef).” Al-Khateeb alBaghdŅdŝ said: “He was thiqah and sudooq, he also had tasŅneef.” As-Suyźtŝ said: “He was an ’ńlim, a
person of the Sunnah and thiqah in his deen.” Ibn Muflih al-Hanbalŝ said: “He was from the fuqahŅ
(jurists) and the seniors (KibŅr).” YŅqoot al-Hamawŝ said: “He was thiqah, unto him are many
works, he was raised in BaghdŅd and then moved to Makkah where he lived until he died.” Ibn unNadeem said “The faqeeh (jurist), one of the pious worshippers who used to reside in Makkah.”
Ibn al-Atheer in al-KŅmil fi’t-TŅreekh, vol.7, p.44 described him as being a HŅfidh. Ibn al-Jawzŝ said about him
in Sifatus Safwa’, vol.2, p.479: “He was trustworthy and precise, possessing deen, a scholar and author.” In
ManŅqib al-ImŅm Ahmad’ p. 515, Ibn ul-Jawzŝ says: “He gathered together knowledge and ascetism.”
Al-ńjurrŝ was Salafŝ and Atharŝ and opposed bigoted fanatical partisanship to madhhabs as is clearly evident
from his books, there is dispute among the historians over whether he was ShŅfi’ŝ in fiqh or not. For he is
mentioned within TabaqŅt ush-ShŅfi’iyyah and in WafayŅt ul-A’yŅn of Ibn KhallikŅn as being ShŅfi’ŝ in fiqh, yet
there are those who say he was upon the madhhab of ImŅm Ahmad as he is mentioned within TabaqŅt ulHanŅbilah, ShadharŅt udh-Dhahab, ManŅqib al-ImŅm Ahmad and SifŅt us-Safwa’. His works include:
 Al-Arba’een fi’l-Hadeeth – there is an extant manuscript of this within the DhŅhiriyyah Library in
Damascus, collection no.4, folios 40-80. There is also a copy of a manuscript of it within collection
no.27, folios 34-45 (refer to the Index (Fihris) of the DhŅhiriyyah Library, p.2). This work was
mentioned by adh-Dhahabŝ in Tadhkirat ul-HuffŅdh, p.936 and by TŅj as-Subkŝ in TabaqŅt ushShŅfi’iyyah, vol.3, p.149.
 AkhbŅr ’Umar bin ’Abdul’Azeez - there is an extant manuscript of this within the DhŅhiriyyah Library in
Damascus, collection no.30, folios 1-22. There is a copy of this in the Islamic university of Madeenah
Library, slide no.106.
 AkhlŅq Hamalat ul-Qur’Ņn – mentioned by Ibn ul-Khayr al-Ishbeelŝ in Fihris ma RŅwŅhu min
Shuyookhihi [Index of What He Narrated from His Shaykhs], p.185
 AhkŅm un-NisŅ’ – mentioned by Ibn un-Nadeem in al-Fihrist, p.215
 AkhlŅq ul-’Ulama – this has been edited and printed twice, firstly in Cairo in 1931 CE and secondly in
Riyadh by the Administration for Academic Research and Rulings, IsmŅ’eel al-AnsŅrŝ (ed.).
 Tasdeeq bi Nadhr ila AllŅh, Azza wa Jall, wa ma Adahu min AwliyŅ’ihi – there are two manuscript
copies of this in the DhŅhiraiyyah Library in Damascus: collection no.21, folios 185-200 and two folios in
collection no.116, folios 114-118
 Ash-Sharee’ah – this was printed firstly in Cairo by Shaykh Muhammad HŅmid al-Fiqqŝ and then again
by DŅr Kutub al-’Alamiyyah in Beirut.
 Al-GhurabŅ min al-Mu’mineen - there is an extant manuscript of this within the DhŅhiriyyah Library in
Damascus, collection no.4572, folios 48-63.
 Adab un-Nufoos - there is an extant manuscript of this within the DhŅhiriyyah Library in Damascus,
hadeeth collection no.248, folios 23-29.
The historians mention other works attributed to him and Ibn Muflih in al-Furź’ mentions a number of other
works authored by al-ńjurrŝ. Al-ńjurrŝ returned to reside in BaghdŅd in 330 AH and stayed there for a year after
which he went to Makkah where he stayed for thirty years and eventually died there. See:
http://www.ajurry.com/WhoIsAjurry.htm
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Until he said:
So if someone says: “What is the meaning of His saying,

ƂąǶȀĄ ǇĄ ƽÊ ƢăǇ Ȃă Ąǿ ōȏƛÊ ƨÇ ǈ
ă Ǹą ƻă ȏƊ ȁă Ƕą ĄȀĄǠƥÊơăǁ Ȃă Ąǿ ōȏƛÊ ƨÇ ưƊºƊǴƯƊ ȃăȂƴ
ą ǻċ ǺÊǷ ƌǹȂƌǰȇă ƢăǷƃ
“There is in no private conversation three but that He is the fourth of them, nor are there
five but that He is the sixth of them...”

{al-MujĆdilah (58): 7}
The verse that they use?”
It is to be said to Him: His Knowledge encompasses them and His Knowledge encompasses
everything of His creation and He is above His ’Arsh. This is how the people of knowledge have
explained this; the verse from the beginning of it to the end of it indicates knowledge.

Then the ImĆm said:
Chapter: Mention of the Sunan that indicated to the ’UqalĆ’ (intelligent) that AllĆh is over
His ’Arsh and above His seven heavens and that His Knowledge encompasses everything
and nothing in the heavens and the earth is hidden from Him.1

Abş ’AbdullĆh ’UbaydullĆh bin Muhammad al-’Ukbarĩ al-Hanbalĩ Ibn Battah (d. 384
AH/994 CE):
He said:
The Muslims - from the Companions, TĆbi’een and all of the Ahl ul-’Ilm from the believers – have
agreed that AllĆh, blessed is He, is over His ’Arsh above His heavens, distinct from His creation
and His Knowledge encompasses all of His creation. This is neither denied nor rejected except by
one who ascribes to the madhdhab of the Hulooliyyah (incarnationists).2

ImĆm al-Muqrĩ, al-Muhaddith Abş ’Umar Ahmad bin Muhammad at-Talamankĩ (d. 429
AH/1038 CE):
He said:
The Muslims from Ahl us-Sunnah have agreed that the meaning of AllĆh’s saying,

1

Ash-Sharee’ah (Jam’iyyat IhyŅ ut-TurŅth al-IslŅmŝ and Mu’assisat ur-RayŅn, 1421 AH, 1st Edn, ed. Mu’assisat ar-

RayŅn), p.300.
2

Al-IbŅnah, vol.3, p.136

Translator’s note: ImŅm Ibn Battah’s explanation here (rahimahullŅh) makes much sense as most of those
who deny that AllŅh is above the heavens and accuse those who affirm this as being “Mujassimah” are also those
who adhere to various brands of esoteric Sufism wherein AllŅh is either defined in a pantheistic manner or in an
obscurantist pseudo-spiritual way.
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ƂąǶƬĄǼƌǯ ƢăǷ Ǻă ȇąƗƊ Ƕą ƌǰǠă Ƿă Ȃă Ąǿȁă ƃ
“And He is with you wherever you may be.”
{Al-Hadeed (57): 4}
And the likes of such verses in the Qur’Ćn, is that: His Knowledge (is with you) and that AllĆh is
above the heavens with His Essence established over His ’Arsh how He wills.
He also said:
Ahl us-Sunnah says in regards to when AllĆh says,

Ƃ ȃăȂƬăǇą ơ ǉ
Ê ǂą Ǡă ǳƒơ ȄƊǴǟă ǺĄ ºăǸƷą ǂċ ǳơƃ
“The Most Merciful [who is] above the Throne established.”
{TĆ HĆ (20): 5}

That istiwĆ’ from AllĆh over His ’Arsh is real (’ala’l-haqeeqah) and not metaphorical/allegorical
(’ala’l-majĆz).1
Al-HĆfidh Abş Nu’aym Ahmad bin ’AbdillĆh al-AsbahĆnĩ (d. 430 AH/1039 CE):
Al-HĆfidh Abş Nu’aym stated in his book Mahajjat ul-WĆthiqeen wa Madrajat ul-WĆmiqeen:
The Muslims have agreed that AllĆh is above His Throne, established over it and not
“conquered over it” (mustawlin ’alayhi) as the Jahmiyyah say.2

Adh-Dhahabĩ said:
Al-HĆfidh al-Kabeer Abş Nu’aym Ahmad bin ’AbdullĆh bin Ahmad al-AsbahĆnĩ, the
classifier of Hilyat ul-AwliyĆ, said in his own book of creed that: Our way is the way of the
Salaf who follow the Book, the Sunnah and the ijmĆ’ of the Ummah, and from what they
believed in is that AllĆh has always been Perfect with all of His Eternal Attributes.

Up to where he said:
He (Abş Nu’aym) said: The ahĆdeeth which affirm the ’Arsh and AllĆh’s establishment
over it are stated by them and affirmed by them with neither takyeef (asking how) nor
tamtheel (likening AllĆh to the creation), and that AllĆh is distinct from His creation and
the creation is distinct from AllĆh. AllĆh is neither incarnate within the creation nor mixed
in the creation, He is established over His Throne above the heavens and not on the earth.

1

Reference mentioned prior.

2

Transmitted by Shaykh ul-IslŅm Ibn Taymiyyah in Majmź’ al-FatŅwŅ, vol.5, p.60
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Adh-Dhahabĩ said:
These ImĆms transmitted an ijmĆ’ on this view and all praise is due to AllĆh and Abş
Nu’aym was the HĆfidh of the non-Arabs during his time without argument and combined
between lofty narration and knowledge.1

Shaykh al-ImĆm al-HĆfidh Abş Nasr ’UbaydullĆh bin Sa’eed as-Sijzĩ (d. 444 AH/1052
CE):
He said in the book al-IbĆnah:
Our ImĆms such as SufyĆn ath-Thawrĩ, MĆlik bin Anas, SufyĆn ibn ’Uyaynah, HammĆd
bin Salamah, ’AbdullĆh bin al-MubĆrak, Fudayl bin ’IyyĆd, Ahmad bin Hanbal and IshĆq
bin IbrĆheem al-Handhalĩ – are agreed that AllĆh is above His Throne with His Essence
and that His Knowledge is in every place.2

Shaykh ul-IslĆm al-ImĆm Abş ’UthmĆn IsmĆ’eel bin ’AbdurRahmĆn as-SĆbşnĩ (d.449
AH/CE)3:

1

Al-’Uluww, p.243

2

Ibid., p.266

3

Translator’s note: He is the ImŅm Abź ’UthmŅn IsmŅ’eel bin ’AbdurRahmŅn bin Ahmad bin IsmŅ’eel bin

IbrŅhim bin ’Abid bin ’Amir an-Naysaburi as-SŅbźnŝ. He was born in the year 373 AH. His father, also a scholar,
was killed in 382 AH, when he was 9 years of age. His teachers in Hadith were: Abź Sa’id ’AbdallŅh bin
Muhammad bin ’Abdul-WahhŅb, when he was 9, Abu Bakr bin Mihrân, Abź Muhammad al-Mukhallidŝ, Abź
Tahir bin Khuzaymah, Abu’l-Husayn al-KhaffŅf, ’AbdurRahmŅn bin Abi Shurayh, Zahir bin Ahmad as-Sarakhsŝ
and their generation. Among his students were: ’Abdul’Azeez al-KattŅnŝ, Ali bin al-Husayn bin Sasra. NajŅ bin
Ahmad, Abu’l-QŅsim b. Abi’l-’AlŅ, Abu Bakr al-Bayhaqŝ, his son ’AbdurRahmŅn bin IsmŅ’eel and others, of which
the last one is Abź ’AbdallŅh Muhammad bin al-Fadl al-Furawŝ. He lived in Nisabur and travelled to: Herat,
Sarakhs, the Hijâz, ShŅm, al-Jabâl and other places. He transmitted hadeeth in KhurasŅn, JurjŅn (Gorgan,
Northern IrŅn), al-Hind (India), al-Quds (Jerusalem) and elsewhere. HŅfidh al-Dhahabŝ called him: “as-SŅbźnŝ,
the ImŅm, the Scholar, the Exemplar, the Commentator, the Preacher, the Muhaddith Shaykh alIslŅm...” Abź Bakr al-Bayhaqŝ described him as: “ImŅm of the Muslims in reality and the Shaykh al-IslŅm
truthfully, Abź ’UthmŅn as-SŅbźnŝ...” Abź AbdallŅh al-MŅlikŝ said about him: “Abź ’UthmŅn belongs to
those for whom the leading scholars testified for being perfect in al-Hifdh [of hadeeth] and alTafseer (of the Qur’Ņn).” ’AbdulGhafir al-FŅrisŝ, author of a History of Nisabur, and a HŅfidh said: “alUstŅdh Abź ’UthmŅn IsmŅ'eel as-SŅbźnŝ is a Shaykh al-IslŅm, al-Mufassir, al-Muhaddith, alWŅ’iz, one of his time and he was a HŅfidh, heard and wrote a lot..” and he said, “he was accepted
by friend and foe, and they were agreed upon that he was a Sword of the Sunnah and Repeller of
Bid’ah...” Al-KattŅni said: “I have not seen a Shaykh like Abź ’UthmŅn in terms of Zuhd and
Knowledge! He use to memorise from every science, leaving nothing of it... and he was from the
HuffŅdh ul-Hadeeth!” Adh-Dhahabŝ comments upon this with: “I say: He use to be from the ImŅms of
al-Athar; he has a composition on creed and the beliefs of the Salaf (lahu musannaf fi’s-sunnah
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wa-I’tiqŅd as-salaf).” The Imam and Shaykh al-IslŅm Abu ’UthmŅn as-SŅbźnŝ died in 449 AH, rahimahullŅh.
ImŅm Abu ’UthmŅn as-SŅbźnŝ said:
To proceed; While passing through the lands of ńmul in TabaristŅn and JeelŅn on my way
to the House of AllŅh, and to visit the grave of His Prophet Muhammad, peace be upon him,
his family and noble Companions, some of my brothers in IslŅm asked me to compile for
them chapters about the fundamentals of this Religion, which those who passed away from
amongst the scholars and the Salaf as-SŅliheen adhered to, called the people to all times,
which they forbade the believers, the truthful ones and the Muttaqeen from all that
contradicted and nullified them and upon which (the scholars) showed allegiance to its
followers and enmity to its rejecters. They labelled all those who opposed their creed as
unbelievers and innovators. They earned for themselves and for those who they called (to
their ’aqeedah), its blessings, favours and goodness. They passed on to the ones who
followed them the rewards of their ’aqeedah. They encouraged them to cling to it, guided
the worshippers to it and spurred them on towards it. So I made IstikhŅrah to AllŅh, The
Most High, and have recorded in this treatise what I have been able to concisely with the
hope that those with the understanding and insight might benefit by it. It is AllŅh who
realizes (makes true) the hope and may He generously bestow upon us blessings in
accordance to what is right, the truth, guidance and uprightness upon the correct and
truthful path by His favour and Benevolence.
The

ImŅm

continues

directly

with

the

first

chapter

after

his

Introduction,

saying:

With AllŅh lies all success. Indeed the People of Hadeeth are those who adhere to the
Qur’Ņn and Sunnah ~ may AllŅh protect those of them who are alive and have mercy on
those who have passed away. They bear witness to the unity of AllŅh, The Most High, and to
the message and prophethood of the Messenger, peace be upon him. They know their Lord,
The Most Mighty and The Most Majestic, through those Attributes which He has mentioned
in His revelation which He has sent down, or which His Messenger attested to in the
authentic ahŅdeeth which have been related by the precise and trustworthy one from him.
They affirm what AllŅh, The Most Majestic, has affirmed for Himself in His Book or
through the tongue of His Messenger, peace be upon him. They do not believe in comparing
His Attributes with those of His creation. They say: He created ńdam with His Hands just as
He, The One free of all deficiencies, mentions:
“He said: O Iblees what prevented you from prostrating before that which I have created
with My Two Hands.”
They do not change the meaning from its place, by saying His Two Hands mean His two
bounties or His two powers like the tahreef of the Mu’tazilah and the Jahmiyyah, may AllŅh
destroy them. They do not ask nor think as to how they may be. They do not liken them to
the hands of the creation like the Mushabbihah do, may AllŅh humiliate them. AllŅh, The
Most High, has protected Ahl us-Sunnah from all tahreef (distortion), tashbeeh
(comparison) and takyeef (asking how). He has blessed them with knowledge and
understanding so that they may traverse the paths of Tawheed and tanzeeh (elevating AllŅh
and exalting Him above defects and deficiencies). They have abandoned all defective
statements and comparison. They follow what AllŅh, The Most Mighty and the Most
Majestic, has said: “There is nothing like Him and He is the All Hearing, The All Seeing.”
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He said:
The people of hadeeth believe and testify that AllĆh is above the seven heavens over His
Throne as He stated in His Book.

Up to where he said:
The ’Ulama of the Ummah and the notable ImĆms of the Salaf, may AllĆh have mercy on
them, do not differ on the fact that AllĆh is over His Throne and His Throne is above the
seven heavens.1

Al-ImĆm al-’AllĆmah HĆfidh ul-Maghrib Abş ’Umar Yşsuf bin ’AbdullĆh bin ’AbdulBarr
al-Andalşsĩ al-Qurtubĩ al-MĆlikĩ (d. 463 AH/1071 CE):
He said:
Within this is evidence that AllĆh is above the heavens over the Throne above the seven
heavens as the Jama’ah have stated. This is of their proofs against the Mu’tazilah and
Jahmiyyah who say that AllĆh is everywhere and not over His Throne...2 – then he

mentioned the evidences.
He said:
Also from the proofs that He is over the ’Arsh, above the seven heavens is that all of the
Muwahhiddeen be they Arab or non-Arab when a calamity befalls them they raise their
faces to the heavens and seek the help of their Lord.3

He said:
The meaning of this hadeeth (i.e. the hadeeth of the slave-girl) is clear and suffices any
speech, as for his saying “Where is AllĆh?” She replied: “Above the heavens (fi’s-SamĆ’).”
This is what the people of truth are upon in regards to interpreting the saying of AllĆh,

Ƃ ȃăȂƬăǇą ơ ǉ
Ê ǂą Ǡă ǳƒơ ȄƊǴǟă ǺĄ ºăǸƷą ǂċ ǳơƃ
And just as the Two Hands of AllŅh are mentioned in the Qur’Ņn: “But His Two Hands are
outspread. He spends as He pleases.” The Hand is mentioned in the authentic ahŅdeeth of
the Messenger of AllŅh, peace be upon him, like in the debate MźsŅ had with ńdam: “AllŅh
created you with His Hand and the angels prostrated to you...”
Yet with this some of the contemporary ’Asharites either make little or no reference to as-SŅbźnŝ or strangely
claim that as-SŅbźnŝ was ’Ash’arŝ without even referring to his creedal book whatsoever!?
His book ’Aqeedat us-Salaf wa As-hŅb ul-Hadeeth based on the edit of Shaykh Badr al-Badr has been translated
into English as: Imaam Aboo ’Uthmaan as-Saaboonee, The Creed of the Pious Predecessors and the People of
Hadeeth (Brixton, London: Masjid Ibn Taymeeyah, 1420 AH/1999 CE), trans. Abź ’Ubaydah ’Amr Basheer.
1

’Aqeedat us-Salaf wa As-hŅb ul-Hadeeth (Cairo: DŅr ul-ManhŅj, 1423 AH, 1st Edn., ed. Abi’l-Yameen al-

Mansoorŝ), p.44
2

At-Tamheed, vol.7, pp.129-131

3

Ibid., vol.7, p.134
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“The Most Merciful [who is] above the Throne established.”
{TĆ HĆ (20): 5}
For when a calamity strikes the Muslims throughout every time have always been raising
their hands and faces unto the heavens, hoping for AllĆh to aid them.1

ImĆm al-HĆfidh Abş Ja’far Muhammad bin Abĩ ’Ali al-Hasan al-HamadhĆnĩ (d. 531
AH/1137 CE):
Adh-Dhahabĩ said:
Muhammad bin TĆhir said: the Muhaddith Abş Ja’far al-HamadhĆnĩ attended a gathering wherein
Abş Ma’Ćlĩ gave an exhortation and had said “AllĆh was there when there was no ’Arsh and now
He is upon that which was not there?” Abş Jafar said: “Inform us O Ustaadh about this necessity
that we have found (you mention). For one who knows does not at all say “O AllĆh” except that
he finds in his heart that this necessity demands al-’Uluww and one does not turn to the left or the
right. So how can we avert this necessary (inclination) from ourselves” or he said: “Is there a cure
to avert this necessary (inclination) that we find?” Abş Ma’Ćlĩ said: “O my beloved, there is nothing
but perplexity.” Then he slapped him on his head and he went down and cried for some time and
then said later: “al-HamadhĆnĩ has perplexed me.”2

ImĆm al-HĆfidh Abu’l-QĆsim IsmĆ’eel bin Muhammad at-Taymĩ at-Talhĩ al-AsbahĆnĩ
(d. 535 AH/1141 CE):
He said:
Those who deny al-’Uluww (AllĆh’s Transcendence above His creation) claim that it is not permissible to
indicate to AllĆh above by raising the head and finger, as according to them that necessitates a “limit” and
“spatial confinement”. Yet the Muslims have concurred that AllĆh is the Highest of the High and the
Qur’Ćn says this,

Ƃ ȄƊǴąǟƐȏơ Ǯ
ă ƥďǁă Ƕă Ǉą ơ ƶÊ ƦďǇă ƃ
“Exalt the name of your Lord, the Most High...”
{al-’A’lĆ (87): 1}
They claim that it is referring to the ’Uluww of subduing and not of the ’Uluww of AllĆh’s Essence. Yet
according to the Muslims unto AllĆh is the ’Uluww of subduing along with all other manifestations of
1

2

Ibid., vol.8, p.80
Shaykh ul-IslŅm Ibn Taymiyyah transmitted it with its chains of transmission in Naqd ut-Ta’sees, p.30; also

relayed by adh-Dhahabŝ in al-’Uluww (p.259) and as-Siyar, vol.18, p.474.
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’Uluww because ’Uluww is a description of praise. AllĆh has affirmed the Transcendence of His Essence,
Attributes, dominance and subduing.

Abu’l-Waleed Muhammad bin Abi’l-QĆsim Ahmad Ibn Rushd al-Qurtubĩ (the
grandson), (d. 605 AH/1209 CE):
He said in the book ManĆhij ul-Adillah fi’r-Radd ’ala’l-Usooliyeen:
The statement of jihah (direction): as for this description then the people of Sharee’ah from the
first generations affirm it for AllĆh, Mighty and Majestic. The Mu’tazilah denied it and they were
followed in that by the later ’Ash’arĩs such as Abu’l-Ma’Ćlĩ and whoever followed what he said.
What is apparent from the Shar’ is that affirming direction is required and necessitated...

Up to where he said:
All of the wise people are agreed that AllĆh and the angels are in the heavens just as all of
the legislations are agreed on that.1

ImĆm Muwaffaquddeen Abş Muhammad ’AbdullĆh bin Ahmad bin QudĆmah alMaqdisĩ (d. 620 AH/1223 CE):
He said (in an exceptional poetic style):
AllĆh described Himself with al-’Uluww fi’s-SamĆ
And He was described with this by the seal of the AnbiyĆ,
And this was agreed upon by all of the ’Ulama - from the pious SahĆbah and fuqahĆ,
Narrations have been reported about this with yaqeen
And these have been accepted in hearts of the Muslimeen,
And this is a naturally instinctive belief in all creation,
So when a calamity befalls them they look to the heavens and raise their hands making
supplications,
And they wait for succour to arrive from the Creator of creations,
And they pronounce this upon their tongues,
And this is only rejected by an extremist innovator, who is steeped in his deviance,
Or one tested by uncritical following of him in his misguidance.2

Abş ’AbdullĆh Muhammad bin Ahmad al-Qurtubĩ (d. 671 AH):
He stated in Sharh AsmĆ’ IllĆhi’l-HusnĆ [Explanation of AllĆh’s Beautiful Names]:
What is apparent from the statements that have been reported by the verses, narrations,
luminaries and good people – is that AllĆh is over His Throne as He informed of in His
1

Shaykh ul-IslŅm Ibn Taymiyyah transmitted it in Dar’ at-Ta’Ņrud, vol.6, p.213 and in Naqd ut-Ta’sees, p.97.

2

Ibn QudŅmah, IthbŅt Sifat ul-’Uluww (Kuwait: DŅr Ibn ul-Atheer, 1416 AH, 2nd Edn., ed. Badr al-Badr), p.43
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Book and on the tongue of His Prophet without asking how. AllĆh is distinct from His
creation. This is the madhdhab of the Salaf us-SĆlih as trustworthy narrators have reported
from them.1

He also said:
The original Salaf, may AllĆh be pleased with them, did not say anything about “negating direction”
they said nothing of the sort. Rather, they affirmed whatever AllĆh mentioned in His Book and
whatever His Messenger informed of, none of the Salaf us-SĆlih rejected AllĆh’s istiwĆ’ over His
Throne in a real sense, which AllĆh specifically mentioned as it is the greatest of creations. Rather,
they affirmed their ignorance of the kayfiyyah (the how-ness) of al-IstiwĆ’ for its reality is not known.
MĆlik (rahimahullĆh) said: “IstiwĆ’ is ma’loom (known – in the language) and the kayf (how) is
majhool (unknown), and asking about it is an innovation.” This is what Umm Salamah (radi
AllĆhu ’anhĆ) likewise stated. This is sufficient and wants to know more about this should refer to
this topic within the books of the ’Ulama.2

ImĆm al-HĆfidh Shamsuddeen Muhammad bin Ahmad bin ’UthmĆn adh-Dhahabĩ (d.
748 AH/1347 CE):
He stated:
’AbdurRahmĆn bin Abĩ HĆtim ar-RĆzĩ al-HĆfidh stated in his book ar-Radd ’ala’l-Jahmiyyah: my
father informed us: SulaymĆn bin Harb informed us: I heard HammĆd bin Zayd say: they (i.e. the
Jahmiyyah) always go on about AllĆh not being above the heavens.
I say3: the saying of the Salaf and the ImĆms of the Sunnah, rather indeed of AllĆh, the Messenger,
the Companions and the believers – is that AllĆh is over the ’Arsh, above His heavens and He
descends to the heavens of the dunya and their proofs for that are texts and narrations. As for the
saying of the Jahmiyyah that AllĆh is everywhere then AllĆh is exalted this rather AllĆh is with us
with His Knowledge. As for the saying of the latter-day speculative-theological rhetoricians
(Mutakallimoon) that “AllĆh is not in the heavens, not over the ’Arsh, not above the heavens, not
on the earth, not inside of the world, not outside of the world, not distinct from His creation, not
connected to His creation” and say “all of these notions are used to described bodies and AllĆh is
Exalted from a body.”
Ahl us-Sunnah wa’l-Athar said to them: “We do not delve into that, we say what we have
mentioned in following the texts. We do not say what you say, for that is the way of describing

1

Al-Qurtubŝ, al-AsnŅ fŝ Sharh AsmŅ’ IllŅhi’l-HusnŅ (Tantaa, Egypt: DŅr us-SahŅbah, 1416 AH, 1st Edn., edited by

a panel of researchers), vol.2, p.132; also Shaykh ul-IslŅm Ibn Taymiyyah transmitted it in Dar’ at-Ta’Ņrud, vol.6,
p.258, within BayŅn Talbees ul-Jahmiyyah, vol.2, p.33, Majmź’ al-FatŅwŅ, vol.3, p.224, Naqd ut-Ta’sees, p.106;
also transmitted by Ibn ul-Qayyim in IjtimŅ’ ul-Juyoosh al-IslŅmiyyah, p.263.
2

Al-Qurtubŝ, al-JŅmi’ li-AhkŅm il-Qur’Ņn (Beirut: DŅr ul-Kutub al-’Ilmiyyah, 1417 AH, 5th Edn.), vol.7, p.140

3

i.e. adh-Dhahabŝ [TN]
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something which does not exist and AllĆh is Exalted from non-existence. Rather, He exists distinct
from His creation and is to be described as He described Himself, that He is above the Throne,
without delving into “how” (bi la kayf).1

Then adh-Dhahabĩ said, transmitting the words of al-Qurtubĩ:
Also al-Qurtubĩ said in al-AsnĆ: Most of the early and latter-day Mutakallimeen say that it is
obligatory to exalt the Creator (al-BĆrĩ) from al-jihah and at-tahayyuz and the necessary consequences
of this (in the view of their past scholars and leading contemporaries) is to exalt the Creator from
having a direction. So according to them al-jihah is not ‘above’ because that would necessitate
specifying a direction for Him in which He is in a place and spatially confined. Therefore, a place
and confinement would necessitate for Him movement, stillness, spatial confinement,
transformation (taghayyur) and new occurrences (hudooth). (Adh-Dhahabĩ then said after this): This is
the saying of the Mutakallimoon (speculative-theological rhetoricians).

Adh-Dhahabĩ said:
Yes, this is what the deniers of the Lord’s ’Uluww depend upon. For they avert from what the
Book, Sunnah, statements of the Salaf and natural disposition (fitra) are based upon and claim that
what they mentioned necessitates what befits human bodies. Yet AllĆh has nothing similar unto
Him. The lucidity of the texts necessitate the truth, however we do not apply an expression except
with a narration.

Then adh-Dhahabĩ said:
We do not accept that the Creator being above His Throne above the heavens necessitates that He
is spatially confined and has a direction, as whatever is below the Throne can be said to have
spatial confines and directions yet what is above it is not like this. AllĆh is above His Throne just as
the first generation agreed upon and the ImĆms transmitted from them. They stated in refutation
of the Jahmiyyah who said that AllĆh is everywhere and used the following verse as their proof,

ƂąǶƬĄǼƌǯ ƢăǷ Ǻă ȇąƗƊ Ƕą ƌǰǠă Ƿă Ȃă Ąǿȁă ƃ
“And He is with you wherever you may be.”
{al-Hadeed (57): 4}

So these two sayings were found during the time of the TĆbi’een and those who followed them and
they are two sayings which make sense in this sentence.
As for the third saying which came about finally, then it said that “AllĆh is not in a place, neither
outside of it, nor above His Throne, neither connected to the creation nor disconnected from it,
His Holy Essence is neither spatially confined nor distinct from His creation, neither is He in any
directions nor outside of directions, neither this nor that, neither this nor that...”
1

Al-’Uluww, p.143
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This is something which neither makes sense nor can be understood! Not to mention the
opposition to the verses and narrations that is found within this saying. So flee with your deen and
beware of the views of the Mutakallimeen (speculative-theological rhetoricians), believe in AllĆh
and what has come from AllĆh according to His intent, submit your affair to AllĆh and la hawla wa
la quwwata ila billĆh!1

ABU’L-HASAN AL-’ASH’ARŜS RECOGNITION OF ALLńH BEING
TRANSCENDENT ABOVE HIS THRONE WITH HIS ESSENCE
Abu’l-Hasan al-’Ash’arĩ said in his book al-IbĆnah in the chapter ‘A Mention of al-IstiwĆ’ ala’l’Arsh’,
after mentioning the verses which indicate AllĆh’s ’Uluww over all of His creation:
AllĆh said when narrating about the Pharaoh,

-Ƥ
ă ºăƦǇą ȏŋ ơ ƌǢƌǴƥąƗƊ ȄŏǴºǠă ōǳ ƢƆƷąǂǏ
ă ȄÊǳ ǺÊ ƥąơ ĄǺºăǸºăȀȇ ƌǹȂą ǟă ǂą ǧƊ ǱƊ ƢƊǫȁă ƃ
ƢƆƥÊǀºƊǯ ĄǾČǼƌǛƐȏ ȄďǻƛÊȁă ȄăǇȂĄǷ ǾÊ ºƊǳƛÊ ȄƊǳƛÊ Ǟă ǴÊōǗƘƊǧƊ Ʃ
Ê Ȃă ºăǸǈ
ċ ǳơ ăƤºăƦǇą ƗƊ
ōȏƛÊ ǹƊ Ȃą ǟă ǂą ǧÊ ĄƾȈąºƊǯ ƢăǷȁă ǲÊ ȈÊƦċǈǳơ ǺÊ ǟă ċƾĄǏȁă ǾÊ ǴÊǸă ǟă ÉƔȂĄǇ ǹƊ Ȃą ǟă ǂą ǨÊ ǳÊ Ǻă ȇďĄǃ Ǯ
ă ǳÊǀƊ ºƊǯȁă
Ƃƣ
Ç ƢăƦƫă ȄÊǧ
“And Pharaoh said, “O HĆmĆn, construct for me a tower that I might reach the ways. The
ways into the heavens – so that I may look at the deity of Moses; but indeed, I think
he is a liar.” And thus was made attractive to Pharaoh the evil of his deed, and he
was averted from the [right] way. And the plan of Pharaoh was not except in ruin.”
{GhĆfir (40): 36-37}
So the Pharaoh denied the Prophet of AllĆh MşsĆ (’alayhis-salĆm) when he stated that AllĆh is above
the heavens. AllĆh also says,

ƂăǑǁą ȏŋ ơ ĄǶƌǰƥÊ Ǧ
ă ǈ
ÊƼ
ą ȇă ǹƊƗ ƔÊ ƖăǸǈ
ċ ǳơ ȄÊǧ ǺċǷ Ƕą ĄƬǼÊǷƔÈ ƗƊƃ
“Do you feel secure that He who [holds authority] in the heaven would not cause the earth
to swallow you...”
1

Ibid., p.268
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{al-Mulk (67): 16}
So the ’Arsh (Throne) is above the heavens and sue to this AllĆh says,

ƂăǑǁą ȏŋ ơ ĄǶƌǰƥÊ Ǧ
ă ǈ
ÊƼ
ą ȇă ǹƊƗ ƔÊ ƖăǸǈ
ċ ǳơ ȄÊǧ ǺċǷ Ƕą ƬĄǼÊǷƔÈ ƗƊƃ
“Do you feel secure that He who [holds authority] in the heaven...”
{al-Mulk (67): 16}
Because He is established over the Throne which is above the heavens...

Up to when he said:
We see that all of the Muslims raise their hands towards the heavens when making du’Ć because
AllĆh is established over His Throne which is above the heavens. If AllĆh was not above the
Throne they would not raise their hands toward the Throne they would lower their hands towards
the ground.
Chapter: Some of the Mu’tazilah, Jahmiyyah and Harooriyyah say that the meaning of AllĆh’s
saying,

Ƃ ȃăȂƬăǇą ơ ǉ
Ê ǂą Ǡă ǳƒơ ȄƊǴǟă ǺĄ ºăǸƷą ǂċ ǳơƃ
“The Most Merciful [who is] above the Throne established.”
{TĆ HĆ (20): 5}
...is istawlĆ (conquering), mulk (possession) and qahar (‘domination’) and that AllĆh is in very place,
they thus denied that AllĆh is established over His Throne as the people of truth say and they took
itsiwĆ’ to mean Qudrah (Power). Yet if it was how they said then there would be no difference
between the Throne and the seven earths.

Then he highlighted the evidences and answered the doubts of the Mu’tazilah and others, then
Abu’l-Hasan al-’Ash’arĩ said:
Another proof is that AllĆh says,

ƂąǶȀÊ ǫÊąȂǧƊ ǺďǷ Ƕą ȀĄ ƥċǁă ǹƊ ȂƌǨºăƼȇăƃ
“They fear their Lord above them...”
{an-Nahl (16): 50}
And AllĆh says,

ƂÊǾȈąǳƊƛÊ Ƶ
Ą ȁČǂǳơăȁ ƌƨǰƊ ƠÊºƊǴǸă ǳƒơ ĄƱĄǂǠą ƫăƃ
“The angels and the Spirit will ascend to Him...”
{al-Ma’Ćrij (70): 4}
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And AllĆh says,

ƂƈǹƢăƻĄƽ Ȅă ǿÊ ȁă ƔÊ ƖăǸǈ
ċ ǳơ ȄƊǳƛÊ ȃăȂƬăǇą ơ ċǶƌƯƃ
“Then He directed Himself to the heaven while it was smoke...”
{Fusillat (41): 11}
And AllĆh says,

ƂƆơŚÊƦƻă ǾÊ ƥÊ Ǳƒ ƘƊǇą ƢƊǧ ǺĄ ºăǸƷą ǂċ ǳơ ǉ
Ê ǂą Ǡă ǳƒơ ȄƊǴǟă ȃăȂƬăǇą ơ ċǶƌƯƃ
“...and then established Himself above the Throne...”
{al-FurqĆn (25): 59}
Then AllĆh says,

ƂÇǞȈÊǨǋă ȏƊ ȁă ȆĘ ǳÊȁă ǺÊǷ ǾÊ ǻÊȁĄƽ ǺďǷ Ƕą ǰƌ ǳƊ ƢăǷ ǉ
Ê ǂą Ǡă ǳƒơ ȄƊǴǟă ȃăȂƬăǇą ơ ċǶƌƯƃ
“...then He established Himself above the Throne. You have not besides Him any
protector or any intercessor...”
{as-Sajdah (32): 4}
All of that proves that AllĆh is above the heavens established over His Throne and the heavens
according to the consensus of the people is not the earth, so this indicates that AllĆh is single in
His Oneness (munfarid bi-wahdĆniyyatihi) Established over His Throne, Risen over it in a way which
is exalted from hulool and itihĆd.
Other evidences:
AllĆh says,

ƂƆƢǨƐ Ǐ
ă ƢƆǨƐ Ǐ
ă ĄǮǴƊǸă ǳƒơăȁ Ǯ
ă ƥČǁă ƔÈ ƖăƳȁă ƃ
“And your Lord has come and the angels, rank upon rank...”
{al-Fajr (89): 22}
And AllĆh says,

ƂƌƨǰƊ ƠÊºƊǴǸă ǳƒơăȁ ǵÊ ƢăǸǤă ǳƒơ Ǻă Ƿď ǲÇ ǴƊƌǛ ȆÊǧ ĄǾōǴǳơ ĄǶĄȀȈăƫÊƘƒ ȇă ǹƊƗ ōȏƛÊ ǹƊ ȁĄǂƌǜǼăȇ ǲƒ ǿă ƃ
“Do they await but that AllĆh should come to them in covers of clouds and the angels [as
well]...”
{al-Baqarah (2): 210}
And AllĆh says,
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- ȄăƷąȁƊƗ ƖăǷ ǽÊ ƾÊ Ʀąǟă ȄƊǳƛÊ ȄăƷȁą ƘƊǧƊ - Ȅăǻƽą ƗƊ ȁą ƗƊ ǺÊ ȈąǇă Ȃą ǫƊ ƣ
ă ƢƊǫ ǹƊ ƢƊǰǧƊ - Ȅōǳƾă ƬăǧƊ Ƣăǻƽă ċǶƯƌƃ
ƨƆ ǳƊǄą ǻă ĄǽơÈƔǁă ƾą ǬƊ ǳƊȁă - ȃăǂȇă ƢăǷ ȄƊǴǟă ĄǾǻăȁĄǂºăǸĄƬǧƊƗƊ - ȃƊƗǁă ƢăǷ ĄƽơăƚǨƌ ǳƒơ ƣ
ă ǀƊ ǯƊ ƢăǷ
Ƃȃăǂƻą Ɨƌ
“Then he approached and descended. And was at a distance of two bow lengths or nearer. And
he revealed to His Servant what he revealed. The heart did not lie [about] what it saw. So
will you dispute with him over what he saw? And he certainly saw him in another
descent...”
Up to where AllĆh says,

Ƃ ȃăǂƦąƌǰǳƒơ ǾÊ ƥďǁă ƪ
Ê ºăȇơÈƔ Ǻą ǷÊ ȃƊƗǁă ƾą ǬƊ ǳƊƃ
“He certainly saw of the greatest signs of his Lord.”
{an-Najm (53): 8-18}
And AllĆh said to ’ĨsĆ bin Maryam (’alayhis-salĆm):

ƂċȄǳƊƛÊ Ǯ
ă ĄǠǧÊơăǁȁă Ǯ
ă ȈŏǧȂă ƬăǷĄ ȆďǻƛÊƃ
“...indeed I will take you and raise you to Myself...”
{ąli ’ImrĆn (3): 55}
And AllĆh says

ƂÊǾȈąǳƊƛÊ ĄǾōǴǳơ ĄǾǠă ǧƊċǁ ǲăƥ - ƢƆǼȈÊǬȇă ǽĄ ȂƌǴƬăǫƊ ƢăǷȁă ƃ
“And they did not kill him, for certain. Rather, AllĆh raised him to Himself.”
{an-NisĆ (4):157-158}

The Ummah has concurred that AllĆh raised ĨsĆ (’alayhis-salĆm) to the heavens.1

Then he said:
Ahl us-Sunnah and the people of hadeeth say that He has no body and nothing resembles Him, He
is above His Throne as He said Himself,
1

Al-’Ash’arŝ, al-IbŅnah, pp.97-103
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Ƃ ȃăȂƬăǇą ơ ǉ
Ê ǂą Ǡă ǳƒơ ȄƊǴǟă ǺĄ ºăǸƷą ǂċ ǳơƃ
“The Most Merciful [who is] above the Throne established.”
{TĆ HĆ (20): 5}
We do not place any other saying before the saying of AllĆh, rather we say “istiwĆ’ without asking
‘how?’ (bi la ‘kayf?’).”

Then Abu’l-Hasan al-’Ash’arĩ said:
The Mu’tazilah say that AllĆh being above the ’Arsh established (istiwĆ’) means: istawlĆ
(conquered the ’Arsh).1

Abu’l-Hasan al-’Ash’arĩ said in RisĆlat ila Ahl ith-Thaghr in the nineteenth agreement on affirming
AllĆh’s ’Uluww which does not negate His being with the creation with His Knowledge:
He, Exalted is He, is above His Throne and not on the earth, His following statements indicate
this,

Ƃ ƔÊ ƖăǸǈ
ċ ǳơ ȄÊǧ ǺďǷ Ƕą ƬĄǼÊǷƗƊƃ
“Do you feel secure that He who [holds authority] in the heaven...”
{al-Mulk (67): 16}

ƂĄƤȈďǘō ǳơ ĄǶǴÊǰƊ ǳƒơ ĄƾǠă ǐ
ą ȇă ǾÊ ȈąǳƊƛÊƃ
“To Him ascends good speech...”
{FĆtir (35): 10}2

Ƃ ȃăȂƬăǇą ơ ǉ
Ê ǂą Ǡă ǳƒơ ȄƊǴǟă ǺĄ ºăǸƷą ǂċ ǳơƃ
1Al-’Ash’arŝ,
2

MaqalŅt ul-IslŅmiyyeen, vol.1, p.284

Translator’s note: Ibn Katheer mentioned in his tafseer: means, words of remembrance, recitation of Qur’Ņn,

and supplications. This was the view of more than one of the Salaf. Ibn Jareer recorded that Al-MukhŅriq bin
Sulaym said that “’AbdullŅh bin Mas’ud, may AllŅh be pleased with him, said to them, “If we tell you a hadeeth,
we will bring you proof of it from the Book of AllŅh. When the Muslim servants says, ‘Glory and praise be to AllŅh,
there is no god worthy of worship except AllŅh, AllŅh is Most Great and blessed be AllŅh,’ an angel takes these
words and puts them under his wing, then he ascends with them to the heaven. He does not take them past any
group of angels but they seek forgiveness for the one who said them, until he brings them before AllŅh, may He be
glorified.”

Refer

to

Online

version

of

tafseer:

http://www.qtafsir.com/index.php?option=com_content&task=view&id=1912&Itemid=91
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“The Most Merciful [who is] above the Throne established.”
{TĆ HĆ (20): 5}
IstiwĆ’ over the ’Arsh is not isteelĆ’ as the people of Qadr (Qadariyyah) say, for He was did not
cease from being a Conqueror over everything. He Knows the secrets and what is more hidden
than that, nothing is absent from Him in the heavens and earth to the extent that he is present with
everything (with His Knowledge) and AllĆh indicates this when He says,

ƂąǶƬĄǼƌǯ ƢăǷ Ǻă ȇąƗƊ Ƕą ƌǰǠă Ƿă Ȃă Ąǿȁă ƃ
“And He is with you wherever you may be.”
{al-Hadeed (57): 4}
The people of knowledge have interpreted the verse to mean that His Knowledge encompasses
them wherever they may be. Unto AllĆh is a Kursĩ lower than the ’Arsh and AllĆh indicates this
when He says,

ƂǑ
ă ǁą ȏŋ ơăȁ Ʃ
Ê ơăȂºăǸǈ
ċ ǳơ ǾĄ ČȈǇÊ ǂą ǯƌ Ǟă ǇÊ ȁă ƃ
“His Kursĩ extends over the heavens and the earth...”

{al-Baqarah (2): 255}
AhĆdeeth from the Prophet (sallallĆhu ’alayhi wassallam) have arrived which state that AllĆh will place
down His Kursĩ in order to separate judgement between His servants on the Day of Judgement.1

’ABDULLńH BIN SA’EED IBN KULLńB RECOGNISES ALLńH’S
’ULUWW ABOVE HIS THRONE AND NULLIFIES THE CLAIM
THAT ALLńH IS NEITHER INSIDE THE WORLD NOR OUTSIDE
OF IT2
Adh-Dhahabĩ said in his biography of him:
He wrote on tawheed, affirmed AllĆh’s Attributes and that AllĆh is Transcendent above
His creation is well-known according to the natural disposition of human beings (fitrah),
to the ’aql (intellect) and is attested to by the text.3

1
2

RisŅlat ila Ahl ith-Thaghr, pp.232-236
For more on his actual words refer to original Arabic text pp.450-451, transmitted by Shaykh ul-IslŅm Ibn

Taymiyyah in Dara’ at-Ta’Ņrud, vol.6, p.120 and Majmź’ al-FatŅwŅ, vol.5, p.318.
3

adh-Dhahabŝ, Siyar A’lŅm un-Nubala’, vol.11, p.175
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AL-HńRITH
AL-MUHńSIBŜ
RECOGNISES
ALLńH’S
TRANSCENDENCE OVER HIS CREATION WITH HIS ESSENCE
He stated in his book Fahm ul-Qur’Ćn:
As for the saying of AllĆh,

Ƃ ȃăȂƬăǇą ơ ǉ
Ê ǂą Ǡă ǳƒơ ȄƊǴǟă ǺĄ ºăǸƷą ǂċ ǳơƃ
“The Most Merciful [who is] above the Throne established.”
{TĆ HĆ (20): 5}

And

ƂÊǽƽÊ ƢăƦǟÊ ǩ
ă Ȃą ǧƊ ĄǂǿÊ ƢƊǬǳƒơ Ȃă Ąǿȁă ƃ
“And He is the subjugator over His servants.”
{al-An’Ćm (6): 18}
And

Ƃ ƔÊ ƖăǸċǈǳơ ȄÊǧ ǺďǷ Ƕą ƬĄǼÊǷƗƊƃ
“Do you feel secure that He who [holds authority] in the heaven...”
{al-Mulk (67): 16}

ƂƆȐȈÊƦǇă ǉ
Ê ǂą Ǡă ǳƒơ ȃÊƿ ȄƊǳƛÊ ơƒȂą Ǥă Ƭăƥąȏō ơƆƿƛÊƃ
“...then they [each] would have sought to the Owner of the Throne a way...”
{al-IsrĆ’ (17): 42}
These verses, and other such as,

ƂÊǾȈąǳƊƛÊ Ƶ
Ą ȁČǂǳơăȁ ƌƨǰƊ ƠÊºƊǴǸă ǳƒơ ĄƱĄǂǠą ƫăƃ
“The angels and the Spirit will ascend to Him...”
{al-Ma’Ćrij (70): 4}

And
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ƂĄƤȈďǘō ǳơ ĄǶǴÊǰƊ ǳƒơ ĄƾǠă ǐ
ą ȇă ǾÊ ȈąǳƊƛÊƃ
“To Him ascends good speech...”
{FĆtir (35): 10}

This decisively indicates that He is above the ’Arsh, over all things, Exalted from being within His
creation and nothing about them is hidden from Him. For He made clear Himself within these
verses that His Essence is over His servants,

ƂăǑǁą ȏŋ ơ ĄǶƌǰƥÊ Ǧ
ă ǈ
ÊƼ
ą ȇă ǹƊƗ ƔÊ ƖăǸǈ
ċ ǳơ ȄÊǧ ǺċǷ Ƕą ĄƬǼÊǷƔÈ ƗƊƃ
“Do you feel secure that He who [holds authority] in the heaven would not cause the earth
to swallow you...”
{al-Mulk (67): 16}
Meaning: He is above His Throne and the Throne is above the heavens...1

EXPLANATION OF THE ’ASH’ARŜ OPPOSITION TO THE SALAF IN
REGARDS TO THIS MATTER
We will summarise what has been mentioned prior with the following:
Firstly: AllĆh, Blessed and Exalted, is described with absolute transcendence in terms of His
Essence, Dominance and Ability and the evidences are abundant in regards to confirming this.
For the Book, Sunnah IjmĆ’, fitrah and ’aql all indicate that AllĆh is Transcendent over His
creation. The statements of the Salaf in regards to this matter are more than what has been
restricted to and if all of their statements were gathered then it would number into its hundreds
or even thousands rather! All of the Salaf affirmed AllĆh’s ’Uluww over His creation above His
Throne, along with the Salaf’s censure of the Jahmiyyah who rejected AllĆh’s ’Uluww. Shaykh ulIslĆm Ibn Taymiyyah stated:
No one is able to transmit even one letter from any of the Salaf of the Ummah and the ImĆms
from the first three generations which opposes that. None of the Salaf made any of the expressions
of negation such as “AllĆh is neither in the heavens, nor above the ’Arsh, neither is He inside the
world, nor outside of it” and “AllĆh is everywhere” and “AllĆh is not in a place” and “it is not
permissible to indicate to where He is” and the likes of such terms of expression which are applied
by those who negate AllĆh Being over the ’Arsh. There is neither a text nor anything apparent
1

Al-HŅrith al-MuhŅsibŝ, Fahm ul-Qur’Ņn (Beirut: DŅr ul-Fikr, ed. Husayn al-Qźtalŝ), pp.349-352.
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(from the Salaf agreeing with these expressions) rather they agreed that AllĆh Himself is above the
’Arsh. The Salaf censured those who rejected this in an even stronger way than they censured other
people of innovation such as the Qadariyyah, KhawĆrij, RawĆfid and others.1

Secondly: Abu’l-Hasan al-’Ash’arĩ, ’AbdullĆh bin Sa’eed bin KullĆb and al-HĆrith al-MuhĆsibĩ all
affirmed AllĆh’s ’Uluww, Blessed and Exalted is He, over His creation and that He is
Transcendent in His Essence, Dominance, Victory and Ability. They also nullified the claims of
those who said otherwise.
Thirdly: The invalidity of the view of the ’AshĆ’irah in regards to their rejection of AllĆh’s
’Uluww above His Throne with His Essence and their false interpretation of ’Uluww being in
regards to His Dominance, Victory and Ability. In this way they are contrary to the Book,
Sunnah and IjmĆ’ and in fact agree with the Jahmiyyah and the Mu’tazilah. Al-Bayjşrĩ stated in
Sharh ul-Jawharah in explaining the statement of the poet “It is impossible for the Possessor of
the Attributes, to have that which applies to directions”:
AllĆh, Blessed and Exalted, is neither above the ’Arsh, nor below it, neither to the right of
it nor to the left of it... He is neither above nor below and neither to the right nor to the
left.2

Al-GhazĆlĩ said in al-IqtisĆd fi’l-I’tiqĆd:
We claim (i.e. the ’Ash’arĩs) that He is not in any specific place from any of the six directions, so if
it is said “negation of the directions leads to nothingness, and he would be neither inside nor
outside, neither connected nor disconnected – and that indicates emptiness and nothingness”.

Then he answered that by not rejecting describing AllĆh in such a way.3 Ash-ShahrastĆnĩ said in
NihĆyat ul-IqdĆm fĩ ’Ilm il-KalĆm: “We say: He is neither inside the world nor outside of it.”4 AtTaftĆzĆnĩ stated: “So if AllĆh is not in a place He is not in any direction, neither ’Uluwwan
(above), nor Suflan (below) or anything else.”5
The two authors state (p.139):
It is not understood from the statement of the people of truth that “AllĆh is not be
described as being within the world, or outside of it” that they describe Him with
nothingness. Rather, they intent is that to apply these terms is not permissible as He is
exalted from this, meaning He is exalted from ’Uluww (Transcendence) over His Creation
1

Shaykh ul-IslŅm Ibn Taymiyyah, BayŅn Talbees ul-Jahmiyyah (Madeenah, KSA: Majma’ al-Malik Fahd), vol.3,

p.424.
2

Sharh Jawharat ut-Tawheed, p.163

3

Al-GhazŅlŝ, IqtisŅd fi’l-I’tiqŅd (Beirut: DŅr wa Maktabat il-HilŅl, 1993 CE, 1st Edn., Dr ’Alŝ Bź Milham), pp.74-81

4

Ash-ShahrastŅnŝ, NihŅyat ul-IqdŅm ’ala’ Ilm il-KalŅm (Beirut: DŅr ul-Kutub al-’Ilmiyyah, 1425 AH. 1st Edn., ed.

Muhammad Hasan IsmŅ’eel), p.67.
5

At-TaftŅzŅnŝ, Sharh ul-’AqŅ’id an-Nasfiyyah (Cairo: Maktabat al-KulliyŅt al-Azheerah, 1408 AH, ed. Ahmad

HijŅzŝ as-SaqŅ), pp.32-33
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in the sense that He is over and above. As for what has arrived within the Book and the
Sunnah with regards to these terms which apparently affirm a direction and a place for
AllĆh – then these verses according to the agreement of the Salaf and the Khalaf have to be
categorically averted from their apparent and real meanings.

This is the belief of these people about AllĆh who is High and Mighty over what they claim
about Him. Adh-Dhahabĩ spoke the truth when he said:
As for the third saying which came about finally, then it said that “AllĆh is not in a place,
neither outside of it, nor above His Throne, neither connected to the creation nor
disconnected from it, His Holy Essence is neither spatially confined nor distinct from His
creation, neither is He in any directions nor outside of directions, neither this nor that,
neither this nor that...”
This is something which neither makes sense nor can be understood! Not to mention the
opposition to the verses and narrations that is found within this saying. So flee with your
deen and beware of the views of the Mutakallimeen (speculative-theological
rhetoricians)...1

And in this way the opposition of the ’Ash’Ćirah and the two authors to the Book, Sunnah, IjmĆ’,
fitrah and ’aql (not to mention their opposition to Abu’l-Hasan al-’Ash’arĩ himself who they claim
to be ascribed to!) should be clear to anyone who has an innermost core. So it may be relevant to
attach to the chapter that which affirms it and that is:

1

Adh-Dhahabŝ, al-’Uluww, p.268
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THE PERMISSIBILITY OF ASKING “WHERE?” IN
REGARDS TO ALLńH AND A REFUTATION OF THOSE
WHO REJECT THAT IT IS ALLOWED
The Evidence from the Sunnah that it is allowed to Ask about AllŅh
“Where?”
From the evidences of Ahl us-Sunnah wa’l-Jama’ah in affirming AllĆh’s ’Uluww with His
Essence above His creation is the clear question of asking about AllĆh “where?” It was reported
by ImĆm Muslim in his Saheeh from Mu’Ćwiyah bin al-Hakam as-Sulamĩ (radi AllĆhu ’anhu) who
said: I had a slave girl who watched over sheep that I had between Uhud and JuwĆniyyah. One
day, I went out to check on my sheep and discovered that a wolf had devoured one of them.
Since I am just a human from Bani ądam, (I became angry) and hit her. I then went to the
Messenger of AllĆh (sallallĆhu ’alayhi wassallam) (and told him what I had done) and he took me to
account for it. So I then said “O Messenger of AllĆh, will you now free her?” He said “Bring her to
me.” So I brought the slave-girl before him and he (sallallĆhu ’alayhi wassallam) asked her: “Where is
AllĆh?” She said “Above the heavens (fi’s-SamĆ’).” Then he (sallallĆhu ’alayhi wassallam) asked her:
“And who am I?” She replied “You are the Messenger of AllĆh.” The Messenger of AllĆh
(sallallĆhu ’alayhi wassallam) said “Free her, for indeed she is a believer.”1
This is clear in permitting asking “where?” about AllĆh and to answer with saying that He is
above the heavens and that to testify to this is a sign of ĩmĆn in AllĆh due to it containing
affirmation of AllĆh’s ’Uluww above His creation and that He is above the heavens. The Salaf
agreed on the accuracy of asking this question about AllĆh and that the answer is that has to be
given is that He is above the heavens. The Salaf also rejected whoever prohibited asking this
question and in fact the Salaf considered whoever prohibits asking this question to be rejecting
what the Messenger of AllĆh (sallallĆhu ’alayhi wassallam) did and rejecting AllĆh’s ’Uluww. The
hadeeth of the Prophet (sallallĆhu ’alayhi wassallam) is sufficient and all praise is due to AllĆh.
Within it is a proof against those who try to nullify asking this question and prohibit it; however
most of them do not understand.2

1
2

Reported by Muslim, 537
Translator’s note: Unsurprisingly, Nźh “HŅ Meem” Keller has objected to this hadeeth and, in following

ZŅhid al-Kawtharŝ, has deemed the hadeeth to be weak. Yet the hadeeth was reported by ImŅms: MŅlik, ashShŅfi’ŝ, Ahmad, BukhŅrŝ, Muslim, an-NasŅ’ŝ, Abź DŅwźd, Abź Nu’aym, Ibn Khuzaymah, Ibn Mandah, al-Bayhaqŝ,
at-TahŅwŝ, Ibn HibbŅn, Ibn Abŝ Shaybah, ad-DŅrimŝ, al-LŅlikŅ’ŝ, al-Khateeb al-BaghdŅdŝ, at-TabarŅnŝ, Ibn Abŝ
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THE TEXTS OF THE SALAF WHICH INDICATE THAT IT IS
PERMISSIBLE TO ASK ABOUT ALLńH “WHERE?”
SulaymĆn bin TarkhĆn at-Taymĩ Abu’l-Mu’tamar al-Basrĩ (d. 143 AH/760 CE):
Sadaqah said:
I heard at-Taymĩ say: “If I am asked “where is AllĆh?” I would say: in (i.e. above) the
heavens. If the questioner asks “Where is His Throne before He created the heavens?”
Then I would reply: Upon water. If the questioner asks “Where was His Throne before He
created the water?” I would answer: “I don’t know”.1

ImĆm al-’AllĆmah al-HĆfidh an-NĆqid ’UthmĆn bin Sa’eed ad-DĆrimĩ (d. 280 AH/893
CE):
He said in his refutation of those who prohibit asking the question “where is AllĆh?”:
I have also showed the vile madhdhab of the Jahmiyyah. I say: If it is said to us ‘where is
AllĆh?’ Then we do not say that He is incarnate in everything. If it is said to us: ‘Where is
AllĆh?’ It is to be said: ‘upon the ’Arsh and in (above) the heavens.’
...As for saying that “where” is not ascribed to AllĆh, then this is basis of the statement of
Jahm.2

So contemplate on what he said that to prohibit asking “where” (in regards to AllĆh) is the basis
of the Jahmiyyah!
Al-QĆdĩ Abş Ya’lĆ Muhammad bin al-Husayn al-FarĆ’ (d. 458 AH/1066 CE):
He stated after relaying the hadeeth of the slave-girl:
You should know that there are two aspects to this statement:
Firstly: that it is permissible to ask where He is and to inform about that by saying that He is in
(above) the heavens.
Secondly: The Prophet’s saying (sallallĆhu ’alayhi wassallam): “Free her, for indeed she is a believer.”

’ńsim and others – none of whom disputed the authenticity of the hadeeth and rather deemed it as Saheeh. The
only person who had issue with the hadeeth was ZŅhid al-Kawtharŝ much later and in more recent times. Keller’s
rejection therefore of this hadeeth is odd considering the huge number of early scholars accepted the hadeeth and
deemed it credible. For a study of Keller’s contentions and an examination of the ahŅdeeth in question refer to
this very good research paper by Abź Maryam BilŅl: http://ahlulhadeeth.files.wordpress.com/2007/10/hadeethmuawiyyah-in-al-hakam-answering-nuh-haa-meem-keller.pdf
1

Reported by al-LŅlikŅ’ŝ, vol.3, p.401 and reported by adh-Dhahabŝ in al-’Uluww, p.130

2

Ar-Radd ’ala’l-Mareesŝ, vol.1, p.489
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As for the first aspect then it is apparent from the report that it is permissible to ask about Him (by
asking “where?”), and that it is permissible to inform of this by saying that He is above the
heavens. Because the Prophet (sallallĆhu ’alayhi wassallam) said to her “Where is AllĆh?” So if it was
not permitted he would not have asked her. She responded by saying that AllĆh is above the
heavens and the Prophet (sallallĆhu ’alayhi wassallam) recognised this answer. So if it was not allowed
to inform about AllĆh in this way then the Prophet (sallallĆhu ’alayhi wassallam) would not have
recognised the answer.

Up to where he said: “Ahmad discussed this in what he relayed in ar-Radd ’ala’l-Jahmiyyah.”1
Shaykh ul-IslĆm al-HĆfidh Abş IsmĆ’eel ’AbdullĆh bin Muhammad al-AnsĆrĩ al-Harawĩ
(d. 471 AH/1079 CE):
He said in BayĆn MuwĆfaqat ul-’Ash’Ćirah li’l-Jahmiyyah:
So listen O people of understanding! Look at the virtue of these ’Ash’arĩs over those Jahmĩs. Those
Jahmiyyah say, may AllĆh disgrace their statements, that “AllĆh is everywhere”, while these
’Ash’arĩs say that “AllĆh is not everywhere and “where” is not to be asked of Him”. The Prophet
(sallallĆhu ’alayhi wassallam) said to the slave-girl of Mu’Ćwiyah bin al-Hakam (radi AllĆhu ’anhu):
“Where is AllĆh?”2

Taqĩudeen Abş Muhammad ’AbdulGhanĩ bin ’AbdulWĆhid al-Maqdisĩ al-Hanbalĩ (d.
600 AH/1204 CE):
He stated after reporting the hadeeth of the slave-girl:
From utter ignorance, sheer stupidity and utmost misguidance is to say that “it is not
permissible to say “where is AllĆh?”” Even though the companion of the Sharee’ah (i.e the
Prophet, sallallĆhu ’alayhi wassallam) clearly stated “Where is AllĆh?”3

ImĆm al-HĆfidh Shamsuddeen Muhammad bin Ahmad bin ’UthmĆn adh-Dhahabĩ (d.
748 AH/1347 CE):
He stated after mentioning the hadeeth of the slave-girl:
In this we way we see that all who are asked “where is AllĆh?” Based on their natural
disposition (fitrah) will answer “In (above) the heavens.” There are two issues in the
report:
Firstly: In the Sharee’ah it is permissible for a Muslim to ask “Where is AllĆh?”

1

Al-QŅdź Abź Ya’lŅ al-FirŅ’, IbtŅl ut-Ta’weelŅt (Kuwait: Maktabat DŅr adh-Dhahabŝ, 1410 AH, 1st Edn., ed.

Muhammad al-Hamood an-Najdŝ), vol.1, p.232
2

Dhamm ul-KalŅm wa Ahlihi, vol.5, p.135

3

’AqŅ’id A’immat us-Salaf, p.75
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Secondly: The answer being “In (i.e. above) the heavens.”
So whoever rejects these two issues has rejected what al-MustafĆ (sallallĆhu ’alayhi
wassallam) did.1

RECOGNITION OF THIS PRINCIPLE FROM ABU’L-HASAN AL’ASH’ARŜ
He stated in al-IbĆnah in the chapter on IstiwĆ’ ’ala’l-’Arsh:
Another evidence is that: the ’Ulama (rahimahumullĆh) have relayed from the Prophet (sallallĆhu
’alayhi wassallam) that he said: “The two feet of the servant (of Allaah) will not cease standing in front of AllĆh,
Mighty and Majestic, until he is asked about his actions.”2
The ’Ulama report that a man came to the Prophet (sallallĆhu ’alayhi wassallam) with a black slave-girl
and said “O Messenger of AllĆh I want to free her as expiation so is it permitted to free her?” The
Prophet (sallallĆhu ’alayhi wassallam) said to her “Where is AllĆh?” She replied “Above the heavens
(fi’s-SamĆ’).” Then he (sallallĆhu ’alayhi wassallam) asked her “Who am I?” She replied “You are the
Messenger of AllĆh.” The Prophet (sallallĆhu ’alayhi wassallam) said: “Free her, for indeed she is a believer.”
This proves that AllĆh is over His Throne above the heavens.3

RECOGNITION OF THIS PRINCIPLE FROM ’ABDULLńH BIN SA’EED
BIN KULLńB AL-QATTńN
He said in the book as-SifĆt in the chapter on istiwĆ’ in what he transmitted from Ibn Fawrak:
The Messenger of AllĆh, as the purest and best of AllĆh’s creation, and the most knowledgeable of
all creation, deemed it permissible to ask “where?” and the correct answer is that AllĆh is “in (i.e.
above) the heavens” and that this testifies to ĩmĆn. Jahm ibn SafwĆn and his companions do not
allow asking “where?” If it was an error then the Messenger of AllĆh (sallallĆhu ’alayhi wassallam) has
to be the first to be rejected and it would have been necessary for him to have said to the slave-girl
“do not say that because you’re saying that AllĆh is restricted and in a place. So rather say: ‘He is
everywhere not in a place, this is correct not what you have said (that He is above the heavens).’”4
Rather, the Messenger of AllĆh (sallallĆhu ’alayhi wassallam) allowed (that answer) due to his

1

Al-’Uluww, p.28

2

Translator’s note: this hadeeth is narrated by Abź Barzah Nadlah bin ’Ubayd al-Aslamŝ and reported in ad-

DŅrimŝ and at-Tirmidhŝ who said: “the hadeeth is hasan saheeh.” However, with the wording: “The two feet
of the servant will not cease (from standing before AllŅh) on the Day of Judgement until he is asked about four
things: On his life and how he spent it; On his knowledge and what he did for it; On his wealth and where he
earned it and how he spent it; And on his body and in what way he utilized it.”
3

Al-’Ash’arŝ, al-IbŅnah, p.103

4

Translator’s note: So even Ibn KullŅb finally realised the ridiculous claims of Jahm and his companions,

which have unfortunately been revived by the Kawthari fraternity of modern-day Asharites!
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knowledge of what it contained of being the most correct thing to say and that this obligated ĩmĆn
for the one who says it (i.e. says “AllĆh is above the heavens”). Due to this, the Messenger of AllĆh
(sallallĆhu ’alayhi wassallam) testified that she had ĩmĆn when she said that. So how can the truth be
contrary to this when the Book pronounces it and testifies to it?
If what we have mentioned has not been sufficient in testifying to the accuracy of this
madhdhab of the Jama’ah in this regard then how about what has been ingrained into the natural
disposition and the understanding of humans. For if you were to ask anyone, Arab or non-Arab,
believer or disbeliever: “Where is your Lord?” They will not answer with anything except: “In
(above) the heavens” if he is able to articulate and if not able to articulate will indicate not to the
earth, coast or mountain but will rather point to the heavens. We do not find anyone except the
Jahmiyyah, who are asked about their Lord and say that he is in every place as they say1, claiming to
be the best of all people. So the intellects became confused, the narrations were left and only Jahm
and fifty other men with him were guided! We seek refuge in AllĆh from tribulations.

Then Ibn Fawrak stated:
He, rahimahullĆh, confirmed in this chapter something from his madhdhab:
Firstly: that it is permissible to ask “where is AllĆh?”
Secondly: The accuracy of answering this with “in (above) the heavens” and
Thirdly: This refers back to an IjmĆ’ specifically and generally.2

1

The Jahmiyyah inherited their pantheistic notions from Ja’d who himself gained it from some of the beliefs that

were in the East. [TN]
2

This was transmitted from him by: Shaykh ul-IslŅm Ibn Taymiyyah in Dara’ at-Ta’Ņrud, vol.6, p.193; Naqd ut-

Ta’sees, p.51-53 and Majmź’ al-FatŅwŅ, vol.5, p.319; Ibn ul-Qayyim, as-SawŅ’iq ul-Mursalah, vol.4, p.1238;
IjtimŅ’a Juyźsh il-IslŅmiyyah, p.282.
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THE CLAIM THAT THE SALAF MADE TA’WEEL AND
ANSWERING SUCH CLAIMS

INTRODUCTION:
The two authors were unable to utilise the statements of the Salaf for the permissibility of ta’weel
yet relied on the statements of the later (’Ash’arĩ) scholars which have no link to the Salaf of the
past and this does not suffice. Similarly, the two authors try to gather as much as they can from
the statements of the SahĆbah and the Salaf from the TĆbi’een and their followers in order to
establish that ta’weel of AllĆh’s Attributes was practiced by the Salaf. As a result of this, they fell
into the following hefty mistakes:
First error: They did not transmit the Salaf’s narrations from the established and credible works,
rather they transmitted from later books which have neither chains of transmission nor source
references.
Second error: They did not ascertain the authenticity of what they ascribed to the Salaf and
sufficed with mere claims.
Third error: They only transmitted those statements of the Salaf which agreed with their desires
without compiling all of their statements in regards to the issue in order to clarify the intent and
meaning of the words being used. Yet it is well known that all words from an ImĆm or his
companion have to be referred to in regards to a matter so that his view can be established and
ascertained. This is the method followed by the followers of ImĆms in fiqh, all of their statements
are gathered from the ImĆms in regards to a matter.
Fourth error: They transmit the sayings from some of the Salaf yet out of context, as they did
when they transmitted some statements from some of the Salaf regards to the verses of the
Qur’Ćn regarding AllĆh’s Attributes, or in regards to a verse over which there was ikhtilĆf about it
being from those verses which mention AllĆh’s Attributes.
These errors make their book lose value and render it all useless; it also shows the lack of
academic research and corroboration. As for the method of the scholars in regards to these
matters then they traverse the following way:
1. Corroboration of the verse being utilised with the statements of the Salaf and if the verse
is of those which discuss AllĆh’s Attributes. Likewise with the hadeeth.
2. Compilation of all of the quotes of the Salaf in regards to a particular verse or hadeeth
from the credible books, in order to ascertain the veracity of the basis of them.
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3. Compilation of all of the ImĆms.
4. Sifting through the narrations in order to distinguish the authentic from the baseless.
5. An attempt to compile between what is ascertained from each ImĆm even if there is
some contradiction.
6. Reaching what has been authentically reported from each ImĆm and compiling between
them and the statements from other ImĆms.
These are the steps that can possibly lead to an authentic academic result for each claim and if
not then the argument is void. Yet when observing the quotes that the two authors utilise from
the Salaf, for their claims that ta’weel is authentic, it is evident that there are two matters:
1. The lack of corroborating what they have transmitted and whether it is baseless, weak or
contrary to what is widely reported and well known from their words.
2. It is out of place as if the statements are not in regards to AllĆh’s Attributes or there was
a difference of opinion as to whether the text was speaking about AllĆh’s Attributes.
Previously we presented a chapter showing the ijmĆ’ of the Salaf against ta’weel of AllĆh’s
Attributes. It is absolutely well known that those from whom an ijmĆ’ from the Salaf against
ta’weel is relayed are the most knowledgeable of the people of differences in opinion, hadeeth and
narrations. Some of them are major ImĆms such as Muhammad bin al-Hasan ash-ShaybĆnĩ the
companion of Abş Haneefah, Abş ’Ubayd al-QĆsim ibn SallĆm and others. So it is not possible
that all of them relayed a consensus against ta’weel yet at the same time affirmed ta’weel. This is the
complete answer. As for in terms of a detailed answer I will mention all that they utilise from the
speech of the Salaf that they claim proves ta’weel in order to clarify the futility of what the two
authors claim. It is also very important to bring to the reader’s attention that all of what the two
authors utilise as evidence are the same as what the Jahmiyyah use as proofs!
First: the claim that Ibn ’AbbĆs (radi AllĆhu ’anhu) made ta’weel of al-Kursĩ
Based on what was reported by at-Tabarĩ via Ja’far bin Abi’l-Mugheerah from Sa’eed bin Jubayr
from Ibn ’AbbĆs (radi AllĆhu ’anhu) that he said about the verse,

ƂĄǾȈČǇÊ ǂą ǯƌ Ǟă ǇÊ ȁă ƃ
“His Kursĩ extends over...”

{al-Baqarah (2): 255}
“His Kursĩ: means His Knowledge.”
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This is not authentically reported from Ibn ’AbbĆs (radi AllĆhu ’anhu) for the following reasons:
Firstly: Ja’far bin Abi’l-Mugheerah is weak and al-HĆfidh Ibn Hajar summarised the ruling on
him with saying “Sudooq (truthful), but makes mistakes” and the likes of this are
unacceptable to take sole narrations from according to the Muhadditheen. This is especially the
case in regards to those who report much from Sa’eed bin Jubayr. For if such a narrator adds
something which opposes the thiqĆt who reported much from the companions of Sa’eed bin
Jubayr then there is no doubt that the specific ruling on such a narrator is that he has erred and
reported something shĆdh, as is the case here. An explanation of this will follow:
Secondly: Ja’far bin Abi’l-Mugheerah differed from those who are more credible than him in
regards to reporting from Sa’eed bin Jubayr. For Muslim al-Butayn reported from Sa’eed bin
Jubayr from Ibn ’AbbĆs (radi AllĆhu ’anhu) that he said: “His Kursĩ is the place of His Feet and the
’Arsh does not hold Him.”1 Muslim bin al-Butayn is of the most trustworthy people to report from
Sa’eed bin Jubayr and BukhĆrĩ and Muslim reported from him. Ibn Mandah said about Ja’far bin
Abi’l-Mugheerah: “Ja’far did not follow him up and is not strong in transmitting from Sa’eed bin
Jubayr.”2
Thirdly: The Muhadditheen and ImĆms have authenticated the narrations about Two Feet and
have weakened the narration of Ja’far bin Abi’l-Mugheerah which mentions “His Knowledge”.
Abş Zur’ah authenticated such reports and said in what Ibn Mandah relayed from him in atTawheed that he said: “Abş Zur’ah was asked about the hadeeth of Ibn ’AbbĆs that it (the Kursĩ)
is the place of the Two Feet and said that it is Saheeh.”3 Ad-DĆraqutnĩ relays in as-SifĆt with his
chain of transmission from al-’AbbĆs bin Muhammad ad-Dşrĩ who said: I heard YahyĆ bin
Ma’een say: “I witnessed ZakariyĆ bin ’Adiyy ask Wakĩ and he replied: ‘O AbĆ SufyĆn these
ahĆdeeth mean that the Kursĩ is the place of the Two Feet...’”. Wakĩ’ said: “We came across

1

Reported by ’AbdurRazzŅq in his Tafseer (Riyadh, KSA: Maktabat ur-Rushd, 1410 AH, 1st Edn., ed. MustafŅ

Muslim), vol.3, p.251; ad-DŅrimŝ, ar-Radd ’ala’l-Mareesŝ, vol.1, p.412; Ibn Abŝ HŅtim, at-Tafseer (Maktabat
NizŅr MustafŅ al-BŅz, 1419 AH, 2nd Edn., ed. As’ad at-Tayyib), vol.2, p.491; ’AbdullŅh, as-Sunnah, vol.2, p.586;
Ibn Khuzaymah, at-Tawheed, p.107; Ibn Abŝ Shaybah, al-’Arsh, p.79; Abu’sh-Shaykh, al-’Udhmah (Riyadh, KSA:
DŅr ul-’ńsimah, 1408 AH, 1st Edn., ed. RidŅullŅh al-MubŅrakfźrŝ), vol.2, p.582; Ibn Mandah, ar-Radd ’ala’lJahmiyyah, p.44; Ibn Battah, al-IbŅnah, vol.3, p.337; ad-DŅraqutnŝ, as-SifŅt, p.111; al-HŅkim, vol.2, p.310, who
said: “the hadeeth is Saheeh according to the conditions of Shaykhayn.” Adh-Dhahabŝ agreed with him
as did al-Bayhaqŝ in al-AsmŅ’ wa’s-SifŅt, p.474; Abź Dharr al-Harawŝ, al-Arba’een fi’t-Tawheed, p.57; alKhateeb, TŅreekh BaghdŅd, vol.9, p.251; and adh-Dhahabŝ relayed it in al-’Uluww, p.86. Al-AlbŅnŝ said in
Mukhtasar ul-’Uluww, p.75: “Saheeh.”
2

ad-DŅrimŝ, Ar-Radd ’ala’l-Jahmiyyah, p.45

3

Ibn Mandah, at-Tawheed, vol.3, p.309
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IsmĆ’eel bin Abĩ KhĆlid, SufyĆn and Mas’ar and all of them narrated these ahĆdeeth and did not
interpret them.”1 ad-DĆrimĩ said in ar-Radd ’ala’l-Mareesĩ:
So it is to be said to this al-Mareesĩ2: ‘As for what has been relayed from Ibn ’AbbĆs then that has
been reported from Ja’far al-Ahmar and he is not to be depended upon in his narration as he
relayed contrary to the narrations of the certified thiqĆt.’ Muslim al-Butayn reported from Sa’eed
bin Jubayr from Ibn ’AbbĆs about the Kursĩ that which contrary to what (Ja’far) relayed from Ibn
’AbbĆs...3

Al-Bayhaqĩ reported two routes of transmission in al-AsmĆ’ wa’s-SifĆt and said:
AllĆh says,

ƂăǑǁą ȏŋ ơăȁ Ʃ
Ê ơăȂºăǸǈ
ċ ǳơ ǾĄ ČȈǇÊ ǂą ǯƌ Ǟă ǇÊ ȁă ƃ
“His Kursĩ extends over the heavens and the earth...”
{al-Baqarah (2): 255}
We transmitted from Sa’eed bin Jubayr from Ibn ’AbbĆs (radi AllĆhu ’anhumĆ) that he said: “His
Knowledge”. The rest of the narrations from Ibn ’AbbĆs and others indicate that the intent is the
famous Kursĩ which is mentioned with the ’Arsh.4

Adh-Dhahabĩ said in al-’Uluww:
Ibn ’AbbĆs said: “His Kursĩ, means His Knowledge” and this narration has arrived via the
route of Ja’far al-Ahmar who is weak (leen) and Ibn al-AnbĆrĩ said “he only relays this
chain of transmission which is criticised.”5

Abş Mansoor al-Azharĩ stated in Tahdheeb ul-Lugha:
What is authentic from Ibn ’AbbĆs in regards to the Kursĩ has been reported by ath-Thawrĩ
and others from ’AmmĆr ad-Dahnĩ from Muslim al-Butayn...

Then he mentioned the hadeeth and said:
1

Reported by ad-DŅraqutnŝ in as-SifŅt (p.163); al-Bayhaqŝ, al-AsmŅ’ wa’s-SifŅt (p.474); it is in TŅreekh Ibn

Ma’een, vol.3, p.520 with the narration of ad-Dźrŝ (Makkah al-Mukarramah, KSA: Markaz al-Bahth al-’Ilmŝ, 1399
AH, 1st Edn., ed. Ahmad Muhammad Noor Sayf).
2

He is Bishr bin GhayŅth al-Mareesŝ was a famous Jahmŝ and laid the basis of much of the ideas of the

Mu’tazilah. Bishr also claimed that ’Umar ibn al-KhattŅb (radi allŅhu ‘anhu) was a liar for which ImŅm adDŅrimŝ refuted him and branded some of his ideas as being kufr. Bishr was also asked by Abź Yźsuf
(rahimahullŅh) to repent for denying that AllŅh is over the Throne. The saying that the Qur’Ņn is created was
innovated by Bishr al-Mareesŝ, and due to this innovation the Khaleefah ar-Rasheed swore that if he caught Bishr,
he would kill him, the caliph al-Mu’tasim ordered for Bishr al-Mareesŝ to be beaten. Unfortunately, some of the
Ash’arŝ theologians took on some of the ideas of al-Mareesŝ such as ar-RŅzŝ, al-GhazŅlŝ and Ibn ’Aqeel. [TN]
3

Ar-Radd ’ala’l-Mareesŝ, vol.1, p.411

4

Al-AsmŅ wa’s-SifŅt, p.497

5

Al-’Uluww, p.117
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The people of knowledge have agreed on the authenticity of this narration and as for that
which has also been transmitted from Ibn ’AbbĆs that he said the Kursĩ means “His
Knowledge” then this has not been confirmed by the people with knowledge of the
narrations and reports.1

Fourthly: The tafseer of the Kursĩ as being the place of the Two Feet concurs with what has been
reported from the Prophet (sallallĆhu ’alayhi wassallam) and the statements of the Companions
(radi AllĆhu ’anhum):
From Abş Dharr (radi AllĆhu ’anhu) that the Prophet (sallallĆhu ’alayhi wassallam) said: “The seven
heavens are to the Kursi but like a ring thrown in a desert land. And the virtue of the Arsh compared to that of
the Kursi is like the virtue of that desert compared to the ring.”2
’AbdullĆh bin Mas’ood (radi AllĆh ’anhu) said: “The distance between first and second heaven is that of 500
years, and then between each of the seven heavens is also 500 years, and the distance between seventh heaven to the
Kursĩ is also 500 years, and the distance between the Kursĩ and the water is again 500 years. The Throne
(’Arsh) is above the water and AllĆh the Almighty is above the Throne. And none of your deeds are hidden from
AllĆh.”3
From Abş MşsĆ (radi AllĆhu ’anhu) that he said: “the Kursĩ is the place of the Two Feet...”4
The narrations in regards to this are many, so with this it is apparent that the narration from Ibn
’AbbĆs (radi AllĆhu ’anhu), from Ja’far ibn Abil’-Mugheerah is not authentic and is shĆdh so it is
incorrect to make use of it as a proof.
Second: the claim that Ibn ’AbbĆs (radi AllĆhu ’anhu) made ta’weel of the Coming of the
Lord:
1

Abź Mansoor Muhammad bin Ahmad al-Azharŝ, Tahdheeb ul-Lugha, vol.10, p.54

2

Reported by Ibn Jareer (Beirut: DŅr ul-Fikr, 1405 AH), vol.3, p.10; Ibn Abŝ Shaybah, al-’Arsh (Kuwait: Maktabat

ul-Ma’lŅ, 1406 AH, 1st Edn., ed. Muhammad bin Hamd al-Hamood), p.77; Ibn Battah in al-IbŅnah, vol.3, p.181;
Abu’sh-Shaykh, al-’Udhmah, vol.2, pp.570-649; Ibn HibbŅn, Saheeh (Beirut: DŅr ul-Kutub al-’Ilmiyyah, 1407
AH, 1st Edn., ed. KamŅl al-Hoot), vol.1, p.287; Abź Nu’aym, al-Hilyah (Beirut: DŅr ul-Kutub al-’Ilmiyyah), vol.1,
p.166; al-Bayhaqŝ, al-AsmŅ’ wa’s-SifŅt, p.510. Al-AlbŅnŝ authenticated the hadeeth in Silsilah as-Saheehah
(Beirut: al-Maktabat al-IslŅmŝ, 1405 AH, 4th Edn.), vol.1, p.174, hadeeth no.109.
3

Reported by ad-DŅrimŝ, Ar-Radd ’ala’l-Jahmiyyah, p.55; Ibn Khuzaymah, at-Tawheed, pp.105-106; at-

TabarŅnŝ, al-Kabeer, vol.9, p.202; Abu’sh-Shaykh, al-’Udhmah, vol.2, pp.565, 689; Ibn Battah, al-IbŅnah, vol.3,
p.171; Ibn Abŝ Zamanayn, Usool us-Sunnah, p.104; al-LŅlikŅ’ŝ, vol.3, p.395; Ibn ’AbdulBarr, at-Tamheed, vol.7,
p.139; al-Bayhaqŝ, al-AsmŅ’ wa’s-SifŅt, p.507; adh-Dhahabŝ, al-’Uluww, p.79 and ascribed to ’AbdullŅh bin alImŅm Ahmad in as-Sunnah, Abź Ahmad al-’AssŅl and Abź ’Umar at-Talamankŝ, and he said “the isnŅd is
saheeh.” Al-AlbŅnŝ also authenticated the hadeeth in Mukhtasar ul-’Uluww.
4

Ibn Abŝ Shaybah, al-’Arsh, p.77; ’AbdullŅh bin ImŅm Ahmad, as-Sunnah, vol.1, p.302; Ibn Jareer, vol.3, p.9;

Abu’sh-Shaykh, al-’Udhmah, vol.2, p. 627; Ibn Mandah, ar-Radd ’ala’l-Jahmiyyah, p.46; al-Bayhaqŝ, al-AsmŅ’
wa’s-SifŅt, p.509; adh-Dhahabŝ, al-’Uluww, p.107. Al-AlbŅnŝ authenticated the hadeeth in Mukhtasar ul-’Uluww.
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The two authors claim that Ibn ’AbbĆs (radi AllĆhu ’anhu) made ta’weel of the Coming of the Lord
based on what an-Nasafĩ stated in his tafseer of the saying of AllĆh,

ƂƆƢǨƐ Ǐ
ă ƢƆǨƐ Ǐ
ă ĄǮǴƊǸă ǳƒơăȁ Ǯ
ă ƥČǁă ƔÈ ƖăƳȁă ƃ
“And your Lord has come and the angels, rank upon rank...”
{al-Fajr (89): 22}
“From Ibn ’AbbĆs that he said: His Command and Judgment” and they transmitted the same
from al-Hasan. Yet this narration has neither a chain of transmission nor a basis either from Ibn
’AbbĆs or al-Hasan al-Basrĩ, none of the just scholars of narration have mentioned this report.
Third: the claim that Ibn ’AbbĆs (radi AllĆhu ’anhu) made ta’weel of the wording
“Eyes”:
The two authors claim that Ibn ’AbbĆs (radi AllĆhu ’anhu) made ta’weel of AllĆh’s Eyes and said:
AllĆh said,

ƂƢăǼǼÊĄȈǟą ƘƊƥÊ Ǯ
ă Ǵƒ ƌǨǳƒơ ǞÊ ǼăǏ
ą ơăȁƃ
“And construct the ship under Our Eyes...”
{Hşd (11): 37}

Ibn ’AbbĆs (radi AllĆhu ’anhu) said: (meaning): with Our observation.
To answer this then it can be said:
Firstly: This narration is not authentic from Ibn ’AbbĆs (radi AllĆhu ’anhu) for al-Bayhaqĩ did not
give a sanad for it. It is rather verified that Ibn ’AbbĆs stated about,

ƂƢăǼǼÊĄȈǟą ƘƊƥÊ Ǯ
ă Ǵƒ ƌǨǳƒơ ǞÊ ǼăǏ
ą ơăȁƃ
“And construct the ship under Our Eyes...”
{Hşd (11): 37}
Meaning: under AllĆh’s Eye.1
’AtĆ stated:
From Ibn ’AbbĆs (radi AllĆhu ’anhu) that in regards to AllĆh’s saying,

ƂƢăǼǼÊĄȈǟą ƘƊƥÊ ȃÊǂƴ
ą ăƫƃ
1

Reported by Ibn Abŝ HŅtim, vol.6, p.2026; Ibn Jareer, vol.12, p.34 and al-Bayhaqŝ in al-AsmŅ’ wa’s-SifŅt, p.396.

There is no problem in the chain of transmission.
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“Sailing under Our Eyes...”
{al-Qamar (54): 14}
Ibn ’AbbĆs pointed to his eyes with his hand.1
This is clear in affirming AllĆh’s Two Eyes. It is well-known from the Salaf that they affirmed
this and the likes of these narrations have been verified from Abĩ ’ImrĆn al-Joonĩ, QatĆdah,
Mutarrif, KhĆlid bin Ma’dĆn, Abş Naheek and others.
Secondly: This narration, even if it was verified, is not ta’weel at all, rather it is a necessary
explanation (tafseer bi’l-lĆzim) as it is well-known that AllĆh Sees and Views what Nşh (’alayhissalĆm) constructed and what his people were plotting against him. So AllĆh consoled Nşh saying:
“You are under Our Observation and Our Safeguarding, so do not fear.” This is neither ta’weel of
Two Eyes nor is it averting terms from their apparent meaning. Rather, a correct ta’weel as the
two authors claim would not affirm AllĆh’s Eye. It is well-known to all intelligent people that
Nşh (’alayhis-salĆm) was not in AllĆh’s actual Eye as AllĆh’s Essence is not incarnate within the
creation, rather the intent is preservation and protection. Establishment of what is necessary is
derived from establishment of the necessitated, so if someone stated about AllĆh’s saying,

ƂȃăǁƗƊȁă ĄǞǸă Ǉą ƗƊ ƖăǸƌǰǠă Ƿă ȄÊǼǻċƛÊ ƖƊǧƢăƼƫă ȏƊ ǱƊ ƢƊǫƃ
“[AllĆh] said, “Fear not. Indeed, I am with you both; I hear and I see.”
{TĆHĆ (20): 46}
“It means: both of you are in My Preservation and Protection” then it would be correct and this
is not ta’weel of AllĆh’s Vision or Hearing rather it is affirming for these Two Attributes what is
necessary when affirming the Two Attributes.2 Ad-DĆrimĩ stated in his refutation of al-Mareesĩ:
As for your tafseer from Ibn ’AbbĆs in regards to,

ƂƢăǼǼÊĄȈǟą ƘƊƥÊ Ǯ
ă ǻċƜÊǧƊƃ
“...for indeed, you are in Our eyes.”
{at-Toor (52): 48}
That he said (it means): “in Our Preservation and Protection”. If it is authentic from Ibn ’AbbĆs
said this then this meaning is what we claim and not what you claim! For Ibn ’AbbĆs (allegedly)
1

Reported by al-LŅlikŅ’ŝ, vol.3, p.411 and the narration contains ’Alŝ bin Sadaqah who I have not come across any

mention of yet the remainder of the isnŅd contains trustworthy narrators.
2

So when the Attributes of Hearing and Seeing are affirmed for AllŅh, then it is necessary from this that His

Preservation and Protection are a part of that anyway. [TN]
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said it means: “in Our Preservation and Protection with Our Eyes.” Because it is not permissible
within the speech of the Arabs to describe someone with one as being a protector except that it
has eyes, name something without eyes that can be described as protecting and guarding! So
protection is based on viewing, there can be a man who protects without vision yet he will still
have eyes, thus the meaning of your saying AllĆh’s Eyes, so understand!1

Abu’l-Hasan al-’Ash’arĩ transmitted within MaqalĆt ul-IslĆmiyyeen and al-IbĆnah that Ahl us-Sunnah
reached consensus on affirming AllĆh’s Two Eyes as will be explained later.
Fourth: the claim that Ibn ’AbbĆs (radi AllĆhu ’anhu) made ta’weel of the wording
“Hand” (al-Yad):
The two authors claim that Ibn ’AbbĆs (radi AllĆhu ’anhu) made ta’weel of AllĆh’s Hand, they state:
AllĆh said,

ƂÇƾȇąƘƊƥÊ ƢăȀºăǼȈąǼăƥă ƔÈ ƖăǸǈ
ċ ǳơăȁƃ
“And the heaven We constructed with strength...”
{adh-DhĆriyĆt (51): 47}
Ibn ’AbbĆs (radi AllĆhu ’anhu) said: with power and strength (Tafseer of al-Qurtubĩ).

Answer: the word here “al-Ayd” is not the plural for “al-Yad” (hand), rather the basis of the
word is “Ayd” (strength). Ibn Mandhoor stated in al-LisĆn in the section on “Ayd”:
Ayd: al-Aydu and al-ądu mean: strength. Al-’AjjĆj said that “I have expended my strength (biądĩ ądĆ)” meaning: the strength of youth. In the khutbah of ’Alĩ, may AllĆh make his face noble:
‘to hold it back from going ahead with his strength (bi Aydihi)’, meaning: his power.
AllĆh says,

ƂÊƾȇąȏŋ ơ ơƊƿ ƽă ȁĄȁơăƽ Ƣăǻƾă Ʀąǟă ǂą ǯƌ ƿƒ ơăȁƃ
“...and remember Our servant, David, the possessor of strength...”

{SĆd (38): 17}
Meaning: a possessor of strength and that he was strengthened on the affair. Abş Zayd said:
“ąd, ya’eedu, Aydan” when one becomes firm and strong. At-TĆ’yeed: a verbal noun (masdar),
“ayyadtuhu” meaning: “I strengthened him”. AllĆh says,

ƂÊǅƾĄ Ǭƌ ǳƒơ Ƶ
Ê ȁĄǂƥÊ Ǯ
ă ƫČƾċȇƗƊ ƿƒ ƛÊƃ
1

Ar-Radd ’ala’l-Mareesŝ, vol.3, p.831,
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“...when I supported you with the Pure Spirit...”
{al-MĆ’idah (5): 110}

And read,

ƂăǮƫČƾċȇƗƊ ƿƒ ƛÊƃ
“...when I supported you...”
Meaning: “I strengthened you.”1
The author of MukhtĆr us-SihĆh under the section of “yadĩ”:
AllĆh says,

ƂÇƾȇąƘƊƥÊ ƢăȀºăǼȈąǼăƥă ƔÈ ƖăǸǈ
ċ ǳơăȁƃ
“And the heaven We constructed with strength...”
{adh-DhĆriyĆt (51): 47}
I say:

ƂÇƾȇąƘƊƥÊƃ
Means: with strength, and it is the verbal noun of ąda, ya’eedu when something is strengthened. It
is not the plural of yad (hand) that is being mentioned here; rather its place is under the letter ‘dĆl’.
Al-Azharĩ mentioned this ayah and al-Yad with the meaning of it being a masdar. I do not know of
anyone from the ImĆms of the Arabic language and tafseer who said what al-Jawharĩ did that it is
the plural of ‘yad’ (hand).2

Abu’l-Hasan al-’Ash’arĩ, their ImĆm, answered the argument of the two authors within his book
al-IbĆnah when he refuted the Jahmiyyah and Mu’tazilah who figuratively interpreted the
Attribute of AllĆh’s Hand:
Issue: the Mu’attil denies the saying of AllĆh,

ƂƾÇ ȇąƘƊƥÊ ƢăȀºăǼȈąǼăƥă ƔÈ ƖăǸǈ
ċ ǳơăȁƃ
“And the heaven We constructed with strength...”
{adh-DhĆriyĆt (51): 47}
And said that it means: “strength and power” so when AllĆh says,

1

Ibn Manthoor, LisŅn ul-’Arab, under “Ayd” (Beirut: DŅr SŅdir, 1414 AH), 3rd Edn.

2

MukhtŅr us-SihŅh (Beirut: Maktabat LubnŅn NŅshiroon, 1415 AH, ed. Mahmood KhŅtir), chapter of “yadŝ”.
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Ƃċȃƾă ȈăƥÊƃ
“...My Hands...”
{SĆd (38): 75}
It has to mean: “my power.”
It should be said to them: “This ta’weel is corrupt from a number of aspects”:
Firstly: al-Ayd is not the plural of al-Yad, because the plural of “yad” is Aydĩ while the plural of alYad which means blessing is “AyĆdĩ.” AllĆh said

Ƃċȃƾă ȈăƥÊ ĄƪǬƒ ǴƊƻă ƢăǸǳÊƃ
“...to that which I created with My hands...”
{SĆd (38): 75}
Cannot mean that

Ƃċȃƾă ȈăƥÊƃ
“...My Hands...”

Means:

ƂÇƾȇąƘƊƥÊ ƢăȀºăǼȈąǼăƥăƃ
“...We constructed with strength...”
{adh-DhĆriyĆt (51): 47}1

Ibn Khuzaymah said in at-Tawheed:
Some of the Jahmiyyah claim that the meaning of “AllĆh creating ądam with His Two
Hand” is: with His Power and they claim that al-Yad (Hand) is ‘Power’. This is also
substitution of the words and ignorance of the language of the Arabs, for power is only
named ‘al-Aydu’ within the language of the Arabs and not ‘al-Yad’. So whoever does not
differentiate between al-Yad and al-Ayd has to learn and submit to what is in the Book
more than he has to seek leadership and debate.2

1

Al-’Ash’arŝ, al-IbŅnah, p.108

2

Ibn Khuzaymah, at-Tawheed, p.87
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Fifth: the claim that Ibn ’AbbĆs (radi AllĆhu ’anhu) made ta’weel of the texts of “The
Face” (al-Wajh):
The two authors claim that Ibn ’AbbĆs (radi AllĆhu ’anhu) made ta’weel of the Attribute of AllĆh,
the Face. They state on page 234:
AllĆh says,

ƂÊǵơăǂǯƒ ȍÊ ơăȁ ǲÊ ºƒǴƴ
ă ǳƒơ ȁƌƿ Ǯ
ă ƥďǁă ĄǾƳą ȁă ȄƊǬƦąȇăȁă ƃ
“And there will remain the Face of your Lord, Owner of Majesty and Honor.”
{ar-RahmĆn (55): 27}
Ibn ’AbbĆs said: the ‘Face’ is an expression for AllĆh.
The answer: What al-Qurtubĩ mentioned has no foundation from Ibn ’AbbĆs (radi AllĆhu ’anhu).
It is rather verified from Ibn ’AbbĆs (radi AllĆhu ’anhu) that he affirmed AllĆh’s Face, for he
stated (radi AllĆhu ’anhu) in regards to AllĆh’s saying,

ƂƈƧƽă ƢăȇǃÊ ȁă ȄăǼąǈƸ
Ą ƒǳơ ơƒȂĄǼǈ
ă Ʒą ƗƊ Ǻă ȇÊǀōǴǳŏƃ
“For them who have done good is the best [reward] –and extra.”
{Yşnus (10): 26}
The ‘extra’ (az-ZiyĆdah) is: looking at AllĆh’s Face.1
Ibn ’AbbĆs (radi AllĆhu ’anhu) also said in regards to AllĆh sayings,

ƂƈƧǂă ǛÊ Ƣăǻ ƢăȀƥďǁă ȄƊǳƛÊƃ
“...Looking at their Lord.”
{al-QiyĆmah (75): 23}
“...looking at its Creator.”

1

2

Reported by al-LŅlikŅ’ŝ, vol.3, p.459 and al-Bayhaqŝ in al-AsmŅ’ wa’s-SifŅt, p.133 and there is no problem with

the chain of transmission.
2

Reported by ’AbdullŅh in as-Sunnah, vol.1, p.262; al-ńjurrŝ, ash-Sharee’ah, p.270 and in al-Bayhaqŝ, al-I’tiqŅd,

p.133. The chain of transmission contains Salamah bin SŅboor and ’Atiyyah al-’Awfŝ and both of them are weak.
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Sixth: the claim that Ibn ’AbbĆs (radi AllĆhu ’anhu) made ta’weel of the word “The Shin”
(as-SĆq):1
The two authors claim that Ibn ’AbbĆs (radi AllĆhu ’anhu) made ta’weel of the Attribute, the Shin
of AllĆh, they state (p.234):
AllĆh says,

ƂÇǩƢăǇ Ǻăǟ ĄǦǌ
ă ǰƒ Ąȇ ǵă Ȃą ȇăƃ
“The Day the shin will be uncovered...”
{al-Qalam (68): 42}
Ibn ’AbbĆs (radi AllĆhu ’anhu) said: “severe torment.”

To answer this it can be stated:
Firstly: the SahĆbah disputed over the verse, Ibn ’AbbĆs and a group interpreted it as being
“shiddah” (intensity), while Abş Sa’eed, Ibn Mas’ood and others included the ayah as being from
the SifĆt. The dispute is not whether the Attribute is to be affirmed or not, rather the difference
is over whether the ayah is from the verses speaking about AllĆh’s Attributes. There is no doubt
that they ayah apparently is not discussing the Attributes of AllĆh because the word “SĆq” (Shin)
appears in the indefinite form (nakira) and AllĆh did not apply it to Himself, so the ayah does not
say “His Shin” (SĆqahu) and was not relayed with the idĆfa construct, hence they ayah is not
referring to the Attribute of AllĆh, as a result Ibn ’AbbĆs did not include the ayah as being a
verse which relates to AllĆh’s Attributes. Those who did deem the ayah as relating to AllĆh’s
Attributes, did so due to the hadeeth which is in the Two Saheehs, not based on the
apparentness of the ayah. So ta’weel was not made, as ta’weel is to avert the ayah from what it

1

Translator’s note: Some of the narrations which claim that Ibn ’AbbŅs made these ta’weelŅt are da’eef, some

severely week as highlighted by Shaykh Saleem al-HilŅlŝ in his book al-Manhal ar-RaqrŅq, p.30, the following
have weakness:
1. The route of UsŅmah bin Zayd from Ikrimah from Ibn ’AbbŅs
2. The route of ’Awfiyyeen
3. The route of NŅfi’ bin al-Azraq
As for the following then they have breaks in the chains:
1. Alŝ bin Abi Talha from Ibn ’AbbŅs
2. IbrŅhim an-Nakha’i from Ibn ’AbbŅs
3. ad-DahhŅk bin Mazahim al-HilŅlŝ from Ibn ’AbbŅs
The wordings are also quite different in these differing chains of transmission
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indicates and from its understanding and well known meanings, so based on this it is not correct
to say that Ibn ’AbbĆs made ta’weel.
Secondly: The Attribute of “SĆq” (Shin) is affirmed in the Sunnah in any case! From Abş Sa’eed
(radi AllĆhu ’anhu) who said; I heard the Prophet (sallallĆhu ’alayhi wassallam) say “Our Lord
uncovers His Shin, and every believer, male and female, will prostrate to Him and there will
remain those who used to prostrate before Him just for showing off and for gaining good
reputation (in this world)...”1
Seventh: the claim that MujĆhid, ad-DahhĆk, ash-ShĆfi’ĩ and al-BukhĆrĩ made ta’weel of
the word “The Face” (al-Wajh):
The two authors claimed (pp.236, 240) that MujĆhid, ad-DahhĆk and ash-ShĆfi’ĩ made ta’weel of
AllĆh’s Attribute, the Face when they stated about AllĆh’s saying

ƂÊǾǴōǳơ ĄǾƳą ȁă Ƕċ ưƊǧƊ ơƒȂŎǳȂă ƫĄ ƢăǸǼăȇąƘƊǧƊƃ
“So wherever you [might] turn, there is the Face of AllĆh.”
{al-Baqarah (2): 115}
“The Qiblah of AllĆh” as stated by MujĆhid and that ash-ShĆfi’ĩ said “the direction that AllĆh
makes you face”.
Answer: The Salaf differed over whether these verses were from the verses about AllĆh’s
Attributes. Most of the Salaf considered that these verses are not of the verses which discuss
AllĆh’s Attributes. Because the “al-Wajh” here could have the intended meaning of direction in
the language of the Arabs as is very much well known. Furthermore, the apparentness of the
ayah indicates that the intended meaning of “al-Wajh” is direction and not as an Attribute of
AllĆh. Therefore, the statements by MujĆhid, ad-DahhĆk and ash-ShĆfi’ĩ are not ta’weel because
ta’weel is averting the ayah from its implication, understanding and well known meaning. All
who have had explanations of this verse transmitted from them have not included it as being in
regards to AllĆh’s Attributes, such as MujĆhid and others. They also did not give this explanation
anywhere else except for this verse and in other instances wherein AllĆh’s Face is mentioned they
did not negate that AllĆh is described as possessing a Face. Such as the verse,

ƂÊǵơăǂǯƒ ȍÊ ơăȁ ǲÊ ºƒǴƴ
ă ǳƒơ ȁƌƿ Ǯ
ă ƥďǁă ĄǾƳą ȁă ȄƊǬƦąȇăȁă ƃ
1

Reported by BukhŅrŝ (Beirut and al-YamŅmah: DŅr Ibn Katheer, 1407 AH, 3rd Edn., ed. MustafŅ Deeb al-BaghŅ),

vol.4, p.1871; Muslim, 183.
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“And there will remain the Face of your Lord, Owner of Majesty and Honor.”
{ar-RahmĆn (55): 27}
And other like verses. Ad-DĆraqutnĩ narrated in ar-Ru’yah from ad-DahhĆk that he said: “Extra
(ZiyĆdah) looking at AllĆh’s Face, Mighty and Majestic is He.”1 Al-LĆlikĆ’ĩ stated in Sharh Usool
Ahl is-Sunnah:
The context of interpreting these verses in the Book of AllĆh is that the believers will see AllĆh,
Mighty and Majestic, on the Day of Judgement with their eyes: AllĆh, Mighty and Majestic, says,

ƂƈƧƽă ƢăȇǃÊ ȁă ȄăǼąǈƸ
Ą ƒǳơ ơƒȂĄǼǈ
ă Ʒą ƗƊ Ǻă ȇÊǀǴōǳŏƃ
“For them who have done good is the best [reward] –and extra.”
{Yşnus (10): 26}
It has been reported from the Prophet (sallallĆhu ’alayhi wassallam), in what has been authentically
reported from him, that the verse means looking at AllĆh, Mighty and Majestic. This has also been
reported from the SahĆbah: from Abş Bakr as-Siddeeq, Hudhayfah bin al-YamĆn, Abş MşsĆ al’Ash’arĩ, Ibn Mas’ood and Ibn ’AbbĆs. This has also been reported from the TĆbi’een from:
’AbdurRahmĆn ibn Abĩ LaylĆ, Sa’eed bin al-Musayyib, al-Hasan, ’Ikrimah, ’ąmir bin Sa’d al-Bajlĩ,
Abş IshĆq as-Subay’ĩ, MujĆhid, ’AbdurRahmĆn bin SĆbit, QatĆdah, ad-DahhĆk and Abş SinĆn.
From MujĆhid via Ibn Abĩ HĆtim that he said in regards to:

ƂƈƧƽă ƢăȇǃÊ ȁă ȄăǼąǈƸ
Ą ƒǳơ ơƒȂĄǼǈ
ă Ʒą ƗƊ Ǻă ȇÊǀōǴǳŏƃ
“For them who have done good is the best [reward] –and extra.”
{Yşnus (10): 26}

ȄăǼąǈƸ
Ą ƒǳơ
“...the best [reward]”
Is: Paradise and

Ƨƈ ƽă ƢăȇǃÊ
“...extra.”

1

Ad-DŅraqutnŝ, ar-Ru’yah, p.162
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Is: looking at the Lord.1

From MujĆhid in regards to the saying of AllĆh,

ƂĄǾȀă Ƴą ȁă ōȏƛÊ Ǯ
ć ǳÊƢăǿ ƔÇ Ȅą ǋă Ŏǲǯƌ ƃ
“Everything will be destroyed except His Face.”
{al-Qasas (28): 88}
That it means “except for what His Face wants.”2
The narrations which affirm AllĆh’s Face are well-reported from the Prophet (sallallĆhu ’alayhi
wassallam), the Companions and the TĆbi’een. None of the books of Sunnah are devoid of a
chapter about affirming AllĆh’s Face, the Exalted. Ad-DĆraqutnĩ authored a book entitled arRu’yah on this. As for what the two authors mention from ad-DahhĆk, Abş ’Ubaydah and alBukhĆrĩ in regards to AllĆh’s saying,

ƂĄǾȀă Ƴą ȁă ōȏƛÊ Ǯ
ć ǳÊƢăǿ ƔÇ Ȅą ǋă Ŏǲǯƌ ƃ
“Everything will be destroyed except His Face.”
{al-Qasas (28): 88}
That ad-DahhĆk and Abş ’Ubaydah said it means “except Him” and al-BukhĆrĩ said it means
“except for what His Face wants.” Then this is not ta’weel whatsoever because it can be
expressing Him by mentioning some of His Attributes. So when AllĆh says,

ĄǾȀă Ƴą ȁă
“His Face”
The intent is His Essence is described with Attributes and of them is the Face; this is evident and
not hidden. So nothing from Him will end rather AllĆh expressed this by mentioning one of His
Attributes which is the Face. So the tafseer of ad-DahhĆk and Abş ’Ubaydah is not negation of
the Attribute of the Face rather it is an affirmation of it. Because if the “Face” mentioned in the
verse was not in regards to His Attribute it would indicate His remaining (while everything else
will be destroyed) then it would mean that AllĆh is included in:

ƂǮ
ć ǳÊƢăǿ ƔÇ Ȅą ǋă Ŏǲǯƌ ƃ
1

Al-LŅlikŅ’ŝ, vol.3, pp.454-463

2

Reported by Ibn Abŝ HŅtim, vol.9, p.3028
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“Everything will be destroyed...”
And AllĆh is Exalted from this. Al-BukhĆrĩ (rahimahullĆh) confirmed this by including a chapter in
his Saheeh in KitĆb ut-Tawheed affirming AllĆh’s Face and using the ayah as a proof:
Chapter: The saying of AllĆh

ƂĄǾȀă Ƴą ȁă ōȏƛÊ Ǯ
ć ǳÊƢăǿ ƔÇ Ȅą ǋă Ŏǲǯƌ ƃ
“Everything will be destroyed except His Face.”
{al-Qasas (28): 88}
Qutaybah bin Sa’eed narrated to us: HammĆd bin Zayd narrated to us: from ’Amru from JĆbir bin
’AbdullĆh who said: “When this ayah was revealed

ƂąǶǰƌ ǫÊȂą ǧƊ ǺďǷ ƢƆƥơƊǀǟă Ƕą ǰƌ ȈąǴƊǟă Ʈ
Ɗ Ǡă Ʀąȇă ǹƊƗ ȄƊǴǟă ĄǁƽÊ ƢƊǬǳƒơ Ȃă Ąǿ ǲƒ ǫƌƃ
“Say, "He is the [one] Able to send upon you affliction from above you...”
{al-An’Ćm (6): 65}
The Prophet said: “I seek refuge in Your Face”

ƂąǶƌǰǴÊĄƳąǁƗƊ ƪ
Ê Ƹ
ą ƫă ǺÊǷ ȁą ƗƊƃ
“...or from beneath your feet...”
The Prophet (sallallĆhu ’alayhi wassallam) said: “I seek refuge in Your Face”,

ƂƆƢǠăȈǋÊ Ƕą ƌǰǈ
ă ƦÊǴƒ ȇă ȁą ƗƊƃ
“...or to confuse you [so you become] sects...”
The Prophet (sallallĆhu ’alayhi wassallam) said: “This is easier.”
So he applied the Prophet’s statement “I seek refuge in Your Face” as a tafseer for AllĆh’s saying,

ƂĄǾȀă Ƴą ȁă ōȏƛÊƃ
“...except His Face...”

Both statements are a proof for affirming the Attribute of AllĆh’s Face. With this it is clear that
what al-BukhĆrĩ mentioned in its tafseer does not negate the Attribute of AllĆh’s Face, rather he
affirmed it and this used what he did as proof. Ibn Katheer stated in his tafseer:
AllĆh’s saying,
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ƂĄǾȀă Ƴą ȁă ōȏƛÊ Ǯ
ć ǳÊƢăǿ ƔÇ Ȅą ǋă Ŏǲǯƌ ƃ
“Everything will be destroyed except His Face.”
{al-Qasas (28): 88}
Here Allah is telling us that He is Eternal, Ever Lasting, Ever Living, Self-Sustaining, Who,
although His creation dies, He will never die, as He says,

ƂÊǵơăǂǯƒ ȍÊ ơăȁ ǲÊ ºƒǴƴ
ă ǳƒơ ȁƌƿ Ǯ
ă ƥďǁă ĄǾƳą ȁă ȄƊǬƦąȇăȁă - ǹÇ ƢƊǧ ƢăȀȈąǴƊǟă Ǻą Ƿă Ŏǲǯƌ ƃ
“Everyone upon the earth will perish, and there will remain the Face of your Lord, Owner
of Majesty and Honor.”
{ar-RahmĆn (55): 26-27}
Allah used the word “Face”' to refer to Himself, as He says here,

ƂĄǾȀă Ƴą ȁă ōȏƛÊ Ǯ
ć ǳÊƢăǿ ƔÇ Ȅą ǋă Ŏǲǯƌ ƃ
“Everything will be destroyed except His Face.”
Meaning: “everything except Him.”
It was reported in the Saheeh via Abu Salamah that Abu Hurayrah said: The Messenger of Allah
said:

« ƌǲǗÊ Ƣăƥ ƅ
È ơ ƢƊǴƻă ƢăǷ ƔÇ Ȇą ǋă Ŏǲǯƌ ƢƊǳƗƊ ƾĄ ȈÊƦǳƊ ĄǂǟÊ Ƣċǌǳơ ƢăȀǳƊƢƊǫ ƨÇ Ǹă ǴÊǯƊ Ąǩƾă Ǐ
ą ƗƊ»
“The truest word of a poet was the saying of Labeed - indeed everything except Allah is false.”
MujĆhid and ath-Thawrĩ stated about AllĆh’s saying,

ƂĄǾȀă Ƴą ȁă ōȏƛÊ Ǯ
ć ǳÊƢăǿ ƔÇ Ȅą ǋă Ŏǲǯƌ ƃ
“Everything will be destroyed except His Face.”
That it means: except for what His Face wants and al-BukhĆrĩ reported this in his Saheeh as is wellestablished.1

It is good here to mention a beneficial principle that was mentioned by Ibn ul-Qayyim when he
said:

1

Tafseer Ibn Katheer, vol.3, p.404
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Here there is a principle that has to be brought to attention and it is: if there is a dispute over a
matter between MĆlik and Ahmad or anyone else then it will not be more than the disputes over
the meanings of a verse or hadeeth. Such as the dispute between Ibn ’AbbĆs and ’ą’ishah in
regards to AllĆh’s saying,

Ƃ ȃăǂƻą ƌƗ ƨƆ ǳƊǄą ǻă ĄǽơÈƔǁă ƾą ǬƊ ǳƊȁă ƃ
“And he certainly saw him in another descent.”
{an-Najm (53): 13}
Ibn ’AbbĆs said: “he saw his Lord” and ’ą’ishah said “Rather he saw JibrĆ’il”, and like the
difference between Ibn Mas’ood and Ibn ’AbbĆs regarding AllĆh’s saying,

Ƃś
Ç ƦÊǷČ ǹÇ ƢăƻƾĄ ƥÊ ƔÉ ƖăǸǈ
ċ ǳơ ȄÊƫƘƒ ƫă ǵă Ȃą ȇă Ƥ
ą ǬÊ ƫăǁą ƢƊǧƃ
“Then watch for the Day when the sky will bring a visible smoke.”
{ad-DukhĆn (44): 10}
Ibn Mas’ood said: it is the famine that afflicted the Quraysh to the extent that one of them would
see between him and the sky a smoky haze. Ibn ’AbbĆs said: it is the smoke that will come on the
Day of Judgement and this is correct. And those looking at it, is the decisive proof which will
separate the people.1

Ibn Taymiyyah said:
The ta’weel of the Salaf that arrived from the SahĆbah is accepted because they heard it
from the Messenger of AllĆh (sallallĆhu ’alayhi wassallam). If the ta’weel is from others
besides them such as the TĆbi’een and ImĆms then we also accept it. If one is alone in the
ta’weel we discard it and turn away from the ta’weel of the Khalaf.2

Eighth: the claim that SufyĆn ath-Thawrĩ made ta’weel of al-IstiwĆ’:
The two authors claim (p.236):
SufyĆn ath-Thawrĩ made ta’weel of “istiwĆ’ ’ala’l’Arsh” as being “His Command” and also
of the ayah “al-istiwĆ’ ila’s-SamĆ’”3 as being: “He proceeded to it” (qasd ilaha) – refer to
MirqĆt ul-MafĆteeh, vol.2, p.137.

1

Mukhtasar us-SawŅ’iq il-Mursalah, vol.2, p.262

2

Ibn Taymiyyah, Naqd ut-Ta’sees (manuscript), vol.2, p.220 transmitted from JamŅl Basheer BŅdŝ, al-ńthŅr ul-

WŅridah ’an A’immat us-Sunnah fŝ AbwŅb il-I’tiqŅd ’an KitŅb Siyar A’lŅm un-NubalŅ, vol.1, p.296 (Riyadh: DŅr
ul-Watan, 1416 AH).
3

AllŅh says,
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This narration was mentioned by MulĆ ’Alĩ al-QĆrĩ in al-MirqĆh arbitrarily with neither a chain of
transmission nor an ascription, so this ta’weel from ath-Thawrĩ is not known. Rather what is wellknown and well-reported from him is that in he stated about all of AllĆh’s Attributes: “Leave
them as they have come without asking how.” This has been mentioned and verified earlier.1
Therefore, it is not known that anyone at all from the Salaf made ta’weel of AllĆh’s IstiwĆ’ as being
anything other than al-’Uluww, whether it is “istiwĆ’ ’ala” or “istiwĆ’ ilĆ”.
Ninth: the claim that ImĆm MĆlik made ta’weel of the Attribute of Nuzool:
The two authors claim that ImĆm MĆlik made ta’weel of the Attribute of AllĆh’s Nuzool, they
state:
ImĆm MĆlik (rahimahullĆh) was asked about the Nuzool of the Lord, Mighty and
Majestic, and said: His command descends every morning, as for Him, Mighty and
Majestic, then He does not descend or move at all, glory unto Him, there is no god worthy
of worship except Him.

The answer: this narration is not authentically reported from ImĆm MĆlik, rather it is a
fabrication based on the following:
Firstly: it has been narrated via one of the scribes of MĆlik, Habeeb, who is deemed as a liar.
Abş DĆwşd said: “He is of those that used to lie the most” and “His ahĆdeeth are all
fabricated.” Ibn HibbĆn said: “He narrates fabrications from trustworthy narrators.”2 Ibn
’Adiyy said: “The generality of his hadeeth are fabricated texts with upside down chains
of transmission. Habeeb was not ashamed to fabricate hadeeth ascribed to trustworthy
narrators and his affair is clear as being of those who lie.”3 The narration also has another
route which has been mentioned by Ibn ’AbdulBarr in at-Tamheed via Muhammad bin ’Alĩ alJabbulĩ from JĆmi’ bin SuwĆdah from Mutarrif from MĆlik that he was asked about the hadeeth
of tanazzul (AllĆh’s Descent) and said about it: “His Command descends.”4 This chain of

ƂăśǠÊ ƟÊƖƊǗ ƢăǼȈąƫăƗƊ ƖăƬǳƊƢƊǫ ƢƆǿąǂǯƊ ȁą ƗƊ ƢƆǟąȂǗƊ ƢăȈƬÊƟƒơ Ǒ
Ê ǁą Ȑ
ŋ ǳÊȁă ƢăȀǳƊ ǱƊ ƢƊǬǧƊ ǹƈ ƢăƻƽĄ Ȅă ǿÊ ȁă ƔÊ ƖăǸǈ
ċ ǳơ ȄƊǳƛÊ ȃăȂƬăǇą ơ ċǶƯƌƃ
“Then He directed Himself to the heaven while it was smoke and said to it and to the earth, "Come
[into being], willingly or by compulsion." They said, "We have come willingly.”
{Fussilat (41): 11}
1

Sunan at-Tirmidhŝ, vol.3, p.50

2

MeezŅn ul-I’tidŅl, vol.1, p.452

3

Al-KŅmil fŝ Du’afŅ’ ir-RijŅl, vol.2, p.414

Translator’s note: this is also noted by al-QŅdŝ ’IyyŅd in Tarteeb ul-MadŅrik, vol.2, p.44, ImŅm an-NasŅ’ŝ also
stated this in ad-Du’afŅ.
4

At-Tamheed, vol.7, p.143
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transmission is weak for it contains Muhammad bin ’Alĩ al-Jabbulĩ about whom al-Khateeb said:
“It was said that he was a hardcore RĆfidĩ.”1 As for JĆmi’ bin SuwĆdah then he is majhool, adDĆraqutnĩ in GharĆ’ib ul-Hadeeth MĆlik mentioned a hadeeth reported by him and said: “The
hadeeth is bĆtil, JĆmi’ is weak (da’eef).”2 Ibn ul-Jawzĩ said about JĆmi’ in al-Mawdş’Ćt: “The
hadeeth is weak, JĆmi is majhool.”3
Secondly: This narration is contrary to what is well-known and famous from ImĆm MĆlik is to
leave the Attributes upon their apparent meanings and not to avert from this via ta’weel or
anything else. As is in the narration of al-Waleed bin Muslim wherein he said:
I asked al-AwzĆ’ĩ, SufyĆn ath-Thawrĩ, MĆlik bin Anas and Layth ibn Sa’d about these
ahĆdeeth which mention the Ru’yah (seeing AllĆh on the Day of Judgement) and they said:
leave them as they have come without asking how.4

And likewise in the well known and famous narration when he was asked about how istiwĆ’ was
and replied: “al-IstiwĆ’ is not unknown and the how is inconceivable.”5 Thus is reported by
Ibn Abĩ Zamanayn in Usool us-Sunnah wherein he stated in the BĆb: al-ĨmĆn bi’n-Nuzool [Chapter:
Faith in the Descending]:
From the sayings of Ahl us-Sunnah is that AllĆh descends to the heaven of the Dunya and
to believe in it without limiting Him.

He then mentioned the hadeeth via MĆlik and others and said:
Wahb informed me from Ibn WadĆh from az-Zuhrĩ from Ibn ’IbĆd that he said: I came
across the Shaykhs MĆlik, SufyĆn, Fudayl bin ’IyyĆd, ’ĨsĆ bin al-MubĆrak and Wakĩ’ and
they all used to say: “the Nuzool is the haqq.”6

1
2

TŅreekh BaghdŅd, vol.3, p.101; MeezŅn ul-’I’tidŅl, vol.3, p.675 and LisŅn ul-MeezŅn, vol.5, p.303.
MeezŅn ul-’I’tidŅl, vol.1, p.387 and LisŅn ul-MeezŅn (Madeenah, KSA: Maktabat al-’Uloom wa’l-Hikam, 1st

Edn.), vol.2, p.93.
3
4

Ibn Sabt ibn al-’Ajamŝ, al-Kashf ul-Hatheeth, p.83
Reported by al-ńjurrŝ in ash-Sharee’ah, p.327; Ibn Battah, al-IbŅnah, vol.3, p.241; ad-DŅraqutnŝ, as-SifŅt,

p.172; as-SŅbźnŝ, I’tiqŅd Ahl ul-Hadeeth, p.68; al-LŅlikŅ’ŝ, vol.3, p.527; Ibn ’AbdulBarr, al-IstidhkŅr, vol.2, p.513;
al-Bayhaqŝ, Sunan, vol.3, p.4 and al-AsmŅ’ wa’s-SifŅt, p.569 and al-I’tiqŅd, p.123. Shaykh ul-IslŅm Ibn
Taymiyyah in Majmź’ al-FatŅwŅ, vol.5, p.39 ascribed the narration to al-KhallŅl.
5

Narrated by al-Bayhaqŝ with a sound chain in al-AsmŅ’ wa al-SifŅt, p.515 and in al-I’tiqŅd, p.119; Ibn al-Muqrŝ,

Majma’, p.311; as-SŅbźnŝ, I’tiqŅd Ahl ul-Hadeeth, p.45. Shaykh ul-IslŅm Ibn Taymiyyah in Majmź’ al-FatŅwŅ,
vol.5, p.40 ascribed the narration to Abu’ush-Shaykh al-AsbahŅnŝ.
Translator’s note: Also reported by al-Baghawŝ in Sharh us-Sunnah (Beirut: al-Maktabat al-IslŅmŝ, 1403 AH,
2nd Edn., eds. Zuhayr ash-ShŅwaysh and Shu’ayb al-Arna’oot), vol.1, p.171; al-LŅlikŅ’ŝ in Sharh Usźl al-I’tiqŅd,
vol.2, p.398; Ibn Abŝ Zayd al-QayrawŅnŝ in al-JŅmi’ fi’s-Sunan, p. 123; Abu Nu’aym in the Hilya, vol.6, pp.325326); Ibn ’Abdul-Barr in at-Tamheed vol.7, p.151 and Ibn Hajar in al-Fath (Cairo: DŅr ur-RayŅn li’t-TurŅth, 1409
AH, 2nd Edn., ed. Muhibbuddeen al-Khateeb), vol.13, p.407.
6

Usool us-Sunnah, pp.110-113
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This is well-known and famous from ImĆm MĆlik. As for the saying of the two authors say
(p.130) in defence of the weakness of the previous narration:
Except that the companions of the madhdhab know more about the statements of their
ImĆm than others, especially if the statement is well-known with them and is famous.

I do not know if the two authors know what ‘famous’ means?! Because the statement which is
famous and well-known from the ImĆm is that which has been reported from him via numerous
routes of transmission and has been transmitted by his major companions and contemporaries.
As for what has been reported from him by the later scholars with fabricated chains of
transmission, with no authentic basis from the ImĆm, with no mention of these statements from
his trustworthy companions who stayed with him and did not write this in their books which
they transmitted from their ImĆm – then how can these be regarded as famous and well-known
from him?!! This narration is not confirmed from ImĆm MĆlik, not to mention it being wellknown from him. It is only transmitted by those who believe in ta’weel of the Attributes and that
they are not to be understood in the real sense. As a result, they were pleased with the like of this
narration in order to turn away from the Book, Sunnah and what has been abundantly reported
from the Salaf of the Ummah and to turn away from what is well-known from their ImĆm.
Furthermore, it is enough for you that the rejected narration is neither mentioned whatsoever
within any of the books of Sunnah that transmit the creed of the Salaf and their statements, nor
within the any of the books of the companions of ImĆm MĆlik wherein his statements and views
are transmitted such as al-Mudawwana and the likes. It is also not mentioned within the books
which mention the ’aqeedah of ImĆm MĆlik such as the RisĆlah of Ibn Abĩ Zayd al-QayrawĆnĩ. So
how is it possible after all of this that this narration can be a well-known and famous view of
ImĆm MĆlik?!
Tenth: the claim that ImĆm Ahmad made ta’weel of the Attribute of the Coming of
AllĆh:
The two authors claim that ImĆm Ahmad made ta’weel of the coming of AllĆh, they state:
It is mentioned in al-BidĆyah wa’n-NihĆyah of ImĆm al-HĆfidh Ibn Katheer that: al-Bayhaqĩ reported
from al-HĆkim from ’Amru bin as-SamĆk from Hanbal that Ahmad bin Hanbal made ta’weel of

ƂăǮƥČǁă ƔÈ ƖăƳȁă ƃ
“And your Lord has come...”
{al-Fajr (89): 22}
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As being “when His reward comes.” Then al-Bayhaqĩ stated: “This isnĆd has no problem with it.”

Then the two authors state:
Ibn ul-Jawzĩ transmitted from al-QĆdĩ Abĩ Ya’lĆ from ImĆm Ahmad in regards to the saying of
AllĆh,

ƂǵÊ ƢăǸǤă ǳƒơ Ǻă Ƿď ǲÇ ǴƊƌǛ ȆÊǧ ǾĄ Ǵōǳơ ĄǶĄȀȈăƫÊƘƒ ȇă ǹƊƗ ōȏƛÊ ǹƊ ȁĄǂǜƌ Ǽăȇ ǲƒ ǿă ƃ
“Do they await but that AllĆh should come to them in covers of clouds...”
{al-Baqarah (2): 210}
The intent is the Power of AllĆh and His Command.

It can be said in answer to this:
Firstly: This narration from Hanbal was stated by ImĆm Ahmad, if it is authentic,1 while
debating the Jahmiyyah about the Qur’Ćn. Shaykh ul-IslĆm Ibn Taymiyyah mentioned what was
stated by Ibn al-Jawzĩ and what he transmitted from al-QĆdĩ Abş Ya’lĆ:
I say: this that has been mentioned by al-QĆdĩ and others that Hanbal transmitted from Ahmad in
KitĆb ul-Mihnah that he stated this in debating the Jahmiyyah during the Mihnah (inquisition) when
they tried to use as a proof “al-Baqarah and ąl ’ImrĆn will come” and they said: “coming is only
for the creation.” So Ahmad averted them from this by saying,

ƂăǮƥČǁă ƔÈ ƖăƳȁă ƃ
“And your Lord has come...”
{al-Fajr (89): 22}
And

ƂǮ
ă ƥČǁă Ȅă ƫÊƘƒ ȇă ȁą ƗƊƃ
“...or your Lord should come...”
{al-An’Ćm (6): 158}
“The intent with his saying that Baqarah and ąl ’ImrĆn will come is that their rewards will come
like when AllĆh says,

ƂăǮƥČǁă ƔÈ ƖăƳȁă ƃ
1

Translator’s note: There has been some discussion over the chain of transmission of this report which Shaykh

Faisal will get to shortly. Also refer to a paper here by Aboo Rumaysah which also discusses the isnad of this
report

entitled

Did

the

Salaf

Practice

Ta’weel?

Here:

http://www.load-

islam.com/artical_det.php?artical_id=547&section=indepth&subsection=Belief
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“And your Lord has come...”
{al-Fajr (89): 22}

Means his Command and Power.1

This indicates that ImĆm Ahmad only said this while arguing and nullifying the evidence of the
one he was debating with via counter-arguing to his own sayings and creed. For the Jahmiyyah
made ta’weel of the coming of AllĆh as being the coming of His command not that He Himself
will come. This would indicate, according to them, that whatever is described as ‘coming’ is
created, so he countered them with this basis. Likewise, AllĆh described His Speech, which is the
Qur’Ćn, with ‘coming’ as is found in the hadeeth: “al-Baqarah and ąl ’ImrĆn will come as if in the
shape of two clouds.” So this does not indicate that His Speech is created as you have claimed by
taking His coming as being the coming of His Command and Power. ImĆm Ahmad mentioned
this in the line of discussing and making the one he was discussing with to adhere to his own
beliefs not that he (ImĆm Ahmad) believed in that. So mu’Ćradah (counter-arguing) does not
necessitate belief in that or the accuracy of what one is counter-arguing with.
Secondly: this is contrary to what has been relayed abundantly and famously from ImĆm Ahmad
in regards to this matter. For he held that the Attributes should be left as they are upon their
apparent meaning without referring them to ta’weel or the likes, rather Hanbal himself
transmitted from ImĆm Ahmad that ta’weel is not to be made whatsoever. Hanbal bin IshĆq said:
I said to Abş ’AbdullĆh: “AllĆh descends to the heaven of the dunya?” He (ImĆm Ahmad)
said: “Yes.” I said: “Descends with His Knowledge or what?” He said to me: “Be quiet
with this!” And he became very angered and said: “What is with you and this? Leave the
hadeeth as they have arrived without asking how.”2

Hanbal said:
I asked Abş ’AbdullĆh about the ahĆdeeth which have been relayed about AllĆh descends
the heaven of the dunya, about AllĆh being seen, placing His Foot down and the likes of
these ahĆdeeth. Abş ’AbdullĆh said: “We believe in these ahĆdeeth, trust them and we do
not reject them at all. We know that what has come from the Messenger of AllĆh is the
truth if the chains of transmission are authentic. We do not reject what AllĆh has said and
we do not describe him with more than what He has described Himself with with no
limits. There is nothing like unto Him and He is the All-Hearing, All-Seeing.”

Hanbal then said in another instance from Ahmad that:

1

Ibn Taymiyyah, Majmź’ al-FatŅwŅ, vol.16, p.405

2

IbtŅl ut-Ta’weelŅt, vol.1, p.75
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There is nothing like unto Him in His Essence as He described about Himself, AllĆh’s
Attributes are neither limited nor are they known except by what He described Himself
with. He (ImĆm Ahmad) said: He is Hearing and Seeing with no limit or estimation, His
Attributes have not reached those who describe Him and we do not go further than the
Qur’Ćn and hadeeth. So we say as He said and we describe Him with what He described
Himself with and we do not go any further than that. We believe in all of the Qur’Ćn, the
Muhkam and the MutashĆbihah and we do not detract any of His Attributes from Him
with anything repugnant. Whatever He described Himself with, from Speech, Nuzool and
bringing His servant near to Him on the Day of Judgement and placing His Kanaf over
him - then all of it indicates that AllĆh will be seen in the Hereafter.1

Al-QĆdĩ Abş Ya’lĆ stated in IbtĆl ut-Ta’weelĆt:
Yşsuf bin MşsĆ said to Abş ’AbdullĆh: “AllĆh descends to the heaven of the dunya how
He wills without describing it?” ImĆm Ahmad said: “Yes.”2

IshĆq bin Mansoor said:
I said to Ahmad: “Our Lord, Mighty and Majestic, descends to the heavens of the dunya
every night at the last third of the night. What do you say about these ahĆdeeth?” ImĆm
Ahmad said: “Saheeh!”

Ahmad bin al-Husayn bin HasĆn said:
I said to Abş ’AbdullĆh: “AllĆh, Blessed is He, descends to the heavens of the dunya every
night?” ImĆm Ahmad said: “Yes.” It was said to him: “In Sha’bĆn as is mentioned in the
narration?” ImĆm Ahmad replied: “Yes.”

Al-QĆdĩ Abş Ya’lĆ said:
Ahmad said in his RisĆlah to Musaddad that AllĆh, Mighty and Majestic, descends every
night to the heavens of the dunya and the Throne does not encompass Him.

Al-QĆdĩ said in appending to this:
Ahmad clearly highlighted that the Throne does not encompass Him, and this is the saying with us
in regards to AllĆh saying,

ƂĄǮǴƊǸă ƒǳơăȁ Ǯ
ă ƥČǁă ƔÈ ƖăƳȁă ƃ
“And your Lord has come and the angels...”
{al-Fajr (89): 22}
The intent of this is in regards to AllĆh’s Essence will come and not in the sense of moving.3
1

I could not find the original source of this in the Shaykh’s book [TN]

2

IbtŅl ut-Ta’weelŅt, vol.1, p.260

3

IbtŅl ut-Ta’weelŅt, vol.1, p.261
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The statement of ImĆm Ahmad that AllĆh descends and the Throne does not encompass Him
shows that the Nuzool is apparent and is in regards to AllĆh and not His Command or Dominion
descending. It is well known that whoever does not believe that AllĆh is above His Throne does
not believe in His Nuzool. This certifies that this narration is shĆdh and that it was an error from
Hanbal. Ibn ul-Qayyim stated:
It is common to find that Hanbal is alone in narrating that which is contrary to his
madhdhab and therefore if he contradicted what was well-known (the Hanbalĩ scholars
like) al-KhallĆl and his companion ’Abdul’Azeez would not verify such narrations.1

Shaykh ul-IslĆm Ibn Taymiyyah stated:
This is what Hanbal transmitted and in regards to the discussion which occurred during
the Mihna he did not transmit like ’AbdullĆh bin Ahmad, SĆlih bin Ahmad, al-Marwadhĩ
and others.2

Indeed, the report (wherein the alleged ta’weel occurs) was not mentioned by ImĆm Ahmad in his
book ar-Radd ’ala’l-Jahmiyyah wa’z-ZanĆdiqah when he discussed what they use as proofs from the
hadeeth for saying that the Qur’Ćn is created. The two authors comment upon the words of
Shaykh ul-IslĆm Ibn Taymiyyah and corroborate the report by saying:
As for the status of avoiding ta’weel being what is famous from ImĆm Ahmad then this
narration does not contradict that, as something could be famous and oft-reported from an
ImĆm yet something else could also be verified from him which is rare. This is all the more
the case when there is no contradiction between the two views as in the matter we are
discussing presently. So it has been transmitted from the Salaf that they stayed away from
ta’weel and hated to delve into it, yet there are also statements from them where they made
ta’weel of some terms. There is no problem with both approaches.

There is no doubt that this quote demonstrates a lack of academic and intellectual verification,
for ImĆm Ahmad and the Salaf did not just merely forbid making ta’weel rather they forbade it in
the sternest manner and ruled that the person who does it as having innovation and instructed
that he be abandoned and cautioned against. There is also an ijmĆ’ on the invalidity of ta’weel as
has been mentioned from their statements prior. So how could have ImĆm Ahmad and the Salaf
fallen into this?! And how can it be said that: “This is not a contradiction” or that “there is no
problem”? If this is not a contradiction then we do not know what is!

1

Ibn ul-Qayyim, Mukhtasar us-SawŅ’iq ul-Mursalah ’ala’l-Jahmiyyah wa’l-Mu’attilah (Maktabat ar-Riyadh al-

Hadeethah), vol.2, p.260
2

Majmź’ al-FatŅwŅ, vol.5, p.399
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Eleventh: the claim that al-BukhĆrĩ made ta’weel of the Attribute of Laughter:
The two authors claim that al-BukhĆrĩ made ta’weel of the AllĆh’s Attribute of Laughter and they
transmit from al-Bayhaqĩ in al-AsmĆ’ wa’s-SifĆt that: “al-BukhĆrĩ said: the meaning of Laughter
(ad-Dahk) is Rahmah (Mercy).”
Answer: This is not verified from al-BukhĆrĩ for a number of reasons:
Firstly: al-Bayhaqĩ attributed this to al-BukhĆrĩ without a chain of transmission saying:
As for the Laughter mentioned in the narration then it has been reported from al-Farabĩ
from Muhammad bin IsmĆ’eel al-BukhĆrĩ (rahimahullĆh) that he said: “the meaning of adDahk is Rahmah.”

It may be the case that he took this from al-KhattĆbĩ who in A’lĆm us-Sunan stated after
mentioning the hadeeth of al-AnsĆrĩ and his wife:
“AllĆh marvels at, or laughs at, so and so”: Abş ’AbdullĆh said: the meaning of laughter is
mercy and this narration is from al-Farabĩ and not from Ibn Ma’qal.1

Ibn Hajar commented upon this in al-Fath saying: “I say: I did not see this within the copy of
al-BukhĆrĩ which we have in our possession.”2
Secondly: This is contrary to what is well known from the creed of ImĆm al-BukhĆrĩ and from
his Shuyşkh such as ImĆm Ahmad, IshĆq, Abş ’Ubayd and other ImĆms of the Salaf to affirm
AllĆh’s Attributes as they have arrived upon their apparent meaning without resorting to ta’weel
or anything else. A corroboration of the beliefs of al-BukhĆrĩ will be mentioned later.

CHAPTER CONCLUSION:
The following matters are clear to us:
Firstly: Not one letter from the Salaf (rahimahumullĆh) is verified which justifies ta’weel and this
also justifies what has been mentioned prior that the Salaf all agreed on the invalidity and
prohibition of ta’weel of AllĆh’s Attributes and that it is obligatory to leave them upon their
apparent meaning without tashbeeh and takyeef.
Secondly: The invalidity of the claim of the two authors that ta’weel is established from the Salaf,
this therefore demolishes the basis and second pillar which their book was based upon wherein
they claimed that the Salaf rotated between ta’weel and tafweedh of AllĆh’s Attributes. So if their

1

Al-Khattaabŝ, A’lŅm us-Sunan (Makkah al-Mukarramah, KSA: Umm ul-Qura’ University, 1409 AH, 1st Edn., ed.

Muhammad bin Sa’d bin ’AbdurRahmŅn ńl Sa’ood), vol.2, p.1367
Translator’s note: Ibn Ma’qal died in 295 AH/907 CE
2

Fath ul-BŅrŝ, vol.8, p.501
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claim of tafweedh is nullified, as has been mentioned prior, and then their claim of ta’weel has here
just been nullified – this renders their entire book to have been established upon bĆtil!
Thirdly: It is also evident that what the two authors refer to as proofs are weak, for they refer to
rejected reports and narrations from the SahĆbah and Salaf which have no basis whatsoever. So
they did not find anything authentic from the Salaf which supported their claims. So after such a
lengthy study it has to be asked: what kind of ’aqeedah is this that it cannot be established except
upon rejected and void narrations?!
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THE INNOCENCE OF THE IMńMS FROM THE
’ASHARITE CREED
The two authors try to validate the Salafiyyah of the ’Ash’arĩs by the abundance of its followers
from trusted scholars of the Ummah. As a result, the two authors include many scholars known
and famed for the Salafi manhaj as being ’Ash’arĩ. Indeed, the two authors even go to the extent
of including the SahĆbah as being Mutakallimeen! The two authors thus fell into areas wherein it
is feared that falsehood and allegation against the ImĆms has been made. They thus include many
as being among the ’Ash’arĩs without verification and they utilised opinions, delusions and
stories to prove their claim. This is contrary to meticulous academic corroboration and Divinely
Legislated verification which our Lord has commanded us to have. It is well-known that the
most important sources from which it is possible to understand the manhaj or belief of a specific
scholar is to refer to what he mentioned in his books and what has been documented from him.
So if a scholar has extant works wherein issues of creed are established, along with an exposition
of his manhaj and way, then such works are the primary source for knowing his creed. So from
the outset, we find that the two authors turn away from what the scholar himself has authored,
clarified and manifested in his books and instead refer to stories and tales to know his creed!?
Yet such tales cannot be given priority over what the scholar himself has authored and clarified
within his own books. Within our study we will observe samples of this method, which is far
from even the most basic level of topical academic research. I will mention some of those who
have been ascribed to be from the ’AshĆ’irah and I will clarify their creed which totally opposed
the way of the ’Ash’arĩs. In order to be brief I will not mention all who have been falsely
attributed to be from the ’AshĆ’irah.
ImĆm al-HĆfidh al-Hujjah Muhammad bin IsmĆ’eel al-BukhĆrĩ (d. 256 AH/CE):
The two authors claim that al-BukhĆrĩ agreed with the creed of Ibn KullĆb!? This is a mere claim
which is devoid of any academic corroboration and historical substantiation. For al-BukhĆrĩ
(rahimahullĆh) is a leader of hadeeth, rather he was the ImĆm of the dunyĆ of his era and the flagbearer of the people of hadeeth. This in itself is not strange because he was the student of the
ImĆms of the Sunnah at the head of which was the undisputed ImĆm of Ahl us-Sunnah, Ahmad
bin Hanbal. He also studied with IshĆq bin RĆhawayh, Abş Nu’aym al-Fadl bin Dukayn, Abş
’Ubayd al-QĆsim bin SallĆm and other senior ImĆms of the Sunnah and others from the Salaf.
Whoever contemplates on what he wrote in his Saheeh and within other works knows for sure
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that he was upon the ’aqeedah of the people of Athar and not on the way of the people of kalĆm.
He would affirm AllĆh’s Attributes absolutely without tashbeeh, takyeef and without negating the
reality of the Attribute. He entitled a chapter within his book as ‘KitĆb ut-Tawheed’ wherein he
affirms AllĆh’s Attributes based on the way of the Salaf and the ImĆms, not the way of the
people of kalĆm. He had 58 chapters affirming AllĆh’s Attributes such as:
Chapter: the Saying of AllĆh,
“And AllĆh warns you of Himself...”
{ąl ’ImrĆn (3): 28}
Affirming AllĆh’s Self.
Chapter: the Saying of AllĆh,

ƂĄǾȀă Ƴą ȁă ōȏƛÊ Ǯ
ć ǳÊƢăǿ ƔÇ Ȅą ǋă Ŏǲǯƌ ƃ
“Everything will be destroyed except His Face.”
{al-Qasas (28): 88}
Affirming AllĆh’s Face
Chapter: the Saying of AllĆh

ƂȄÊǼȈąǟă ȄƊǴǟă Ǟă Ǽăǐ
ą ĄƬǳÊȁă ƃ
“...that you would be brought up under My eye.”
{TĆHĆ (20): 39}
Affirming AllĆh’s Eye
Chapter: the Saying of AllĆh,

Ƃċȃƾă ȈăƥÊ ĄƪǬƒ ǴƊƻă ƢăǸǳÊƃ
“...that which I created with My hands?”
{SĆd (38): 75}
Affirming AllĆh’s Hands
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Chapter:
“...and His Throne had been upon water...”
{Hood (11): 7}
“...and He is the Lord of the Great Throne.”
{at-Tawbah (9): 129}
Affirming AllĆh’s ’Uluww over His creation and His istiwĆ’ and elevation over His Throne. AlBukhĆrĩ relayed the statement of Abu’l-’ąliyah and MujĆhid that: “IstiwĆ’: raised and elevated”
and then he mentioned the ahĆdeeth which indicate AllĆh’s Transcendence and that He is above
the heavens above everything.
Chapter: the saying of AllĆh,
“...every day He is bringing about a matter.”
{ar-RahmĆn (55): 29}
And AllĆh says,
“...perhaps AllĆh will bring about after that a [different] matter.”
{at-TalĆq (65): 1}
And that this does not resemble what the creation does in bringing things about.” Within this is
an affirmation that AllĆh is described with bringing about that which He wills.
Chapters affirming AllĆh’s Speech such as: ‘Chapter: Affirming the Letter and Sound of AllĆh’s
Speech’ and ‘Chapter: The Lord’s Speech with Jibreel and AllĆh’s calling the Angels.’
Chapter: what has arrived regarding the creation of the heavens, earth and other creations and
that this is an action of the Lord and His Command. The Lord, with His Attributes, Action and
Command, is the Creator of creation and not created. Whatever is the result of His Action,
Command and Creation is made and created.1
In regards to ĩmĆn he stated:
Chapter: ‘the Prophet (sallallĆhu ’alayhi wassallam) named prayer as being an action’, affirming that
actions are from ĩmĆn.

1

See Ibn al-BannŅ, al-MukhtŅr fŝ Usool is-Sunnah (Madeenah, KSA: Maktabat al-’Uloom wa’l-Hikam, 1425 AH

2nd Edn., ed. ’AbdurRazzŅq bin ’AbdulMuhsin al-’AbbŅd al-Badr), pp.110-149, wherein he includes a chapter
which clarifies the creed of ImŅm al-BukhŅrŝ regarding his chaptering of KitŅb ut-Tawheed from his Saheeh.
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Chapter: the saying of AllĆh,
“While AllĆh created you and that which you do?”
{as-SĆffĆt (37): 96}
And the Prophet (sallallĆhu ’alayhi wassallam) named prayer as being ĩmĆn. Al-BukhĆrĩ was also the
one who said: I dictated from 1080 men and they were all people of hadeeth who said
“ĨmĆn is speech and action, it increases and decreases.”1
It is well-known that this opposes the ’aqeedah of the ’Ash’arĩs who view that ĩmĆn is just tasdeeq
and that actions are not included in ĩmĆn. He also noted often this within his KitĆb ut-Tawheed in
his Saheeh within many chapters, wherein he acknowledged AllĆh’s Attributes as they have
arrived in the Book and Sunnah without resorting to ta’weel and tahreef. Adh-Dhahabĩ stated in al’Uluww:
ImĆm Abş ’AbdullĆh Muhammad bin IsmĆ’eel said towards the end of al-JĆmi’ us-Saheeh in KitĆb arRadd ’ala’l-Jahmiyyah: Chapter: the saying of AllĆh,
“...and His Throne had been upon water...”
{Hşd (11): 7}
Abu’l-’ąliyah said: istiwĆ’ ilĆ SamĆ, rising. MujĆhid said: istiwĆ’ is: over the Throne. Zaynab Umm
ul-Mumineen (radi AllĆhu ’anhu) said: “AllĆh gave me in marriage from above the seven heavens.”

Then he included chapters regarding Attributes that the Jahmiyyah deny such as al-’Uluww,
Speech, Two Hands and Two Eyes utilising verses and ahĆdeeth. Such as: Chapter: the
saying of AllĆh,

ƂĄƤȈďǘō ǳơ ĄǶǴÊǰƊ ǳƒơ ĄƾǠă ǐ
ą ȇă ǾÊ ȈąǳƊƛÊƃ
“To Him ascends good speech...”
{FĆtir (35): 10}
And chapter: the saying of AllĆh,

Ƃċȃƾă ȈăƥÊ ĄƪǬƒ ǴƊƻă ƢăǸǳÊƃ
“...that which I created with My hands?”
{SĆd (38): 75}
And chapter: the saying of AllĆh,

1

Siyar A’lŅm un-NubalŅ’, vol.12, p.395
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“...that you would be brought up under My Eye.”
{TĆHĆ (20): 39}

And chapter: ‘the saying of the Lord, Mighty and Majestic, with the Prophets’. There are similar
other chapters which if the intelligent person reflects upon will know that the Jahmiyyah reject
such beliefs and distort words from their correct context. ImĆm al-BukhĆrĩ has a separate book
entitled KitĆb Af’Ćl ul-’IbĆd in regards to the issue of the Qur’Ćn.1

ImĆm al-BukhĆrĩ also authored the book Khalq Af’Ćl ul-’IbĆd wa’r-Radd ’ala’l-Jahmiyyah wa As-hĆb
ut-Ta’teel wherein he corroborated some matters of creed according to Ahl us-Sunnah wa’lJama’ah and transmitted many texts from the Salaf and ImĆms in regards to AllĆh’s Attributes.
We have mentioned some of these texts within this book of ours such as the statements of the
ImĆms and the Salaf about AllĆh’s ’Uluww above His creation, the Speech of AllĆh and affirming
that the Speech of AllĆh is with a voice. He said:
AllĆh called out with a voice which was heard from far and near and this is not for any other
besides AllĆh. Abş ’AbdullĆh said: within this is a proof that AllĆh’s Voice does not resemble the
voices of the creation because AllĆh’s Voice, Mighty is His Mention, is heard from afar as it is
heard from near. The angels are in awe of His Voice, AllĆh says,
“So do not attribute to AllĆh equals while you know [that there is nothing similar to
Him].”
{al-Baqarah (2): 22}
AllĆh has no partner or likeness with His Attribute and there is nothing in creation that has His
Attributes.2

This is an Attribute that the ’Ash’arĩs unanimously agree is rejected and that AllĆh is exalted from
being described with it, based on the claim that it is tashbeeh and based on their principle of
“internal kalĆm”. Al-BukhĆrĩ affirmed the Speech of AllĆh and that it is with letter and sound.
This invalidates the claim that ImĆm al-BukhĆrĩ was affiliated to, or influenced by, Ibn KullĆb,
because the issue of “internal kalĆm” is of the most famous issues in which Ibn KullĆb opposed
the Salaf. For that reason, ImĆm MĆlik was severe against him and instructed that al-HĆrith alMuhĆsibĩ be boycotted as a result. The way of al-BukhĆrĩ in his Saheeh in KitĆb ut-Tawheed, and
likewise in his book Khalq Af’Ćl ul-’IbĆd, in corroborating creed is apparent in it being upon the
manhaj and way of the Salaf who placed the Book and Sunnah as a foundation to follow and then
followed it up with the words of the Salaf from the SahĆbah, TĆbi’een and the Ummah. Likewise,
al-BukhĆrĩ’s chaptering of creedal issues clearly indicate that he was not of the Mutakallimeen
1
2

Al-’Uluww, p.186
Khalq Af’Ņl ul-’IbŅd (Cairo: Maktabat ut-TurŅth al-IslŅmŝ, ed. Abź HŅjir Muhammad as-Sa’eed bin Bisyźnŝ),

p.137.
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(speculative rhetorical theologians); rather he was clearly distinct from them. What certifies that
al-BukhĆrĩ did not agree with Ibn KullĆb is that al-BukhĆrĩ did not mention Ibn KullĆb within
any of his books at all and did not refer to his words! Neither did al-BukhĆrĩ refer to any of Ibn
KullĆb’s companions such as al-HĆrith al-MuhĆsibĩ, al-QalĆnisĩ,1 al-KarĆbĩsĩ and others. Neither
in his Saheeh, nor his TĆreekh, such as TĆreekh ul-Kabeer, al-Awsat, as-Sagheer and neither in his other
books such as the book Khalq Af’Ćl ul-’IbĆd.
ImĆm Abş Ja’far Muhammad bin Jareer at-Tabarĩ (d. 310 AH/922 CE):
He was an ImĆm of knowledge, a Mujtahid, the scholar of his era Abş Ja’far at-Tabarĩ the author
of beneficial works, from Amul in TabaristĆn. He has two works in creed at-Tabseer fĩ Ma’Ćlim idDeen and Sareeh us-Sunnah and within these books he acknowledges the creed and clarifies his
manhaj and way, not to mention what he authored within his great tafseer. Yet with the fact that
these two books are extant, the two authors did not transmit even one letter from them and did
not refer to them at all, yet still claimed that at-Tabarĩ was ’Ash’arĩ!!? We have transmitted much
from his works in regards to issues of creed within this very book. Here we will certify what we
have transmitted from him and expand further on:
AllĆh’s ’Uluww with His Essence over His creation:
Adh-Dhahabĩ stated in al-’Uluww:
The tafseer of Ibn Jareer traverses the way of the Salaf in affirmation (of the Attributes) and
transmitted the saying of AllĆh,
“Then He directed Himself to the heaven...”
{al-Baqarah (2): 29}
From Rabĩ’ bin Anas that the meaning is: risen above. He also transmitted in regards to the tafseer
of,

ƂÊǉǂą Ǡă ǳƒơ ȄƊǴǟă ȃăȂƬăǇą ơ ċǶƯƌƃ
“...and then established Himself above the Throne.”
{al-A’rĆf (7): 54}2

1

Abu’l’AbbŅs al-QalŅnisŝ

2

Translator’s note: the tafseer of Ibn Katheer states:
As for AllŅh’s statement,

ƂÊǉǂą Ǡă ǳƒơ ȄƊǴǟă ȃăȂƬăǇą ơ ċǶƯƌƃ
“...and then established Himself above the Throne.”
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And in all other instances in the Qur’Ćn means: high above and risen over. He relayed the saying of
MujĆhid and then said: there is no Islamic sect who denies this except for the Jahmiyyah and
others.1

Ibn Jareer says in the tafseer of the verse,

ƂąǶĄȀĄǠƥÊơăǁ Ȃă Ąǿ ōȏƛÊ ƨÇ ưƊºƊǴƯƊ ȃăȂƴ
ą ǻċ ǺÊǷ ǹƌ Ȃƌǰȇă ƢăǷƃ
“There is in no private conversation three but that He is the fourth of them...”

{al-MujĆdilah (58): 7}
The meaning of:

ƂąǶĄȀĄǠƥÊơăǁ Ȃă Ąǿƃ
“...He is the fourth of them...”
{al-MujĆdilah (58): 7}

...the people had several conflicting opinions over its meaning. However, we follow the way
that our righteous predecessors took in this regard, such as MŅlik, al-AwzŅ’ŝ, ath-Thawrŝ,
al-Layth bin Sa’d, ash-Shafi’ŝ, Ahmad, IshŅq bin RŅhawayh and the rest of the scholars of
Islam, in past and present times. Surely, we accept the apparent meaning of, al-IstawŅ’,
without discussing its true essence, equating it (with the attributes of the creation), or
altering or denying it (in any way or form). We also believe that the meaning that comes to
those who equate AllŅh with the creation is to be rejected, for nothing is similar to AllŅh,

ƂĄŚǐ
Ê Ʀăǳƒơ ǞĄ ȈÊǸǈ
ċ ǳơ Ȃă Ąǿȁă ƔÆ Ȅą ǋă ǾÊ ǴÊưƒǸÊ ǯƊ ǆ
ă ȈąǳƊƃ
“There is nothing like unto Him, and He is the Hearing, the Seeing.”
{ash-ShźrŅ (42): 11}

Indeed, we assert and affirm what the Imams said, such as Nu’aym bin HammŅd AlKhuzŅ’ŝ, the teacher of ImŅm al-BukhŅrŝ, who said, “Whoever likens AllŅh with His
creation, will have committed Kufr. Whoever denies what AllŅh has described Himself
with, will have committed Kufr. Certainly, there is no resemblance (of AllŅh with the
creation) in what AllŅh and His Messenger have described Him with. Whoever attests to
AllŅh’s attributes that the plain Ayat and authentic Hadeeths have mentioned, in the
manner that suits AllŅh’s majesty, all the while rejecting all shortcomings from Him, will
have taken the path of guidance.”
Refer

to

Online

version

of

tafseer:

http://www.qtafsir.com/index.php?option=com_content&task=view&id=1242&Itemid=62
1

Al-’Uluww, p.205
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Is that: He is with them with his knowledge and He is over His Throne as ’AbdullĆh bin Abĩ Zayd
narrated to me saying: Nasr bin Maymoon al-Madroob narrated to me saying: Bakeer bin Ma’roof
narrated to us from MuqĆtil bin HayĆn from ad-DahhĆk who said about,

ƂąǶĄȀĄǠƥÊơăǁ Ȃă Ąǿ ōȏƛÊ ƨÇ ưƊºƊǴƯƊ ȃăȂƴ
ą ǻċ ǺÊǷ ǹƌ Ȃƌǰȇă ƢăǷƃ
“There is in no private conversation three but that He is the fourth of them...”
{al-MujĆdilah (58): 7}
That He is over His Throne and is with them with His Knowledge.1

Affirming AllĆh’s Two Hands:
He regarding the saying of AllĆh,

ǹÊ ƢăƬǗƊ ȂĄǈƦąǷă ǽĄ ơăƾȇă ǲƒ ƥă
“Rather, both His Hands are Outstretched...”
{al-MĆ’idah (5): 64}
The people of discussion and interpretation have differed over the meaning of the verses, some
said it means “His Two Bounties” (Ni’matĆhu), others said it means “power” (Quwwah) while
other said it means “His Dominion” (Mulkuhu). Some others from them said that “it is one of His
Attributes and indicates His Hands which are not like the limbs of Banĩ ądam.” This group
continued by saying that AllĆh, Exalted be His Mention, informed of His specifying ądam with
being created by His Hand and they said: “If the meaning of “al-Yad” was Ni’mah or “alQuwwah” or “al-Mulk” then it would be understood from this that ądam would not have been
particularised with it because all of AllĆh’s creation are created by His Power (Quwwah) and He
wills blessing (an-Ni’mah) in His creation and AllĆh is the Possessor (al-MĆlik) of all of them.”

Up to where he said:
They say in regards to AllĆh’s saying,

ǹÊ ƢăƬǗƊ ȂĄǈƦąǷă ǽĄ ơăƾȇă ǲƒ ƥă
“Rather, both His Hands are Outstretched...”
{al-MĆ’idah (5): 64}

1

Tafseer at-Tabarŝ, vol.18, p.12
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His informing His servants that His Blessing is innumerable, as we described, does not make sense
therefore in the language of the Arabs that the dual can indicate plurality? This results from the
error of the one who says that “al-Yad” means in this instance “an-Ni’mah” and the accuracy of
the who says that the Hand of AllĆh is His Attribute. They said: “So with this the narrations are
manifest from the Messenger of AllĆh (sallallĆhu ’alayhi wassallam) and this is what the ’Ulama and
commentators have held.”1

Affirming AllĆh’s Coming:
He stated in regards to the tafseer of

ǵă Ȃą ȇă Ǯ
ă ƥďǁă ƪ
Ê ºăȇơÈƔ ĄǒǠą ƥă Ȅă ƫÊƘƒ ȇă ȁą ƗƊ Ǯ
ă ƥČǁă Ȅă ƫÊƘƒ ȇă ȁą ƗƊ ƌƨǰƊ ƠÊºƊǴǸă ǳƒơ ǶĄ ȀĄ ȈÊƫƘƒ ƫă ǹƊƗ ȏƊ ƛÊ ǹƊ ȁĄǂƌǜǼăȇ ǲƒ ǿă ƃ
ȄÊǧ ƪ
ą Ʀăǈ
ă ǯƊ ȁą ƗƊ ƌǲƦąǫƊ ǺÊǷ ƪ
ą ǼăǷă ơÈƔ Ǻą ǰƌ ƫă Ƕą ǳƊ ƢăȀĄǻƢăŻƛÊ ƢĆǈǨƒ ǻă ĄǞǨƊ Ǽăȇ ȏƊ Ǯ
ă ƥďǁă ƪ
Ê ºăȇơÈƔ ĄǒǠą ƥă ȄÊƫƘƒ ȇă
Ƃ ǹƊ ȁĄǂǜÊ ƬăǼĄǷ ƢċǻƛÊ ơƒȁĄǂǜÊ Ƭăǻơ ǲÊ ƌǫ ơǂĆ Ȉąƻă ƢăȀǼÊºăŻƛÊ
“Do they [then] wait for anything except that the angels should come to them or your
Lord should come or that there come some of the signs of your Lord? The Day that some
of the signs of your Lord will come no soul will benefit from its faith as long as it had not
believed before or had earned through its faith some good. Say, "Wait. Indeed, we [also]
are waiting."”
{al-An’Ćm (6): 158}
AllĆh, glorified be His Praise, says: O Muhammad, do those who equate idols with their Lord
wait for the angels to come to them with death and take their souls or for their Lord to come to
them on the Day of Judgement?
Affirming the Attributes in the Real Sense without Tashbeeh:
At-Tabarĩ stated in at-Tabseer fĩ Ma’Ćlim id-Deen:
AllĆh mentioned His Names and Attributes in His Book and His Prophet informed his Ummah of
them. None of the creation is able to comprehend the Attributes which are based on proofs from
the Qur’Ćn which revealed them and on what has been authenticated as a saying of the Messenger
of AllĆh (sallallĆhu ’alayhi wassallam). Whatever is contrary to this, after the proofs have been
1

Ibid., vol.6, pp.301-302
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established via the reports which expound upon it, has no way to comprehend the reality of His
Knowledge except by perception and the ignorant person is excused due to ignorance, because the
knowledge of that (AllĆh’s Attributes) cannot be comprehended by minds, narration or
contemplation.
So for example: AllĆh informs us that He is Hearing and Seeing, and that He has Two Hands,

ǹÊ ƢăƬǗƊ ȂĄǈƦąǷă ǽĄ ơăƾȇă ǲƒ ƥă
“Rather, both His Hands are Outstretched...”
{al-MĆ’idah (5): 64}
And that He has a Right Hand,

ƂǾÊ ººººÊǼȈÊǸȈăƥÊ ƪ
ć ººººċȇȂÊ ǘƒ Ƿă ĄƩȂă ººººăǸǈ
ċ ǳơăȁ ƨÊ Ǹă ººººăȈǬÊ ǳƒơ ǵă Ȃą ººăȇ ǾĄ ƬĄºººººăǔƦąǫƊ
ƢƆºººǠȈÊǸƳă Ǒ
Ą ǁą ȏŋ ơăȁ

ƃ

“...while the earth entirely will be [within] His grip on the Day of Resurrection, and the heavens will
be folded in His right hand.”
{az-Zumar (39): 67}

And that He has a Face,

ƂÊǵơăǂǯƒ ȍÊ ơăȁ ǲÊ ºƒǴƴ
ă ǳƒơ ȁƌƿ Ǯ
ă ƥďǁă ĄǾƳą ȁă ȄƊǬƦąȇăȁă ƃ
“And there will remain the Face of your Lord, Owner of Majesty and Honor.”
{ar-RahmĆn (55): 27}

And that He has Feet based on what was stated by the Messenger of AllĆh (sallallĆhu ’alayhi
wassallam): “...until the Lord places His Foot into it (i.e. Jahannam)...”1
And that He Laughs (or Smiles) at His believing servants based on what was stated by the Prophet
(sallallĆhu ’alayhi wassallam) in regards to the one who was killed in the way of AllĆh: “He will meet
AllĆh, Mighty and Majestic, while He is smiling at him.”
And that AllĆh descends to the heavens of the dunya every night based on what the Messenger of
AllĆh (sallallĆhu ’alayhi wassallam) informed about. And that AllĆh is not one-eyed based on what was
stated by the Prophet when he mentioned the DajjĆl: “He is one-eyed and your Lord is not oneeyed.”

1

Translator’s note: the full hadeeth, which is agreed upon by al-BukhŅrŝ and Muslim, is: “(On the Day of

Judgment) when a group of unbelievers is thrown into Hell, Hell will ask for more until the Lord puts His Foot
into it; then it folds up saying: ‘Enough, enough’.”
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And that the believers will see their Lord on the Day of Judgement with their eyes just as they see
the sun and as they saw the moon on the night of a full-moon, as the Prophet (sallallĆhu ’alayhi
wassallam) stated.
And that He has fingers based on the statement of the Prophet said: “There is no heart except that it is
between two fingers of the fingers of ar-RahmĆn...”

Up to where at-Tabarĩ said:
So if a report has been mentioned regarding this it takes the status of a proof which has
been witnessed or heard, then the one who hears it in reality has to believe religiously in
the testimony of the report, just as when one witnesses or hears something.

Up to where at-Tabarĩ said:
So if it is said to us: ‘What are the correct meanings of these Attributes that have been mentioned
some of which have been mentioned in the Book of AllĆh, Mighty and Majestic, and some of
which have been mentioned by the Messenger of AllĆh (sallallĆhu ’alayhi wassallam)?’ It should be
said in response: ‘What is correct in regards to this is to say that: we affirm their reality based on
what we know via affirmation and negating tashbeeh just as He negated it from Himself when He
said,

ƂĄŚǐ
Ê Ʀăǳƒơ ǞĄ ȈÊǸǈ
ċ ǳơ Ȃă Ąǿȁă ƔÆ Ȅą ǋă ǾÊ ǴÊưƒǸÊ ǯƊ ǆ
ă ȈąǳƊƃ
“There is nothing like unto Him, and He is the Hearing, the Seeing.”
{ash-ShşrĆ (42): 11}

Up to where at-Tabarĩ says:
We affirm all of these meanings which we have mentioned and which have arrived in the reports,
the Book and the revelation which are understood by the reality of affirmation, and we negate
tashbeeh from him.1

Affirming AllĆh’s Nuzool:
He stated in at-Tabseer:
It should be said to him (i.e. the Mu’attil): ‘what do you reject from the report which has been
relayed from the Prophet (sallallĆhu ’alayhi wassallam) wherein he said: “He descends to the heavens
of the dunya”?’
If he says: ‘I reject that, because huboot (descent) is moving and it is not permissible to move from
place to place because that is an attribute of created bodies.’
Say to him: AllĆh has said,

ƂƢƆǨƐ Ǐ
ă ƢƆǨƐ Ǐ
ă ĄǮǴƊǸă ǳƒơăȁ Ǯ
ă ƥČǁă ƔÈ ƖăƳȁă ƃ
1

At-Tabseer, pp.134-142
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“And your Lord has come and the angels, rank upon rank...”
{al-Fajr (89): 22}
So is it permissible to ascribe ‘coming’ to AllĆh?’
If he says: ‘that is not allowed, rather the meaning of the ayah is: the affair of your Lord will come.’
It should be said to him then: ‘AllĆh has informed us that He will come along with the angels and
you claim that His affair will come and not Him. Therefore you say: the angels will not come,
rather the affair of the angels but not the angels, just as you say that the meaning of ‘coming of the
Lord’ is that his affair will come.’
If he says: ‘I don’t say that about the angels, I only say that about the Lord.’
Then say to him: ‘The report about the coming of the Lord and the angels is one and the same
report yet you claim that the report about the Lord is regarding the coming of His Affair and not
Him. You have also claimed however that the angels will come themselves and not that their affair
will come. So what is the difference between you and the one who opposes you and says ‘Rather
the Lord will come and as for the angels then their affair will come and not themselves?!’’

Up to where at-Tabarĩ says:
So if he says to us: ‘What do you say the meaning of it is?’
It is to be said to him: ‘The meaning of that is what the apparent text indicates, for there is no
report except that we submit to it and have ĩmĆn in it. So we say: Our Lord, Mighty and Majestic,
will come on the Day of Judgement with the angels rank upon rank, and He descends to the
heavens of the dunya every night and we do not say: ‘the meaning of that is that His affair
descends’. Rather we say: His affair descends from Him at every moment and hour from all of His
creation that is in existence as long as they exist. There is no hour that is devoid of His affair so
there is no way to specify the descent of His affair to a certain time as long as it is in existence and
present.’1

The Qur’Ćn and the AllĆh’s Speech is Uncreated:
At-Tabarĩ stated in Sareeh us-Sunnah, when affirming that the Qur’Ćn is AllĆh’s Speech that is
Uncreated and refuting the creed of the ’Ash’arĩs in regards to the matter:
Whoever says other than that (the Qur’Ćn is Uncreated) or claims that the Qur’Ćn in the heavens or
the earth is the same as the Qur’Ćn that we recite with our tongues and write within our Mus-hafs;
or believes something else with his heart or conceals something else, or says it openly with his
tongue – then the person by AllĆh is a disbeliever and his blood becomes permissible to shed (i.e.
execute). The person is free from AllĆh and AllĆh is Free from the person based on AllĆh’s saying,

ƂǙ
Ç ȂƌǨƸ
ą Ƿċ Ƶ
Ç Ȃą ǳƊ ȄÊǧ - ƾć ȈÊƴǷċ ǹƈ ơÈƔǂą ƌǫ Ȃă Ąǿ ǲƒ ƥăƃ
1

Ibid., pp.146-149
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“But this is an honored Qur’Ćn, [Inscribed] in a Preserved Slate.”
{al-Burooj (85): 21-22}

ƂÊǾǴōǳơ ǵă Ȑ
Ɗ ǯƊ Ǟă Ǹă ǈ
ą ȇă ȄċƬƷă Ąǽǂą ƳÊ ƘƊǧƊ ǭă ǁă ƢăƴƬăǇą ơ ś
ă ǯÊ ǂÊ ǌ
ą ĄǸǳƒơ Ǻă Ƿď ƾć Ʒă ƗƊ ǹƒ ƛÊȁă ƃ
“And if any one of the polytheists seeks your protection, then grant him protection so that
he may hear the words of AllĆh.”
{at-Tawbah (9): 6}
So AllĆh informed that the Qur’Ćn is written in the Preserved Slate and that it was heard from the
tongue of Muhammad (sallallĆhu ’alayhi wassallam), and that there is one Qur’Ćn from Muhammad
(sallallĆhu ’alayhi wassallam), written and preserved in the Preserved Slate, it is also preserved within
the chests and recited by the tongues of the old and young.1

This nullifies the belief of the ’Ash’arĩs who claim that there are two Qur’Ćns, one which is the
Uncreated Speech of AllĆh which is established within AllĆh Himself and another which is
created, which is that which is preserved, recited and written. This has been explained prior in
chapter two of the third section. At-Tabarĩ stated about the Lafdhiyyah:
As for the statement about the servant’s pronouncement of the Qur’Ćn then there is no narration
about it that we know of from a Companion who has passed, or from a Successor who
judged.........
For Abş IsmĆ’eel at-Tirmidhĩ stated to me: I heard Abş ’AbdullĆh Ahmad bin Hanbal say: the
Lafdhiyyah are Jahmiyyah in regards to AllĆh’s saying,

ƂÊǾǴōǳơ ǵă Ȑ
Ɗ ǯƊ Ǟă Ǹă ǈ
ą ȇă ȄċƬƷă ƃ
“...so that he may hear the words of AllĆh.”
{at-Tawbah (9): 6}
So who will they hear from then? Then I heard a group of our companions, whose names I have
preserved, mention that he (i.e. ImĆm Ahmad) used to say: “whoever says that my recital is created
is a Jahmĩ and whoever says ‘it is Uncreated’ is an innovator.”2

Then he stated in regards to the definition of ĩmĆn:
What is correct in regards to ĩmĆn I to say: ‘it is speech and action, it increases and
decreases’ this is what has been reported from a group of the Companions of the Prophet
(sallallĆhu ’alayhi wassallam) and the people of deen and virtue were upon this.3

1

Sareeh us-Sunnah (Kuwait: Maktabat Ahl ul-Athar, 1426 AH, 2nd Edn., ed. Badr al-Ma’tooq), p.24

2

Ibid., p.37

3

Ibid., p.35
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This is all contrary to the creed of the ’Ash’arĩs who view that ĩmĆn is just tasdeeq and that actions
are not included in the reality of ĩmĆn. These are extracts of the words of Ibn Jareer (rahimahullĆh)
in regards to acknowledging creed which presents his conformity with the Salaf and his
opposition to the creed of the ’Ash’arĩs. How could this not be the case when Ibn Jareer atTabarĩ is the companion of ImĆms Ibn Khuzaymah and Muhammad bin Nasr al-Marwadhĩ and
other ImĆms of the Sunnah?
ImĆm al-HĆfidh Abu’l-Hasan ’Alĩ bin ’Umar ad-DĆraqutnĩ (385 AH/995 CE):
Al-HĆfidh ad-DĆraqutnĩ is of those who the two authors try to include among the ’AshĆ’irah in
order to increase the number of followers, gaining satisfaction from what their have not been
given. Al-HĆfidh ad-DĆraqutnĩ was a scholar and ImĆm and was of those who authored books
on many subjects, such as works on: al-Mu’taqad (creed). Ad-DĆraqutnĩ has three well-known
books that have been printed and are in circulation in regards to the creed of Ahl us-Sunnah
wa’l-Jama’ah and these books are: as-SifĆt, ar-Ru’yah and AhĆdeeth un-Nuzool. Yet even though
these books are extant within Islamic libraries we find that the two authors do not refer to them
at all and completely ignore them! They instead utilise for their claim that he was ’Ash’arĩ a story
wherein it is mentioned that ad-DĆraqutnĩ kissed the head of Abş Bakr al-BĆqilĆnĩ al-’Ash’arĩ,
and praised him. Yet it is well-known that referring to such a story is not reliable in attesting to
the creed of a well-known ImĆm who is famed for his books, such as al-HĆfidh ad-DĆraqutnĩ.
This is even if ad-DĆraqutnĩ praise’s some ’Ash’arĩs within these books. So even if this report is
authenticated then there are many possible reasons for it, such as:
-

His praise of al-BĆqilĆnĩ could have been before he knew about him and before alBĆqilĆnĩ’s creed became apparent.

-

The praise could have been relative as he could have praised his efforts in refuting the
Mu’tazilah, Jahmiyyah and their likes, as al-BĆqilĆnĩ was well-known for refuting them.
The praise in this instance then would not be due to al-BĆqilĆnĩ agreeing with the truth in
his entire creed.

Ibn ul-Mabrad mentions ad-DĆraqutnĩ among those who opposed the ’AshĆ’irah:
And from them: ImĆm Abu’l-Hasan ad-DĆraqutnĩ who opposed them (i.e. the ’Asha’rĩs)
there are some words from him wherein he censured them.1

Here I will expound what ad-DĆraqutnĩ wrote within his books in order to show the futility of
this claim to each and every intelligent person, and to show that ad-DĆraqutnĩ was an ImĆm of
the Sunnah and at its head. He traversed the way of the Salaf and of the ImĆms and was neither
1

Jam’ul- Juyźsh wa’d-DasŅkir ’ala Ibn ’AsŅkir, pp.208
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’Ash’arĩ nor KullĆbĩ, for he did not enter into kalĆm whatsoever. His book as-SifĆt was authored
in order to affirm AllĆh’s Attributes which were falsely interpreted by the Mu’attilah from the
Jahmiyyah, Mu’tazilah, KullĆbiyyah and ’Ash’ariyyah. Ad-DĆraqutnĩ included a chapter affirming
AllĆh’s Foot, Mighty and Majestic; a chapter affirming the Two Hands; a chapter affirming
Laughter; a chapter affirming the Fingers; a chapter about what has been relayed regarding the
Kursĩ; a chapter concerning what is mentioned in Sşrat ur-RahmĆn; a chapter regarding what is
mentioned about the Lord’s Handful;1 a chapter about what is mentioned about AllĆh’s Two
Hands, Mighty and Majestic and a chapter concerning ar-RahmĆn’s Palm. Then he concluded
these chapters with a chapter explaining the manhaj of the Salaf in regards to these Attributes, the
manhaj being leaving them upon their apparent meaning and resulting to neither ta’weel. He
transmitted herein many texts of the Salaf of which we mentioned in the first chapter.
As for ad-DĆraqutnĩ’s book AhĆdeeth un-Nuzool then within it he affirms the Attribute of AllĆh’s
Nuzool and that it is the truth to be accepted in a real sense without tashbeeh, tahreef and ta’weel.
He also affirmed AllĆh’s Nuzool and that does not mean the nuzool of the dominion or of AllĆh’s
affair or the likes which are falsely interpreted by the ’Ash’arĩs and by all of the Mu’attilah.
Within the book ad-DĆraqutnĩ compiled the ahĆdeeth relating to AllĆh’s Nuzool at the last third of
every night, Sha’bĆn and the evening of ’Arafat. Ad-DĆraqutnĩ stated at the beginning of the
book:
A mention of the narrations from the Prophet (sallallĆhu ’alayhi wassallam) that AllĆh,
Blessed and Most High, descends every night to the heavens of the dunya and forgives
those seeking forgiveness and gives those who ask.2

As for ad-DĆraqutnĩ’s book ar-Ruyah then within the book he acknowledges the belief of the
Salaf that AllĆh will be seen on the Day of Judgement and the believers will see Him after they
enter Jannah. Ad-DĆraqutnĩ compiled the transmitted ahĆdeeth which mentioned this and he
transmitted the words of the SahĆbah, TĆbi’een and ImĆms in regards to affirming this, and that
the most delightful blessing for the people of Paradise is to look at AllĆh’s Face, Blessed and
Exalted. So after that how is it possible to include ad-DĆraqutnĩ among the ’Ash’arĩs?! All his
books are based on the way of the Salaf in establishing belief. He sought proofs from the Book
of AllĆh, the Sunnah of His Messenger and then the statements of the Salaf from the SahĆbah,

1

Translator’s note: based on the hadeeth narrated by Abź UmŅmah (radi AllŅhu ’anhu) and reported by at-

Tirmidhŝ, Ahmad and Ibn HibbŅn, that the Messenger of AllŅh (sallallŅhu ’alayhi wassallam) said: “My Rabb
promised me that seventy thousand of my ummah would enter Paradise without being called to account and
without being punished, and with each one will be seventy thousand, and three handfuls of people picked up by
my Rabb [i.e. it will be a great number].”
2

An-Nuzool, p.1
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TĆbi’een and those that followed them. He neither resorted to kalĆm issues whatsoever nor to
“intellectual proofs”, rather ad-DĆraqutnĩ used to detest all of that. Ad-DĆraqutnĩ stated in his
book al-’Uluww:
Al-’AllĆmah al-HĆfidh Abu’l-Hasan ’Alĩ bin ’Umar was rare during his time and was a genius in this
field for he authored the books ar-Ru’yah, as-SifĆt and he was a reference point for the Sunnah and
the madhĆhib of the Salaf.1

Adh-Dhahabĩ stated in as-Siyar:
It is authentic from ad-DĆraqutnĩ that he said: ‘There is nothing more hated to me than
’Ilm ul-KalĆm.’ I say2: the man did not enter into kalĆm or argumentation whatsoever and
he did not engross himself in any of that, rather he was Salafĩ, Abş ’AbdurRahmĆn asSulamĩ heard that from him.3

Al-HĆfidh Abş Nu’aym Ahmad bin ’AbdillĆh al-AsbahĆnĩ (d. 430 AH/1039 CE):
He is also of those who the two authors, in keeping with Ibn ’AsĆkir, include among the
’AshĆ’irah. Ibn al-Mabrad took issue with Ibn ’AsĆkir including Abş Nu’aym from among the
’AshĆ’irah and said:
...then he included al-HĆfidh Abş Nu’aym among them and this is not the case rather it is
a fabrication.4
I will mention some of what has been reported in regards to creed in order for the reality of this
to be clear to us. Abş Nu’aym stated in his book Mahajjat ul-WĆthiqeen wa Madrajat ul-WĆmiqeen in
what has been transmitted of it by Shaykh ul-IslĆm Ibn Taymiyyah:
They have concurred that AllĆh is above His heavens and above His Throne, established over it
and not that he conquered it as the Jahmiyyah say that he is everywhere, which opposes what has
been revealed in AllĆh’s Book,

Ƃ ƔÊ ƖăǸǈ
ċ ǳơ ȄÊǧ ǺďǷ Ƕą ƬĄǼÊǷƗƊƃ
“Do you feel secure that He who [holds authority] in the heaven...”
{al-Mulk (67): 16}

1

Al-’Uluww, p.234

2

i.e. adh-Dhahabŝ

3

As-Siyar, vol.16, p.457

4

Jam’ ul-Juyźsh wa’d-DasŅkir ’ala Ibn ’AsŅkir, pp.186
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ƂĄƤȈďǘō ǳơ ĄǶǴÊǰƊ ǳƒơ ĄƾǠă ǐ
ą ȇă ǾÊ ȈąǳƊƛÊƃ
“To Him ascends good speech...”
{FĆtir (35): 10}1

Ƃ ȃăȂƬăǇą ơ ǉ
Ê ǂą Ǡă ǳƒơ ȄƊǴǟă ǺĄ ºăǸƷą ǂċ ǳơƃ
“The Most Merciful [who is] above the Throne established.”
{TĆ HĆ (20): 5}
So unto Him is a Throne which He is established over and a Kursĩ which encompasses the seven
heavens and earths, as He says,

ƂăǑǁą ȏŋ ơăȁ Ʃ
Ê ơăȂºăǸǈ
ċ ǳơ ǾĄ ČȈǇÊ ǂą ǯƌ Ǟă ǇÊ ȁă ƃ
“His Kursĩ extends over the heavens and the earth...”

{al-Baqarah (2): 255}
His Kursĩ is a form, while the seven heaven and seven earths compared to the Kursĩ is like a ring
within the desert. His Kursĩ does not mean His Knowledge as the Jahmiyyah say, rather His Kursĩ
will be placed on the Day of Judgement in order to separate the judgements among His servants,
and the angels will come rank upon rank as AllĆh says,

ƂƆƢǨƐ Ǐ
ă ƢƆǨƐ Ǐ
ă ĄǮǴƊǸă ǳƒơăȁ Ǯ
ă ƥČǁă ƔÈ ƖăƳȁă ƃ
“And your Lord has come and the angels, rank upon rank...”
{al-Fajr (89): 22}

1

Translator’s note: Ibn Katheer mentioned in his tafseer: means, words of remembrance, recitation of Qur’Ņn,

and supplications. This was the view of more than one of the Salaf. Ibn Jareer recorded that Al-MukhŅriq bin
Sulaym said that “’AbdullŅh bin Mas’ood, may AllŅh be pleased with him, said to them, “If we tell you a hadeeth,
we will bring you proof of it from the Book of AllŅh. When the Muslim servants says, ‘Glory and praise be to AllŅh,
there is no god worthy of worship except AllŅh, AllŅh is Most Great and blessed be AllŅh,’ an angel takes these
words and puts them under his wing, then he ascends with them to the heaven. He does not take them past any
group of angels but they seek forgiveness for the one who said them, until he brings them before AllŅh, may He be
glorified.”

Refer

to

Online

version

of

tafseer:

http://www.qtafsir.com/index.php?option=com_content&task=view&id=1912&Itemid=91
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The Prophet (sallallĆhu ’alayhi wassallam) elaborated further and said: “He, Exalted and Holy, will
come on the Day of Judgement in order to divide the judgements among His servants. He will
forgive whomsoever He wills from the sinful Muwahhideen and punish whomsoever He wills, just
as He said,

ƂÉƔƖăǌȇă ǺăǷ ĄƣŏǀǠă Ąȇȁă ƔÉ Ɩăǌȇă ǺăǸǳÊ ĄǂǨÊ Ǥą ȇăƃ
“He forgives whom He wills and punishes whom He wills.”
{ąl ’ImrĆn (3): 129}1

Adh-Dhahabĩ stated in al-’Uluww:
The major HĆfidh, Abş Nu’aym Ahmad bin ’AbdullĆh bin Ahmad al-AsbahĆnĩ, author of Hilyat
ul-AwliyĆ’, stated in his book al-I’tiqĆd:
Our path is the path of the Salaf who followed the Book, Sunnah and IjmĆ’ of the Ummah, and
from what they believed is that AllĆh has always been Perfect with His Eternal Attributes. AllĆh
neither ceases nor goes and He has always been All-Knowing with knowledge, All-Seeing with
sight, All-Hearing and Speaking with speech, then he brought things about from nothing. and the
Qur’Ćn is the AllĆh’s Speech and likewise are all revealed scriptures, His Speech is Uncreated and
the Qur’Ćn in all aspects whether it is read, recited, memorised, heard, written, pronounced – is
AllĆh’s Speech in the real sense, it is neither a narrative nor a biography. When we recite it is
AllĆh’s Speech which is Uncreated. The WĆqifah (those who merely stop without taking a position)
and the Lafdhiyyah from the Jahmiyyah, and whoever intends that the Qur’Ćn in any way is created
Speech of AllĆh is regarded as a Jahmĩ according to the Salaf and the Jahmĩ is a disbeliever.

Then he continued:
As for the ahĆdeeth which affirm the ’Arsh and AllĆh’s istiwĆ’ over it then they mention and affirm
them without takyeef and tamtheel, and that AllĆh is Distinct from His creation and the creation is
distinct from Him. AllĆh is neither incarnate within them nor mixed in with them; He is established
over His Throne above His heavens and not on the earth.2

Ibn ul-Qayyim transmitted from Abş Nu’aym in regards to his ’aqeedah:
Indeed AllĆh is All-Hearing, All-Seeing, All-Knowledgeable, All-Knowing, He speaks, AllĆh is
pleased, displeased, laughs, is amazed, and will appear to His servants on the Day of Judgement
smiling. AllĆh descends how He wills to the heavens of the dunya at the last third of every night
and says “Is there anyone calling upon Me that I may answer him? Is there anyone seeking
forgiveness from Me that I may forgive him? Is there anyone repenting to Me that I may accept his
repentance”, until Fajr emerges. The Lord descends and it is not to be asked “how?” and without

1

Shaykh ul-IslŅm Ibn Taymiyyah transmitted this from him in Majmź’ al-FatŅwŅ, vol.5, p.60

2

Al-’Uluww, p.243
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tashbeeh and ta’weel. Whoever denies the Nuzool or falsely interprets it is a misguided innovator and
all of the pure people of knowledge concur with this. Then he (Abş Nu’aym) said: AllĆh is
established over His Throne without it being asked “how?” And with neither tashbeeh nor ta’weel,
for istiwĆ’ is ma’qool and the “how” is majhool. AllĆh is distinct from His creation and His creation
are distinct from Him, AllĆh is neither incarnate (within the creation) nor mixed in with them
because He is Unique and Distinct from creation, He is Unique and Self-Sufficient from creation.
He (Abş Nu’aym) also said: “Our way is that of the Salaf who follow the Book, the Sunnah and the
ijmĆ’ of the Ummah”, then he mentioned their beliefs and said: “From what they believed is that
AllĆh is in the heavens and not on the earth” And then he mentioned the rest of AllĆh’s
Attributes.1

So may AllĆh have mercy unto you, contemplate upon this acknowledgement of the belief of the
Salaf by al-HĆfidh Abş Nu’aym. Within it is affirmation of all of AllĆh’s Attributes without
differentiating between Attributes; rather all are affirmed for AllĆh without tashbeeh and ta’weel.
Also contemplate on Abş Nu’aym’s affirmation of AllĆh’s Attribute of Nuzool in the real sense
and that AllĆh is described with it, and that whoever falsely interprets it or denies it is to be
deemed as a misguided innovator. So do the ’Ash’arĩs acknowledge what al-HĆfidh Abş Nu’aym
did in regards to creed?!
Shaykh ul-IslĆm al-ImĆm Abş ’UthmĆn IsmĆ’eel bin ’AbdurRahmĆn as-SĆbşnĩ (d.449
AH/CE)2:
1
2

IjtimŅ’ ul-Juyoosh il-IslŅmiyyah, p.279
Translator’s note: He is the ImŅm Abź ’UthmŅn IsmŅ’eel bin ’AbdurRahmŅn bin Ahmad bin IsmŅ’eel bin

IbrŅhim bin ’Abid bin ’Amir an-Naysaburi as-SŅbźnŝ. He was born in the year 373 AH. His father, also a scholar,
was killed in 382 AH, when he was 9 years of age. His teachers in Hadith were: Abź Sa’id ’AbdallŅh bin
Muhammad bin ’Abdul-WahhŅb, when he was 9, Abu Bakr bin Mihrân, Abź Muhammad al-Mukhallidŝ, Abź
Tahir bin Khuzaymah, Abu’l-Husayn al-KhaffŅf, ’AbdurRahmŅn bin Abi Shurayh, Zahir bin Ahmad as-Sarakhsŝ
and their generation. Among his students were: ’Abdul’Azeez al-KattŅnŝ, Ali bin al-Husayn bin Sasra. NajŅ bin
Ahmad, Abu’l-QŅsim b. Abi’l-’AlŅ, Abu Bakr al-Bayhaqŝ, his son ’AbdurRahmŅn bin IsmŅ’eel and others, of which
the last one is Abź ’AbdallŅh Muhammad bin al-Fadl al-Furawŝ. He lived in Nisabur and travelled to: Herat,
Sarakhs, the Hijâz, ShŅm, al-Jabâl and other places. He transmitted hadeeth in KhurasŅn, JurjŅn (Gorgan,
Northern IrŅn), al-Hind (India), al-Quds (Jerusalem) and elsewhere. HŅfidh al-Dhahabŝ called him: “as-SŅbźnŝ,
the ImŅm, the Scholar, the Exemplar, the Commentator, the Preacher, the Muhaddith Shaykh alIslŅm...” Abź Bakr al-Bayhaqŝ described him as: “ImŅm of the Muslims in reality and the Shaykh al-IslŅm
truthfully, Abź ’UthmŅn as-SŅbźnŝ...” Abź AbdallŅh al-MŅlikŝ said about him: “Abź ’UthmŅn belongs to
those for whom the leading scholars testified for being perfect in al-Hifdh [of hadeeth] and alTafseer (of the Qur’Ņn).” ’AbdulGhafir al-FŅrisŝ, author of a History of Nisabur, and a HŅfidh said: “alUstŅdh Abź ’UthmŅn IsmŅ'eel as-SŅbźnŝ is a Shaykh al-IslŅm, al-Mufassir, al-Muhaddith, alWŅ’iz, one of his time and he was a HŅfidh, heard and wrote a lot..” and he said, “he was accepted
by friend and foe, and they were agreed upon that he was a Sword of the Sunnah and Repeller of
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The two authors claimed that Shaykh ul-IslĆm as-SĆbşnĩ was ’Ash’arĩ basing this upon what was
mentioned by Ibn ’AsĆkir in Tabyeen Kadhib al-Muftarĩ wherein Ibn ’AsĆkir said:
I heard Shaykh Abş Bakr Ahmad bin Muhammad bin IsmĆ’eel bin Muhammad bin BashhĆr alBşshanjĩ (also well-known as “al-Khakurdĩ”) the faqeeh and zĆhid speak about some of his
Shuyookh and say: ImĆm Abş ’UthmĆn IsmĆ’eel bin ’AbdurRahmĆn bin Ahmad as-SĆbşnĩ anNaysabşrĩ never used to go out to a gathering of his lessons except he would have in his hand the
book al-IbĆnah by Abu’l-Hasan al-’Ash’arĩ and would come across amazing things in it and say:
“what is it that causes one to reject from this book wherein he explained his madhhab.” This is
what ImĆm Abş ’UthmĆn said and he is of the notable people of Athar (narration) from
KhurĆsĆn.1

Using the likes of these stories as proof for the ’Ash’arism of as-SĆbşnĩ is a serious error due to
the following factors:
Firstly: The one who relayed this narration are unnamed and unknown, so how can the likes of
this story be relied upon?
Secondly: It is not strange that al-IbĆnah, which was authored by al-’Ash’arĩ toward the end of
his life, was a work wherein he traversed the way of the Salaf and retracted from the way of Ibn
KullĆb which he followed. This will be explained later in the fifth chapter of the third section.
For that reason we say: If the ’Ash’arism intended is that which al-’Ash’arĩ was upon is what is
found within al-IbĆnah, then we say “that is to be accepted”, but if the ’Ash’arism intended is that
of the later ’Ash’arĩs then we say “no” a thousand times!
Thirdly: ImĆm as-SĆbşnĩ authored a great book explaining the creed entitled ’Aqeedat us-Salaf wa
As-hĆb ul-Hadeeth and it is famous and widely circulated. Yet the two authors do not transmit at
all from it in order to see if as-SĆbşnĩ was ’Ash’arĩ and agreed with them?! For within this book,
as-SĆbşnĩ clarified the correct belief of Ahl ul-Hadeeth and Ahl us-Sunnah wa’l-Jama’ah and
agrees with the book al-IbĆnah by Abu’l-Hasan al-’Ash’arĩ, therefore it is not strange that ImĆm
as-SĆbşnĩ praised the book al-IbĆnah. Ibn ul-Mabrad mentions as-SĆbşnĩ among those ’Ulama
Bid’ah...” Al-KattŅni said: “I have not seen a Shaykh like Abź ’UthmŅn in terms of Zuhd and
Knowledge! He use to memorise from every science, leaving nothing of it... and he was from the
HuffŅdh ul-Hadeeth!” Adh-Dhahabŝ comments upon this with: “I say: He use to be from the ImŅms of
al-Athar; he has a composition on creed and the beliefs of the Salaf (lahu musannaf fi’s-sunnah
wa-I’tiqŅd as-salaf).” The Imam and Shaykh al-IslŅm Abu ’UthmŅn as-SŅbźnŝ died in 449 AH, rahimahullŅh.
Yet with this some of the contemporary ’Asharites either make little or no reference to as-SŅbźnŝ or strangely
claim that as-SŅbźnŝ was ’Ash’arŝ without even referring to his creedal book whatsoever!? His book ’Aqeedat usSalaf wa As-hŅb ul-Hadeeth based on the edit of Shaykh Badr al-Badr has been translated into English as:
Imaam Aboo ’Uthmaan as-Saaboonee, The Creed of the Pious Predecessors and the People of Hadeeth (Brixton,
London: Masjid Ibn Taymeeyah, 1420 AH/1999 CE), trans. Abź ’Ubaydah ’Amr Basheer.
1

Tabyeen Kadhib il-Muftarŝ (Beirut: DŅr ul-KitŅb al-’Arabŝ, 1399 AH, ed. Muhammad ZŅhid al-Kawtharŝ), p.389
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who were opposed to the ’Ash’arĩs, Ibn ul-Mabrad states: “and from them: Abş ’UthmĆn asSĆbşnĩ, Shaykh ul-IslĆm, he was an ImĆm who opposed them.”1
Here I will transmit some of what as-SĆbşnĩ mentioned in his book in order to present and
clarify his ’aqeedah. He stated in discussing the ’aqeedah of Ahl ul-Hadeeth:
They affirm for AllĆh, Mighty and Majestic, what He affirmed for Himself in His Book and upon
the tongue of His Messenger (sallallĆhu ’alayhi wassallam). They do not believe in making tashbeeh
between AllĆh’s Attributes and the attributes of creation and they say “AllĆh created ądam with
His Hand as He said,

Ƃċȃƾă ȈăƥÊ ĄƪǬƒ ǴƊƻă ƢăǸǳÊ ƾă Ąƴǈ
ą ƫă ǹƊƗ Ǯ
ă Ǡă ǼăǷă ƢăǷ ǆ
Ą ȈÊǴąƥÊƜȇ ǱƊ ƢƊǫƃ
“O Iblees, what prevented you from prostrating to that which I created with My hands?”
{SĆd (38): 75}”
And they do not distort words from their place by saying that Two Hands means ‘Two Bounties’
(Ni’matayn) or ‘Two Powers’ (Quwwatyn) as the Mu’tazilah and Jahmiyyah (may AllĆh destroy
them) distort the Attributes to mean. They (Ahl ul-Hadeeth) do not ask “how?” about the
Attributes and they do not make tashbeeh of AllĆh Two Hands with the hands of creation, as the
Mushabbihah make tashbeeh, may AllĆh humiliate them. AllĆh granted refuge to Ahl us-Sunnah
from tahreef and takyeef and blessed them with knowledge and understanding so that they traversed
the way of tawheed and tanzeeh. Ahl us-Sunnah also abandon ta’teel and tashbeeh in keeping with the
statement of AllĆh,

ƂĄŚǐ
Ê Ʀăǳƒơ ǞĄ ȈÊǸǈ
ċ ǳơ Ȃă Ąǿȁă ƔÆ Ȅą ǋă ǾÊ ǴÊưƒǸÊ ǯƊ ǆ
ă ȈąǳƊƃ
“There is nothing like unto Him, and He is the Hearing, the Seeing.”
{ash-ShşrĆ (42): 11}
They (Ahl ul-Hadeeth) likewise say about all the mentioned Attributes which were revealed in the
Qur’Ćn and transmitted in authentic narrations such as Hearing, Seeing, Eye, Face, Knowledge ,
Power, Ability, Honour, Greatness, Want, Will, Speech, Pleasure, Displeasure, Shyness, Awareness,
Joy, Laughter and other Attributes without tashbeeh (comparing) to anything from the creation.
Rather, they stop at whatever AllĆh and His Messenger (sallallĆhu ’alayhi wassallam) said without
adding anything and without takyeef (asking how), tashbeeh (comparing), tahreef (distorting), tabdeel
(substituting) or taghyeer (changing). Also without removing the wordings of the report from what is
understood by the Arabs and without rejected interpretations. They (Ahl ul-Hadeeth) take the
1

Jam’ ul-Juyźsh wa’d-DasŅkir ’ala Ibn ’AsŅkir, p.219
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Attributes upon the apparent meaning and refer knowledge of the Attributes to AllĆh and they
acknowledge that only AllĆh knows the true interpretation as AllĆh stated about those firmly
grounded in knowledge that they say,

ƂÊƤºăƦǳƒȋÈ ơ ơƒȂƌǳȁą ƌƗ ōȏƛÊ Ąǂōǯōǀȇă ƢăǷȁă ƢăǼƥďǁă ƾÊ ǼÊǟ Ǻą Ƿď ǲŋ ǯƌ ǾÊ ƥÊ ƢċǼǷă ơÈƔ ǹƊ ȂƌǳȂƌǬȇă ǶÊ Ǵƒ ǠÊ ǳƒơ ȆÊǧ ǹƊ ȂĄƼǇÊ ǂă ǳơăȁƃ
“But those firm in knowledge say, "We believe in it. All [of it] is from our Lord." And no
one will be reminded except those of understanding.”
{ąl ’ImrĆn (3): 7}1

See how he relayed the creed of Ahl us-Sunnah in regards to the SifĆt and that they traverse the
way with affirmation without tashbeeh, tahreef, and ta’weel. This is their path in regards to all of the
SifĆt and they do not differentiate between Notional Attributes (SifĆt al-Ma’Ćnĩ) and other
Attributes such as the Face, Two Hands, Pleasure and Laughter.
I explained prior that his statement “they refer knowledge of it to AllĆh and acknowledge
that none know its interpretation except AllĆh” – is in regards to the reality of the Attribute and
how it is. The Attribute is to be affirmed upon its apparent meaning without recourse to ta’weel
or anything else and if the wordings are not understood then they would not be left upon their
apparent meaning. How could it be otherwise when we have explained the obligation of leaving
the Attributes upon their apparent meaning without takyeef, and we have transmitted the ijmĆ’ of
the Ummah regarding AllĆh being Transcendent and Established over His Throne with the
meaning of al-’Uluww? He (as-SĆbşnĩ) stated in regards to istiwĆ’ and al-’Uluww:
Ahl ul-Hadeeth believe and testify that AllĆh is above the seven heavens over His Throne
as His Book states. The ’Ulama of the Ummah from the Salaf (rahimahumullĆh) do not
differ on the fact that AllĆh is over His Throne and His Throne is above His heavens.

Then as-SĆbşnĩ continued with:
I heard al-HĆkim Abş ’AbdullĆh mention in his books at-TĆreekh (which he compiled for the
people of Naysaboor) and Ma’rifat ul-Hadeeth, which are both works the like of which were not
authored before, that: I heard Abş Ja’far Muhammad bin SĆlih bin HĆnĩ’ say: I heard Abş Bakr
Muhammad bin IshĆq bin Khuzaymah say: “Whoever does not say that AllĆh, Mighty and
Majestic, is over His Throne above the seven heavens is a disbeliever. His blood becomes halĆl
unless he repents. If he does not repent then he is to be executed and his body is to be thrown
onto the rubbish dump so that Muslims and non-Muslims who have agreements and pacts with
Muslims are not harmed by the stench of his corpse. His wealth is to be taken as booty and no
Muslim is to inherit from him because a Muslim is not to inherit from a disbeliever as the Prophet

1

’Aqeedat us-Salaf wa As-hŅb ul-Hadeeth, pp.36-39
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(sallallĆhu ’alayhi wassallam) said: “A Muslim is not to inherit from a disbeliever and a disbeliever does not inherit
from a Muslim” (Reported by al-BukhĆrĩ).”

Then he mentioned the hadeeth of al-JĆriyah of “where is AllĆh?” and said:
The Messenger of AllĆh (sallallĆhu ’alayhi wassallam) ruled her to have IslĆm and ĩmĆn
when she acknowledged that her Lord was in the heavens and knew her Lord by the
Attribute of al-’Uluww (Transcendence) and al-Fawqiyyah (Aboveness).1

As-SĆbşnĩ said:
The difference between Ahl us-Sunnah and Ahl ul-Bida’ is that when they (Ahl ul-Bida’)
hear the reports about the Lord’s Attributes they reject them outright from the original
foundation and neither accept them nor submit to the apparent meaning. Then they falsely
interpret the Attributes with interpretations with which they intend to raise the report from
its original foundation...2

As-SĆbşnĩ stated in regards to affirming AllĆh’s Nuzool:
The People of hadeeth affirm the Lord’s Nuzool every night to the heavens of the dunyĆ without
them making tashbeeh with the nuzool of the creation and with neither tamtheel nor takyeef. Rather,
they affirm what the Messenger of AllĆh (sallallĆhu ’alayhi wassallam) did and stop where he did.
They leave the authentic reports as they have been relayed upon the apparent meaning and refer
knowledge of it to AllĆh.3

As-SĆbşnĩ stated in regards to affirming ar-Ru’yah:
Ahl us-Sunnah testify that the believers will see their Lord, Blessed and Exalted is He, with their
eyes and will look at Him. This is based on what has been reported in the authentic reports from
the Messenger of AllĆh (sallallĆhu ’alayhi wassallam), such as like when he said: “Indeed you will see your
Lord as you see the moon on the night of a full-moon.” The tashbeeh is in regards to viewing not in what is
being seen.4

As-SĆbşnĩ stated in regards to ĩmĆn:
Also from the madhhab of Ahl ul-Hadeeth is: that ĩmĆn is statement, action and
knowledge, it increases with obedience and decreases with disobedience.5

As-SĆbşnĩ stated in regards to the characteristics of Ahl ul-Bida’:
The signs of the bida’ and its adherents are clearly apparent and of the most manifest of their signs
and characteristics is their severe hatred of those who carry the reports of the Prophet (sallallĆhu

1

Ibid., pp.44-45

2

Ibid., p.48

3

Ibid., p.50

4

Ibid., p.76

5

Ibid., p.78
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’alayhi wassallam) and mocking them by calling them “Hashwiyyah” (insignificant), “Jahalah”
(ignoramuses) and “DhĆhiriyyah” (literalists).1

These are some of the acknowledgements of creed made by ImĆm Abş ’UthmĆn as-SĆbşnĩ
which indicate that he followed the madhhab of the Salaf. They also indicate that he was
opposed to the way of the Khalaf such as the ’Ash’arĩs and others. As-SĆbşnĩ transmitted much
from ImĆm Ibn Khuzaymah in regards to creed and it is well-known that Ibn Khuzaymah
opposed the KullĆbiyyah and the ’Ash’ariyyah and cautioned against them. So after all of this do
you view that it is correct to ascribe this ImĆm to the ’Ash’arĩs?!
ImĆm al-HĆfidh al-Mufassir ’ImĆduddeen Abu’l-FidĆ’ IsmĆ’eel bin Katheer (d. 774
AH/1373 CE):
The two authors claim that al-HĆfidh Ibn Katheer was ’Ash’arĩ basing this upon what was
relayed within ad-Durar al-KĆminah in the biography of IbrĆheem bin Muhammad Ibn Qayyim alJawziyyah:
Of his anecdotes are that there was a dispute between him and ’ImĆduddeen Ibn Katheer in
regards to teaching people. Ibn Katheer said to him: ‘You hate me because I am ’Ash’arĩ.’ Ibn ulQayyim replied: ‘Even if you had hair from head to toe the people would not believe that you’re
’Ash’arĩ as your Shaykh is Ibn Taymiyyah.’2

Firstly: Ibn Hajar did not mention who reported this story.
Secondly: Even if it was authentic the claim is apparently void because IbrĆheem Ibn Qayyim
al-Jawziyyah did not believe Ibn Katheer when he mentioned the claim due to Ibn Katheer’s
Shaykh being Ibn Taymiyyah who was well-known for refuting the ’Ash’arĩs and invalidating
their beliefs which opposed the Book, Sunnah and way of the Salaf of this Ummah. This is
something which is apparent, because how can a student of a person who has lengthy words
supporting the madhhab of the Salaf and was harmed to the extent that the ’Ash’arĩs got together
to incite the imprisonment of him on a number of occasions, how can such a student of person
be ’Ash’arĩ? This is something which is unheard of. For this reason you will find that Ibn
Katheer does not have any statements against Ibn Taymiyyah within al-BidĆyah wa’n-NihĆyah,
except that he says regarding Ibn Taymiyyah: “our Shaykh, the ’AllĆmah said...”, “our Shaykh,
the ’AllĆmah used to say...”, and would perhaps say at times: “the genius of the era, Shaykh ulIslĆm Abu’l’AbbĆs Ibn Taymiyyah...” and at times would often say: “I heard our Shaykh
Taqĩuddeen Ibn Taymiyyah and our Shaykh al-HĆfidh Abu’l-HajjĆj al-Mizzĩ say to each other:
1
2

Ibid., p.109
Ibn Hajar, ad-Durar al-KŅminah fŝ A’yŅn al-MŅ’iat ith-ThŅminah (Cairo: Umm ul-QurŅ’ li’t-Taba’ah wa’t-

Tawzee’ah, ed. Muhammad Sayyid JŅd ul-Haqq), vol.1, p.60.
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‘This man has read the Musnad of ImĆm Ahmad’ and both Ibn Taymiyyah and al-Mizzĩ heard it
from him and he did not make any errors. It is enough that these two praised him and they are
who they are.” These quotes indicate Ibn Katheer’s veneration of Ibn Taymiyyah, so it is very
unlikely that he would describe him like this if he opposed him in the most important matter
which is ’aqeedah. In his TĆreekh Ibn Katheer highlighted much of Shaykh ul-IslĆm Ibn
Taymiyyah’s runnings with his ’Ash’arĩ opposers. The most famous of these events are the
debates which took place between Ibn Taymiyyah and his ’Ash’arĩ opposition in regards to his
’aqeedah work entitled al-WĆsitiyyah. Within his book TĆreekh, Ibn Katheer supported Ibn
Taymiyyah and stated:
The first of the three sessions that Shaykh ul-IslĆm Ibn Taymiyyah had was on Monday 8th Rajab
705 AH (23 January 1306 CE) and the judges and ’Ulama attended. Shaykh Taqĩuddeen bin
Taymiyyah was present at the palace of the deputy governor. Shaykh Taqĩuddeen’s creedal work alWĆsitiyyah was read and some research took place in regards to parts of it and as a result the matter
was adjourned till the second sitting.
So after the prayer on Jumu’ah on the 12th Rajab, Shaykh Safĩuddeen al-Hindĩ attended and
spoke at great length with Shaykh Taqĩuddeen however Ibn Taymiyyah overcame him like a sea
overflowing. Then the situation led to the ’aqeedah (of Ibn Taymiyyah, al-WĆsitiyyah) being accepted
and the Shaykh returned home revered and honoured. These sessions were held on account of a
document from the Sultan which had been sent (to the SultĆn) by the MĆlikĩ QĆdĩ Ibn Makhloof,
Shaykh Nasr al-Manbajĩ, Shaykh al-JĆshankeer and other enemies of Shaykh ul-IslĆm Ibn
Taymiyyah. Shaykh Taqĩuddeen had enemies from the fuqahĆ who envied him due to his
prominent position within the State, his uniqueness in commanding the good and forbidding he
evil, the people’s obedience to him, the people’s love of him, his vast amount of followers, his
standing up for the truth, his knowledge and his action.
The third session was held on the 7 Sha’bĆn at the palace and the group concurred on being
pleased with the aforementioned ’aqeedah (i.e. al-WĆsitiyyah), then a document was released on the
26 of Sha’bĆn which stated: ‘We have heard the investigation into Shaykh Taqĩuddeen bin
Taymiyyah and what he believes in has reached us within these sessions and he is upon the
madhhab of the Salaf. We only wanted this in order to make him innocent of what had been
ascribed to him.’1

Ibn Katheer went to great lengths in mentioning these incidents and supported his Shaykh Ibn
Taymiyyah. It is well-known that al-’Aqeedat al-WĆsitiyyah opposed the madhhab of the ’Ash’Ćirah
in regards to AllĆh’s Attributes, Qadr, the Qur’Ćn, ĩmĆn, Prophethood, miracles and other matters
of belief. As for an academic attestation of the beliefs of the ImĆms then this is not gained via
reference to stories as we have mentioned. Rather it is confirmed by clear texts that the scholars
1

Ibn Katheer, al-BidŅyah wa’n-NihŅyah (Beirut: Maktabat al-Ma’Ņrif, 1977 CE, 2nd Edn.), vol.14, pp.34-36
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authored. It is also well-known that the most famous works of Ibn Katheer are his Tafseer
wherein he outlined his creed clearly and succinctly, and for this reason the two authors avoided
referring to it except in one instance. This was perhaps due to the fact that they knew that the
work nullifies their claim that he was ’Ash’arĩ. Ibn Katheer also has a treatise entitled al-I’tiqĆd
wherein he clarifies his creed and says:
If the Mighty Book and the authentic reports report affirmation of Hearing, Seeing, Eyes,
Face, Knowledge, Ability, Greatness, Willing, Wanting, Saying, Speaking, Pleasure,
Displeasure, Love, Hate, Joy and Laughter – then it is obligatory to believe in that without
tashbeeh of these Attributes with the attributes of the creation, and to end at what AllĆh
and His Messenger said without: adding, increasing, takyeef, tashbeeh, tahreef, tabdeel
and taghyeer. And without removing and averting the words from what is known by the
Arabs, all of this and the likes have to be withheld from.1

This is clear speech affirming AllĆh’s Attributes in a real sense and prohibiting ta’weel, taghyeer and
tashbeeh of the Attributes with those of the creation, and he did not differentiate between one
Attribute and another. Here I will transmit some of Ibn Katheer’s writings wherein he
acknowledges the correct belief so that it will be known that Ibn Katheer was distinct from the
’AshĆ’irah:
He stated in his tafseer of:

ƂÊǉǂą Ǡă ǳƒơ ȄƊǴǟă ȃăȂƬăǇą ơ ċǶƯƌƃ
“...and then established Himself above the Throne.”
{al-A’rĆf (7): 54}

He stated:
As for AllĆh’s statement,

ƂÊǉǂą Ǡă ǳƒơ ȄƊǴǟă ȃăȂƬăǇą ơ ċǶƯƌƃ
“...and then established Himself above the Throne.”
...the people had several conflicting opinions over its meaning. However, we follow the way that
our righteous predecessors took in this regard, such as MĆlik, al-AwzĆ’ĩ, ath-Thawrĩ, al-Layth bin
Sa’d, ash-Shafi’ĩ, Ahmad, IshĆq bin RĆhawayh and the rest of the scholars of Islam, in past and
present times. Surely, we accept the apparent meaning of, al-IstawĆ’, without discussing its true

1

From the manuscript, transmitted by RidŅ bin Na’sŅn bin Mu’tŝ, ’AlŅqat ul-IthbŅt wa’t-Tafweedh (RiyŅdh: DŅr

ul-Hijrah, 6th Edn., 1416 AH), p.82
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essence, equating it (with the attributes of the creation), or altering or denying it (in any way or
form). We also believe that the meaning that comes to those who equate AllĆh with the creation is
to be rejected, for nothing is similar to AllĆh,

ƂĄŚǐ
Ê Ʀăǳƒơ ǞĄ ȈÊǸǈ
ċ ǳơ Ȃă Ąǿȁă ƔÆ Ȅą ǋă ǾÊ ǴÊưƒǸÊ ǯƊ ǆ
ă ȈąǳƊƃ
“There is nothing like unto Him, and He is the Hearing, the Seeing.”
{ash-ShşrĆ (42): 11}
Indeed, we assert and affirm what the Imams said, such as Nu’aym bin HammĆd Al-KhuzĆ’ĩ, the
teacher of ImĆm al-BukhĆrĩ, who said, “Whoever likens AllĆh with His creation, will have
committed Kufr. Whoever denies what AllĆh has described Himself with, will have committed
Kufr. Certainly, there is no resemblance (of AllĆh with the creation) in what AllĆh and His
Messenger have described Him with. Whoever attests to AllĆh’s attributes that the plain Ayat and
authentic Hadeeths have mentioned, in the manner that suits AllĆh’s majesty, all the while rejecting
all shortcomings from Him, will have taken the path of guidance.”1

This makes it apparent that Ibn Katheer agreed with the Salaf in regards to leaving the Attributes
as they have come without resorting to ta’weel and tahreef and without believing in tashbeeh and
tamtheel, and that affirming the Attributes upon the apparent meaning does not necessitate
tashbeeh as he transmitted from Nu’aym bin HammĆd. Ibn Katheer states at the end of his words:
“The path of guidance is to describe AllĆh with what befits Him”, this is clear in nullifying the
claim of his ’Ash’arism, as the ’Ash’arĩs resort to ta’weel and do not affirm the apparent text
which befits AllĆh. Rather they claim that the apparent meaning necessitates tashbeeh and we have
clarified that the affirmation of the apparent meaning does not necessitate tashbeeh and that
whoever understands from affirmation that this is comparing AllĆh to His creation – then such a
person is a Mushabbih. For this reason Ibn Katheer states:
It is clearly apparent at first to the Mushabbiheen to negate from AllĆh (His Attributes),
yet AllĆh is not to be compared to anything from His creation.

So Ibn Katheer specified this sick understanding as only coming from the Mushabbihah who
understand from AllĆh’s Attributes what is applicable to the creation’s attributes. When Ibn
Katheer mentioned the ImĆms and leaders of the Sunnah in regards to issues of belief he did not
mention Ibn KullĆb, al-QalĆnisĩ,2 al-KarĆbĩsĩ, al-HĆrith al-MuhĆsibĩ, al-’Ash’arĩ or any of their

1

Tafseer Ibn Katheer (Beirut: DŅr ul-Fikr, 1401 AH), vol.2, p.221

Translator’s
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http://www.qtafsir.com/index.php?option=com_content&task=view&id=1242&Itemid=62
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Abu’l’AbbŅs al-QalŅnisŝ
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companions. So it is impossible that Ibn Katheer could be ’Ash’arĩ and then not refer to Abu’lHasan al-’Ash’arĩ in what they followed him in. Ibn Katheer stated in regards to AllĆh’s saying:

ƂȄÊǼȈąǟă ȄƊǴǟă Ǟă Ǽăǐ
ą ĄƬǳÊȁă ƃ
“...that you would be brought up under My Eye.”
{TĆHĆ (20): 39}
“Abş ’ImrĆn al-Jawnĩ said, ‘this means, `You will be raised under AllĆh’s Eye.’ QatĆdah said: ‘To
be nourished under AllĆh’s Eye.’ Ma’mar bin al-MuthanĆ said: ‘So that He can see.’1 This is
affirmation of AllĆh’s Eye and Ibn Katheer did not resort to ta’weel or ta’teel of this. Ibn Katheer
stated in regards to AllĆh’s saying,

ƂÊǵơăǂǯƒ ȍÊ ơăȁ ǲÊ ºƒǴƴ
ă ǳƒơ ȁƌƿ Ǯ
ă ƥďǁă ĄǾƳą ȁă ȄƊǬƦąȇăȁă ƃ
“And there will remain the Face of your Lord, Owner of Majesty and Honor.”
{ar-RahmĆn (55): 27}
This is like when AllĆh says,

ƂĄǾȀă Ƴą ȁă ōȏƛÊ Ǯ
ć ǳÊƢăǿ ƔÇ Ȅą ǋă Ŏǲǯƌ ƃ
“Everything will be destroyed except His Face.”
{al-Qasas (28): 88}
AllĆh described His Noble Face with Honour in this verse as He is,

ƂÊǵơăǂǯƒ ȍÊ ơăȁ ǲÊ ºƒǴƴ
ă ǳƒơ ȁƌƿƃ
“...Owner of Majesty and Honor.”
{ar-RahmĆn (55): 27}
Meaning: He is worthy of reverence and not to be disobeyed, and He is to be obeyed and not
opposed.2

1

Tafseer Ibn Katheer, vol.3, p.148

2

Ibid., vol.4, p.274
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So contemplate on Ibn Katheer’s affirmation of AllĆh’s Face which is described with Majesty
and Honour. Ibn Katheer stated in regards to AllĆh saying,

ƂƆƢǨƐ Ǐ
ă ƢƆǨƐ Ǐ
ă ĄǮǴƊǸă ǳƒơăȁ Ǯ
ă ƥČǁă ƔÈ ƖăƳȁă ƃ
“And your Lord has come and the angels, rank upon rank...”
{al-Fajr (89): 22}

Ibn Katheer said:

ƂăǮƥČǁă ƔÈ ƖăƳȁă ƃ
“And your Lord has come...”
{al-Fajr (89): 22}

Means: to divide judgement among His creation. The Lord will come to judge has He wills and
the angels will come rank upon rank before Him.1
Ibn Katheer affirmed AllĆh’s Coming has He wills and did not say that it means “dominion” or
“not coming but His Affair” or “His Punishment” and the likes. Ibn Katheer’s tafseer is filled
with similar to this, so where is his ’Ash’arism?!
What is also strange is that the two authors had transmitted from Ibn Katheer his affirmation
that Abu’l-Hasan al-’Ash’arĩ went through three stages, the last of which was al-’Ash’arĩ’s return
to the Sunnah and his affirmation of AllĆh’s Attributes without differentiating between one
Attribute and another. This was the stage wherein al-’Ash’arĩ left the way of the KullĆbiyyah’Ash’ariyyah yet the two authors strove hard to invalidate what Ibn Katheer said, then after this
you see that the two authors claim Ibn Katheer was ’Ash’arĩ?! So if this is not a contradiction we
don’t know what is!?

CHAPTER SUMMARY
It is clear from what has preceded that those who we have mentioned are innocent from the
claim of ’Ash’arism, and it has been explained that they followed the way of the Salaf in affirming
AllĆh’s Attributes without takyeef and tashbeeh. I did not refer to all of those that the two authors
ascribed to ’Ash’arism yet are in reality free of it, out of fear of the length. The two authors
claimed that Abş Ja’far at-TahĆwĩ, Abu’l-Madhfar as-Sam’Ćnĩ, al-HĆfidh al-Mizzĩ and others were
1
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’Ash’arĩs. Rather I mentioned a sample in order to demonstrate the distance of the two authors
from academic verification and their gratification in what they have not been given. Indeed, the
two authors unfortunately went even further than that by claiming that the SahĆbah and TĆbi’een
were Mutakallimeen! For the two authors (p.270) transmit from ’AbdulQĆhir al-BaghdĆdĩ who
acknowledged this by saying:
The Mutakallimeen from the SahĆbah made ta’weel such as: ’Alĩ bin Abĩ TĆlib, may AllĆh
make his face noble, and then ’AbdullĆh bin ’Umar. The Mutakallimeen from Ahl usSunnah from the TĆbi’een made ta’weel such as: ’Umar bin ’Abdul’Azeez who has a
valuable treatise refuting the Qadariyah, then Zayd bin ’Alĩ Zayn ul-’ąbideen then alHasan al-Basrĩ then ash-Sha’bĩ and then az-Zuhrĩ...

I do not know how this can be the case when ’Ilm ul-KalĆm emerged at the beginning of the
second Islamic century? And how can this be agreed upon when the Salaf censured ’Ilm ulKalĆm, forbade it and cautioned people against it?! The narrations regarding this are many and
works were authored in this regard and it is almost impossible to find a book of Sunnah which
does not contain a chapter censuring kalĆm.
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INVALIDITY OF THE CLAIM THAT THE ’ASH’ARŜS
ARE THE MAJORITY OF THE UMMAH
There is an oft-repeated claim from some of the ’Ash’arĩs that they are the majority of the
Ummah. This is a claim that many of them transmit and mention in their books and lectures and
the ignorant people have become deceived by this due to their lack of knowledge of the reality.
The two authors state (p.248):
The ’Ash’arĩ madhhab and those who agree with them from Ahl us-Sunnah are the
majority of the Ummah and the major people of virtue within the Ummah.

The two authors also state (p.31):
This is the madhhab that nine centuries of the Islamic Ummah have adhered to including
its vast majority, ’Ulama and the common masses.

There is no doubt that this is a mere claim which is devoid of proof and the historical reality
denies such an assertion. What is sufficient to invalidate this claim is what has been mentioned
prior explaining the madhhab of the Salaf and their way and the opposition of the ’Ash’arĩs to
this way and the expulsion from the way of the Salaf. All of their texts that we have transmitted
within this book, beginning from the SahĆbah, TĆbi’een and those ImĆms who came after them
(radi AllĆhu ’anhum), and those from the Salaf that we have not transmitted from – all oppose the
’AshĆ’irah in regards to Usool of I’tiqĆd (principles of belief) and thus invalidate the statements of
the ’AshĆ’irah and their madhhab. Not to mention what we have transmitted from the Salaf in
terms of the abuse of the ’AshĆ’irah and deeming them to have left the fold of the Sunnah and
the right path. What is mentioned in this regard from Ibn ul-Qayyim in IjtimĆ’ ul-Juyoosh ilIslĆmiyyah and adh-Dhahabĩ in al-’Uluww from the SahĆbah, TĆbi’een, those who followed them,
the ImĆms and the ’Ulama is enough for you. For they all affirmed the matter of AllĆh’s ’Uluww
Himself over His creation which is contrary to the belief of the ’AshĆ’irah, and this is just one
matter of creed. So what if the remaining creedal issues which are contrary to the beliefs of the
’Ash’arĩs were added?! So is it possible after this that it can be claimed that the ’Ash’arĩs are the
majority of the Ummah when they oppose the first virtuous generations. Ibn ul-Mabrad
mentions in his book Jam’ ul-Juyoosh wa’d-DasĆkir ’ala Ibn ’AsĆkir that more than four hundred
scholars, including Muhadditheen, fuqahĆ, worshippers and ImĆms, who all opposed the
’Ash’arites and censured them. These scholars range from the time of al-’Ash’arĩ himself up until
the time of Ibn ul-Mabrad. Abu’l-Hasan al-BarbahĆrĩ commenced and JamĆluddeen Yşsuf bin
Muhammad al-MardĆwĩ, the author of al-InsĆf, concluded. Ibn ul-Mabrad stated:
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By AllĆh, by AllĆh, by AllĆh! We have left out more than what has been mentioned and if
we were to study the matter in more detail and follow-up all who oppose the ’Ash’arĩs, from
their day up to today, then the figure would go into thousands (of scholars who opposed
the ’AshĆ’irah).1

Rather indeed, Ibn ’AsĆkir, who served the ’Ash’arĩs with his book Tabyeen Kadhib al-Muftarĩ,
admits that the majority of people during his time and before were not upon what the ’Ash’arĩs
followed. Ibn ’AsĆkir stated in at-Tabyeen:
So if it said: ‘The vast amount of people in all epochs, and the majority of common people
within all countries, do not follow al-’Ash’arĩ and neither uncritically follow him in
everything nor agree with his madhhab. These are the vast majority and their path is the
best way.2

Ibn ul-Mabrad stated in commenting upon this:
These words indicate the accuracy of what we have stated, that during the time of Ibn
’AsĆkir and before, the ’AshĆ’irah were over-powered and then after that their affair did not
manifest.3

So if Abu’l-Hasan al-’Ash’arĩ was only born in 260 AH, or in 270 AH according to what some
say, then what was the Ummah upon before him? Do you see that the Ummah followed the
’Ash’arĩ creed which was not mentioned at all as they claim?! Or was the correct ’aqeedah hidden
from the Ummah until Abu’l-Hasan al-’Ash’arĩ emerged and awoke the Ummah from its
slumber!? So if someone was to say: “al-’Ash’arĩ did not come with anything new rather he
explained and clarified the issues when refuting the Mu’tazilah and exposing them. This
is the reason for the ascription to him because he had become a scholar of the Sunnah
that opposed the Mu’tazilah.” The answer to this is: there is no doubt that this understanding
is far from correct verification not to mention historical reality. The emergence of the Mu’tazilah
preceded that of al-’Ash’arĩ by more than a century, not to mention the emergence of the
Jahmiyyah which had an even earlier manifestation than that of the Mu’tazilah. It is well-known
that the emergence of these sects led to a stringent response from the Salaf and the ImĆms who
greatly rejected these two sects. The Salaf and the ImĆms judged these sects as being misguided
rather indeed they deemed the Jahmiyyah as being upon kufr. The ImĆms of the Sunnah
beginning with al-Hasan al-Basrĩ up to the time of al-’Ash’arĩ refuted the doubts of these
heretical sects and exposed them. The books of the Sunnah are filled with narrations from the
Salaf rejecting the beliefs of the Jahmiyyah and Mu’tazilah and refuting what they had innovated.
1

Jam’ ul-Juyźsh wa’d-DasŅkir ’ala Ibn ’AsŅkir, p.281

2

Tabyeen Kadhib al-Muftarŝ, p.331

3

Jam’ ul-Juyźsh wa’d-DasŅkir ’ala Ibn ’AsŅkir, no.2283
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Refer to the book as-Sunnah by ’AbdullĆh bin al-ImĆm Ahmad; Usool ul-I’tiqĆd by al-LĆlikĆ’ĩ; alIbĆnah by Ibn Battah and many other works. We have transmitted much of their statements
within this book. The Salaf did not suffice with just one or two words against these sects, rather
they authored books and compilations refuting them, such as ar-Radd ’ala’l-Jahmiyyah by ImĆm
Ahmad and his son ’AbdullĆh, Ibn Abĩ HĆtim, Ibn Qutaybah, ad-DĆrimĩ, al-KarĆmĩ, Ibn
Mandah, Abi’l-’AbbĆs as-SirĆj and many others. Not to mention what the books of the Sunnah
include in terms of refutations of the Jahmiyyah as al-BukhĆrĩ did in his Saheeh. The other books
of the Sunnah are also sufficient for you, which were authored in order to clarify the belief of the
Salaf and refuted the people of innovation and the opposers from the Mu’attilah and
Mushabbihah.1
It is well-known that the Mu’tazilah and Jahmiyyah gained power at the end of the 2nd Islamic
century after the Caliph al-Ma’moon became affected by them and the major fitna occurred in
which ’Ulama were tried and in which ImĆm Ahmad was severely punished – this was the fitna of
the belief that the Qur’Ćn is created. Three Caliphs went through this fitna: al-Ma’moon, alWĆthiq and al-Mu’tasim this led the Salaf exerting great efforts in exposing the Mu’tazilah and
Jahmiyyah and answering their doubts as the Salaf feared that they would affect people. Yet with
all of these refutations that the Salaf and the ImĆms did against the Jahmiyyah and Mu’tazilah,
and with all of the fitna that occurred due to them, we do not find that any of the Salaf
acknowledged what al-’Ash’arĩ did in ’aqeedah (before he retracted), neither in terms of ta’seel
(foundational matters) nor taq’eed (binding matters). We therefore find that the texts from the
Salaf are frank in rejecting al-’Ash’arĩ’s (prior) creedal principles regarding AllĆh’s Names and
Attributes as has been explained in a previous chapter. Not to mention other areas of creed such
as ĩmĆn, Qadar, Prophethood and other matters of belief which we have not highlighted within
this book.
So whoever thinks that the Salaf were neither able to clarify the essentials of creed nor refute,
expose, answer and critique the likes of the Jahmiyyah and the Mu’tazilah, until al-’Ash’arĩ came
along and clarified what the Salaf did not know about and refute the Mu’tazilah from whence the
Salaf were unable – has a bad opinion of the Salaf and has deemed the Salaf to be ignorant and
incapable. This in itself is enough as misguidance and failure for such a person. Ibn ul-Mabrad
stated in invalidating this claim:

1

To know more about the books of the Salaf which refute the Jahmiyyah and Mu’tazilah refer to the treatise:

’AbdusSalŅm bin Burjis, TŅreekh Tadween al-’Aqeedah as-Salafiyyah (Riyadh, KSA: DŅr as-Samee’ŝ, 1426 AH,
1st Edn.).
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SubhĆn AllĆh! So before al-’Ash’arĩ’s tawbah (from I’tizĆl) are we to believe that the
Muslims had no ImĆms to guide them until an innovator who repented from his
innovation was taken as an ImĆm?! As if the people died before had all passed away before
him and there remained none suitable as an ImĆm until an innovator had repented from
his innovation and then became an ImĆm for the Muslims!? Are we to believe that all of
the people of IslĆm gave precedence to a Mutakallim over all of the ImĆms of hadeeth
during a situation when the ’Ulama were numerous? What is this folly?1

Then Ibn al-Mabrad stated:
How can that be claimed about a man who spent 40 years of his life upon I’tizĆl and then
repented at the end of his life and lived a stage of repentance for ten years or more, or less,
according to the different narrations about his life. How can one who was like this be an
ImĆm for the Muslims? When did he study ’Ilm and become firmly grounded in it to
become taken as an ImĆm besides the ImĆms of the Sunnah and Ahl ul-Hadeeth? This is
an insidious assertion, rather it is madness!

Ibn ul-Mabrad continued in his refutation of Ibn ’AsĆkir:
He (i.e. Ibn ’AsĆkir) affirmed that al-’Ash’arĩ spent most of his upon a way besides the
Sunnah and that al-’Ash’arĩ was a Mu’tazilĩ Mutakallim and then repented from I’tizĆl but
not from kalĆm. SubhĆnAllĆh! Can a person of this fashion and of this state be made into
an ImĆm for the Muslims and be taken as one for guidance while the likes of Abş
Haneefah, MĆlik, ash-ShĆfi’ĩ, Ahmad bin Hanbal, SufyĆn ath-Thawrĩ, Ibn ul-MubĆrak are
abandoned and not mentioned except for this person who was upon innovation for most of
his life?2

It can also be said that Abu’l-Hasan al-’Ash’arĩ, after returning to the way of the KullĆbiyyah and
then the way of the Sunnah, was not prominent in any of the Islamic sciences except ’Ilm ulKalĆm. So whoever’s condition is like this has to follow the way of the Salaf and be ascribed to its
ImĆms of the Sunnah. This is a matter which Abu’l-Hasan al-’Ash’arĩ acknowledges and
mentions in the first part of his book, which represents his last stage, al-IbĆnah. For in this book
he ascribes ImĆm Ahmad bin Hanbal to be an ImĆm of Ahl us-Sunnah wa’l-Jama’ah. As for him
himself (i.e. al-’Ash’arĩ) being an ImĆm who is to be followed and ascribed to then this is not
only foolhardy but rather it is deviated. It is well-known that the Muslims were seriously upon
the Sunnah and the right way until the KullĆbiyyah sect emerged and fitan developed and the
Muslims were tested. By the end of the fourth Islamic century some of the ’Ash’arĩ founding
fathers emerged along with other people of kalĆm. During this period of tribulation the Salafĩs
became powerful and they exposed the false and void ideas of the people of kalĆm. This reached
1

Jam’ ul-Juyźsh wa’d-DasŅkir ’ala Ibn ’AsŅkir, p.105

2

Ibid., p.108
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the extent that the Abbasid Caliph al-QĆdir BillĆh promoted the well-known ’aqeedah entitled ‘alQadariyyah’ which we have mentioned prior. He ordered that this creed be sent to all reaches of
the Abbasid state and to all sections of the Islamic Ummah. This ’aqeedah was written by Abş
’AbdullĆh al-Karajĩ also known as al-QassĆb (d. 360 AH/971 CE) as mentioned by Shaykh ulIslĆm Ibn Taymiyyah in many instances within his books.1 This means that he authored the creed
for al-QĆdir BillĆh before he attained rulership of the Caliphate, because he assumed rule in the
year 381 AH (991 CE) and then manifested it in his KhilĆfah and sent it to different regions. AlWazeer Ibn Juhayr stated: during the days of al-QĆdir the creed was read in MasĆjid and
congregational mosques (JawĆmi’).2
Those who implemented this order and disseminated the ’aqeedah (entitled al-Qadariyyah)
and called the people to it were the major kings of the Ghaznawĩ state and the conqueror of
India Mahmood bin Saboktakeen who used to rule over most of the Eastern Islamic world up to
India.3 He ordered that the Sunnah be implemented and that the people of innovation (Ahl ulBida’) be publically cursed upon the ManĆbir (minbars). Shaykh ul-IslĆm Ibn Taymiyyah said:
Mahmood bin Saboktakeen depended upon what al-QĆdir did in spreading the Sunnah
and suppressing bida’ within his kingdom. He went further also by commanding that the
Ahl ul-Bida’ be publically cursed on the ManĆbir (minbars) and as a result the Jahmiyyah,
RĆfidah, Hulooliyyah, Mu’tazilah and Qadariyyah were all publically cursed, along with
the ’AshĆ’irah (’Ash’arĩs).4

Ibn Taymiyyah also said:
For this reason many of the kings and ’Ulama attached great importance to the order of
IslĆm and jihad against its enemies, to the extent that they cursed the RĆfidah, Jahmiyyah
and others upon the ManĆbir (minbars). To the extent that every sect which was viewed as
being upon bida’ was publically cursed, thus the KullĆbiyyah and ’AshĆ’irah (’Ash’arĩs)
were publically cursed as occurred during the kingdom of Mahmood bin Saboktakeen.5

Adh-Dhahabĩ stated:
Ibn Saboktakeen represented the order of the Caliph al-QĆdir by spreading the Sunnah
within his kingdom and threatened to execute the RĆfidah, IsmĆ’eeliyyah, QarĆmitah,

1

See Dar’ at-Ta’Ņrud al-’Aql wa’n-Naql, vol.6, p.252 and as-Safadiyyah, vol.2, p.162.

2

This was mentioned by Ibn ul-Jawzŝ in al-Muntadham in regards to the events of the year 360 AH (971 CE) also

refer to the previous two citations in the footnote above.
3

The great Ghaznavid king who ruled between 388-412 AH (998-1021 CE).

4

Shaykh ul-IslŅm Ibn Taymiyyah, BayŅn Talbees al-Jahmiyyah, vol.2, p.331-332

5

Majmź’ al-FatŅwŅ, vol.4, p.15.
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Mushabbihah, Jahmiyyah and Mu’tazilah and they were all publically cursed on the
ManĆbir (minbars).1

Then during the Caliphate of al-QĆ’im BillĆh Ibn al-QĆdir some of the ’AshĆ’irah and their heads
were raised up and the book Ta’weel Mushkil ul-Hadeeth by Ibn Fawrak emerged which was filled
with false interpretations of AllĆh’s Attributes. Al-QĆdĩ Abş Ya’lĆ established the truth and
supported the Sunnah and authored IbtĆl at-Ta’weelĆt li-AkhbĆr is-SifĆt which was a refutation of
the ta’weelĆt of Ibn Fawrak. A fitnah emerged and at this point the Caliph al-QĆ’im Bi’amrillĆh
ordered that the creed entitled al-I’tiqĆd al-QĆdirĩ be read and gained an agreement from the
’Ulama that this creed was authentic; this was in the year 433 AH (1042 CE). Ibn Katheer stated
in regards to the events of the year 433 AH (1042 CE):
Within this year the creed entitled al-I’tiqĆd al-QĆdirĩ was read and was compiled by the Caliph alQĆdir and was affirmed by the ’Ulama and ZuhhĆd of the day as being the authentic creed of the
Muslims and that whoever opposed it had sinned and disbelieved. The first of the ’Ulama who
attested to the creed was Shaykh Abu’l-Hasan ’Alĩ bin ’Umar al-Qazwĩnĩ and then other ’Ulama
after him attested to it. Shaykh Abu’l-Faraj Ibn ul-Jawzĩ transmitted it in its totality in his
Muntadham; it contains good sentences about the belief of the Salaf.2

Also from among the ’Ulama who signed to the ’aqeedah was al-QĆdĩ Abş Ya’lĆ as has been seen
in what has been transmitted from his son in at-TabaqĆt. Then in the year 460 AH al-I’tiqĆd alQĆdirĩ was ordered to be read again within JawĆmi’ and MasĆjid. Ibn ul-Jawzĩ stated:
It was read in the handwriting of Abş ’Alĩ bin al-BannĆ who said: the associates, a group of fuqahĆ
and the notables from the people of hadeeth gathered and asked about producing al-I’tiqĆd alQĆdirĩ. So I read it and they all answered, Abş Muslim al-Laythĩ al-BukhĆrĩ was present and he had
the book at-Tawheed by Ibn Khuzaymah with him which he read to the gathering. Al-QĆ’im
supported Ibn Fawrak and the Mubtadi’ah were openly cursed. Al-BannĆ also said: there is no
belief that we hold except for what this creed (al-I’tiqĆd al-QĆdirĩ) includes and the gathering were
thankful for that.3

Look at this support for renouncing Ahl ul-Bida’, the ’AshĆ’irah included and then look at what
the two authors state (p.252) in reversing the real situation:
Rather we add and say that it is not far off that Ibn Jareer ascribed himself to him (i.e. al’Ash’arĩ). So even though nothing has reached us from his books the historical accounts
have mentioned that all of Ahl us-Sunnah in the Islamic world supported the way of ImĆm
Abu’l-Hasan and ImĆm Abş Mansoor.

Ibn al-Mabrad stated in affirming what we have mentioned:
1

Adh-Dhahabŝ, as-Siyar, vol.15, pp.135

2

Ibn Katheer, al-BidŅyah wa’n-NihŅyah, vol.12, p.49

3

Al-Muntadham (events of 460 AH)
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I will mention some words to you regarding how they were: al-’Ash’arĩ and his companions during
his time did not make apparent what they were upon (of KullĆbite creed) among the people, and
none of them were able to even utter a word about what they followed and believed in. Then al’Ash’arĩ and his companions passed away and we do not curse any of them as hopefully he made
real tawbah, rather we ask AllĆh to be easy with him1 and his companions. This was during the time
of Shaykh ul-IslĆm al-AnsĆrĩ2 and if even one, two or three of them (’AshĆ’irah) wanted to speak
about what they adhered to in their madhhab they would have to hide it so that no one would see
them fully. This was mentioned by Shaykh ul-IslĆm al-AnsĆrĩ and others and he is an accepted
ImĆm by all of the sects, so whoever does not believe me should refer to the book Dhamm ul-KalĆm
wherein this (’Ash’arĩ concealment) is mentioned within many instances of it. Then some time
after that, during the time of al-Khateeb al-BaghdĆdĩ and others, they had some
emergence yet they were overcome and publically cursed on the ManĆbir (minbars) and a
group of them were negated.3 Then some time after that, during the time of Ibn al-Jawzĩ, Abu’lKhattĆb and others, they (’AshĆ’irah) manifested themselves, became prominent and became
powerful and at times were established yet at other times things went against them. Then during
the time of Ibn ’AsĆkir and others, they (’AshĆ’irah) manifested themselves and became much
more prominent than before and at times became manifest and established and at other times were
vanquished. Then during the time of Shaykh Taqĩuddeen Ibn Taymiyyah their affair became settled
and they totally had the upperhand, however Ibn Taymiyyah resisted them along with his
companions even though victory was apparently with them. Then after this calamity spread what
they (’AshĆ’irah) were upon gained the upperhand while the clear Sunnah and what the Salaf
followed became hidden. La hawla wa la Quwwata ila BillĆhi al-’Alĩ al-’Adheem!4

As for the reason for the dissemination of the ’Ash’arĩ ’aqeedah within the later centuries, then it
has been mentioned by al-Maqrĩzĩ in his Khutat wherein he stated:
The madhdhab of Abu’l-Hasan al-’Ash’arĩ spread in ’IrĆq from around 380 AH and from there
spread to ShĆm. When the victorious king SalĆhuddeen Yşsuf bin Ayyşb took control over Egypt,
his main judge Sadruddeen ’AbdulMalik bin ’ĨsĆ bin DarbĆs al-MĆrĆnĩ and himself were adherents
to this school of thought. The madhhab was also spread by the just ruler Nşruddeen Mahmood
bin Zinkĩ in Damascus. SalĆhuddeen memorised a text authored by Qutbuddeen Abu’l-Ma’Ćlĩ
Mas’ood bin Muhammad bin Mas’ood an-Naysabşrĩ and this (’Ash’arĩ) text was then studied and
memorised by SalĆhuddeen’s offspring. This gave prominence and status to the madhhab

1

Because he died upon the correct creed insha’AllŅh as exemplified in his books al-IbŅnah and MaqalŅt ul-

Islamiyyeen. [TN]
2

He is Shaykh ul-IslŅm Abź IsmŅ’eel ’AbdullŅh bin Muhammad al-AnsŅrŝ al-Harawŝ (d. 481 AH/1088 CE).

3

As happened during the KhilŅfah of al-QŅdir BillŅh, within the state of Mahmood bin Saboktakeen and the

Seljuk state of Tughrul Bek.
4

Jam’ ul-Juyźsh wa’d-DasŅkir ’ala Ibn ’AsŅkir, pp.281-282
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(attributed) to al-’Ash’arĩ and was taken on board by the people during their rule.1 This was
continued by all of the successive rulers from Banĩ Ayyşb (the Ayyubids) and then during the rule
of the Turkish kings (Mamluks).
Abş ’AbdullĆh Muhammad bin Tumart, one of the rulers of al-Maghrib (Morocco), agreed
with this (’Ash’arĩ) trend when he travelled to al-’IrĆq. He took the ’Ash’arĩ madhhab on board via
Abş HĆmid al-GhazĆlĩ and when Ibn Tumart returned to al-Maghrib he caused a clash2 and began
to teach the people of the land the ’Ash’arĩ madhhab and instituted it for the people. When he died
’AbdulMumin bin ’Alĩ al-Mĩsĩ succeeded him and was referred to as the ‘leader of the believers’,
him and his sons seized control of Morocco and were named the “Muwahhiddoon” (‘the
montheists’). This is how the Muwahhidoon state came to fruition in Morocco and they spilt the
blood of all who opposed the ’aqeedah laid down by Ibn Tumart, who they viewed as being the
infallible Mahdĩ.3 Look how many were killed during that the numbers of which can only be
enumerated by AllĆh, Mighty and Majestic, this is well known within the history books.
This was the reason for the spread of the madhhab (attributed to) al-’Ash’arĩ and how it
spread within the Islamic lands. This is to the extent that all other madhĆhib (of Sunnĩ
’aqeedah) have been forgotten and people are ignorant of if to the extent that today there
exists no other madhhab (of Sunnĩ ’aqeedah) contrary to it! Except for the madhhab of the
Hanbalĩs who follow ImĆm Abş ’AbdullĆh Ahmad bin Muhammad bin Hanbal (radi
AllĆhu ’anhu), for they were upon the way of the Salaf and did not view that any form of
figurative interpretation be made about AllĆh’s Attributes. So after seven hundred years after
the Hijrah the actions of the Hanbalĩs became famed in Damascus due to Taqĩuddeen Abu’l’AbbĆs Ahmad bin ’AbdulHakam bin ’AbdusSalĆm bin Taymiyyah al-HarrĆnĩ. He supported the
madhhab of the Salaf and exerted great efforts in refuting the madhhab of the ’AshĆ’irah and he
strongly criticised them aswell as the RĆfidah and Sşfiyyah.4

The words of al-Maqrĩzĩ here clarify the time and cause for the spread of the ’Asharite madhhab,
the main cause being that it was obligated upon people to the extent that force and death
occurred as a result, as in the case of Ibn Tumart and his rule over al-Maghrib and al-Andalus.

1

Furthermore, the ’Ash’arŝs in Egypt during that time were active against the Fatimiyyah RawŅfid who were

ruling over Egypt, as a result the institution of a formal creed was a move to quell the development of the RawŅfid
within Egypt and ShŅm. The Fatimid-Shi’a built al-Azhar University and when SalŅhuddeen defeated the
Fatimids their teachings were replaced with what the ’Ash’arŝs there had codified. [TN]
2

Ibn Tumart, after debating with the scholars of Fez, was deemed to be a radical and was thus imprisoned for his

beliefs and views at the bequest of the MurŅbit (Almoravid) ruler at the time ’Ali bin Yźsuf.
3

Ibn Tumart actually declared himself to be a descendent of the Prophet (sallallŅhu ’alayhi wassallam) and the

Mahdŝ while he was promoting the ’Asharite creed in Morocco and North Africa and rebelling against the
Murabitoon Muslim leaders!
4

Al-Maqrŝzŝ, al-Khutat: al-MawŅ’idh wa’l-I’tibŅr bi Dhikr il-Khutat wa’l-AthŅr (Cairo: Maktabah ath-

Thaqafiyyah ad-Deeniyyah, n.d.), vol.4, p.192
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Shaykh ul-IslĆm Ibn Taymiyyah was tested, for he was harmed and imprisoned due to his
clarification of the manhaj of Ahl us-Sunnah and his refutations of those who opposed.
As for the common Muslims then there is no doubt that if they were left without (’Ash’arĩ)
instruction they would be upon their sound fitra and the ’aqeedah of the Salaf and the people of
hadeeth. They would not know about ’Ilm ul-KalĆm, ta’weel of the SifĆt or anything of the sort.
So it is not possible for anyone to claim contrary to this except one who is arrogant. The
common person only knows that AllĆh is above the heavens, over His ’Arsh and above the
heavens, they know nothing of the ’Ash’arĩ statement that: “He is neither inside the world, nor
outside of it, neither above nor below.” The common person knows nothing except that AllĆh
speaks and that He spoke to MşsĆ who heard AllĆh’s Speech, such a common person knows
nothing about “Internal Speech” which compromises command, forbiddance and informing.
The common person knows nothing except that AllĆh loves those who repent, hates the
disbelievers, is pleased with the obedient, displeased with the disobedient and does not know
that these Attributes all refer to irĆdah. So if you wish just ask groups of Muslims and they will
inform you of the reality of the situation which is that they are on their fitrah, as for the ’aqeedah
of the ’AshĆ’irah then this is only known by one who studies it within institutes or schools. So
the claim that the ’Ash’arĩ creed is that which the commonality of the Ummah adhere to is a
totally and utterly void claim.

CHAPTER SUMMARY
Firstly: At the end of his life, Abu’l-Hasan al-’Ash’arĩ returned back to the way of Ahl usSunnah and abandoned what he believed in before form Ibn KullĆb, this is written within his
later books.
Secondly: Ibn KullĆb, al-’Ash’arĩ and their senior companions all agreed on affirming the SifĆt
al-Khabariyyah which are relayed in the Qur’Ćn such as the Face, Two Hands, Two Eyes,
IstawĆ’, not to mention al-’Uluww. They also agreed on the invalidity of ta’weel of AllĆh’s
Attributes and divesting them of the real meaning. They did not have two opinions on these
Attributes at all and their books and clear in this regard.
Thirdly: The later ’Ash’arĩ opposition to the way of Ibn KullĆb and al-’Ash’arĩ after he returned
back to the way of Ahl us-Sunnah. They also opposed the senior ’Ash’arĩ ImĆms who were
companions of al-’Ash’arĩ, for the later ’Ash’arĩs inserted into the way of Ibn KullĆb and al’Ash’arĩ some principles from the Mu’tazilah which they agreed with, such as ta’weel of the SifĆt
al-Khabariyyah, rejecting AllĆh’s Uluww above His creation and AllĆh’s istiwĆ’ over His Throne.
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Fourthly: The invalidity of the two authors’ claim that they are followers of al-’Ash’arĩ and in
agreement with the Salaf.
Fifthly: The falsity of ’AshĆ’irah being the majority of the Ummah.
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